aragon 18k preamplifier
the value of music

An informed and rational consumer makes purchasing decisions based
upon quality and value. Aragon's new 18K preamplifier was created for
this person. The 18K was engineered for the person who understands that
musical reality does not come from marketing hype, and quality is not
determined by the number of switches on the front panel.
The fully discrete Class A 18K is manufactured using parts engineered to
military and medical tolerances. The IPS power supply is housed in a separate chassis for the quietest possible performance. The machined aluminum knobs operate with the utmost precision and feel.
We invite you to compare the $995 18K with preamplifiers selling for
three times the price, and discover what reviewers around the world have
discovered.. .Aragon. Made in America and internationally acclaimed as
the finest quality and value attainable.
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ave you noticed how developed
the art of the high-end putdown has become?
"I have ahigh-end system; you listen to
mid-fi!"
"You're still listening to old-fashioned
single-ended tubes?"
"Listening to rock music on ahigh-end
system is like hauling trash in aBMW."
"Audiophiles who still listen to classical
music are museum-music-loving old farts."
"You're just adisillusioned subjectivist;
my opinions are totally objective."
And the deadliest of all: "I'm amusiclover; you're only interested in hardware?'
Like all put-downs, these reveal more
about the speaker than the person spoken
to. Yes, there will always be those who own
expensive systems but only afew albums.
Ialso recently read in the AlbuquerqueJournal
about aman who owned aquarter of a
million LPs but who played them on ;250
K-Mart player. But these are extremes. In
this issue's "Letters," Jerry Snead asks us not
to forget the music. Ibelieve that most
audiophiles do combine an interest in hardware with ahealthy love for music. Scratch
any technoholic and you'll get apassionate discussion of their favorite music.
Now anew put-down has emerged:
"You still listen to stereo?"
This month's "Letters" carries alot of
discussion ofJ. Gordon Holes March artide, "Space. ..
the Final Frontier," in which
he persuasively argued that Home Theater
makes stereo systems obsolete Most of the
correspondents agree with Gordon, yet I
would bet that nearly all audiophiles will
continue to enjoy stereo recordings for
some time to come.
I've gone the surround-sound route. I
had acomplete SQ/QS quadraphonic system in the '70s, ending up with aSansui
Variomatrix decoder (an ancestor of Dolby's
Pro-Logic system). Ireplaced the fullblown quad system with the kind of Haller
difference-speaker setup described by
Justin Graves in "Letters?' and even tried
the AudioPulse ambience synthesizer mentioned by Gary Croner. Yes, Icould get an
enjoyable sense of envelopment from all
of these kludged surround systems, but
none of them worked well enough for
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1994

enough of the time to justify their expense
and complexity.' By 1980, Ihad realized
that devoting the same resources to better two-channel playback gave amore
satisfyingly musical result. Idon't think
adding more information to imperfect stereo playback is the best way to correct
stereo's theoretical flaws. Only when the
sonic transparency offered by the best
high-end components filters down to
products everyone can afford will it be time
to talk about filling in the full sphere of
ambience that existed at the original event.

The advent of Home Theater is generally regarded as being good for the High
End, whose low profile among non-audiophiles is aconstant source for concern.
American society has become used to
being entertained, first and foremost, by
images. Because Home Theater means that
high-end dealers can attach high-end audio
to something with which the mass market is already comfortable—TV—it attracts
new consumers into their stores.
Home Theater sales have correspondingly become an important fraction of
high-end dealers' business. Nevertheless,
the installed base of surround-sound systems remains small—less than 5% of
1The one surround-system in those far-off, pre-CD
days that offered the chance of actually working was
Ambisonics. Iheard one very impressive discrete Ambisonics demonstration, and many mostly disappointing
matrixed Ambisonics demonstrations. The system no
longer has aprofile in the marketplace, though its protagonists remain loyal and vocal.
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potential households, Iunderstand. More
importantly, although Dolby has pretty
much set amulti-channel standard with
their 5.1-channel, AC-3 data-reduced system, and Philips is rumored to be working on aCD standard for carrying four discrete channels, there is still no agreed-upon
medium for surround-sound, music-only
recordings. Yes, some companies are releasing Dolby-surround-encoded CDs—
but Iregard such matrixed recordings as
being astop-gap, looking back to the failed
quadraphonic systems rather than forward
to the all-digital, discrete-channel future.
Until such software becomes widely
available, discussion of stereo's demise is
premature. Ken Furst, of the Home Theater Industry Association, said at the
Academy for the Advancement of HighEnd Audio's one-day conference in April
that the audio industry "has ahabit of eating its young." The announcement of new
technologies kills sales of current, supposedly obsolete components, yet the ballyhooed replacement may not be available
for some time. When "perfect sound forever" was announced in 1979, for example, the intervening four years until CD's
formal 1983 launch featured the worst
recession in audio history.
It's important, therefore, that Home
Theater and surround-sound not be regarded as being opposed to the stereo
experience, or even the mono one. To be
successful, Home Theater and surroundsound must complement the older music
formats, not be incompatible with
them—"And," not "Or."
Sometimes, we high-end technocrats get
too analytical—so much so that we forget
that sound reproduction is fimdamentally
about having fun! Using aSoundblaster
card in my PC, driven by the excellent
Doctor T's music-scoring software, Ihave
been getting about as much enjoyment
from "recorded" music as Ican remember. As Keith Yates once said in Stereophile
"If the appellation `high end' describes a
musical result, not acode ofbehavior, then
we won't be abandoning the high end,
we'll be elevating it."
—John Atkinson
2"Audio Minimalism: .Vol.11 No.11, p.64.
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usic demands speakers that sound
clear, articulate and dynamic with

superb imaging. When it comes to Home

Theater, the requirements are no different the best sounding Home Theater always
consists of better sounding speakers!
PARADIGM speakers are some of the best
sounding speakers in the world. The critics
agree and, from the very first listen, so
will you. What does it take to build
better sounding speakers? Nothing less
than better design execution and
superior component parts!
PARADIGM designs and builds all of the
bass/midrange drivers in the Atom,
Titan and CC-200. These are no ordinary
drivers -with high-pressure diecast
aluminum chassis, polypropylene cones
and kapton voice formers -they are among
the very best made. The tweeter used in all
of these speakers is ahighly regarded and
costly European X" polyamide dome with
ferrofluid cooling and damping. The
SB-100 subwoofer uses aPARADIGM built
dual-voice coil, high velocity, 10" driver
to produce thunderous bass.
Complete your Home Theater with the thrill
of incredible sound. PARADIGM speakers
give you everything you need to create a
sensational Home Theater experience.
Everything... but the popcorn.

The "Product of the Year" Home Theater System
center back: CC-200, center firre: SB-100

Sound &Vision
Choice Award" awarded to:
The krom,The TITAN,
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1
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Audio Video International
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the Year"), The ATOM and

and the CC-200

the SB-100 Sus WOOFER.
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For more information on the this system as well as other fine PARADIGM
speakers visit your nearest AUTHORIZED PARADIGM DEALER, or write:
AUDJOSTREAM, MPO Box 2410, Niagara Falls, NY 14302
In Canada: PARADIGM, 101 Hanlan Rd., Woodbridge, ON L4L 3P5
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SCULL JUICE
Editor:
Iwish to tell you how much Ienjoyed
Jonathan Scull's March article on collecting vinyl. My listening group and Ihad
named the vinyl cleaner concocted by
The Abso!ute Sound's elusive Enid Lumley
"Auntie Enid's Record Cleaner," so it
seemed applicable to name Jonathan
Scull's recipe (p.93) "Scull Juicer Even
though Iovennixed and used the "prescription" for aliter rather than agallon,
it works extremely well—really cleans
the deep grunge. ..
And thank you, Corey Greenberg, for
your attention to music rather than just
to equipment. MICHAEL R. PESHKIN
Chambersburg, PA

LET'S NOT FORGET
Editor:
Let's not forget.
While reading the April issue ofStereophik Icame across aword that describes
alot of music lovers: "audiochondriacs."
The love of music is not the love of
audio equipment. Let's not forget the
"original" source—the music!!!
JERRY T. SNEAD
Ellicott City, MD
TESTY?

Editor:
Did you find the pun at the head of Mr.
Greenberg's NAD review (Vol.17 No.4,
p.148) alittle testy?
Anyway, Stereophile still remains one
of my all-time favorites.
TONY DELUCA
Frankford, DE
HALLELUJAH!
Editor:
Regarding the "new" Stereophile: Hallelujah!
M.W.
Evansville, IL
TAKE THAT!
Editor:
Iprefer Stereophile's new format. Imust
be blind or otherwise perceptually chalS
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lenged: Idid NOT mistake my January
issue for aRadio Shack ad flyer or a
proclamation of some fantastic prize I
had just won from Ed McMahon. It lays
flat without me having to use apair of
monoblocks to hold it down. It stacks
neatly with every other piece of paper
that fills my life. It is easy to hold and read
while on the throne. The large pages
hold lots of words, and the extra real
estate makes the advertising look pretty
snazzy. Job well done!
Many letters you print seem to contain threats from readers to cancel their
subscriptions. Mine has two years to go
at this point, and if Stereophile remains as
entertaining as it is now, Iassure you I
will renew for the maximum number of
years available in the next renewal notice
you send me. I'll even go that one better: If Ifeel that reading Stereophile becomes more entertaining than it is at
present, Iwill renew for DOUBLE the
maximum term you offer. There, take
that!
JEFFREY FLAWS
Andover, MN
GET A LIFE!
Editor:
Ihave just finished reading the March
1994 "Letters." Iwas, at first, amazed by
the number of readers who wrote in
whining about the change to alarger,
journal-size layout. The more Ithought
about it, however, the more sense it
makes (to them), and the more demonstrative it is of the larger problem with
We regret that resources do not permit us to
reply individually to letters, particularly those
requesting advice about particular equipment
purchases. (We are also unable to take telephone calls regarding equipment purchases.)
Were we to do this, asignificant service charge
would have to be assessed—and we don't
have time to do it anyway! Although all letters
are read and noted, only those of general
interest are selected for publication. Please
note, however, that published letters are subject to editing, particularly if they are very
long or address more than one topic. All correspondents should include their name,
address, and adaytime telephone number.
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high-end. A commercial comes to mind
in which atennis player rails that image
is all that matters!
What's wrong is that all these people
seem unnaturally concerned about form
over substance! It's the content of the
magazine that is important. Stereophile
isn't (I hope) one of those coffee-table
decorations that are spread around to
merely impress those who happen to
pass by. This is amagazine to be read and
re-read. It is the hardware and software
reviews and the advertising that is important, not the page size. ..
For those of us on this side of the page,
it is only ahobby! It is not life or death.
All Ihave to say to those chronic complainers is: get alife.
MIKE KLEIN
Metairie, LA
YOUR SIZE SUCKS!
Editor:
To be succinct—your size sucks!
1) It's too big to read in bed.
2) It's not big enough to stay open on
your lap on the couch.
3) It adds too much weight and size to
my backpack when traveling.
4) It takes up more storage space that
looks uglier.
5) It's not "neat" anymore.
6) It's too small—doesn't fit well with
Wine & Spirits, Business Week, etc.
7) It's clumsy.
8) It sucks.
Should you, in poorer judgment,
choose to retain this new unique size,
could you at least print alist of other
magazines that are size-compatible so
that Ican properly store these suckers
instead of sending them to be recycled,
or worse, canceling my subscription?
CRAIG BENDER
New York, NY
CONFUSED?
Editor:
Ifirst want to commend those comrades
who exhibited great bravery and heroism
by admitting in these hallowed pages
("Letters," March'94) that they still read
9

THE FSERIES: F22-REMOTE CONTROL TUBE PREAMPLIFIER. F15-100 WATTS PER CHANNEL HYBRID STEREO
POWER AMPLIFIER WITH TUBE BALANCED INPUTS. F18-220 WATTS PER CHANNEL HYBRID STEREO POWER
AMPLIFIER WITH TUBE BALANCED INPUTS. FX-90 WATTS PER CHANNEL STEREO POWER AMPLIFIER.
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Stereo Review. ST and CG take note: That
was balls!
However, don't any of these comrades
own aruler? The new Stereophile is 71
/"
2
by 10 1
/". Stereo Review, on the other hand,
4
is 71
/ "by 10 1/
4
2". Close, yes, but not the
same.
I'm amazed that these people can hear
differences in $350/m cable, wiping CDs,
wiping RCAs or XLRs, adjusting an inch
this way or that. Maybe their brains
function more heavily in the auditory
domain than in the visual. ..
JEFF WHEATON
No address given

You WON'T BE

Editor:
It is interesting to note that many readers
are more concerned about style than
substance. ..
Since Stereophile contributes greatly to an industry that assists in
sharpening our listening/hearing skills,
Iam surprised that some audiophiles
appear not to have extended these skills
to the other senses. These people appear
visually impaired, as they have difficulty
distinguishing Stereophile from Stereo
Review.
It would have been more interesting
if you could have increased the size of Sterrophile by asmidgen with each issue until
you reached the current size. You could
have also increased the size of one issue
by extending the left side, and the subsequent issue by extending the right side.
You would have avoided alot of useless
letters, which would have allowed more
space for reviews, etc. Then you could
have made an announcement of what
you had donc Those hapless audiophiles
would have kept these issues as real collectors' items and shown them to their
friends, thereby encouraging more subscriptions.
Please let me know if you need any
other time-proven suggestions to get
these people off your case.
ASHLEY JAMES SINCLAIR
President, Krell Capital Corporation
Mississauga, Ontario

GIZMOLOGY?

Editor:
It always amazes me how one audio
gizmo can elicit such diffèrent responses.
Iwas reading Thomas J. Norton's review
of the Stax Lambda Pro Classic headphones (Vol.17 No.2, p.111) and was
wondering if he was reviewing the same
gizmo that's sitting by my listening seat.
Is it possible that Ihave aone-of-akind special version of the same model?
The one Iown (serial number B5396)
makes me weep with its ability to reveal
the delicate natural harmonics of music
S
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in away that few audio gizmos can. I
must keep glycerin pills and an oxygen
tank next to my unit, because the music
Ihear through the headphones could
cause heart failure in a52-year-old man.
Ialso keep aloaded Smith & Wesson
.44 magnum near, serial number B5396,
because if anyone tries to use it without
my permission, Igo insane. Sometimes
love is so blind and hot that the mere idea
of another man touching my objet d'amour
can bring up intense jealous rage.
Iam calling Steve Yamamoto at Stax
to see if my unit differs from Tom's. (My
unit must have asecret "dance" mode,
because once Iturn the volume control
past 12 o'clock, Iam forced to get up and
dance.)
Ithink Iam apretty good judge of
major gizmological triumphs, and I
believe that this little black box with only
two tubes and headphones is one of the
most significant pieces of aural art on the
face of the music earth. This is one of the
most undervalued works of genius in the
audio community.
Ihope the folks at Stax read this and
get so revved up that they start creating
the next generation of technology. Iam
sure that, with their decades-old steady
genius, they will keep pushing the perimeters of musical ecstasy.
HARVEY ROSENBERG
Stamford, CT

DOES THE HIGH END LIMIT
ITS MARKET?

Editor:
High-end industry leaders should consider the following criteria when designing products: home convenience, wife
acceptance factor, ease of use, portability,
and aesthetics. Perhaps astudy of the
automotive and computer industries
would shed some light.
Performance cats, such as Ferrari, Jaguar, BMW, and others, are sold at very
high prices compared to standard-production cars. The market for these cars
is far larger than that for high-end audio.
Why? Each of these cars adheres to some
of the above-mentioned criteria.
In 1983, aportable PC weighed in at
30 lbs; today, most notebooks hardly
cross the 6-lb mark, and the notebook
has far more capacity and power than its
predecessor. Major internal components
—the motherboard, hard drive, and
power supply—are still functionally the
same, but they're much smaller. The
high-end industry is older than the PC
industry, but none of the technological
breakthroughs in product design appears
to meet, to any degree, any of the above
criteria.
High-end audio is young in the
United Arab Emirates, but it's nevertheless making aremarkable breakthrough.
As adistributor of many fine products,
we come across numerous customers
GENERATION XHEARD FROM
with good budgets—ie, greater than US
Editor:
$15,000—but little knowledge regarding
Ihave been reading Stereophile for about
high-end equipment. They understand
five years and have subscribed twice.
and appreciate that fine quality is achieved
After reading Sam Tellig's piece on the
at aprice, but not at the expense of havMarantz CD-63 CD player (January,
ing to modify their lifestyles to enjoy it.
p.59), Idrove to The Audio Den to lisWe spend considerable time studying our
ten. Iwas pleasantly surprised by both
customers' living spaces and designing
the retailer and the player. No pressure
display cabinets and racks that will hide
to buy; rather, "Please sit and listen," in
cables and equipment—to blend the
aquiet room surrounded by high-end.
electronics with the interiors so that the
On returning to Riverside, Ihooked
system is unobtrusive. As much as we
up my CD-63. Next Imail-ordered a would like the speakers to disappear and
pair of Beyer DT-990 Pro headphones,
absorb the customer into the music, it is
at asignificant discount. These sound
equally important to create an approprigreat from the CD-63 headphone jack,
ate environment to listen in—a dauntbut reveal how awful my other +12ing task with most high-end products.
year-old gear sounds. Ihave about 2000
Most people who listen to music
LPs and only afew hundred CDs. This
regularly can discern and appreciate the
is how Generation X meets the bottom
differences between a$10,000 system and
of the High End.
a$30,000 system. What they cannot
I'm almost 26 years old. The Air Force
understand or accept is the imposing
lets me use its high-end toys at work. I nature of the equipment. One does not
laugh at C-Lock jitter reduction. They
have to be an audiophile aficionado to
should use low-phase noise-selected
appreciate and buy high-end equipment.
oversized quartz crystals, such as an AusThere are people who will buy quality
tron 1210d clock or aHewlett-Packard
products but won't necessarily be suffi10811e opt2. How many CD players
ciently impassioned to modify their
have aBNC jack for external frequencylifestyles and living spaces to enjoy them.
standard input? None. KARL KEEFER
A few companies are designing prodRiverside, CA
ucts that may appeal to awider music-
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loving population because they fulfill
most of the criteria Imentioned at the
beginning of this letter. ..
Until highend manufacturers realize that there are
factors other than sonic quality which are
just as important in abuying decision,
the industry will remain parochial, and
an enigma to the general music-loving
population.
M EHBOOB HAMZA
Dubai, United Arab Emirates

ASLEEP AT THE WHEEL?
Editor:
It excites me to discover that the Purist
Audio Design system-enhancing CD-R
costs only $150 ("Sam's Space," March
'94). At today's prices, you could barely
scrape together 10 CDs of music for that
price. And after buying the system enhancer, I'd be requited with "smoother,
cleaner, more detailed, and much more
dynamic" sound. I'd pay $1500—some
people would gladly pay $15,000—for
the improvements Sam described.
But before Irush to the bank, there's
just one question that nags me: Was Mr.
Tellig having awakeful listening experience, or was he submerged in adeep, disillusioned, rapturous audiophile slumber
when he gathered these impressions?
JOHN AMMONS
Mill Valley, CA

12

SeeJack English's andJonathan Scull's reports
on the Purist CD-R in this issue.
—JA

SOMETHING'S AMISS
Editor:

Iwould like to pass on the following
unusual phenomenon that has occurred
in my system (Goldmund, CAT, Krell,
Tandberg open-reel, Day-Sequerra, and
Martin-Logan Monolith Ills). Several
months ago, Iloaned my Krell 32-X digital processor to afriend who was considering buying it to mate with his Proceed transport. (This particular unit was
purchased new about two years ago.)
When the Krell was returned and connected to my system, something was terribly amiss. The sound was dark, veiled,
and slow. Nothing else had changed;
every component was functioning okay.
Icleaned all connectors; that didn't help.
Several weeks went by, and the life
gradually returned to my system. The
fog had lifted.
A few weeks back, Philadelphia suffered through ahorrible storm complete
with athree-day power outage. Again,
my system became veiled and lifeless.
Leaving the big Krell KSA-250 on all the
time didn't improve matters. Several
weeks passed, and once again my system
came back to life.
Ieventually traded in the outdated
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Krell processor for the new Studio. Now
my system could peel paint at 1000 yards.
The Krell obviously needed considerable break-in. Ilistened and waited.
Eventually the Studio did break-in, and
Ienjoyed ahigher level of resolution than
ever before.
Next Inoticed agradual channel imbalance Upon checking and substituting
other gear, Idiscovered the culprit: the
Goldmund transport. Itook the Goldmund in for repair, and the service rep
asked that Ibring along the Studio processor. When all was judged to be operating properly, Ireturned home and
reconnected the Goldmund and Krell in
my system. The sound? Worse than ever.
Next step was to borrow the new
$8000 Krell DT-18 front-loading transport. The Krell creamed the Goldmund.
My conclusion? When digital equipment—be it transport or processor—
is disconnected from the wall, the sound
deteriorates and can take weeks or
months, not day% to come back to life.
At first Ididn't believe my ears, but now
Ido.
ROGER FELDENHEIMER
Radnor, PA

A RIPE AREA?
Editor:
A certain sense of enlightenment pervades my spirit this morning, having
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Over aquarter century of
B&W Loudspeakers' quest for
perfection in sound reproduction
has resulted in the definitive

VIRTUAL ACOUSTIC REALITY
B&W

North Reading

HOME CINEMA

MMV'

home THX Entertainment
experience.
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B&W Loudspeakers of America
PO Box 8, 54 Concord Street,
MA 01861 008, USA.
Tel. 508 664 2870
Fax. 508 664 4109

Problem Solved.

How long have you been thinking about turning
your music system into areal home theater? Or, has
your current processor created more problems than
it has solved?
Sound Quality
You no longer need to choose between optimizing your
system for music or movies. The PAV was designed to
handle both, equally and without compromise.
Functionality
Ten inputs (including four which handle audio and
video signals) offer the ultimate flexibility, even for
complex systems. Balanced inputs and outputs let
you take advantage of your best sources and amplifiers. Broadcast quality video switching delivers unexcelled video performance. Multiple output paths,
surround modes and programming options make the
PAV the first truly full-function surround preamp.

Easy to Use
Despite the complexity of what happens inside, the
PAV is simple and intuitive to use. You'll need to lock it
up if you want to keep others from using it! Button
locations, multi-color LEDs, on screen programming, and apowerful learning remote have all been
coordinated to make the PAV both logical and fun.
Three Systems In One
Send any combination of sound and picture throughout your home by using the "remote path." Any of
the components in your main system can be sent to
another system (or "zone"), while you record another and watch athird. Three separate output paths
are provided so you can see and hear whatever you
want, wherever you want it.
Finally...
You can have it all. Audition the PAY audio/video
preamplifier at your local Proceed dealer. If you
would like to add your name to our mailing list,
please write or fax us at the address below.*

PROCEED
C13

DOLBY SURROUND

PPO LOGIC • TIME LINK

pay

1.11C45,11,1.

M.

*A donation to support AIDS research will be made for every name added to our mailing list.
Mark Levinson* and Proceed products are designed and manufactured by
MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES P.O. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457 FAX (203) 346-1540
THX is aregistered trademark of Lucasfilm Ltd. DOLBY, Pro Logic and the double-D Symbol are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation.
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read John Ammons's comments in the
March "Letters." Iwas beginning to
question whether there were any other
Stereophile readers who know who Jerry
Garcia is. However, there are preconditioning requisites that must be strictly
followed if maximum listening acuity is
to be realized ...
Ihave noticed that, under severe use
(read: turn it up to realistic levels), you
can actually hear amplifiers, cables,
speakers, etc. settle into optimal performance after acouple of hours. (It doesn't
hurt to start by leaving anything that
doesn't have arunning motor turned on
all of the time, but weigh carefully the
cost of electricity if you have class-A
amplifiers.) It seems that after about two
or three days of neglect (low-level listening or no sound at all), things start
sounding edgy again. Iwould be quite
interested in learning of other readers'
experiences.
Cheapie bum-in signals: Computerdata CD-ROMs provide agood pseudorandom noise pattern that will work
great for anything in your signal chain
before the power amplifiers, but don't let
those waveforms get anywhere near
power-amp stages or speakers. (Squarewaves are nasty; enough said.)
This is aripe area for more experimentation.
JEFFREY FLAWS
Andover, MN
WHAT'S HAPPENING?

Editor:
Ioften see references in your reviews
about "breaking-in" the components
(usually speakers, but occasionally other
components; Ieven saw areference to
breaking-in apair of cables). What is the
purpose of break-in? What is it that the
component does after the break-in period
that it didn't do before?
ROBERT F. BOROWSKY
Franklin Park, NJ
Asfar as I'm concerned, component break-in
is amuch misunderstood subject. Some aspects
are simply explained: Electronic products need
to reach thermal equilibrium; new capacitors
and cable dielectrics need to be `farmed"; and
loudspeaker suspensions and surrounds need
to be mechanically worked to reach their
optimal, designed-for compliances. But asfor
the more esoteric aspects of break-in, such as
those discussed byJS andJE elsewhere in this
issue, we are groping in the dark. I'm reminded
of the commonly held notions that playing a
musical instrument improves it, or that if an
instrument is not played, its sound deteriorates.
Ihave no idea why these things should be
true—some have postulated about preferred,
musically coherent vibrational patterns developing or decaying, but Ihave certainlyfound the
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1994

former to be true. Ionce lent my well-thrashed
1964 Fender P-Bass to aplayer who was wrestling with anominally identical, brand-new
rental instrument; he was astonished tofind
the old bass so much easier to play, despite the
new guitar being well set up with identical
strings. There is obviously more going on than
we currently understand.
-JA
THE GREAT DEBATE REDLTX

Editor:
I'd like to throw my opinion of the "all
cables/amplifiers sound the same" debate
into the arena.
A simple experiment in the cable area
would consist of soldering up acouple
of pairs of interconnects to the length
necessary to do your system (should be
at least two pairs of each type). Use Radio
Shack RG-8 mini foam, and RG59 (both
extremely cheap, by-the-foot cables).
Both cables have acopper-braid shield,
but the first has alarge stranded center
conductor, the second acopper-plated
steel center conductor.
In aside-by-side comparison, the RG8will sound like ahigh-cut filter has
been switched in. The treble will be
depressed, and the midrange and bass
will be forward. The RG59 will be more
evenly balanced but will sound bland and
lacking in detail.
This can be heard even by atin ear.
Cables are not alike.
In the amplifier area Ihave had both
an Aragon 2004 Mk.II and the big Van
Alstine FET-valve/MOSFET amplifier;
to say that these produce the saine sound
is ludicrous. The Aragon has aslightly
front-of-center, even sound with powerful, into-the-cellar bass. The FET-valve
amp is slightly behind center in soundstage, with much more depth, but an
ever-so-slight warming in the midbass
and amore delicate sound. Both are
good amplifiers and have their strengths,
but they sound different, even if the levels
are critically matched. Anyone could
prefer one over the other. It just happens
Ilike the Van Alstine better—way better.
Iwould suggest that anyone not hearing adifference in either of these cable/
amp comparisons (no matter which one
would sound better) should sell his stereo, buy aWalkman, take the money, go
on avacation, and give their ears arest.
GARY FRETZ
Red Hill, PA
TUBES REDUX
Editor:
The essential factor that allows tubed
audio gear to surpass solid-state equipment in musical accuracy relates to the
nature of the inter-electrode capacitances
of each type of amplifying device. A
WorldRadioHistory

vacuum tube's dielectric (K = 1—ideal)
is superior to that of crystalline silicon
(K = 11.7—about that of amediocrequality ceramic capacitor). This would
seem to suggest that it is possible to make
atube amplifier sound like transistors,
but that the converse will never be
entirely attainable.
With regard to tube microphonics, I've
found that agood 12AX7 suffers less
than many other tubes (at acomparable
signal level). 6DJ8s and 5842s are
rnicrophonic tubes. This is because, to
get ahigh transconductance in aminiature tube with areasonably sized filament, the grid wires are spaced more
closely to the cathode than with alowtransconductance type such as a5751 or
12AX7. Therefore, any vibrational disturbance of the grid wires (or frame)
causes arelatively greater variation in the
grid-to-cathode geometry with the
high-transconductance types.
THOMAS M. DAWSON
Lisle, IL
That the 6DJ8 can be microphonic is wellknown. SeeJonathan Scull's, Larry Greenhill's, and Dick Olsher's reviews oftube products in this issue.
SINGLE-ENDED SUCCESS
Editor:
There are not enough well-organized
audiophile events to allow the Philadelphia Audio Society's recent SingleEnded Symposium (at the Wayne Hotel
in Wayne, PA) to go unrecognized. There
was aterrific sense of camaraderie, and
an upbeat atmosphere throughout the
ranks of attendees, organizers, and hotel
staff. The 150 or so enthusiasts in attendance were treated to the unique sonic
charms of various single-ended tube
amplifiers and high-sensitivity speakers.
Organizer and host Peter Breuninger,
MagneQuest Transformer principal
Mike LaFevre, and all other contributors
to the exhibition are to be loudly commended for their efforts.
JOHN HALLENBORG
New York, NY
SeeJonathan Scull's reportfrom the Philadelphia Single-Ended Symposium in this issue's
"Industry Update."
-JA
APPALLED BY GORDON

Editor:
I was appalled by J. Gordon Holt's
"Space. ..
the Final Frontier" in March. As
an audio manufacturer, Idisagree that
there is no room for more than incremental improvements in two-channel
stereo. Components are breaking new
ground at arapid pace; this is no time to
15

give up the ship. Besides, are you guys
ready to change your title from Stereophile to Surroundophile? Doesn't that just
roll right off your tongue?
Gordon complained in his "Space"
article about designers deviating from
aflat frequency response to make their
loudspeakers sound their best in stereo.
It wasn't that long ago that J. Gordon
Holt boldly proclaimed "Down With
Flat" in the pages of Stereophile (Vol.8
No.4, p.5), advocating exactly the type
of frequency-response shaping he now
condemns.
Gordon also stated that the space
found on stereo recordings is the result
of comb filtering from room reflections
that are out of phase; he also stated that
many recordings have no depth whatsoever. Room reflections, whether off the
front wall or any other wall, can take a
great many paths, so there will always be
random phase information delivered. A
room does not become an anechoic
chamber for some recordings but not
others. ..The fact that the soundstage
changes with different recordings, as
Gordon acknowledged, is an indication
that the perceived soundstage is not an
artifact, but is in fact arepresentation of
the original musical event. ..
Gordon's
hypothesis also fails to satisfactorily
explain why, on many recordings, you

can hear the size of the recording venue
during the silence before the first note has
sounded.
Since we perceive direction, distance,
depth, and height as functions of the
information sent to our brains by our
two ears, why should Gordon dismiss
the possibility of two microphones being
sufficient to capture all the necessary
information, and two channels being
sufficient to reproduce that information?
Of course, Gordon and John Atkinson
are correct regarding rear sounds being
reproduced in front of the listener, but
so what? Is this any less realistic than
those quadraphonic recordings that
placed the listener between the performers (a location unoccupied during
the performance)? It may be fim, as Gordon said, but this type of source material doesn't even attempt to be realistic.
If this is what someone enjoys, far be it
from me to tell him he's wrong to do
so—but it doesn't make atwo-channel
system obsolete.
It's also true that most people have a
fixed amount of money they can afford
to spend on asound system. For such
people, the greater the number of channels, the lower the quality of each of
those channels.
While Iwill not deny that properly
applied surround-sound has merit for

ALL
CLEAR.

some applications, two-channel stereo
still deserves your support. Two-channel
stereo would not be where it is today
without J. Gordon Holt and Stereophile;
but where would Stereophile be today
without two-channel stereo?
ALAN RAUCHWERGER
President, Virtual Image Audio
South Hackensack, NJ
GORDON IS A GEM
Editor:
Gordon is agem. At last, acomprehensive essay on why multi-channel surround-sound should be the audio standard of the future ("Space. ..
the Final
Frontier," Vol.17 No3, p.60). And what
asuperlatively written piece.
I'm totally behind you, Mr. Holt,
because Iagree with your observations,
especially in regard to imaging and staging. Multi-channel sound (surround or
frontal only) imaging and staging are so
far superior to conventional, twochannel, two-speaker imaging and staging, it's awonder how reviewers and
audiophiles can go ga-ga over the latter.
These chaps must possess asuperior
adaptive mechanism that enables them
to totally suspend disbelief whenever
they turn the audio on and the lights off';
they do it so well that, despite the obvious and glaring spatial distortion of con-

These are Martin Logan Speakers.
Unlike any others. Gone are the
components of atraditional
speaker. It looks like we put
nothing behind the grill. That's
our electrostatic driver,
incorporating an incredibly
advanced Vapor Deposited
Membrane that you can see right
through. With less mass than the
air it's moving. Capable of cleanly
reproducing the exquisite texture of
aStradavarious violin, yet able to
unleash the awesome power of a
Fender® bass.
Martin Logan invented
Curvilinear Electrostatic
Technology. And we packed it all
into aline of very remarkable
loudspeaker designs. From the new
Aerius starting at $1,995 apair to
the $60,000 Statement System.
All this is something you'll have a
difficult time seeing. But you will
hear it. Clearly

MARTIn•Locnn,LTD.
THE

ELECTROSTATIC

TECHNOLOGY

913-749-0133
P.O. Box 707 Lawrence, Kanus 66044
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ventional stereophony, they can believe
that they have been transported to the
concert hall. Any child should be able to
point out to them the emperor's clothes.
As for John Atkinson, Iwish that,
whenever he speaks up for conventional
stereophony and against multi-channel
frontal and/or surround-sound, he would
try to recall the feelings he experienced
when he first heard awell-set-up, full
Ambisonics demonstration in England
in his younger days. This surely is aclassic case of "stick-in-the-mud" audio
mentality.
YIP MANG M ENG
Singapore

BRAVO, J.GORDON HOLT

Editor:
J. Gordon Holt, bravo for your article on
surround-sound (March '94, p.60). Fourchannel recording/reproduction is the
obvious and inevitable evolutionary
direction of audio reproduction. This
change will erase and rewrite the design
criteria for the next generation of audio
components; the listening experience
will be elevated from the listener observing the music from an outside window
to the listener actually attending amusical event. Idon't know about you, but
I'd rather my system made me feel as if
Iwere in the audience instead of looking through my expensive hi-fi window
at the performance.
There will be agreat resistance in the
High End to this inevitable change, especially from those who manufacture audio
gear that is now considered cutting-edge,
as much of it will be unsuitable for recreating arealistic 360° soundfield (ha!).
My friends, please embrace and encourage this coming forward leap in the
listening experience. I'm sure that when
these concepts come to fruition, the
audio industry will experience significant
growth as people like us demand to
experience this new level of audio reproduction.
While JGH explained that we could
extract the rear-channel ambient information from our present CDs and LPs
by left-right subtraction, he did not
describe how this can be achieved by any
red-blooded audiophile with asingle
stereo amplifier: Simply hook two surround speakers [with their terminals wired
positive-negative-negative-positive—Ed.]
across the amp's two positive loudspeaker terminals. (Note that the front
speakers are wired in the normal fashion.) A resistor or potentiometer can be
placed anywhere in the rear speakers'
connection loop to control their output
level. In this [Hafler] setup, the rear
speakers' output is the (mostly) ambient
information JGH referred to.
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1994

Thank you, Mr. Holt, for spreading
the word.
JUSTIN GRAVES
Dayton, OH

JGH IS RIGHT ON

Editor:
J. Gordon Holt is right on with his
March '94 article, "Space. ..
the Final
Frontier!' He is reinforced in the same
issue by Corey Greenberg's Follow-Up
of the NHT 3.3 (p.135), in which CG
recognizes the importance of increasing
the ratio of direct:reflected sound. This
is what JGH is saying: that the "reflected" sound should be replaced with
surround channels. In my opinion, the
high-end community is reluctant to
embrace "surround-sound" for the same
reason that it's overly taken with minimonitors: They can't bring themselves
to accept the fact that lifelike sound
reproduction requires big speakers, and
big speakers don't sell (especially if you
need four of them!).
Tom GRAHAM
Fullerton, CA

philes have not become committed to
surround-sound because their initial
experience has been disappointing. His
point is well taken, but if we apply equal
rigor and persistence to setting up asurround system correctly, as we always
have with more familiar components, the
results will improve accordingly.
There is no doubt that multi-channel
technology introduces additional variables which must be managed properly,
but the potential rewards are well worth
the effort.
BRUCE M. EVERETT
Odessa, FL

SETUP IS THE KEY

Editor:
Iagree with JGH that surround systems
can have the potential to outperform
most high-end stereo systems. (Interestingly, JA, perhaps unintentionally, almost
succeeded in ruining JGH's objectives.)
Like many aucliophiles, Ienjoy stereo
sound, especially when it is carefully set
up using recordings such as Chesky
JD37 and JD68, and QSound CDs.
THANK YOU, MR. HOLT
However, when surround-sound comEditor:
ponents are judiciously put together, [the
Thank you for Mr. Holt's article in the
sound] is frequently more realistic and
March issue about "surround-sound!'
superior to stereo.
His comments are completely consistent
The trick here is to apply the same
with my own listening experiences. I attention as you would on astereo setup
own an ADS model 10 "acoustic dimen- to every surround component; le, matchsion synthesizer," which Ipurchased in ing each other and positioning speakers
1978 during the infancy of digital tech- in the right areas to achieve the most natnology. The unit is very flexible, allow- ural balance. Dynamic contrasts, imaging individual selection of "ambience ing, and believable soundstaging are the
extraction" and/or "ambience synthesis," goals here. It will take much more time
including separate reverberation and to set up than anormal stereo.
time-delay controls. Moreover, four sepN.G. EDDIE
arate rear channels produce amore uniVictoria, Australia
form ambient field than only two could
provide. The well-written owner's man- BRAVO, BRAVO, BRAVO!
ual explains that, ideally, most ambient Editor:
information should be "recovered" with The purpose of this letter is to raise my
no need for added "synthesized" rever- voice to the highest decibel level that's
beration when extracted from the best safe in support ofJ. Gordon Holt's argurecordings.
ments in the March 1994 issue. Bravo,
After living with amulti-channel bravo, bravo! JGH has once again shown
system for many years, Iwould be leadership at atime when it is sorely
unwilling to relinquish its virtues even lacking. To put things in perspective, I
while allowing for the limitations of my became convinced of the superiority of
somewhat antiquated equipment. (Obvi- this approach to sound reproduction in
ously, modern digital processing circuits the mid-1970s when Ipurchased an
would produce less distortion and noise.) Audio Pulse Model One. Ultimately, the
The point Iwish to make, though, is that unit was so noisy that Istopped using it,
the system effectively reconstructs an but Ihaven't stopped hoping for abetter
expansive three-dimensional "sonic implementation of the concept.
aura" that transcends the constraints of
For several years now, Ihave become
the "soundstage." The full impact may increasingly alarmed by the closedbe best realized when the experience is mindedness and rigidity that has taken
abruptly ended by turning off the side over the high-end press. With respect to
channels. Suddenly, the vast image col- the issue of surround-sound vs stereo,
lapses, and Carnegie Hall implodes into Skreophile exhibits aclear editorial negaagazebo.
tivity toward surround-sound. (See JA's
Mr. Holt believes that many audio- comments in the Vol.17 No3 "As We See
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It," and footnote 11 on p.75—which, by
the way, ignores the great monetary and
time expense needed to get the most out
of two-channel listening.)
Iam convinced that there is no general
consensus among audiophiles about
what is most important in sound reproduction. Unfortunately, Ihaven't seen
this debate taking place in Stereophile's
pages. Over the last several years, your
writers have become more and more
alike in their opinions. The individuals
currently on staff who Ithink would be
good candidates to carry on this debate
—Peter W. Mitchell and JGH—are apparently not in aposition to do so. This
is an area where achange in editorial perspective would be helpful.
It's fine for individuals to dislike particular products and suggest ways in
which they could be better; in fact, I
think that Stereophile should play that
important role. But the concept of this
technology should not be ignored or
diminished ...
Ithink it is misguided for
Stereophile to take sides with respect to the
form that musical reproduction equipment should take—especially in this race,
where the [stereo] position is becoming
areactionary one. There is no question
that surround-sound is the future—it's
quickly moving into homes through
Home Theater technology. [Stereophile

faces] the choice either of being in the
phile. As Holt said in his surroundforefront of the development of this
sound article, I'm one of those who has
judged stereo to be unmusical. But has
technology, or of sticking its head in the
sand and letting the world pass it by. I the world passed me by? Am Istuck in
find it ironic that Stereo Review is more
the '50s, or even the '30s? Do Ionly play
open-minded.
GARY CRONER
78s with acactus or steel needle?
Berkeley, CA
Hell no. I'm totally digital, not totally
nuts.
I've done the stereo thing with Thiels,
THE REAL SURROUND
Quads, Sound-Lab A-2Xes, B&K, Vil,
PROBLEM
Atma-Sphere, the CAT preamp, and the
Editor:
PC Wire-of-the-Month Club. Yep, the
J. Gordon Holt's article on surroundsoundstage was in front of, above, and
sound music systems (March 1994, p.60)
behind the speakers, and outside the
was excellent.
speaker edges, too. The imaging was
The real problem for four-channel
great, but not pinpoint. But I've never
music systems is software, not hardware.
heard live music that was pinpoint,
If record companies cannot take music
either.
recorded in the past (the Beatles catalog,
etc.) and reprocess it as four discrete
So Ihad the musicians' addresses. So
channels, I, for one, will never consider
what? So they didn't sound real.
the purchase of such amusic system.
Then Istarted listening to buses, birds,
No, Ido not want 70% of the benefits
people talking, noises, washing machines
of acompromised music system. Iwant
—you know, life. Live music included.
all or none of the benefits.
Idiscovered that everything, even reflecThe music that was produced in the
tions, is in mono, or lots of different
past gives me much greater pleasure than
monos at the same time. The only thing
the music that is now being made.
that wasn't in mono was my stereo.
JOSEPH KRONBERG
Hmmmmm?
Cambridge, MA
Iguess this means that my ears hear in
stereo, but that the sounds aren't in steBACK TO MONO!
reo. When Ihear alive solo violinist, it's
Editor:
one source, mono. There aren't two solo
Iadmit it. I'm amonophile, not astereo- violinists with me creating an equilateral

The
answer
is simple:
tuning.
For your nearest tuning dealer and details
on the complete line of RoomTune Acoustic
Treatment, Tuning Racks, and the new Tunable
Components from Michael Green Designs,
contact Ultra Systems.

1-800-724-3305
1Walters Lane, Box 570, Point Pleasant PA 18950
215-297-0227 •FM 297-8661

SYSTEMS
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RB980BX 120 watt/channel amplifier

of perfection is apassion. • Rotel

modest/ypricedamplifier, correetent but
high-wire without anet -andpeiotmed."

music lovers who labor over their

listen to the results, then tweak and
adjust until the new product meets
exacting musical standards. U All
Rotel products are truly built from the
inside out using premium parts. Components are hand selected for their

ucts reviewers dream cj:. .
more thanjust another
uninspiring. The lb/el...got up on the high-end

engineers are, first and foremost,

new designs like proud parents. They

nspromise env; but

Thomas!. Norton, Stereophile
Vol.15, No.11, Nov. 1992

1

RC990BX remote control preamplifier

RCD96511. 'Sound quabtr was superb...
Clarity, transient detail, am/high-lee/punch all
were exile/my% In shalt Rote/:y RCD-96.5LE
clear/i ddirers CD sound dun approaches the
highest standards q/Me daribr less -suhstantial/r /esr, in some instance -than maul coinpet/the abernafires."

RCD965LE compact disc player

CD Review (Jan 94)
_e'er aspect o//he '965 has heen optimia,d

sound quality and built by industry leading

with asingle goal M mud- sound quality. //iv

suppliers around the world.
ROTEL OF AMERICA
P.O. BOX 8II NORTH READING. MA I 018E4-0008
PHONE 130-37C-3741 I FAX: 508-654-4109

this preaccupaunn whh thefinest detail /hat is
leaved in the player's °real/perhirmance.
Nothing, hut nothing, has been kit to chance."
What Hi -Fi? (Dec 91)

AFFORDABLE

RLC900 power line conditioner

HIGH
1E.
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RSS900 speaker selector
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From 'The Big -Sa
o 'Black Holes', take a
ntertainmentsystem and you have crossed the
quantum leap into a new galaxy of•bas
pal frontier..
performabcé. Subwoofer teohnotogy so adV.anced,
ntact your Energy Dealer today for asound and .
it leaves.the competition light years behind..
• fe ling that %Ail-elevate your listening experience Add Energy powered subwo'ciferS to your home. in
anew dimension.
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For assistance in locating yout,closet Energy dealer, phone 416:e1-1800 or fax 416-321-1506' .

triangle so Ican "image" asolo violinist.
notion: Totally overlooked in the discusSame thing for an orchestra. So mono
sion was the question, "Where do we
has all the articulation, harmonic rich- prefer to be when the music plays?" Gorness, subtle ambient cues of real life.
don's desideratum, indeed almost everyBecause it is real life.
one's today, seems to be "reproduction
But Holt thinks that all these nuances
of the acoustical space that. .
assures our
and more are masked in mono. Maybe
ears that, at last, they are in the concert
in his version of mono. And if there is
hall." Another possibility exists, howmasking in mono, why doesn't it hapever, and always has, although it's being
pen in mono amps? In his surround- presently ignored: Equally valid, and
sound article, what Holt described as
even more enjoyable, is the illusion of
mono was "stereo mono," or how to get
having the performers there with us in
the worst of both worlds. If you use his our very own homes.
version of Y-adapters to create mono, it'll
In 1982, Ientitled an experimental
sound as bad as Holt says.
project "In the Presence of the PerSo if you're gonna combine left and
former." The proposal called for simuright channels, do it with atube (or other lation in video and audio of apiano duet
device) mixing circuit—one that isolates
in my 1000ft 2,typical 18th-century
the channels from each other so they
music chamber. Though it never came
don't cancel anything out. As aresult, all
to full fruition, apartial version was prethe sounds will have more natural body,
sented elsewhere to some local press
rich harmonics, and textures since they acclaim. What the audience heard,
are from asingle source. Just like in assuming they read the program notes,
reality.
was an updated return to the phonoAnd playing mono on two speakers graphic style of the '20s and '30s, when
isn't mono. That'll still give you all those RCA, Columbia, and Edison (!) were
phasey-blurry stereo effects which come loudly touting artists-in-residence. I
from unmatched drivers, crossovers, enjoy original pressings from that era for
amps, phase splitters, transformers, pre- their vividness and lively performances,
amps, and rooms. Not to mention the and because 78s surpassingly convey true
biggest obstacle of all: your head. instrumental tone, especially of voice,
Literally.
piano, and brass. Played on awide-range,
Of course, putting two channels into high-end system with all the trimmings,
one is adistortion of stereo, making it they bring an eerily convincing image
almost apoint source. The way Isee it, of musicians into the home. And in
though, I'm taking two wrongs and mono, yet!
making them right. How can that sound
Like any polarity, there are only two
good? Well, most stereophiks who come ways about it: Should we encounter the
by and listen remark that they are sur- performers in their space or ours? This
prised that they don't miss the stereo hidden dichotomy accounts for much
effects. Mmmm. Maybe only DNA heated disagreement in audio, perhaps
should be recombinant. Not music.
without our being fully aware of the
BRUCE NILSON choice.
Teaneck, NJ
CLARK JOHNSEN
The Listening Studio, Boston, MA
TbSTED IN THE HOME,
FOR PRESENCE!
QUESTIONABLE?
Editor:
Editor:
J. Gordon Holt's March artide disparag- John Atkinson did asplendid job of coring two-channel stereo—"Space. .
the
recting questionable items in J. Gordon
Final Frontier"—was an embarrassment
Holt's "Space. ..
the Final Frontier" arti—of riches! Much to admire, much to
cle (Vol.17 No.3, p.60). But important
digest, and much, too, to contest, as the
oddities remain.
editor himself noted in numerous yet
Holt wrote about loudspeakers that
respectful sidebars and footnotes.
"favor" different kinds of music: some
Mainly, however, Imust differ with
"excel" in soundstage presentation, while
Gordon. All multi-Channel schemes I'm others "give amore convincing portrayal
aware of (with the notable exception of of the instruments themselves." But these
Cogent) massively intrude upon the
are descriptions of inadequately designed
phase domain, thereby corrupting our
or incorrectly used loudspeakers. As they
sense of acoustic polarity. Incorrect become more linear and more level in
polarity, blunting the transient impact,
response, loudspeakers also become more
always makes reproduced music sound
even-handed with differing sounds. A
unreal, although one may not notice the truly smooth, flat speaker will not disdifference on many loudspeakers.
criminate at all, but will seem realistic
Apart from that fact lies another basic with all sorts of tunes. Of course, we do
S
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not yet have such aspeaker; but the ones
we do have are improving at acommendable rate.
The degree of compromise in audio
engineering is, perhaps, underrated by
much of the audiophile community.
Stereo, for example, is inferior to monophonic sound in that two sources never
seem as focused as one. This permanent
degree of confusion is only one of the
penalties paid for deserting singlechannel systems. A room filled with
audio clutter is another.
Most important, Ithink, is that the
principle determinant of naturalness in
reproducing sound probably has more
to do with the strictest accuracy of frequency response than with the number
of channels. A speaker that adhered to
ldB limits and had aperceived level
response (not necessarily the same as a
measured level response) would yield,
Ithink, the greatest single advance
toward abetter illusion.
LEWIS COOPERSMITH
Philadelphia, PA

DUE RESPECT?
Editor:
The "exceptions" JA took with J. Gordon Holt's opinions [in "Space. ..
the
Final Frontier"] may come across
slightly different than he thought. He
was trying to present abalanced view,
but the tone was more like, "That's poppycock, and here's the real story. .." The
editor may have the luxury of The Last
Word, but I, and faithful readers whom
Iknow, regret the context that Holt is
thereby put into. He is, after all, the
founder of Stereophile, and would ordinarily be paid due respect.
J
IM PAYNE
Absolute Sound, South Charleston, WV
REFLECTIONS
Editor:
While I must agree with JGH on
surround-sound ("Space. ..
the Final
Frontier," Vol.17 No3, p.60), Imust side
with the editor regarding the relationship between the distance of the speaker
from the rear wall and apparent image
depth. Ihave used aYamaha DSP-1 Digital Sound Field Processor for about two
years, and now find the image unbearably flat without the Yamaha's added
ambience. This is despite the great image
depth afforded by the bipolar speakers
Ibuilt: my three-way revision of the
Delac S10 ("one of the weirdest speakers
Ihave ever laid eyes on:' said JA in Stereophile, April 1989). Iuse 10" Focal
woofers residing in separate cabinets to
cover the frequency range up to 320Hz,
with the front- and rear-facing 4" SEAS
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N'31
Before the 111°31,
The Mark Levinson N°31 Reference
conventional wisdom
CD Transport caused aquiet revolution
held that transports
in people's opinions about the
didn't matter, that only
importance of digital source material,
and O's counted, that
demonstrating that extreme electrical,
high end digital products
mechanical and even optical isolation
were limited to
was vital to realizing the potential of
"tweaked" versions of
digital audio. It proved that transportmass-produced
induced jitter was more than audibl
products, and that high
it was critical. It also established new
end companies had to
standards of convenience with a
rely on the the "big
Madrigal-designed operating system
boys" for essentials like
which has yet to be matched by the
their user controls,
corporate giants, proving that you can
product displays and
enjoy performance without having to
convenience features.
endure Spartan functionality.

If you would like to add your name to our mailing list, please mail or fax us with your address. A
donation to support AIDS research will be made for every name added to our mailing list. Mark
Levinson and Proceed" products are designed and manufactured by MADRIGAL AUDIO
LABORATORIES P.O. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457 FAX (203) 346-1540
WorldRadioHistory
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evinson
MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES

system into agood one, and Ialways recommend that listeners with xdollars to
spend put it into stereo first. This rationale, however, creates avicious cycle:
When it's time to upgrade, should I
upgrade the stereo system Ialready have,
or add surround components? Ihave
always resolved the problem by buying
four channels' worth of expensive components. But then, I'm abachelor.
This dilemma—better stereo vs the
benefits of surround—will plague most
listeners. My suggestion is that, once you
have asystem that satisfies you (either in
terms of accuracy or "musicality"), you
should seriously think about adding an
ambience-synthesis or -extraction system. Once you have it, you will wonder
how you ever enjoyed listening to reproduced music without it!
One other point: In the April "Letters" column, R. Cypher (p.13) offered
anumber of good suggestions about
getting the best picture from your video
system. (However, you should stay away
from "rubbing" alcohol—it often contains wintergreen or other aromatics—
and stick with isopropyl.) He then suggested that you don't really need S-VHS
or laserdisc: "With proper tweaking, a
good-quality four-head stereo VCR can,
and will, look just as good." If Mr.
Cypher cannot see the difference between VHS and laserdiscs, he must have
severely defective vision. (How can he
see the benefits of the other tweaks he
espouses?)
W ILLIAM SOMMERWERCK
Bellevue, WA

if you please).
This last suggestion really works. I
know: If wires are the alchemy of this
pursuit, then tuning dots and the like are
the mysticism. But my own skepticism
died after an hour's worth of experimental resonance tuning using $3.25 worth
of quarters (the odd number is the result
of asymmetrical acoustic radiation in my
listening setup).
RICHARD CLANCY
Ashland, MA

DILIGENCE

Editor:
Iwould like to bring to your attention
the diligence and wonderful attitudes
some manufacturers have in helping
average consumers such as myself. Mr.
Jason Bloom of Apogee and Mr. Frank
Dennesen of Dennesen Electrostatic are
two such examples. Mr. Bloom returned
aphone call to me regarding aused pair
of Duetta Signatures Ihad recently purchased. (At the time, Ididn't even realize he was president of the company!) It
appeared as though someone had taken
them apart, as there was ascrew missing from one of the support brackets.
The insides also appeared to be loose,
because when Ishook the speaker, the
tops moved considerably. Mr. Bloom
graciously gave astep-by-step description of how to disassemble and rectify
the problem. He also sent me an owner's
manual and the missing screw at no cost!
On acouple of occasions Ialso contacted Frank Dennesen regarding purchasing parts for my JC-80 preamp. Not
only was he fair with the pricing; once
when the unit was down, he even sent
TWEAKS REDUX
me acouple of FETs prior to receiving
Editor:
my payment, allowing me to expedite
Mr. Cypher is kidding himself in assert- the repair.
ing that aVHS VCR (or even aBeta
With all this talk about the demise of
machine) produces avideo picture that the high-end industry, it's too bad that
is "just as good" as that rendered by a this kind of support too often goes
laserdisc player (April '94, p.13). Any unrecognized. Anyone who's attempted
$400 entry-level laserdisc player will to get parts for aJapanese unit from a
blow any VCR off the map. If you take New Jersey supplier knows exactly what
ahigher-quality player (like my Pioneer I'm talking about!
LD-S2) and connect it to aproperly
Thank you, Mr. Bloom and Mr. Dencalibrated monitor via asolid silver S- nesen, for making my enjoyable hobby
video cable, the results are stunning, just alittle more enjoyable.
especially with CAV laserdiscs.
DONALD SHOEMAKER
Mr. Richman's list of tweaks (April,
Rochester, NY
p.15) is excellent, and Icertainly agree
with his contention re. multiple tweaks. THE FINAL QUESTION
He and other readers may wish to con- Editor:
sider resinidng all the driver screws and Which will yield the more accurate
using carpenter's glue to complete the sound: Keep the distance short from pretorqued connection; gluing the speakers
amp to amp, or keep the distance short
to the (mass-loaded) stands once the
from amp to speakers?
speakers' room position has been optiSTEVE JOHNSON
mized; and attenuating speaker-cabinet
Cary, IL
resonances with US quarters and black
electricians' tape (front and back only, Keep all distances short.
-JA
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1994
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Delicate and
beautiful,
Powerfully
expressive.
She's more
than you expect.

The Regent
•171

123 State St.
St. Paul, MN
55107
(612) 224-7599
(800) 224-7599
(612) 224-7674 FAX
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WHERE
TO AUDITION

North Country Audio
Redwood
(315) 287-2852

J& A Audio
Prince George
(604) 562-0123

GREECE
Absolute Audio
Athens

Lyric Hi Fi
Manhattan
(2121439-1900
White Plains
(9141 949-7500

Sound Room
Vancouver
(604) 736-7771

HONG KONG
Famous Audio Company Ltd
Kowloon

MANITOBA

HUNGARY
Magic Sound
Veszprem

SONIC FRONTIERS'

NORTH CAROUNA

PRODUCTS.

Advanced Audio
Cary
(9191 319-1375

USA
ALABAMA
In Concert Inc.
Huntsville
(205) 539-9806
CALIFORNIA
Audio Haven
Brea
(714) 529-5634
Definition Audio
Redondo Beach
(310) 371-0019

Sound Components
Coral Gables
(305) 665-4299
GEORGIA
Audio Atlanta
Marietta
(404) 499-0145

Bradford's Hi-Fidelity
Eugene
(503) 344-8287

IDAHO

PENNSYLVANIA

The Good Ear
Boise
(208) 323-8292

Ultra Systems
Point Pleasant
(215) 297-0227

IWNOIS

Chestnut Hill Audio
Philadelphia
(215) 923-3035

Reference Audio/Video
Gardena
(310) 517-1700

Champagne Audio
Champagne
(2171355-8828

Stereo Vision
Simi Valley
(805) 581-4800

Select Sounds
Naperville
(708) 717-1100

Acoustic Image
Studio City
(818) 762-1501

Dr. B's Audio/Video
Park Ridge
(7081824-3300

Hi-Q Audio Video
Thousand Oaks
(805) 374-2772

MARYLAND

Sound Advice
Eureka
(707) 442-4462

OREGON
Audio Adventure
Tualatin
(503) 691-6025

Soundex
Willow Grove
(2151659-8815
Stereo Shoppe
Selinsgrove
(717) 374-0150
TENNESSEE
Nicholson's Stereo
Nashville
(615) 327-4312

Acoustic Chamber
Lanham
(301) 552-9157

TEXAS

Audio Video Today
Westminster
(714) 891-7575

Soundworks
Kensington
(301) 929-8600

Music By Design
Austin
(5121458-1667

MASSACHUSETTS

Ultimate Sound
San Francisco
(415) 781-6025

Ensemble
Arlington
16171648-4-434

Omni Sound
Dallas
12141 964-6664

Stereo Unlimited
Walnut Creek
(510) 932-5835

Carfre Audio Video
Pembroke
(617) 826-4422

Remote Possibilities
San Diego
(619) 457-0636

MINNESOTA

Future Sound
Burlingame
(415) 342-1476
Audible Difference
Palo Alto
(415) 328-1081
COLORADO
Stereo Image
Boulder
(303) 442-2166

High-End Audio
Hopkins
(612) 933-4064
House of High Fidelity
St. Paul
(6121 645-6990
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Ensemble
Nashua
(6031886-4742

Audio Essentials
Houston
(713) 783-2236
VIRGINIA
Alpine Audio
Abingdon
(703) 628-3177
Sound Decision
Roanoke
(703) 772-3873
WISCONSIN
Salon 1Audio
Wisconsin Rapids
(715) 421-5910
CANADA

NEW JERSEY

ALBERTA

Gold Sound
Englewood
(303) 789-5310

Hi-Tech Stereo
Eatontown
(908) 542-3334

Loyalty Audio
Calgary
(4031244-8838

ListenUp audio/video
Denver
(303) 778-0780
Boulder
(303) 444-0479
Colorado Springs
(719) 633-2600

Audio Connection
Verona
(2011 239-1799

The Gramophone
Edmonton
(4031428-2356

NEW YORK

Audio Ark
Edmonton
(403) 453-6624

FLORIDA

Lodestar Audio/Video
Flushing
(7181321-1500

Stereo Shoppe Florida
Boca Raton
(407) 391-0552

Long Player Stereo
Goshen
(9141294-3000

Creative Audio
Winnipeg
(204) 452-5921
NEW BRUNSWICK

INDONESIA
Audiovisions
Jakarta

Stereo Image
Quispamsis
(506) 849-4434

ITALY
High Fidelity Italia SRL
Comaredo, Milan

NOVA SCOTIA

JAPAN
Iniai & Company, Ltd.
Shinjuku, Tokyo

Kevin P. Kerr
& Associates
Halifax
(902) 455-6680
ONTARIO
Village Audio
Hamilton
(905) 526-1059
Professional Sound
Sudbury
17051674-8478
Target HiFi
London
(519) 434-6135
Distinctive Audio
Ottawa
(613) 722-6902
Soundstage Fine Audio
Waterloo
(519) 885-4750
Audio Excellence
Scarborough
(4161321-9130
Falcon Audio
Thornhill
(905) 881-5290
QUEBEC
Filtronique/Son-Or
Montreal
(514) 389-1377
Rotac Electronique
St. Foy
(418) 653-7768
Videotech
Sherbrooke
(819) 569-9663
INTERNATIONAL
AUSTRALIA
Kedcorp FIL
Bankstown, NSW

NETHERLANDS
Audiac by
Holland
NEW ZEALAND
Pacific Audio
New Market, Auckland
NORWAY
Boabs HiFi
Skiptset
PHIUPPINES
Audiophile Components, Inc.
Ermita, Manila
PORTUGAL
Delaudio
Lisboa
PUERTO RICO
Alerion Sound
Guaynabo
RUSSIA
RSK Universal Tradin Inc.
Moscow
SINGAPORE
Asia Sound Equipment(s) Pte. Ltd.
The Adelphi
SOUTH AFRICA
Hi -Fi Specialists (Pty) Ltd.
Bellville
SWITZERLAND
Presence Audio/Algorythm
Nyon
TAIWAN
Gloria Audio Incorporated
Taipei
THAILAND
Audio Excellence Co Ltd.
Bangkok

AUSTRIA
Audio Company
Thaya, Austria

TURKEY
Sistem Makine
Sanayi ve Ticaret
Istanbul

CHILE
Francisco Javier Bemoles
Santiago

VIETNAM
VTEC
Hochiminh City

COSTA RICA
Parlatek
San Pedro
U.K.
MPI Electronic
Manchester

BRITISH COLUMBIA

FRANCE
International Audio
Developpment
Paris

K& A Audio
Kelowna
(604) 763-1155

GERMANY
Impuls
Dusseldorf
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KOREA
Song Do International
Choongku, Seoul

IT'S
SIMPLE
GENETICS.

Introducing the newest addition to Sonic Frontiers'
digital family -the SFD -1 Digital Processor.
A new standard was set in digital technology
with the launch of Sonic Frontiers' SFD-2 Digital
Processor. The new SFD-1 represents agenetic
breakthrough; it inherits the same great genes
responsible for the SFD-2's enthusiastic reception by music lovers worldwide and is designed
for affordability and exceptional value.
Like its renowned sibling, the new SFD-1 carries
the UltraAnalog D20400A dual DAC (the latest
version) and the new UltraAnalog ultra-low jitter AES20 Input Receiver. This revolutionary
new Input Receiver verifiably rejects incoming
jitter (from 1kHz and above), an important step
towards the natural reproduction of music. The
SFD-1 has the same tubed output stage as the
SFD-2, utilizing the extremely musical 6922
tubes and aset of balanced XLR as well as
single-ended RCA outputs.Three raw power
supplies feed the SFD-1's digital circuitry and
output stages -and as with all Sonic Frontiers
products, the SFD-1 contains the highest quality
passive parts, including Nalco metal film resis-

tors, MIT Multicaps, Wima, Ero and Solen
capacitors. Following the path from the input
connectors to the output connectors, you'll find
that the new SFD-1 is made with the same
uncompromising craftsmanship Sonic Frontiers
is famous for, topped off by afull five-year
parts and labor warranty and aone-year warranty on the tubes.
To learn more about the SFD-1, give Sonic
Frontiers acall or write and ask for our product
brochure. We'll be happy to answer your questions on this extraordinary digital processor.

The Sonic Frontiers SFD-1 Digital Processor is now
available with ablack faceplate.

The Sonic Frontiers SFD-1 Digital Processor the same genetic make-up as it's acclaimed
close relation, the SFD-2 -engineered as a
more affordable alternative.

2790 Brighton Road, Oakville, Ontario, Canada
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BREAKING THE SOUND BARRIER
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Telephone (9051 829-3838
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Facsimile (905) 829-3033

II little voice tells goo to hug PHI.
Gun shots and screeching tires don't tell a story,

story, from spoken word to subtle sound effect. And

they're just the punctuation. Movies are mostly dialog.

when the script calls for a nuclear blast, you'll think

So before you buy your home theater speakers, audition

you're sitting at ground zero. NHT home theater — you

NHT. Our critically acclaimed systems deliver the whole

really should hear what people are saying.

11111110
USE NUR HERD
Now Hear This. Inc., 535 Getty Court. BIdg. A. Benicia, CA 94510
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Fer the NHT dealer nearest you, (U.S.) call 1-800-NHT-9993; (Canada) Artech Electronics Ltd

(514) 631-6448
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US: John Atkinson

Dealers promoting manufacturer and
designer seminars should fax me (don't
call) the when, where, and who at (505)
983-6327 at least eight weeks before the
month of the event—ie, if you're putting
on something in August 1994, you
should get the information to me by June
1. Mark the fax cover sheet "For the attention ofJohn Atkinson—Dealer Bulletin Board." Promoters of Hi-Fi Shows
should also fax me the details as soon as
possible.
Georgia: The Atlanta Audio Society
is co-hosting aseries of manufacturer
seminars at Georgia high-end retailers.
On June 19, Music House will present
Audiophile Systems' Jan Donaldson
and Alex Montenegro, who will demonstrate the h4jik/Knekt whole-house audio
system from Linn Products. Call (404)
565-2118 for details.
Illinois: Audio Consultants is holding
aseries of seminars throughout the summer at its Chicago-land stores. Mike
Zimmer of McIntosh will be presenting
aclinic at the Evanston Audio Consultants store—(708) 864-9565—on Monday June 13, and at their Libertyville
store—(708) 362-5594—on Wednesday
June 15. The clinic will run from 12-6pm
each day. James H. Wellnitz of Italian
projection-TV manufacturer Vidikron
will be appearing at the Evanston store
on Tuesday July 12 and the Hinsdale
store—(708) 789-1990—on Wednesday
July 13. Times on both days: 7-9pm.
Nelson Pass, one of the founders of
Threshold and now the designer of the
Pass Aleph 0single-ended solid-state
amplifier, will be talking about his search
for the perfect amplifier on Tuesday
August 9at the Evanston store and on
Wednesday August 10 at the Chicago
store—(312) 642-5950. Times: 7-9pm.
In September, Doug Blackwell of
Transparent Audio will be talking
about cables on Tuesday September 20,
Hinsdale, and Wednesday 21 in Chicago.
STEREOPHILEJUNE 1994
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Times, again, are 7-9pm.
Sound & Vision Home Entertainment (14474 South LaGrange Road,
Orlando Park) is presenting aseries of
public seminars and workshops following the Summer Consumer Electronics
Show at the end of this month. On Sunday June 26, from noon to 5pm, they will
be featuring Aragon, Acurus, Adcom,
Audio Alchemy, B&W, Mirage, Klipsch,
AudioQuest, and MIT On Wednesday
June 29, CWD, Elan, and Sonance. On
Friday July 1, Vidikron, Lexicon, B&W
THX, Mirage, Klipsch, and Yamaha.
And on Saturday July 2, the focus will
be on 12V land, with in-car brands
Eclipse, Soundstream, and Impact. For
more information, call Sound & Vision
at (708) 403-2500. Fax: (708) 403-2428.

was held 27 years ago in New York. Not
long after that, the Show was moved to
Chicago, because the Windy City offered amore central location and the
nation's largest convention hall. A second
annual Show, the Winter CES, was
launched in Chicago afew years later, but
quickly found abetter home in Las
Vegas, with its huge convention hall and
much nicer January weather.
CES officials considered other cities
that have built large convention halls in.
recent years, such as New Orleans and
Orlando. They chose Philadelphia because of its comfortable late-spring
weather, brand-new facilities, and easy
access for alarge percentage of attendees
(including convenient Amtrak trains for
people in the East Coast Boston-toWashington corridor).
Oregon: On Wednesday June 15, ChelWhy the move? Partly because of Sega.
sea Audio's new Beaverton store (3700
Last year, another organization threatSW Hall Street) will hold adouble semiened to launch anew trade show devoted
nar with Doug Blackwell of Itansparto interactive video games and multimeent Audio and Jim Yamaguchi of Calidia home computers. In recent years,
fornia Audio Labs. The Transparent
Nintendo and Sega have been the largest
presentation will be at 7pm, CAL's at
exhibitors at CES; if they pulled out in
8pm. Seating is limited, so please call
favor of the proposed new show, CES's
(503) 641-3533 for reservations.
viability (and profits) would suffer. The
other show hasn't materialized yet, but
Washington: Definitive Audio's new
the threat became real when Sega withBellevue store (14405 NE 20th Street)
drew its giant exhibit from this month's
will be presenting Doug Blackwell of CES, citing the 1994 Show's awkward
'fran.sparent Audio and Jim Yamaguchi
late-June timing as the reason. A spring
of California Audio Labs on Tuesday
Show, rather than CES's traditional June
June 14, at 7:30pm and 8:30pm, respecschedule, fits better with the marketing
tively. Seating is limited, so please call
plans of video-game companies. So,
(206) 746-3188 for reservations.
although CES officials had intended to
hold the 1995 Chicago CES in early
US: Peter W. Mitchell
June, they decided to shift it to the middle
As you read this, Stereophile is preparing
of May instead. But Chicago's McCorto cover the final Summer CES. After a mick Place is already booked up with
quarter-century in Chicago, CES offiother May shows, so they needed to
cials have decided to change the name of move the 1995 Show to Philadelphia.
the Summer Show and move it back to
While video games exploded into a
the East Coast. They initially planned to billion-dollar business, hi-fi and TV (formove only the 1996 Summer Show to
merly the heart of CES) have become
Philadelphia's new Penn Convention
"mature"—business jargon for markets
Center, but events persuaded them to
that have stopped growing. HDTV
also move the 1995 Show.
promised to inject new excitement into
The first Consumer Electronics Show TV, but the really significant emphasis
WorldRadioHistory
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A1000. ONLY IF YOU'RE OBSESSED WITH QUALITY.

When you listen to the A1000 Class A Super Pre-Main Amplifier with outboard power supply you'll know why hearing is believing.
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in the new HDTV standard is its digitization. At its core, an HDTV receiver is
acomputer, and displaying asharper picture is only one of its many uses. In an
environment where consumers will have
access to "video dial tone" (TV signals
delivered through the phone line),'
hundreds of cable-TV channels, directto-home satellite broadcasts, and multimedia home computers, the HMV
computer/TV marriage may be used
more often to show multiple pictures
than to deliver asingle picture with
movie-like clarity and surround-sound.
Recognizing this, many HDTV engineers are dropping that acronym, instead
calling their technology ATV (advanced
TV).
Given this evolving focus and the
growing role of video games and multimedia home computers, CES officials
have decided that "Consumer Electronics Show" is no longer an adequate
name. As part of the move to Philadelphia, the Summer Show will acquire a
new name: TIME, the acronym standing
for, depending on who you ask, The Interactive Multimedia Exposition or the
Television, Interactive media, and Mobile
Electronics Show.
Do we care? Perhaps not. Many audio
designers had already contemplated
abandoning the Summer Show and participating only in the very successful
Winter CES in Las Vegas. With the
Summer Show moving from Chicago
and changing its focus, perhaps the time
to pull out is now. High-end companies
already exhibit in aseparate building at
CES, and they're deciding as agroup
whether to continue in the Summer
Show. Watch LA's "Final Word" columns for aperspective on this decision.
A pullout from the Summer Show
would have one definite consequence: It
would increase the importance ofStereophile's annual High-End Hi-Fi Show as
amajor site for launching new products.
As luck would have it, Hi-Fi '95, Stereophile's next High-End Hi-Fi Show, is
already scheduled to take place at the end
1This idea sounded like afantasy when it first appeared
in print, but Pacific Bell has been working on it for several years. Pac Bell conducted asemi-public demonstration last fall, sending part ola movie in high-definition
digital video from Hollywood to viewers watching the
live feed 20 miles away in Burbank. Last summer, while
director Steven Spielberg was filming Schindler's List in
Poland, edited segments offurassic Park were transmitted
to him for approval, using Pac Bell's Advanced Broadcast Video Services to deliver the digital video signal
through satellite relays and fiberoptic phone lines.
This summer, Sony and Pac Bell are conducting an
experiment to remove films (and sloppy projectionists)
from movie theaters. First the eight trillion bits of data
in atwo-hour movie are compressed 25:1, yielding a
40-gigabyte file. The digital-video Bitstream will be
transmitted directly to high-definition projectors in a
dozen theaters around LA. In acouple of years, this service may grow to 1000 theaters, avoiding the need to
print and mail 1000 expensive photographic duplicates
of every movie.
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of April in Los Angeles, just days before
the date of the Philly TIME Show.

US: John Atkinson

Recording engineer William Hoekstra
passed away on March 9, after along illness. He was 40 years old. Bill had been
the engineer on numerous Saint Louis
Symphony recordings conducted by
Leonard Slatkin, released on RCA
Victor, Angel, New World Records, and
Nonesuch. He was twice nominated for
aGrammy for best classical disc, once for
the RCA recording of Shostakovich's
Symphony 8and the second time for the
RCA Samuel Barber Symphony 1and
Piano Concerto disc. Bill's last commercial recording was of the Copland Organ
Symphony with Simon Preston as soloist, recorded last September for RCA Red
Seal.

US: Jonathan Scull

In the words of that great single-ended
audiophile W.C. Fields, "Philadelphia wil/
do. .." So one sunny Saturday in March
Kathleen and I
jumped into our aging
and rorty Bimmer and headed south tres
rapide for the City of Brotherly Love,
where the Philadelphia Audio Society's
Single-Ended Symposium was to take
place the next day. PAS President Peter
Breuninger's advance notices of the
meeting were promising: Keynote speaker
Harvey Rosenberg (formerly of NY
Audio Labs); demo systems by Dennis
Had of Cary Audio Design; Gordon
Rankin of Wavelength Audio; Don
Garber and Noriyasu Kimuro of Fi (a
shop on Watt Street in New York—very
apropos); Angela Instruments' Steve
Melkisethian, distributor of Audio Note
kits and parts; Robert Stein of Ultra Systems/RoomTunes; Frank Hale of Swan
Speakers; and symposium host Mike
LaFevre of Peerless/MagneQuest Transformers.
Iglanced up from the PAS agenda and
admired Kathleen's Gallic "Take No
Prisoners" driving style as she glared at
aJoisey-plated slowpoke, murmured
something under her breath in her native
French, sliced him off at the pass, and
stood on the go pedal. Ichecked the
radar and went back to reading the
Exhibitor and Dignitary Conference Kit. I
chuckled to myself—a dignitary, no less!
Three separate single-ended systems
would be set up on two levels of the
venerable and charming Wayne Hotel,
and aCary Electronic Supply amplifier,
some Kimber 'Cable, and other goodies
would be raffled off as well.
Before you could say, "Were we going
that fast, officer?" we found ourselves
outside Philly—in Wayne, PA—and, after
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checking in, Kathleen and Ikibbitzed
while Dennis Had and Bill Wright of
Cary Audio Design set up their 11W
CAD-300SEI cute-as-a-button 300B
integrated amp ($3395 in normal livery,
$3795 with 24k gold-plated faceplate
and knobs, tres chic!) driven by an EAD
CD-1000 integrated player into Frank
Hale's beautifully finished Swan Batons
($1895, 91dB sensitivity)—all wired up
with Kimber Kable. While Robert Stein
was trying to control room acoustics by
hanging RoomTunes all over the lowerlevel double-system salon (nine listening
seats per system each side of the large
room, lots of centrally located seats facing forward to the podium), we listened
to some amazingly musical, pure, yet
plenty macho-man powerful sound radiating from this diminutive setup.
Dennis and Bill also brought along
their big CAD-805 amps, which make
use of those enormous Gee Kids It's A
Lionel oversize 211 tubes; apair of CAD300SEs; and afew of their Audio Electronic Supply division kit amps, including the to-be-raffled 7Wpc SE-1. This
little hummer can be run with 2A3s,

HEY, ALL YOU HIGHPRICES-ARE-KILLIN'-US
'PHILES,
LISTENING!
SOMEONE'S

6B4s, 6A3s, 45s, the el cheapo 807 (5
bucks apop), or the "granddaddy of all
audio tubes": the legendary 300B. The
unit can be had for as little as $549 in kit
form less output tubes (it comes with a
pair of 6SL7 inputs), all the way up to a
full-blown, factory-assembled jobbie
with Cary 300Bs at $950, or Cetron
300Bs for the princely sum of $1050.
There's even akit preamp, the AE-1 Dual
Mono (5, for $449 in disassembled form.
Call them at (919) 460-6461 for their
nifty do-it-yerself catalog and parts list.
Hey, all you High Prices Are Killin' Us
'philes, someone's listening! It was apleasure hearing Holly Cole's Don't Smoke in
Bed on this setup, along with some big
orchestral numbers which didn't lack for
weight or Big Audio Slam.
Jack King from Kimber was busily
hopping between the Cary setup (giving
good cable and making himself indispensable) and across the room, where
another Far From The Beaten Audiophile Path system was taking shape. J.
Gordon Rankin of Wavelength Audio
was setting up his 7.5W minimalist Cardinal single-ended monoblocks ($3750
for the version on hand), making best
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sound with David Hum's (can the
amp ($1400 wired), giving amuscular
wisecracks!) Purest Sound System P.S.S.
(in this crowd) 50W using EL34s; and
Model 500 Dual Mono Passive Preamp
Fi's own $1475 2M amp, perched on a
($295) driving the amps. ATimbre Techback shelf looking demure.
nology TT-1 DAC was crunching the
numbers for both DAT and CD sources.
69-1
The Cardinals (so named because of its
Three-of-Everything design) make use
1.HE ARCHAIC AURAL
of the ever-effervescent Mike LaFevre's
REVIVAL & SPECULATIONS
beautifully made MagneQuest output
ON AN EXPANDED
transformers.
The Cardinals were connected to a
GIZMOLOGICAL
pair of very unusual speakers, the BrentMETACONTEXT
FOR THE
worth Sound Lab Type Ones with
attractive Gibraltar (Conan-like) cabiELECTRO -MECHANICAL
nets. These 6ohm, 100dB-sensitivity
ART FORMS WHICH
speakers are implemented by partners
CREATE ECSTATIC
Ken McCarthy and Bill Homes as a
crossoverless design, using asingle 6.5"
AURAL METAPHORS,
full-range rice-paper driver augmented
AND IDON'T MEAN
with a"Bass Contour Module:' They
sell for $3400. A larger, more efficient
MAYBE, DOO-WAH!"
Type Three is available with two 6.5"
hill-range drivers. Simply amazing sound.
By early evening it was time for beer
I'd treated the two downstairs systems
and pizza at Peter's, followed by asurto excellent effect the night before with
prisingly good dinner back at the hotel
Gryphon Audio Design's Exorcist, the
with some friends from The Audiophile
handheld $150 demagnetizing unit I
Network. Afterward we went back downreview in this issue, much to the surprise
stairs to see if anything was going on in
of all involved. Dennis Had noted the
the salon. Both crews were there tinkerexpected quieter background after I
ing with their setups, listening carefully,
zapped his system, which enhanced the
adjusting, and listening again. After an
imaging, but he also pointed out that the
hour or two we left the Single-Ended
soundstage actually moved upward in
Brigade to their work and crashed. A few
the soundfield. Plugging the Exorcist
of the die-hards were there until 3am.
into the Wavelength setup had asimilarly
Single-enders arefanatics; they manbeneficial effect, with the stage once
again appearing to rise after use.
aged to make me feel. ..
normal!
So Isauntered into Fi's room just as
The next morning we kick-started our
circulation with weak hotel coffee and they settled on speaker position with
watched in wonder at all the chirpy, Klipsch's Mike Dyer and suggested that
energetic, busy-bee audio types hovering IExorcise their system as well after afew
about in the upstairs demo room as that minutes of concentrated listening. Sussystem took shape. This setup featured picious glances abounded as before, but
aCAT Signature, aWadia 8feeding the no one was ready to "just say no" to a
digits into another Timbre Technology Stereophile reviewer brandishing an exotic
TT-1 DAC powering Klipsch La Scalas Danish audio device. Iwarned everyone
with 7W Kimuro 300B monoblocks in the room to cover their ears, had the
($4800, available at New York single- boys set the volume at normal/loud
listening level, and hit them with The
ended maven Don Garber's Fi store).
Although currently built with Tango Tone.
After 35 seconds, we listened for the
transformers, Mike LaFevre feverishly
informed me that Kimuro-san would result. One channel was out. The panic
soon be using his transformers in their was so thick you could cut it with aknife;
amps. Jumping Jack King had done his I've never seen so many audiophiles
work here as well, and this system was break out in asweat at the same time. It
wired with KCAG. Iwas surprised our was just afew minutes before the event
Bimmer didn't get the ICimber Treat- was due to begin, and little expectant
ment, but our room wiring did look sus- audiophile faces were already impatiently
piciously like PBJ.
sticking their heads through the double
The Fi room also displayed several doors of the upstairs room. Calm, cool,
other amps: The Kit 1, an Audionote and in control (but feeling the slightest
300B do-it-yourself number offering bit queasy), Ilaughed it off and suggested
8W at areal-world price of $1150 (and they do what they'd normally do given
which alternated with the Kimuro in this
the circumstances. That's right, bend
system); Angela Instruments' $1200 kit
over, grab their ankles. ..
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1994
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Iinstructed the hand-waving, panicstricken single-enders to swap preamp
outputs and see if the problem followed,
then swap amp outputs, etc.—what any
'phfle would do at home under the same
circumstances, jf relaxed enough not to
have lost complete control of their
thought processes. They looked at me
like Iwas mad, but complied. In the land
of the blind ...
One minute, two minutes—it was
getting swampy in there. Suddenly, ahHA! Loose connection at the amp output, and all was once again splendid.
Everyone was too rattled and relieved at
the same instant to do any listening
(except for cool-as-a-cuke Don, who
was just watching everything going on),
but Iasked them to queue up the CD to
the same cut we'd been listening to before
and lent an ear. Inoted the same beneficial effects as before with this terrific
device, but Ifelt the soundstage stayed
at about the same height. Don told me
he was going to refer to me from then on
as The Audio Priest, and told me to do
something about getting acollar. (What's
anice Jewish boy to do?)
Icounted my blessings, looked innocent, and we all headed downstairs for
the meeting's opening address by Peter
B. and Doctor Fever. There was quite a
crowd, estimated at something between
150 and 200 people, with afair scattering
of ladies in the audience.
Harvey Rosenberg then took the floor
for his talk on "The Search For Musical
Ecstasy." As he began speaking, Ilooked
around the room, and Ihave to say that
I've never seen that many 'philes so quiet
and rapt. Harvey was compelling; if you
want abetter window into his philosophy, you can send him 20 bucks for his
book The Searchfor Musical Ecstasy, which
spells it all out. Let me give you aquote
or two from his weighty tome so you'll
know what to expect. Let's see. ..
[ruffle
ruffle] ..."There is no genuine musical
experience without ecstasy" (Glenn
Gould). [ruffle] "The Archaic Aural Revival & Speculations on an Expanded
Gizmological Metacontext for the
Electro-Mechanical Art Forms Which
Create Ecstatic Aural Metaphors, And
IDon't Mean Maybe, Doo-Wah!" The
audience hung on Harvey's every word;
many clamored for his book, and many
sought his autograph.
After Harvey gave the floor back,
everyone ran around to the three setups,
listening and chattering away like mad.
At the appointed hour, almost everyone
regathered in the lower salon, the music
faded, and Barry Gershon, the society's
informal Treasurer (who'd been hawking
the raffle tickets in the hallway) officiated
33

at the drawing. There were three raffles
in which to participate, and Raffle One
was the biggie; along with two Angela
Instruments $50 Gift Certificates and
one Handmade Electric $50 Gift Certificate, the Coveted Audio Prize was that
Cary Audio Design SE-1 amp; alucky
Conrad-Johnson owner walked away
with it. Raffle Two offered alm pair of
Kimber KCAG interconnect, three pairs
of lm PBJ interconnect, one AGDL
Digital Interconnect (looking like Cartier
jewelry in its little plush box), along
with five Stereophile Test CDs. Raffle
Three offered acomplete RoomTune

ATTENDEES AT THE
PHILADELPHIA
SINGLE-ENDED SYMPOSIUM

Cary Audio Design-111A Woodwinds Industrial Court, Cary, NC
27511. Tel: (919) 481-4494. Fax: (919)
460-3828.
Wavelength Audio-4539 Plainville
Rd., Cincinnati, OH 45227. Tel: (513)
271-4186.
Purest Sound Systems-1217 E.
60th St., Cleveland, OH 44103. Tel./
Fax: (216) 881-0253.
MagneQuest-1404 E. Bristol St.,
Philadelphia, PA 19124. Tel: (215)
288-4816.
Brentworth Sound Lab-P.O. Box
192, Groton, NY 13073. Tel: (607)
898-3124.
Fi-30 Watt Street, New York, NY
10013. Tel: (212) 966-0831.
Harvey Rosenberg-Image Marketing Group, 911 Hope St., P.O.
Box 4669, Stamford, CT 06907. Tel:
(203) 353-1147. Fax: (203) 348-1240.
Ultra Systems/Roonffunes-1
Walters Lane, P.O. Box 570, Point
Pleasant, PA 18950. Tel: (800)
724-3305.
Angela Instruments-10830 Guilford Rd., Suite 309, Annapolis Junction, MD 20701. Tel: (301) 725-0451.
Kimber Kable-2752 S. 1900 W.,
Ogden, UT 84401. Tel: (801)
621-5530.
Klipsch & Associates-8900 Keystone Crossing, Suite 1200, Indianapolis, IN 46240. Tel: (317) 5743866. Fax: (317) 574-3870.
Timbre Technology-P.O. Box
566, Gwynedd Valley, PA 19437. Tel:
(215) 540-9812. Fax: (215) 540-9823.
Swan Speaker Systems-Pownal,
Prince Edward Island COA IZO,
Canada. Tel: (902) 569-5520. Fax:
(902) 569-5123.
Handmade Electronics-1825
Roth Ave., Allentown, PA 18104. Tel:
(215) 432-5732.
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TunePak, two Wavelength Power Cords,
aTimbre Technology/Transparent Power
Cord, and two each of one-year subscriptions or renewals to Stereophile, The
Abso!ute Sound, Positive Feedback, and
Sound Practices. Stereophile winners Norman
Armstrong and Ray Sandler accepted
their prizes with enormous grins on their
happy faces.
Raffles over, the demos and hobnobbing continued unabated, but Kathleen
and Isoon said our goodbyes and zipped
back to New York. We'd had alot of fun,
learned agreat deal about single-ended
systems, enjoyed the sound, and met a
lot of happy, enthusiastic audiophiles
having agreat time together. Iwish the
Philadelphia Audiophile Society continued success in coming meetings. If
they're anything like this one, don't miss
them. (The PAS meets on the third or last
Sunday of each month, and can be reached
at P.O. Box 91, Devon, PA 19333, Tel:
(800) 582-5525.)

._
„. . .
Australia: John Atkinson
High-end amp er manufacturer Metaxas
Audio Systems has moved. Their new
address is 20 Macquarie Street, Prahran,
Melbourne, Victoria, Australia. Tel: (61)
3-510-1799. Fax: (61) 3-510-1522. Their
new showroom features the reference
$100,000 Metaxas Eos system, which is
based on frill-range electrostatic speakers.

UK: Ken Kessler

A removal of caps and nods of the head
to note the passing of Audiophile magazine, once known as Hi-Fi Answers. A few
years ago, I'd have responded to the death
of aBritish hi-fi magazine (other than the
one which employs me, of course) with
US: Thomas J. Norton asense of glee. Maybe, just maybe, I'd
have felt sorry for one or two of the
In my recent review of the McIntosh
hacks losing their jobs, but my overall
THX system (May 1994, p.101), Irereaction would've been one of unbridled
ferred to the three best high-end Home
Theater systems Ihave heard. By aslip
delight. After all, hasn't the UK always
of the keyboard, Ireferred to the Mirage
had afew magazines too many?
M-3si as forming the heart of one of
When amagazine folds, opposing edithese systems. Not so-the Mirage I tors love it. First, there's one less magmeant to mention was the M-lsi. While
azine fighting for the limited amount of
Ihave no reason to doubt that four Madvertising revenue. Second, it scares the
3sis would also make adynamite home
bejeezus out of freelance writers, who
theater, Ihave not heard such asetup. My
freak every time the number of their
apologies for any confusion.
potential employers is reduced. When
work is scarce, editors call the tune.
A decade ago, this wasn't so. There
US: Peter W. Mitchell
was plenty of advertising money around,
In my WCES report (April, Vol.17
and scribblers had achoice of magazines
with names like Practical Hi-Fi, Hi-Fi
No.4), Imentioned that the new DirecTV
Today, Hi-Fifor Pleasure, Stereo the Magsystem of direct-to-home satellite broadazine, Hi-Fi Answers, Popular Hi-Fi-all
casts could easily accommodate digital
gone to the great library in the sky. But
radio signals as well. Arrangements to
three survived from the boom period:
do that were already under way; DigiWhat Hi-Fi, Hi-Fi Choice, and Hi-Fi News
tal Cable Radio has announced that
& Record Revieue with one new title, Hi-Fi
DirecTV will carry the DCR signal.
World, added to the roster. Which means
DCR is one of two digital radio services
that the UK still has four pure hi-fi titles,3
that are available now in much of the
putting it on apar with the other major
country. (Digital Music Express is the
European markets and the US. For some,
other.) Each service uses compresseddigital coding to deliver 30 channels of that's still too many, because the market
appears to be shriveling away to nothing.
music through cable-TV hookups and
Ispoke to Jonathan Kettle, an editor
decoder boxes.
of sorts at Audiophile and along-time
DCR's sound isn't quite equal to CD
quality, but it's vastly better than FM,
2Such is the incestuous nature of magazine publishand Ifind it useful for previewing the
ing. Hi-Fifor Pleasure and Stereo the Magazine were incorsound and performance of CDs before
porated into my alma mater, Hi-Fi News & Record Review.
-JA
Ibuy them. When DCR links up with
3 What constitutes ahi-fi magazine in the UK has
DirecTV later this Summer, DCR's comalways depended on which advertising sales rep you're
mercial-free music programming will no
asking. For the sake of this article, the commercially successful
Gramophone is not part of the list because its hi-fi
longer be limited to cable subscribers, so
cowrage is secondary to its coverage of music. And the
Digital Cable Radio is changing the
rash of new Home Theater and/or home entertainment
magazines are, if anything, about as anti-hi-fi as it gets.
name of its service to Music Choice.
WorldRadioHistory
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employee of its publisher, Haymarket
Publishing. He sounded weary but
unsurprised, as if he'd half-expected the
magazine's folding. He was pragmatic
and devoid of bitterness, and—kudos to
Kettle—his perception of the marketplace was insightful and accurate. He
wasn't exactly apologizing for his employer's decision, but he understood why
the company had gone from three magazines (What Hi-Fi, Audiophile, and High
Fidelity) to only one in acouple of years.
Haymarket's muscle among the advertisers is the stuffoflegend, and three titles
instead of one always makes for an interesting bargaining point. What Hi-Fi, the
best-selling magazine in the UK, probably supported the other Haymarket
titles in one way or another for years.
Haymarket must have decided that What
Hi-Fi was better off on its own while it's
still Number One. So the June 1994 issue
of Audiophile will be its last.
Kettle reflected on the recent history
of the hi-fi press in the UK, coming to
the inevitable conclusion that so many
magazines could not survive the lethal
combination of arecession and an irreversible downturn in interest in hi-fi (and
music). He pointed out that former Haymarket stablemate High Fidelity was a
prime example of the evolution of the
specialist press, having been sired by New
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Hi-Fi Sound, which itself grew out of
Popular Hi-Fi. Factor in the calendar and
you find that Popular Hi-Fi—an odious
organ edited by Linnie Chris Frankland
(last seen working for an airline cargo
publication, Ibelieve)—folded around
the time of the birth of Compact Disc.
New Hi-Fi Sound reflected the move away
from the idiotic "flat earth" practices of
its predecessor and moved the readers
into the mass market. This was completed with the transformation into High
Fidelity.

THE JUNE 1994 ISSUE
WILL BE ITS LAST.
OF AUDIOPHILE

Audiophile itself evolved from the
nuts'n'bolts organ Hi-Fi Answers, one of
the most precisely positioned of all the
British hi-fi mags, with its clearly defined
niche of do-it-yourselfers, kit-builders,
audio nerds, and gullible types who
drink polarized water before listening to
music. This magazine, however bizarre
it may have been, was at least consistent
and served its readers well, keeping the
kit-building flame a-burning. Although
Audiophile retained some allegiance to the
Hi-Fi Answers ethos, the changes were

great enough to allow Answers' erstwhile
editor Noel Keywood to start up Hi-Fi
World, athrowback to the days when
every audiophile had asoldering iron
heated up and ready to go.
This, though, left Audiophile with only
apartial identity —fatal in publishing,
where you live or die according to your
ability to address aniche. Hi-Fi World, as
Isaid, is aimed at the arch-hobbyist. For
What Hi-Fi, there's the vast first-time
buyer market, which it all but owns. Its
comprehensive listing of all the products
available in the UK, updated monthly,
is amust-have for anyone in the industry,
and it's likely that the trade readership
alone could keep the magazine at the top
of the heap. Hi-Fi Choice made its name
with comprehensive reviewing; eg, whole
issues devoted to asingle category of
product. This magazine recently appears,
though, to have set its sights on What HiFi, even going so far as hiring an exeditor of What Hi-Fi. And then there's
Hi-Fi News, which is more traditional but
has both afairly global view and highend tendencies. So, there's still something
for everybody. The problem is that there
aren't enough everybodies.
There was amost telling occurrence
the same week that the closure ofAudiophile was announced. The morning after
learning of Audiophile's demise, Ipopped

1
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Unbelievable!
"I did not know FM could sound so good!"

M UI

(ONE OF MANY QUOTES FROM MAGNUM DYNALAB CUSTOMERS)

FT-101-A

True analogue tuning plus high 4. _
adjacent channel selectivity
makes for great FM reception
aynotob

MAGNUM DYNALAB
1237 East Main Street, Bldg.#2

800 448-8490

'Etude'

Rochester NY 14609 Fax: 716 482-8859 Tell
IN CANADA 8Strathearn Ave, #9,
Brampton, Ontario L6T 4L9 Tel: 905 791-5888 Fax: 905 791-5583
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Odd as it may seem, most speaker companies
don't make their own drivers, the fundamental
components that produce the sound. Instead, they assemble
their systems using other peoples' parts Then, they try to compensate for
the inevitable deficiencies and mis -matches.
For 10 years, Celestion has designed and built their own drivers and
integrated them with straight-forward crossovers and proprietary enclosure
technology. The result? Each system works cohesively as aunitary
whole, rather than something that's been pasted together.
Audition any of the Celestion Unit Series Loudspeakers. Compare them
to other speakers in the same price range. Immediately, you will hear...
Y.8,
3Doug

few:WI-Way,

Holliston, MA 01746 (508) 429-6706 Fax (500)429-2426
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In Difference is fundamental.

into the local newsstand to find the
already-bursting computer magazine
section had grown by another three titles.
Only they weren't pure computer magazines; they represented yet another type
of divergence from pure audio based on
CD technology—multimedia.
In case you were wondering if "multimedia" was just abuzzword with asellby date, think again. It's atruism that
something's finally worth worrying
about when it justifies its own magazines. Some pursuits, like CB radio, will
go away on their own. But what about
CD-ROM? This mutant form of the
audio CD, instead of flourishing only as
aserious part of the computer milieu, has
evolved into adownmarket toy. And
now, unable to be contained in sections in the myriad PC gaming magazines, CD-ROM has spawned its own
magazines.
From Future Publishing, one of the
slickest of the computer mag houses, is
the slick CD-ROM Today. Cover price?
£4.95 ($7.50)—including àfree CDROM filled with demos, games, and
reviews. Music-related features? One.
From Europress, there's Multimedia
NOW, cover price £4.95, including afree
CD-ROM filled with demos, games,
and reviews. Music-related features?
One.
From Dennis Publishing, which produces Hi-Fi Choice and Home Entertainment, comes CD-ROM Magazine, the
launch issue given away free with Computer Shopper. Cover price? £3.95 ($6)—
including afree CD-ROM filled with
demos, games, and reviews. Music-related
features? One. ..
but it's the cover feature, with ashot of David Bowie (just in
case you didn't notice).
What all of these new mags have in
common, whatever their level of literacy, is asense of vibrancy, excitement,
and color. Maybe they're aimed at 12to 18-year-olds. Maybe, because PCs
and Macs with CD-ROM drives cost
more than Gameboys, they're aimed at
30-year-olds with the intellectual capacities of 12- to 18-year-olds. It doesn't
matter—they're what's happening. And
in every case, the afterthought is that
CD-ROMs also play audio-only CDs.
Yes, gang, the baby has been thrown out
with the bathwater.
Take, for example, Multimedia NOW's
Winter CES report. Read the article and
it's as if the Mirage and Sahara hotels
didn't exist. Fair enough—Multimedia
NOW is not ahi-fi magazine. Conversely, aCES report in this august journal
probably wouldn't cover computers. But
you get the feeling that the joystick element has taken over, and that the late
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1994

Audiophile is but the first casualty.
I've moaned again and again about
how any $250 CD-ROM drive will play
straight audio CDs (to say nothing of
Photo CDs, Video CDs, etc.), but audio
CD players can't interface with aPC.
Indeed, to the best of my knowledge,
you can't use any audio CD transports,
including those in the $10,000 region, for
playing CD-ROMs.
Read my lips, guys: If you can't beat
'em, exploit 'em.

UK: Martin Colloms
Icould not possibly pass up an invitation to aFebruary 16th Denon recording session with Chee Yun and the London Philharmonic at George Martin's
new Air Studios facility—a large, converted Victorian church in Hampstead,
London, just ashort walk from my new
home.
Jesús López-Cobos was conducting
Mendelssohn's Violin concerto in e
(earlier sessions had covered Vieuxtemps's Violin Concerto 5). It was a
pleasure to see Chee Yun, ayoung Korean
violinist, in session. Her powerful and
accomplished technique is allied to alyrical sensitivity. Aided by her temperament, the session atmosphere was electrifying; at one point, when Chee Yun
had negotiated aparticularly difficult
section, the London Philharmonic
players broke into spontaneous applause.
(The disc was scheduled for April '94
release in Japan.)
Of particular interest for this session,

Violinist Chee Yun records the Mendelssohn
Concerto for Denon in London.

produced by Nobuo Nakazato, with balance engineer Norio Okada and Tonmeister Gerhard Betz, was the sound of
Air Studio's No.1 facility. The main
auditorium of the former Lyndhurst
church seems at first sight unpromising
owing to its symmetric hexagonal plan
and high, conical pitched roof The symmetry is fortunately broken up by two
deep galleries at the 15' level, with rows

Air Studio's main auditorium was once aHampstead church.
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Just smile.
The new Creek 4240 makes
music of such subtle delicacy
you'll swear you're listening to
the real thing.

Remarkably this integrated
amplifier is priced below $600.

eree

011-IERS MAKE SOUND. CREEK MAKES MUSIC.
IMPORTED EXCLUSIVELY BY MUSIC HALL 108 STATION ROAD GREAT NECK, NY 11023

516.487.3663 FAX 516.773.3891

PRISMA ®CABLE
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PRISIVIA-LINK ®
PICTURE-LINK ®
Digital Cables
for
Audio and Video

Sound Economy in High-End Cables
Part of the complete

PRISMA CABLE

line of cables and connectors.

Artech 'Electronics Ltd.
P.O. Box 1980, Champlain, NY 12919 •(514) 631-6448 •FAX (514) 631-1212
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of pitched seating. For this session, foam
blocks on these seats simulated the presence of an audience and helped to reduce
the natural reverberation, which otherwise exceeds six seconds.
There is also an acoustically absorbent
circular canopy in the ceiling area, designed by the studio engineer, which can
be lowered or raised to fine-tune the
acoustics. For the Denon sessions, Gerhard Betz had the canopy raised as high
as it could go in order to make most use
of the spacious ceiling space and to create
an airy, open acoustic. Conversely, for
the recording of the score of Disney's
Aladdin 2due to take place the following day, the canopy was to be lowered to
get adry, highly controlled sound from
the orchestra for later electronic treatment.
Curved plywood panel reflectors at
gallery level provide aproportion of
early reflection and diffusion, this redirected toward the orchestra. During
full orchestral sessions, the main area is
well filled; Chee Yun was positioned surprisingly close to the control room's oneway glass curtain wall.
First impressions were misleading.
Although Icounted over 35 microphones dispersed around the orchestra,
in fact most of these were for asession
following the Denon booking; the
Denon team followed their practice of
recent years of using as few mikes as
possible.
High above the orchestra were apair
ofBrüel & Kjaer °Innis spaced about 40'
apart. Another spaced pair, Schoeps this
time, were placed high above the soloist for a"balcony" sound balance. Two
highlight Schoeps mikes were also used.
The session was recorded in four-track
for final balance in Tokyo.

DENON USED AS FEW
MIKES AS POSSIBLE.
The control room's main monitor
speakers were big, rock-oriented, highlevel arrays, wall-mounted near ceiling
level. Custom-designed by Munro using
Dynaudio drivers, these sounded atouch
dry on the replay. Checking on headphones revealed that the Denon team had
in fact captured agood measure of the
church ambience while preserving their
favored more-forward presentation for
the soloist.
After several takes, Chee Yun decided
to polish up her cadenza while the
orchestra broke for lunch. A noticeable
change occurred in the acoustic, which
was now atad more reverberant, but
Gerhard felt that asmall reduction in the
STEREOPHILEJUNE 1994

level of the ambience channels when
mixing to two-track would even things
out.
For these sessions, three recording systems were run in parallel for evaluation
trials. The main system was Denon's
standard setup: their custom 16-bit
Alpha processor feeding the ubiquitous
Sony U-Matic video recorder. A new
20-bit encoder based on the BurrBrown PCM1702 was on trial, feeding
digital data to aNagra open-reel digital
recorder. Finally, aPioneer 96kHz DAT
recorder was in use to provide source
material for listening trials on sampling
rate and bandwidth.
The Denon engineers commented that
they often use churches for location recordings, though in general such venues
are problematic as regards cabling, monitoring, and ambient noise. The Air sessions proceeded smoothly, combining
that desirable church acoustic with fully
soundproofed double glazing and comfortable and convenient monitoring.

US: Peter W. Mitchell

In March, Imentioned that an MPEG
standards committee was meeting again
in Europe to reassess the results of comparative tests of low-bit-rate encoding formats for five-channel surroundsound. Three candidates were evaluated:
Musicam-Surround, Dolby AC-3, and
AT&T's PAC system. All sounded good
enough to deliver the soundtrack of
European HDTV. As American tests had
previously disclosed, the MusicamSurround system is less able to cope with
difficult coding challenges, evidently
because of compromises that are related
to the surround format's need to be
backward-compatible with two-channel
Musicam. The latter format is the basis
of digital radio transmitters that are being
installed now in England, Europe, and
Canada. The MPEG committee decided
to give developers another year to devise
asonically satisfactory solution; then the
requirement for backward compatibility
may be reconsidered.
The WCES in Las Vegas featured a
panel discussion of the direction of highend audio. Chaired by Michael Fremer
of The Absolute Sound, the panelists
included Stereophile's JA, Anthony H.
Cordesman of Audio, Frank Doris of The
Absolute Sound, Steve Harris of HFN/RR,
and Gerard Rejskind of UHF. Not surprisingly, someone inquired about fivechannel surround-sound. The panel was
unanimous in its devotion to two-speaker
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stereo, noting that surround-sound will
almost certainly involve some type of
digital bit-rate compression, potentially
sacrificing sonic purity in the quest for
additional channels. Cordesman seemed
to be angry even at the concept of using
three channels across the front (left/center/right). He indicated that the phantom
image formed in space by two-speaker
stereo is inherently superior to the more
precisely focused image that acenterchannel speaker provides.
A few weeks later, Ireceived acopy of
aEuropean study that explored listener
preferences in comparisons among multichannel systems. A nomenclature of the
form M/N is used in such comparisons,
where "M" is the number of front channels and "N" the number ofrear channels. Thus, 2/0 is conventional stereo, 3/0
is three-speaker stereo, 3/1 adds amono
surround signal through two rear
speakers (like Dolby Pro Logic), and 3/2
is the full HDTV array with two discrete
surround channels. The comparisons
were conducted at three locations—
England, Holland, Germany—and involved about 150 listeners, athird of
them "expert" listeners (audiophiles or
audio professionals with experience in
critical listening comparisons). At all
three locations, the center speaker was
located behind the line between the
left/right speakers, so that three front
speakers were equidistant from the prime
"stereo seat." (I'll discuss this topic in a
future "Ground Floor" column.)
Since the aim of the test was to study
the claimed benefits of providing fivechannel sound instead of two-channel
stereo with European HDTV, the test
recordings used for the comparison were
videotapes. The panels of listeners were
able to watch the video while hearing
different versions of the sound—threechannel stereo vs two-channel surroundsound vs front-only stereo, etc. It's possible that the inclusion of the picture may
have affected their judgments of the
audio presentation; but I've heard some
of the same tapes, with and without picture, and I've come to substantially the
same conclusions as the panelists. Lucasfilm's Tomlinson Holman agreed.
While previous tests by Americans
used excerpts from motion pictures,
these European tests used recordings of
musical events—a violin concerto (soloist
with orchestra), asmall orchestra with
vocal soloist, amarching band—plus
two examples of sporting events (tennis
and soccer, with alot of audience noise),
one TV drama, acircus act, and the
sound of workers erecting acircus tent.
In contrast to film soundtracks, which
are artificial sound mixes aimed at
41

providing adramatic illusion, the European tests contained real-life sounds that
subjects might have heard in person. So
while 5.1-channel surround is already the
established standard for movies and TV
dramas, these tests may indicate what
type of sound is most lifelike with nonelectronic music, sports, and familiar
acoustic events.
The results of the study are easily
summarized: In the comparison of 2/0
vs 3/0 (two-channel stereo vs threechannel stereo with acenter speaker), a
strong three-channel preference was
observed with every recording. This
preference was especially strong among
the expert listeners; with some test recordings, not asingle expert listener preferred the two-channel stereo. The threechannel advantage was most pronounced
among listeners seated off-center, but it
was also preferred by aclear majority of
listeners on the stereo centerline.
In the comparison of 3/2 vs 3/0 (surround-sound vs front-only stereo), again
surround-sound was clearly preferred.
The preference was weakest with two
recordings that contained very weak
ambience, strongest with recordings that
included crowd noise. Again, the expert
listeners had astronger preference for
surround-sound, but asignificant minority of listeners (both expert and nonex-

pert) found the surround effect unconvincing or distracting.
Of course, this is only one test. Judging from the quality of the test recordings and the playback systems used, the
conclusions are more likely to be applicable to good mainstream hi-fi than to elite
high-end systems. It will be important
to perform similar comparisons someday
using perfectionist recordings and topnotch playback systems. Until then, we
have apuzzling contrast: On one hand,
audiophile editors at CES disdain surround-sound—Cordesman particularly
detests three-speaker stereo's center
channel; on the other hand, in these
direct comparisons, experienced listeners
approved three-speaker stereo and surround-sound by overwhelming majorities.

PERCEIVING A
PHANTOM
STEREO IMAGE IS
SOMETHING THAT WE
LEARN TO DO.
Ihave asimple hypothesis: Listening
to stereo is alearned skill. Two-speaker
stereo generates an illusion. It can't
reproduce the real, three-dimensional
sound of an orchestra or even asolo
voice, but it projects an image of a

soundfield. Audiophiles learn how to listen to that projection and how to perceive in it many of the characteristics of
the real sound, and so we enjoy the
resulting illusion. In our brains, we can
fuse the sound waves from two speakers
and hear the image of atrumpet or a
voice suspended in space somewhere
between and behind the speakers. Hearing that image, and enjoying its simulation ola real sound, is the skill that we
bring to the process.
But it's not even close to reality. Family pets and small children may enjoy the
timbres of reproduced sounds—but have
you ever seen achild, cat, or dog focus
its attention on that spot in mid-air
where that singer seems to be suspended?
Rarely. Perceiving aphantom stereo
image in mid-air is something that we
learn to do. Resolving not one but several
different sound sources floating in that
illusory soundfield is ahigh art.
High-end editors and reviewers are
people who have mastered that skill to
the highest degree. But three-speaker
stereo provides aslightly different set of
aural cues, some of which are actually
closer to reality than two-speaker stereo. Perhaps the most skilled high-end
listeners are so acutely attuned to stereo's
cues that three-channel sound presents
amore difficult perceptual challenge—
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SCIENCE DICTATES THE DESIGN PARAMETERS OF A SPEAKER,
BUT ART IS THE ARBITER OF ITS UL IIMATE SUCCESS
AS A MUSIC REPRODUCER. ONLY A FUNDAMEN 1AL
UNDERSTANDING OF MUSIC REPRODUCTION LEADS TO
THE CHOICES WITHIN THOSE PARAMETERS THAT
DISTINGUISH A GREAT SPEAKER FROM A GOOD ONE.
W HEN THOSE CHOICES DRAMATICALLY CLOSE THE
EMOT IONAL GAP BETWEEN THE LISTENER AND THE
MUSIC, WITHOUT MAKING THE SCIENCE OBVIOUS,
THE LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN WILL BE COMPLEAT.
M ETAPHOR ACOUSTIC DESIGNS, LTD.
15390 TWIN CREEKS COURT
41.4/
41404,2

CENTREVILLE, VIRGINIA 22020
(703) 815-0082
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Canon's unique "wide-imaging" speakers are
now available in the US.

not because it's either more right or
wrong, but just because it presents a
different set of cues that the brain must
transform into asatisfying illusion of
reality. We need to spend time training
ourselves to hear and appreciate the realism of three-speaker stereo.

US: John Atkinson
Following our report last month (p28)
that Bob Carver was filing suit against
the company that bears his name for
underpayment of design royalties, it was
announced that Mr. Carver and his wife
Diana would not take action to halt the
manufacture of certain of the Carver
Corporation's products, nor take any
legal action against customers of the
Carver Corporation, until atrial is held,
probably sometime in 1995.
Polydax, the distributor of the Audax
drive-units, has published a28-page collection of loudspeaker designs using
Audax units. Build Your Own Loudspeakers
includes four computer-optimized designs by Vance Dickason, author ofthe
well-respected Loudspeaker Design Cookbook and editor of the Voice-Coil industry newsletter. For acopy of Build Your
Own Loudspeakers, contact Polydax
Speaker Corporation, 10 Upton Dr.,
Wilmington, MA 01887. Tel: (508) 6580700. Fax: (508) 658-0703.
Magnepan has replaced their respected
MG 2.6/R, reviewed in Stereophile in
November 1991 (Vol.14 No.11, p.164),
with the new MG 2.7/QR. The former
speaker was atwo-way design, marrying
aribbon tweeter to aMagneplanar mid/
woofer panel; the $1995/pair MG 2.7/
QR is athree-way speaker, using the
same woofer panel as the MG 3.5, but a
smaller midrange panel.
Genesis Technologies, the speaker
company founded in 1991 by high-end
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1994

veterans Arnie Nudell and Paul McGowan, has bought back its shares that had
previously been owned by Canadian
speaker conglomerate Audio Products
International, who had been manufacturing some of the Genesis designs for
them. Genesis is concentrating on
production of its ultra-high-end designs:
the Genesis I($70,000/pair), II ($30,000/
pair), and 11.5 ($20,000/pair).
For the past three years, the Japanese
Canon corporation has been marketing
an impressive series of quasi-omnidirectional loudspeaker designs in Europe.
Designed and manufactured at Canon's
Research Centre in the UK, these loudspeakers are now available in the US.
Contact Canon U.S.A., Inc., One Canon
Plaza, Lake Success, NY 11042. Tel: (516)
328-5145.

US: Peter W. Mitchell

In the oil-exploration business, a"wildcat" driller is an independent prospector,
separate from the big conglomerates,
who drills wells in search of rich oil
deposits. Wildcat Records is anew independent label whose expectation of
success is based not on promising new
artists, but on experienced performers
who have already acquired aregional following, radio contacts, television exposure, and touring experience, but who

lack recording contracts. Launched by
executives from A&M Records and
Varèse Sarabande, Wildcat plans to focus
on "experienced artists who have suffered
from the short-sightedness of major record companies." (Even such well-known
performers as folk singer Joan Baez have
gone through periods where they had no
record contracts.) The first releases on the
Wildcat label feature Catfish Hodge, The
Boomers, The Zydeco Party Band, and
comedian Craig Shoemaker.
In asimilar vein, the Sentec line of
modular high-end audio components
has had aregional following (based in
Sweden) for several years, and now is
being introduced in the US. Each Sentec
module is built in acompact brushedaluminum cabinet, and most modules are
priced under $1000. The series includes
asix-input line-level preamp that can
drive extremely long interconnects; a
videocassette-sized RIAA phono preamp
that can be located near the turntable; a
jitter-resistant D/A converter with totally
separate digital and analog grounds and
power supplies; and compact, highcurrent, monoblock power amplifiers
(60W at 8ohms, 150W at 2ohms). $

z

o
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...audible results with the finest
in connecting components!
SOUND CONNECTIONS INTERNATIONAL INC.
203 Flagship Dr. — Lutz, FL USA 33549
PH: 813-948-2707
Fax: 813-948-2907
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"Nothing less than asteal.

5/

—Robert Harley, Stereophile

There's something in this review of our
GDA-600 digital-to-analog converter that the
competition doesn't want you to see. Maybe
it's the fact that the GDA-600 makes digital
formats sound richer and more musical. Or that
it has advanced 20 bit conversion architecture

Fig.1 Adcom GDA-600,
(top); de-emphasis err
channel dashed 0.5dB,
*melee Meet Mean Crteelele

and aClass "A" analog output stage. But
what they really don't want you to see is that
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the GDA-600 costs much less than you might
expect. For the full review see Stereophile,
Volume 17, No. 3, (March '94). Or, if your
copy has been stolen, give us acall.
Fig.2 Adcom GDA-600, crt
dashed, 10dB/verticar

ADCOM®
details you can hear

IMO

Fig.3 Adcom GDA-60
'kHz tone at —9
spuriae (h/3-octave
dashed).

Fig.4 Adcom GDA-600, de.
linearity (right chanr
2dB/vertical div.).
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ou are not going to believe
this."
It was Lars. Again.
"Here's the latest hot thing in audio,"
he continued. "It's aportable CD player
from Radio Shack that's on sale until
Saturday for $129.95. It's regularly
$179.99."
"What's the model number?
"The Optimus CD-3400. Catalog
number 42-5035. You want this particular player."
"Why is it so special?"
"You be the yudge. Keep your receipt
—if you're not happy, you can always get
your money back."
Iran down to the nearest Shack and
picked one up.
• "Enjoy superb digital stereo on the
go!" the box read. The CD-3400 features a1-bit DAC, 8x-oversampling,
programmable memory, and digital out
(which Ihaven't been able to use yet,
because Ilack the necessary cable with
adigital mini-plug on one end). It's got
avariable output for headphones, plus
afixed-volume line out. The player includes acable for hooking up to your
preamp, but not one for connecting the
player to your processor. Nor does it
include an AC adapter or four AA batteries. A cheesy carrying case is included.
Ihooked up the CD-3400 to my main
system, which consists of aB&K Pro 10
preamp (latest production run), an Electrocompaniet AW20 anniversary-edition
amplifier, and my pair of Quad USA
ESL-63 monitors.
Holy smoke! Irushed to call Lars.
"I can't believe this!" Iswore to the
Swede. Iwas playing Grand and Glorious:
Great Operatic Choruses, anew Telarc disc
featuring Robert Shaw with the Atlanta
Symphony and Choruses (Telarc CD80333). "The sound just opened up—
much more air there. The difference in
bloom was breathtaking. It was grand
and glorious, but not before Iused the
CD-3400."
"I know," said Lars. "I hear Yoe Grado
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1994

was the first to discover it. He told Dick
Sequerra, who told Yerry Gladstein.'
When Yerry heard it, his yaw dropped."
"His what?"
"You know what Isaid."

The Radio Shack Optimus CD-3400 portable
CD player

Ilistened to disc after disc, into the wee
hours of the morning. Of course, some
recordings were better than others, but
the soundstage was breathtaking on
most of those Ilistened to.
Maybe "soundstage" is the wrong
word—other players and processors give
you adeep, wide soundstage, too. Come
to think of it, the CD-3400 did not produce the deepest and widest soundstage.
It wasn't so much soundstaging as it was
air there. Or bloom.
"This is the best-blooming CD player
I've had in my system," Ienthused to Lars
the next day. "Beats all the processors
I've heard, too. It's the didyital scandal
of the decade."
Lars let it pass.
Idon't know if this is the best digital
sound you can get—I haven't heard the
$14,950 Mark Levinson No30 with the
$8495 No31 transport. But I've never
had aplayer or player/processor combi1Owner of the former G8tA Rare Records, in New
York.
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nation in my system that's produced the
same bloom and palpable sense of space.
For years, one of my main beefs about
digital has been its lack of air. Most CD
playback systems seem to suck all the air
out of the room so you can't hear the
hall—everything seems to take place in
an anechoic chamber. The sound, and
eventually the listener, is suffocated. This
is why many of us turn, gasping for air,
back to analog. Digital sucks, literally.
A great analog playback system gives
you not just impressive soundstage depth
and width, not just great resolution of
low-level detail, but lots of air. And now,
for the first time, Iwas hearing this in my
system from CD.
From aportable CD player I'd just
bought for $129.95 at my local Radio
Shack.
Scandal, indeed!
From the very beginning I've been
vaguely dissatisfied with the sound of
my Quad ESL-63 Monitors. Ibought
the Electrocompaniet AW20 power amplifier? because Ifound it to be the amp
that worked best with the Quads. Then
Irealized what was different about the
Quads this time: Last time Ihad them in
my system, Iwas listening mainly to analog; now Iwas listening mainly to digital.
Itried akiller disc: Rachmaninoff's
Symphony 3and Symphonic Dances, with
Mariss Jansons conducting the St.
Petersburg Philharmonic (EMI CDC 7
54877 2). On some systems, just before
the beginning of the Dances, you can hear
abus in front of the Yevropeyskaya
Hotel. The bus (which sounds as if it's
pulling out of aparking place and heading down Brodsky Street) is right where
it should be: in the right channel.
With the CD-3400, the bus sounded
as if it was equipped with amuffler. The
player didn't quite offer the ultimate in
resolution. In addition, the bass wasn't
terribly deep, and dynamics were some2 The anniversary-edition AW20 is essentially the
AW100 with some parts upgrades and adrop-deadgorgeous malachite faceplate.
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what congested, if you will. There's only
so much you can do with power supplies
in aportable CD player that consumes
11
/W of power.
2
Ibegan fussing around. At first the
player was sitting directly atop my B&K
Pro 10 preamp. Itried various rubber
feet, to no avail. In fact, the player sounded
better while sitting directly atop the preamp. Then Iremembered that Veekhtor
Goldstein had given me some Harmonix
feet, which had proven quite effective
with the Pioneer PD-65 CD player. I
placed atripod of feet under the CD3400. Istill couldn't hear the bus, but the
overall sound seemed to improve slightly.
Next Itried the Harmonix feet with
aShun Mook Mpingo disc, logo facedown at six o'clock, atop the case over
where the hub would be. Holey moley
—the soundstage opened up, bass tightened and firmed, and the strings took on
more of asheen.
But Istill didn't hear the bus on Brodsky Street. This indicated to me that there
are limits to this player's resolution. So
those of you who paid 180 times the
price of aCD-3400 for aMark Levinson No30/31 combination did get something more for your money. (I'll take the
Radio Shack and use the money for concert and opera tickets and traveling.)
Though the CD-3400 had limitations

in terms of resolution, bass extension,
and dynamics, it produced asense of air
that Ihave not heard from any other digital playback system.
"Then again, you haven't heard the
Levinson gear?' says JA. (I can hear him
editing my copy.)
True.

TOUGH THE CD-3400
HAD LIMITATIONS IN
TERMS OF RESOLUTION,
BASS EXTENSION, AND
DYNAMICS, IT PRODUCED
A
SENSE OF AIR THAT I
HAVE NOT HEARD FROM
ANY OTHER DIGITAL
PLAYBACK SYSTEM.
Bear in mind that you absolutely must
have agood line stage—to get some extra
voltage, some added oomph going into
your power amp. You'll need agood line
stage if you're trying to drive aserious
pair of headphones, too—like the Grado
HP Is. Otherwise, the player can sound
quite congested?

Resolution isn't top-drawer, but what
about the clarity?
Ithink it's quite good, the way singlebit usually is. Remarkably, this player
doesn't irritate in any way. Sibilants are
handled particularly well—no splash, no
tizz. Brass Ear has tried the player, too;
he commends its "warmth and body!'
He also remarks on its lack of ultimate
resolution and its somewhat congested
dynamics.
Lew tried the player, liked it, but remarked that the midbass and the upper
bass were alittle prominent. And he
thought the upper midrange was slightly
depressed—making some older recordings, like some of the old Mercurys,
sound alittle "sweeter and more acceptable?' Iwould add that it's not only the
midrange that's slightly depressed; it's
the treble, too. Like Brass Ear and me,
Lew also noted arelative lack of dynamics. "When you turn the volume up, the
dynamics don't increase, the sound just
gets louder?'
Lew's comments lead me to wonder
whether the mid- and upper-bass emphasis and recessive upper midrange aren't
partly responsible for that sense of
bloom. Maybe the reason so many of us
3Ican imagine that this player would be akiller combination with the Melos SHA-1 line-stage/headphone
amp.

ABSOLUTE PURITY
IN DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE
Using the purest operating mode
possible to deliver the most natural
reproduction achievable: the singleended Class A Aleph 0 power amplifier
from Pass Laboratories.
21555 Limestone Way, Foresthill
California 95631
(916) 367-3690 Fax (916) 367-2193
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are captivated by this player is that it
reminds us of the tonal balance of our
favorite moving-coil cartridge.*
Irecently received aCary CAD-300sei
single-ended integrated amplifier. It uses
one 300B output tube per side and puts
out about 10W. It also has aheadphone
jack.
"This is agreat headphone amplifier:'
advised Dennis Had, head honcho of
Cary Audio. "Use it in the bedroom."
Indeed it is. Much to Marina's chagrin,
Iput the amp on my night table and ran
the CD-3400 into the Cary. Then I
plugged the Grado HP is into the Cary,
using it, in effect, as aheadphone amp.
You would not believe the sound quality!
If there was any residual midrange and
treble grain, the Cary removed it. Marina
is still not happy about atube amp atop
the night table, but she has to admit that
the 300Bs glowing in the dark do look
sexy.
"It's only on loan," Isaid to her. "The
amp's not going to stay here." (Only for
five or ten years. Heh-heh.)
What's going on here? Imean with the
CD player, not with Marina and me.
Ihave asuspicion that what we have
with the CD-3400 is akiller transport!
Ihave no way to check this out until the
necessary digital cable arrives. But the
center hub of the player is interesting: it's
asoft plastic, with fingers that appear to
get areally good grip on the disc.
"The player grasps the disc like ayewel
box," said Lars. "Maybe that's part of the
secret."
Ithink maybe it is.
What to do?
For me, the decision was easy. Iran
back down to Radio Shack and bought
five more players before the sale
ended—one for the bedroom, one spare,
and three gifts.
I'm enjoying the CD-3400 as much
as any CD player or combination of
players and processors that I've had in my
system. It comes down to air—the sense
of instruments and performers in the
room, the illusion of the musical event
happening live. This seems to have been
the hardest thing for CD playback systems to get right. In fact, I've never heard
aCD playback system get it right—
until now.
When you have air there, you can forget that you don't have the very last bit
of resolution, or somewhat limited dynamics, maybe even aresidual amount
of midrange and treble grain. You can
overlook all these things—at least Ican.
And not just because of the low price.
4Irecently went back to aKiseki Blue Goldspot cartridge, and Imust say that its tonal balance strikes me
as similar to the CD-3400's.
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Having the air there gives the music life;
this, more than resolution, puts performers in the room with you. Having
the air there means, Ithink, that you
won't suffer from listening fatigue.

M AYBE IT'S ONLY ON
A
PORTABLE THAT A
DESIGNER CAN GET AWAY
WITH PRODUCING A
CD
PLAYER THAT SOUNDS
LIKE A
GOOD MC
CARTRIDGE!
All of this leads me to an embarrassing
question: How come most of the bigname manufacturers haven't been able
to give us this kind of CD sound quality in aregular player at areasonable
price? How come Radio Shack can do it
right for $179.95—in aportable, yet—
and most of the other manufacturers
can't seem to come close in their regular players selling for up to ten times
the price?
Well, maybe one reason is that this
player departs from flat—warming things
up in the bass, toning them down in the
upper midrange and treble. And most
manufacturers don't dare depart from
flat. On aportable, who cares? Besides,
with most headphones, especially cheap
ones, alittle added warmth and asubdued top end would be ablessing. Maybe
it's only on aportable that adesigner can
get away with producing aCD player
that sounds like agood moving-coil
cartridge!
"This may be an accident," said one of
my friends—a high-end manufacturer.
"Does Radio Shack design for sound
quality?"
Who knows?
Maybe this is afluke. Maybe Radio
Shack will reali7e their mistake and correct the superb sound quality lest people begin to expect this level of performance from other Optimus products.
(Better get aCD-3400 while you can!)
But perhaps Radio Shack does care, and
does design for sound quality—at least
some of the people who design some of
the products for Radio Shack, some of
the time.
Ithink the guy who designed the CDclamping mechanism used in this player
is agenius. Obviously, the transport has
to be working well in order to get this
level of sound quality. Obviously, too,
the analog output section in aportable
CD player has to have its limitations. You
can't do much in the way of power sup-
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plies, for instance—it's just not possible.
So maybe what we have with the CD3400 is aKILLER TRANsPorr! (Heh-heh.)
Maybe this would be awonderful
combo with the Mark Levinson No30
processor. If only Ihad the necessary
digital cable! (I've ordered one from
Radio Shack.) Realistically—or maybe
Ishould say, Optimusly—the thing to
do might be to get the CD-3400 and
buy an Audio Alchemy DAC-in-theBox or an Adcom GFD-600 processor.
It'll be interesting to see if you get the
same distinctive tonal quality that you
get with the CD-3400 and its own analog output section.
It'll be interesting, too, to see whether
all of us who are so captivated by this
player will stay in love with it—or get
bored because of its lack of ultimate resolution, limited dynamics, recessive upper
midrange, etc. Well, at the very least, we'll
have anice-sounding portable for use
with cheap headphones. Iremember I
once called amoving-coil cartridge—the
no-longer-available Shinon Red—the
"Carnegie Hall" of cartridges, which
may have inspired the naming of the
Carnegie cartridge (also no longer available). This may be the "Carnegie Hall
of CD players." The old Carnegie Hall,
that is—before the renovations cleaned
and shined up the sound.
Years ago, before there were any dedicated CD transports, Ilistened to acouple of early processors with anumber of
CD players equipped with digital outs.
They all sounded different. Transports
matter—maybe more than processors.
Maybe it's agood transport that produces

M AYBE ALL YOU NEED
FOR A
GOOD TRANSPORT
IS A
SILLY LITTLE SOFT
PLASTIC HUB WITH
FINGERS THAT HOLD THE
CD NICE AND TIGHT.
the sense of air there necessary to make
CD playback sound like good analog—
that is, like real music happening live.
Maybe all you need for agood transport
is asilly little soft plastic hub with fingers
that hold the CD nice and tight.
Ialways wanted atop-loading CD
transport. Of course, Ihad in mind
something alittle more elegant. CDplayer drawers have always given me
anxiety, like when Iwas akid worrying
about going down the drain (or down
the toilet). Icould put it in—but would
Ibe able to get it out? (Heh-heh.)
Iput several friends on to this player.
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One of them bought the player and then
took it over to acertain high-end dealer.
CUSTOMER: Here, play this.
DEALER: You gotta be kidding.
CUSTOMER: No. But not out here—let's
do it in back, away from the other customers.
[They sneak into the back room.]
DEALER: Holy S—! It smokes a[certain
well-regarded processor sellingfor several thousand dollars]. My wife wants aportable.
Maybe Ishould buy her one of these.
[The dealer goes back andforth between the
CD-3400 and the expensive processor, trying to make up his mind which he prefers.]
CUSTOMER: Can't tell which one you
like, eh?
DEALER [gasping]: Ithink I
prefer the
Radio Shack.
Well, if it's good enough for ahighend dealer's wife, it's good enough for
me and you, right? Certainly if you buy
one of these, do be sure to share the
pleasure of your discovery with your
favorite high-end dealer. It's so convenient to carry the CD-3400 when
auditioning equipment—it's portable. (I
laugh my genuinely evil laugh.)
Take atip from the high-end dealer I
just mentioned: Buy an Optimus CD3400. Radio Shack will "cheerfully" re- The Audion Silver Night power amplifier
fund your money if you're not satisfied.
music, I'll listen to it on the Silver Nights,
THE AUDION SILVER NIGHT
the Marantz CD-63, and the RA Labs
REVISITED
Mini References in the living room.
The Audion Silver Night power ampliAs far as the living-room system is
fiers continue to astonish me. The comconcerned, the resolution is very good,
bination Icurrently have in my living but not excellent (probably alimitation
room—the Marantz CD-63 straight into
more of the CD player and speakers than
the Silver Nights through the RA Labs
of the amps); the soundstage is okay, but
Black Gold Mini Reference speakers—is
something short of breathtaking (I'm
giving me some of the best sound I've
limited as to where Ican place the speakever had. What's the lesson to be learned?
ers). What's absolutely ravishing and
Simplicity! This system has no preriveting about this system is its incredible
amp, no line stage, no digital processor,
truth of timbre—voices, instruments,
no digital link, and only one pair of intereverything has the ring of harmonic truth.
connects (from the CD player to the
FLASH!
amps). The amps have simple circuits, no
This Radio Shack thing is really snowfunny business; the speakers are simple
—basic two-way designs with minimal
balling! John Curl has caught on, too.
Meanwhile, Dick Sequerra called with
crossovers. The result makes amockery
of some systems costing many times as
some interesting tidbits. First, Dick said
much—including, unfortunately, the one
that the player's turntable mechanism is
aMitsumi CD ROM, with controller;
currently in my listening room.
as aCD ROM unit, it has very low jitMaybe this is the way to go. Maybe
your money is wasted on expensive preter and very low error. How can it be so
cheap? Mitsumi expects to produce this
amps (unless you need phono), killer line
particular CD ROM platform in quanstages, digital processors, expensive
tities of 3to 5million units. Second, Dick
transports, macho power amps with bulpointed out that the line-out cable proletproof faceplates, expensive speakers,
vided with the player reverses the left and
and trick cables for covering up all the
right channels. I'm not sure whether the
mistakes. I'm tempted to simply stop—
cables are mis-wired or the jack is misand Iwill, at least so far as my livingroom system is concerned. When Iwant
wired, but do check your channel oriento evaluate hi-fi equipment, I'll do so in
tation. (The headphone jack is properly
the listening room. When Iwant to enjoy
wired.) Third, the player sounds better
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1994
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on batteries than it does with an AC
adapter. "It benefits greatly from alinear
power supply," said Sequerra.
Finally, Igot to use the CD-3400 as
atransport, using the line-amp cables.
(Why didn't Ithink of this before? I
did—but the cable didn't work the first
time Itriedit, possibly because Ididn't
get agood enough connection into the
processor's coax-in jack.) And yes, this
player does appear to be asuper transport! There will be more, I'm sure, much
more to come—and not only from mc.
Both John Curl and Ihave put Bob
Harley onto the player.
So what's going on here? Dick Scquerra, for one, feels that the CD-3400
offers top-flight performance—particularly in terms of its transport. As for
expensive transports and players, Dick
raises the possibility that it's acase of the
emperor's new clothes—maybe we've all
been had. Well, Inever told you to run
out and pay thousands of dollars for a
transport and thousands more for aprocessor. Meanwhile, Iinvite any moles
within the Radio Shack/Tandy organization to get in direct touch with me,
particularly if you have more killer products like this. The High End, with its
outrageous pricing, needs agood shaking up—maybe even ashaking ont. Let's
give 'cm hell. (This will never get printed.)
Happy listening!
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ANDRÉ P
REVIN TALKS TO PETER CATALANO

W

ah the exception of Leonard Bernstein, no other figure
in music has achieved as much success and acclaim in
so many derent cornets of the music world as has André
Prem. Known to millions as a
four-time Academy Award winner
.
for his film scores, Previn has also been music directorfor the better
part of30 years with such prestigious orchestras as the Los Angeles
Philharmonic and the Pittsburgh and London Symphonies. Simultaneously, he is afeatured guest ofgreat orchestras and opera companies in the US and Europe too numerous to mention. A respected
jazz pianist, Previn regularly records with his trio, yet has time
to turn out asteady parade ofsongs and sonatas, chamber and orchestral music. In 1991 Doubleday published his early memoirs, No
Minor Chords—My Early Days in Hollywood. Peter Catalano
chatted with Mr. Previn during arecent stint with the Boston
Symphony.
Peter Catalano: Ireally enjoyed your performance of the Rachmaninoff Second Symphony, which you guest-conducted here with
the Boston Symphony. The approach you took was not the kind of
hothouse Romantic style normally heard in this repertoire. There
seemed, instead, abit of your old teacher, Pierre Monteux, in your
performance Have you consciously developed alighter, more transparent
approach to this literature?

Andre Previn: If you wanted to give me aChristmas present
today. December 24th, you couldn't have done any better
than to compare anything of mine to Monteux—he was my
absolute idol! Idon't think I've done it consciously. Iwish
Icould give you areally weighty answer, but it isn't like that.
Ithink that apiece like the Rachmaninoff Symphony 2, which
is very long and really Romantic to the point of excess, has
to be paced very carefully. Imust say in my later years—if
that phrase is allowed—I do try and get more transparent,
and much more balanced. There's athing Monteux used to
tell us as pupils, on apiece like Daphnis or La Mer: "There
are many dots on the page, and they were all put there by a
great master. Let's try and hear them." And that's very good
advice.
Catalano: How did you develop this affinityfor, in particular, the
Russian Romantics?
Previn: Again, Ihave to give you an answer that will disappoint you because it's pragmatic instead of idealistic. It
was never agreat specialty of mine; it was inflicted on me
by the record companies. Imade some Rachmaninoff and
they liked it, and they said, well, why don't you do some
Prokofiev? That was areasonable success; then they said, well,

PIERRE MONTEUX WAS MY ABSOLUTE IDOL.
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do Shostakovich, etc., etc.
Catalano: You're no longer music director at the London Symphony.
Are you guesting with them?
Previn: I'm conductor emeritus there, which means Ido agreat
deal of work with the LSO every year, usually about eight or
ten weeks. That's quite abit. I'm also about to take them on
ahuge European tour, and I've been recording with them. And
of course Ido about the same amount of work with the Vienna
Philharmonic because most of my records these days have been
with Vienna. I'm going there again at the end ofJanuary. You
know, I've made almost the complete Richard Strauss music
with them—seven CDs. Ijust recorded six Haydn symphonies with them, and within the next two seasons I'll record two Strauss operas, Daphne and Capriccio. And that's all
in Vienna; Ilove working there.
Catalano: Do you get into the opera pit very often?
Previn: Not as often as Iwould enjoy. It takes aterrific
amount of time out of the season's schedule because Iam not,
very frankly, the kind of conductor that has so much experience in the pit that someone can call me and say, "Would
you do Falstaff day after tomorrow?" It's best for me when
there's anew production and it really goes into serious rehearsal. But Ido it from time to time, and Ialways like it. Doing
these two operas in Vienna will be fun for me.

Catalano: You have wide experience as amusic director and as a
guest conductor—with Los Angeles, London, Vienna, Boston, and
other groups. I'm wondering whether you think all orchestras are converging on asingle international "sound," or whether each orchestra still retains its distinct sound?
Previn: Well, I'll give you kind of adevil's advocate answer.
First of all, Ihaven't been to Los Angeles in five years, and
have no intention of going back.
Catalano: Not even to guest-conduct?
Previn: Iwon't go, [although] the orchestra is awonderful orchestra, absolutely wonderful. But Ithink you're quite
right in assuming that orchestras are much more international now than they used to be. It used to be very simple
to listen to arecord and say, "That's an English orchestra,
that's aFrench orchestra," etc. Ithink that's much more difficult to do now. Very often, if you're experienced at all, the
wind playing gives it away; you can tell Viennese playing,
and English wind playing is pretty distinct, too. But Iwould
be very hard-pressed to know the difference between the
Boston, the New York, and the Cleveland; Chicago, in certain
repertoire. And that's agreat change.
Catalano: Do you think that's something you try to effect when
you come as aguest conductor—a "Previn sound"?
Previn: Oh, no, no, no. Ireally don't. That's dangerous.

ORIGINAL INSTRUMENTS AND ALL THAT? I
CAN'T STAND ANY OF THAT NONSENSE.
Catalano: While you were in England, were you affected by the
vibrant early-music scene there? Has this changed your approach to
the classical repertoire?
Previn: You're talking about original instruments and all
that?
Catalano: Yes. Or is this something you're just not interested in?
Previn: Ranging from not interested in to violently opposed.
Yes. Ican't stand any of that nonsense. The fact that you spend
extra rehearsal time in order to make sure that it's ugly and
out of tune is amystery to me. Idon't like any of that: playing
on gut strings, playing everything too fast, lowering the tuning pitch, etc.
Ithink that it's wonderfully interesting for those orchestras
that specialize in that. But Ithink that when you get one of
the early-music specialists and they stand up in front of, say,
the New York Philharmonic, or aPhiladelphia or aLondon,
and they try to inflict their scholarly or musicological
influence on a20th-century orchestra, they convince—I'm
guessing now-25% of the strings. What you get as an end
result is acomplete disaster—a mixture that doesn't work.
When you have people like the Roger Norringtons and
Trevor Pinnocks, and they're working with their own orchestras, it is certainly valid, certainly worth doing. To my great
happiness, Isaw in interviews with Kurt Masur and Wolfgang
Sawallisch that they agreed with the following: There's absolutely nothing wrong with playing Haydn, Mozart, and
Beethoven the way early-music people advocate, but they
should not intimate that that's the only way to play it, and
all the other ways are wrong. Masur used awonderful phrase:
He said that there is akind of tyranny in that early-music
group that inflicts itself on everyone else. That's what he's
against. It has become part of the critical discipline nowadays: This is not the way Christopher Hogwood plays it,
therefore it's wrong. That's kind of arrogant and brazen, and
Idon't like it. I'm still of the opinion that when you have
Mozart and Haydn played by the Vienna Philharmonic, it
should remind you of Bruno Walter's Mozart, not Roger
Norrington's.
S
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Remember that, for so many years, people talked about the
"Philadelphia sound." But if there were aPhiladelphia sound,
it would mean they'd inflict it on both Haydn and Ravel. And
that's wrong. A great orchestra has the right sound for
Mozart, the right sound for Rossini, the right sound for Bartók. The sound has to change according to the composer,
not the orchestra.
Catalano: While you were in London, were there any English composers that you especially championed and brought before the public?
Previn: Idid quite alot of contemporary English music. I'm
quite agreat admirer of the composer Nicholas Maw. And
of course, in those days, with the exception of Colin Davis,
there wasn't that much Tippett being done. Now, you see,
an interesting thing has happened. Ibring alot of British
music to the States and, in return, I'm beginning to take a
lot of American music to England. Here there are anumber of younger-generation American composers who Ifirmly
believe in. Ido alot of their music.
Catalano: You want to drop some names?
Previn: Sure—John Harbison, Jake Druckman. These people
are not played very often in Europe. I'm trying to make it
apoint to play aterrific symphony by Harold Shapero which
was written back in the late '40s.
Catalano: You recorded it?
Previn: Yes, it was taken off aperformance. I've played that
symphony with areally amazing amount of orchestras. It's
still coming up this season in Philadelphia, in Pittsburgh,
and with the Concertgebouw. And Harold's very pleased,
'cause the piece languished in almost oblivion for almost 40
years. It's atruly great piece.
Catalano: Your Salzburg Festival performances have become ayearly
event. Do you have any themes or repertoire that you bring to the Festival year-in and year-out?
Previn: No, Ireally don't. You know, Ididn't go last year,
because there's that new regime there, Gerard Mortier, and
that includes Boulez and all that. They're trying very hard
to change Salzburg, quite vehemently. I'm not part of that
movement, so I'll see how that comes out.
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One of André Previn's jazz trios, from left Previn, Joe Pass, Ray Brown

Catalano: Are you scheduled to perform at Salzburg this year?
Previn: No.
Catalano: You've held anumber ofdirectorships and have also done
quite abit ofguest-conducting. Have you plotted anew course?
Previn: No. I've been amusic director in one guise or another, or one place or another, since the '60s—my goodness,
for about 26 years. And all of asudden I'm not. Ihave to tell
you that, while Idon't use words like "always" or "never,"
it's very, very interesting not to be amusic director for awhile,
especially in the US. It used to make me alittle jumpy to do
the amount of extra-musical activities that is kind of
expected—all the fund-raising, the ladies' luncheons, the
union meetings, the squabbles within the orchestra. There's
aterrific amount of work that's not particularly concerned
with music.
Of course it's all valuable, and all necessary, and Idid it.
But now, I'm very lucky—I go to the world's greatest orchestras, for anywhere from aweek to amonth, just to make
music.
Catalano: Igot achance last night to listen to Kathleen Battle's
performance with the Boston Symphony of your new piece, Honey
and Rue, with Toni Morrison's text. How did you hook up with
Morrison?
STEREOPH ILE, JUNE 1994

Previn: It was acommission from Carnegie Hall for their
100th Anniversary. Kathy Battle suggested that Icompose
it, and that possibly Toni Morrison could be asked to write
atext. Eventually Toni and Imet, and we got along very well.
We were very happy to do it, and wrote this cycle of six songs
far soprano and orchestra, called Honey and Rue. We've
recorded it for DG with the St. Luke's Orchestra. Remarkably, Kathy's done it in 30 different cities now. Of course,
that was all before Ms. Morrison won the Nobel Prize. Now
I've got another set of texts from her and am writing another
song cycle. We're even contemplating, next year, trying to
write atheater piece together.
Catalano: The critics have been quitefriendly, writingfavorable
reviews of Honey and Rue
Previn: Well, the pendulum is swinging alittle bit. A few
years back, if you didn't sound like Elliott Carter, you were
old-fitshioned. Now there's beginning to be, let's say, alittle
more room for aconservative approach.
Catalano: Do you expect that the new piece you're writing on the
Morrison text will be areprise ofthe style of Honey and Rue, mixing
jazz and blues with aslightly jagged, atonal-ish vocal line?
Previn: Idon't really know. Circumstances are slightly different. In the first place, it's not for orchestra, it's for soprano,
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NEVER VERBALIZE ABOUT MY JAZZ
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UST HOPE

solo cello, and piano. So it, perforce, will be different. I'm
always composing something or other, so we'll see what
happens.
Catalano: Was Honey and Rue apersonal breakthrough in the
way you brought together blues andjazz influences and merged them
with late 20th-century orchestral writing?
Previn: Ididn't set out to do that. It wasn't on purpose. I
felt the text led me there; but it's not something Iusually do.
Iwrote apiano concerto for Vladimir Ashlcenazy afew years
ago that he recorded on London Records, and Idon't think
that has any jazz in it of any kind. The last thing Iwrote was
afairly large cello sonata for Yo-Yo Ma; he gave the premier
in Amsterdam, then played it in London, and now he's going
to record it. That does have amoment ofjazz influence in
it, but it's so fleeting that you wouldn't pay much attention
to it.
Catalano: You're still recording jazz and chamber music?
Previn: I've got atrio now with Viktoria Mullova and Hein-

YOU'LL LIKE THEM.

rich Schiff. We were on tour last year and recorded
Beethoven's "Archduke" and the Brahms B-major, and now
are going to record Beethoven's "Ghost" and the Schubert
trios. They're for Philips. My orchestral recordings nowadays
are with Deutsche Grarnmophon and Philips, and chamber
music with BMG.
Catalano: Then there's your jazz trio.
Previn: Yes, that's fun. Ihad amoratorium on playing jazz
for about 25 years, but then Igot together with those two
remarkable players [bassist Ray Brown and guitarist Mundell
Lowe]. We've got anew album out on Angel Records called
What Headphones?. It's also got agospel choir; I'm very pleased
with that record. Nowadays we make about one jazz record
ayear. In What Headphones? Idid four of my own jazz pieces,
all brand new.
Catalano: Any comments on the evolution of yourjazz style?
Previn: Inever verbalize about those things. I
just hope you'll
like them.

ANDRÉPREVIN: A DISCOGRAPHY
CLASSICAL
BARBER: Knoxville: Summer 41915
GERSHWIN: "Summertime," "I Loves
You, Porgy"
PRE VIN: Honey and Rue
Kathleen Battle, Orchestra of St. Luke's
Deutsche Granunophon 437 787-2 (coming in
August)
BARBER: Violin Concerto
KORNGOLD: Violin Concerto, Much Ado
About Nothing
Gil Shahan', London Symphony
Deutsche Grarnmophon 439 886-2 (corning in
July)
BARTÓK: Concerto for Orchestra
JANACEK: SinTonietta
Los Angeles Philharmonic
Telarc CD-82006
BRAHMS: Piano Quintet, Op.34
Musikvereinsquartett
Philips 412 608-2
BRAHMS: Symphony 4, Academic Festival
Overture
Royal Philharmonic
Telarc CD-82006
DVORÁK: Cello Concerto, Silent Woods, Slavonic Dance Op.46 No.8
Heinrich Schiff, Vienna Philharmonic
Philips 434 914-2
DVORÁK: Symphonies 7& 8
Los Angeles Philharmonic
Telarc CD-82018
DVORAK: Symphony 9, Carnival Overture
Los Angeles Philharmonic
Telarc CD-80238
ELGAR: Symphony 1
Royal Philharmonic
Philips 416 612-2
Enigma Variations, Pomp &Circumstance Marshes
1-5
Royal Philharmonic
Philips 416 813-2
GERSHWIN: Rhapsody in Blue, An American
in Paris, Piano Concerto in F
Pittsburgh Symphony
Philips 412 611-2
HANDEL: Musicfor the Royal Fireworks, Water
Music, Overture in d

Pittsburgh Symphony
Philips 411 047-2
HAYDN: Symphonies 92 & 96
Vienna Philharmonic
Philips 434 915-2
HOLSM The Planets
Royal Philharmonic
Telarc CD-80133
MENDELSSOHN: A Midsummer Night's
Dream
Eva Lind, Christine Cairns, Vienna Philharinonic
Philips 420 161-2
OFFENBACH: Gaité Parisienne
Pittsburgh Symphony
Philips 411 039
PROKOFIEV: Alneander Nevsky, Lieutenant
Kije
Los Angeles Philharmonic
Telarc CD-80143
PROKOFIEV: Piano Concerto 3
TCHAIKOVSKY: Piano Concerto 1
Jon Kimura Parker, Royal Philharmonic
Telarc CD-82009
RACHMANINOFF: Symphony 2
Royal Philharmonic
Telarc CD-80113
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: Scheherazade
RAVEL: La Valse
Pittsburgh Symphony
Philips 434 733-2
JOHANN STRAUSS: Die Fledertnaus
Kin Te Kanawa, Edita Gruberova, Brigitte Fassbaender, Wolfgang Brendel, Richard Leech,
Olaf Bar, Otto Schenck, Torn Krause, Vienna
State Opera Chorus, Vienna Philharmonic
Philips 432 157-2
RICHARD STRAUSS: Eine Alpensinfonie
Vienna Philharmonic
Telarc CD-80211
RICHARD STRAUSS: Also Sprach Zarathustra, Tod tend Verkiiirung
Vienna Philharmonic
Telarc CD-80167
RICHARD STRAUSS:
Don Juan, Don Quixote
Vienna Philharmonic
Telarc CD-80262
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RICHARD STRAUSS: Ein Heldertleben, Four
Last Songs
Arleen Auger, Vienna P:iilharnionic
Telarc CD-80180
RICHARD STRAUSS: Orchestral Excerpts
from the Operas
Rosenkavalier: Suite. 'term:v.-xi: Four Symphonic
Interludes. Capriccio: Introduction & Moonlight Music. Salome: D.,nce of the Seven Veils
Vienna Philharmonic
Deutsche Grammopho 437 790-2
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony 4
GLINKA: Russian and Ludmilla Overture
Pittsburgh Symphony, Lc, Angeles Philharmonic
Philips 438 303-2
WALTON: Symphory 1, Orb & Sceptre,
Crown Imperial
Royal Philharmonic
Telarc CD-82016

J
AZZ

GIG/
Red Mitchell, Shelly /vanne
Fantasy/OJC OJCCD- 407-2
KING SIZE!
Red Mitchell, Frankie Capp
Fantasy/OJC OJCCD -691-2
KIRI SIDETRACKS: 77teJazz Album
Kin iTe Kanawa, Muni_ ell Lowe, Ray Brown
Philips 434 092-2
OLD FRIENDS
Mundell Lowe, Ray B -own
Telarc CD-83309
PALJOEY
Red Mitchell, Shelly Manne
Fantasy/OJC OJCCD-637-2

ANDRÉ PRE VIN &HIS PALS
Leroy Vinegar, Red I
Vitchell, Shelly
Fresh Sound FSRCID 106
UPTOWN
Mundell Lowe, Ray Brown
Telarc CD-83303
WEST SIDE STOR1
Red Mitchell, Shelly Manne
Fantasy/OJC OJCCD-422-2
WHAT HEADPHONES?
Mundell Lowe, Ray Frown
Angel CDC 54917-2

Manne

A DISCRETE PROPOSITION
Ten years ago the CD promised "perfect sound.. .forever."
But something vital was missing for those with an ear for the discreet.
Call it sonic character. Or audio integrity. But the embedded nuances that breathe
brilliance and vividness into arecording were lost simply because data could not be
accurately decoded and played back.
Until now.
Introducing she DS Pro Generation V digital processor from Theta Digital.
The Generation V is the progeny of years of Theta research and evolution,
surpassing not only our proprietary standards for high-quality digital playback, but also
those of competitors which sell for thousands of dollars more.
Featuring an all-new, fully-discrete, analog section with its large open-loop
bandwidth, current feedback configuration the Gen V has ultra-fast slew rates and
extremely low peak error and settling times. And the class-A design produces the
smoothest waveform transitions possible, eliminating subtle crossover distortion.
All of which means digital playback has finally come of age.
We propose char you spend aquiet moment with aDS Pro Generation V.
You're in for the mot fulfilling CD listening experience to be heard anywhere.

THETA D IGITAL. D IGITAL DONE RIGHT.
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artists. At their new price, they're asteal.
Previous under-$5 budget CDs
usually have involved obvious compromises that would limit their sales
appeal. For example, Pearl CDs are reissues of recordings from the '30s and '40s,
in which historic performances may
compensate for limited fidelity and lack
of stereo. Laserlight CDs are relatively
recent recordings, mainly in excellent stereo sound, but the highly qualified performers are from the former Iron Curtain
countries, so are relatively unknown in
the West. Most Laserlight CDs were
recorded by Deutsche Schallplatten, the
East German state recording company,
using excellent engineers and modern
equipment.
If you want new recordings by wellknown performers, most record-store
prices remain in the $12-$15 range. But
mail-order prices are dropping to very
attractive levels—especially at the two
big record "clubs" that are affiliated with
the two companies that have dominated
the US record business for most of the
century: Columbia House, part of the
old CBS empire, with acompany history
dating back to the founding of the
Columbia label in 1903; and the BMG
Music Service, formerly the RCA Record
Club, which traces its origins back to the
Victor Talking Machine Company of a
century ago.
You may have tried one of these record
clubs in the past and learned from abad
experience that they were no bargain. To
lure you in, they invited you to buy afistful of records for just apenny. To make
up for this bargain, you also had to buy
several discs at the club's "regular"
price—typically $15.98 for each CD, plus
ashipping/handling charge of nearly
$2/disc, plus sales tax (which adds
another dollar in California, ahigh-tax
state), for atotal of about $19. Adding
insult to injury, BMG even charged sales
tax on its own shipping/handling fee.
If you bought several CDs for apenny
when you joined, and then bought an
equal number of discs at full price, your
average cost came to about $10/disc—still
apretty good deal. But as you continued
to pay $19/disc, the deal became worse—
it certainly gave customers a strong
incentive to drop out of the club after
buying the required minimum number
of discs.
The "negative-option" ordering system is another incentive to escape from
abook or record club: A circular is
mailed to you every three weeks, and the
featured item is sent automatically unless
you return arejection card before the
deadline. If you are as busy (or absentminded) as Iam, and don't always mail
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1994

the notice back in time, you soon find
yourself paying higher-than-retail prices
for alot of books or records that you
never would have bought intentionally.
In the past, the final drawback of arecord club was its limited selection. The
Schwann Opus and Schwann Spectrum
catalogs list over 100,000 titles, but adub
may offer only afew hundred, mainly on
record labels affiliated with the club's
sponsor. For example, many of the recordings sold by Columbia House are
on the related Columbia, Epic, and Sony
labels, while the competing BMG Music
Service features the BMG-owned RCA,
Erato, and Catalyst labels. Neither club
carries any of its competitor's recordings,
but many other labels—especially those
focusing on pop music, such as Warner,
Asylum, and Geffen—are carried by
both clubs.
Actually, Inever intended to join arecord club. Twenty years ago, when American pressings ofEMI/Angel and Philips
LPs were conspicuously inferior to their
European counterparts, Ibought LPs
from Maildisc in London. Then 'joined
the International Preview Society, aspecialist record club that imported European pressings from the PolyGram labels
(Philips, DG, et al). By importing in bulk,
the IPS could offer me better prices than
what Iwas paying Maildisc for individual LPs.
Around 1980, anticipating the arrival
of the CD, Istopped buying LPs and
dropped out of the IPS. Evidently, BMG
bought the IPS mailing list, because afew
years later, aBMG mailing announced
the revival of the International Preview
Society, which now focused on CDs, but
with atwist: For every disc bought at full
price, asecond could be ordered at half
price. In those days, discounts on CDs
were rare, and local record stores didn't
carry most of the European recordings
that Iwanted, so this seemed agood
enough deal to compensate for the usual
drawbacks of arecord club. The IPS was
eventually merged into the BMG Club's
classical division, which became particularly useful when Imoved to California
and found myself 40 miles from the
nearest well-stocked record store.
I'm writing about it now, because the
attractions of the BMG Music Service
have increased dramatically during the
last couple of years: The service has
acquired distribution rights to many
more labels; their list now includes several audiophile-oriented labels (Telarc,
Dorian, Delos, Denon, GRP, Mercury
Living Presence), the PolyGram labels
(DG, Archiv, Philips, Decca/London,
Argo), ECM, EMI/Angel, Virgin, Teldec, Koch International, Cala, NoneWorldRadioHistory

Did
gour
last
component
leave
pout
stranded/0,,
We
didn't
convince
the power
company to
run solid wires
into your house.
Perhaps Edison was
an audiophile. Luckily,
all you need to change
is that relatively short run
of wire from your audio
gear to the wall.
You'll be shocked (sorry) at
the improvement in dynamics,
depth and drive from your
audio system.
To audition our power cables
please call or write for your
nearest dealer.

aucJioquest
P.
O .Box 3060
Scn Clemente
CA 92674 USA
TEL

714.498.2770

FAX

714.498.5112
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Has listening to music
recorded on CD's become an
uninspired routine instead of
the releasing experience it once was? Maybe
it's because you're hearing more of your digital playback machinery and less of the music. In an era when
most CD players and transports offer the same
bland, assembly-line sonic experience, Audio
Research is proud to announce two new products
which serve the music instead of digitally enslaving it
The CDT1 compact disc transport and the CD1 compact disc player both use innovative engineering—along
with patented Audio Research circuits—to bring you
higher resolution from the compact disc medium than
you've ever encountered before. This new standard
of performance is due in part to more effective
mechanical isolation and electronic elimination of
digital jitter—the electronic entropy that drags on laser
servos, error-correction circuitry and power supplies to
hold back the full reproduction of alife-like musical
experience. (Hence the flat, dimension-less
sound of much previous CD sound.)
Add Audio Research's advanced, highly regulated
power supplies and, in the case of the CD1,

an innovative analog
stage with low-impedance output drive, and you have two machines
which honestly advance the state of the
art in music reproduction from CD sources.
Both transport and player offer afull complement
of digital output options, induding ST-standard glass
optical, BNCcoaxial, AES EBU (XLR) and TOSL1NK.
The CD1 also includes analog outputs for both
balanced (XLR) and single-ended (phono plug) connection to your preamp. In short, both CDT1 and CD1
are equipped for easy incorporation into any music
reproduction system. And both include remote
control, standard.
So, the choice is yours. For superb performance
with any outboard digital-to-analog processor, it's the
CDT1 compact disc transport. For all-round musicality
in asingle chassis (with the option of later use as a
transport), it's the CD 1compact disc player.
Some audio critics have said that digitally encoded
music has finally come of age. We say it's been
reborn. Experience it soon at your nearest authorized
Audio Research retail specialist.
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such, Vanguard, MusicMasters, Elektra,
Atlantic, Reprise, Island, A&M, Capitol, Sire, MCA, Disney, the pop labels
listed earlier (Warner, Asylum, Geffen),
and the BMG labels (including RCA's
Living Stereo classics).
Of course, the principal drawback of
any record club remains: Many discs that
I'd like to buy have never been listed. The
very largest Tower stores—eg, Boston
and New York—have amore impressive
stock, but they still are far from complete.
And most record stores have amuch
smaller inventory than Tower.
BMG's restricted selection is also frustrating, but they do carry many discs that
have been praised in record-review
magazines. The listings are mainly, but
not exclusively, classical; atypical circular
has about 12 pages of listings for classical discs, plus three pages of listings for
jazz, pop, and New Age discs. Isuppose
that if you identified your interest as
mainly pop music instead of classical,
they would send you circulars with the
opposite ratio.
BMG is eliminating other traditional
record-club drawbacks: A solicitation in
arecent TV Guide offered 10 discs for
half the price of asingle CD (plus the
usual shipping/handling fee), and there's
no longer aminimum-order requirement. You needn't buy anything more
—ever. The cost of pressing CDs is now
so low that BMG can afford to ship to
people who will never buy afull-priced
CD from them. If you become aregular customer and maintain agood payment record, even the annoying negative-option mandate can be removed—
so you won't be stuck buying discs at full
price because you failed to return the
notice in time. Icontinue to get the same
monthly circular as other members, but
now my purchases are entirely optional,
and at my convenience.
The greatest change is in the pricing:
The specifics of the pricing plan vary
from month to month. In one recent
BMG circular, all CDs were priced at
$639, plus shipping/handling, while in
the next, you could buy one CD at full
price and get two free (plus S/H for all
three). In either case, the result was the
same: The average price of CDs on all the
labels listed above was just $8, plus tax.
I'm less familiar with Columbia House,
but they occasionally have special sales
at just $3.99, plus S/H.
How can company-owned record dubs
undercut record-store prices for new
CDs? The basic answer is that record
stores don't buy CDs direct from record
companies—they deal with middlemen,
variously called one-stop distributors
(for specialist stores) or rack jobbers (for
S
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non-music chain stores), whose operating costs and profits add several dollars to the retail price of every disc.
The pricing structure ola typical CD
goes something like this: Begin with
about $1 to manufacture the disc, plus
$1-$2 for artist fees and royalty payments (for performers, composers, publishers, et al), and add another $2 for the
record company's operating overhead,
advertising, and profit. For about $5, the
record company sells the finished disc to
adistributor, who then marks up the
price by 60% and delivers the desired
quantities of discs to your local store,
which pays awholesale price of about $8
or $9. The retailer in turn marks up the
price by 60%, for anormal price of
$14.99, or $12.99 during sales.
Thus, when you pay $15 plus tax for
aCD, two-thirds of those dollars go to
pay for all the people and things standing
between you and the record company:
the salaries of the sales clerks; the store's
operating costs (rent, medical insurance,
taxes and FICA, burglary insurance,
security costs, and "co-op" advertising);
the distributor's warehousing costs and
insurance; the truckers who deliver the
discs from the record company to the
distributor, and then from the warehouse
to the store; the distributor's cost to
accept returned discs that failed to sell in

the store; and so on.
A record dub, on the other hand, buys
discs directly from the record company,
presumably at the same $5 distributor
price. Then it sells them directly to you
at an average price of $8, including S/H.
In some cases, the club may pay even less
than the normal distributor price by
pressing its own CDs. BMG does this
for many of the PolyGram labels that it
carries. Instead ofbuying truckloads of
packaged discs from Deutsche Grainmophon, BMG buys adigital clone of
each master tape, along with printing
films for the yellow DG label and booklet, and manufactures the discs in a
Sonopress plant (another BMG subsidiary) in North Carolina.
Finished CDs are stored at alow-rent,
computer-controlled warehouse in Greenville, South Carolina where wheeled
robots pluck discs for each order off the
shelves and deliver them to ashipping
station, from where they are then sent to
you. By keeping its labor costs low, and
by stocking only titles that are favorably reviewed in major magazines, BMG
is able to deliver CDs to your door for
about half the price you'd pay at arecord store.
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fludioPrism, Inc.
is proud to announce the appointment of May Audio Marketing
as its exclusive distributor of AudioPrism products throughout the
United States and Canada.
AudioPrism manufactures acomplete line of reference quality indoor
FM antennas, Iso-Bearing® vibration control devices, CD Stoplight®
AC Fr" and Quiet Line power filters.
Arecent addition to the AudioPrism product line is the Début
vacuum tube stereo amplifier.
For information in the U.S. or Canada

Export Sales:

Contact: May Audio Marketing

AudioPrism, Inc.

76 Main Street
P.O. Box 1048

Issaquah, WA 98027
TEL: (206) 641-7439

Champlain, NY 12919

FAX: (206) 644-5485

TEL: (518) 298-4434
FAX: (518) 298-5314
In Canada: (514) 651-5707
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ENERGY'S JOHN TCHILINGUIRIAN TALKS TO ROBERT DEUTSCH

C

anadian speakersfrom such companies as Mirage, PSB,
and Paradigm have acquired international reputationsfor
offering good sound at more-than-competitive prices. The
latest Canadian speaker manufacturer to hit the big time might well
be Energy, which has actually been aroundfor about 15 years, but
has only recently introduced aflagship speaker. Energy's $6000/pair
Ventas v2.8 earned Tom Norton's commendationfor having produced
one ofthe best sounds at the 1993 Las Vegas WCES. [IJN's review
appears in this issue.—Ed.]
Energy and Mirage have quite abit in common: both are divisions
of Audio Products International (API),' and both are housed in the
samefactory in the Toronto suburb of Scarborough. Although the
brands arejoined at the manufacturing level, they're marketed through
independent dealer networks and have separate engineering departments
responsiblefor product development. Energy's design don is headed
byJohn Tchilinguirian, anot-even-thirtysomething engineer whose
enthusiasm for anything involving speakers is exceeded only by his
pride in the Ventas. Thefirst question Iasked him was how he got
involved in speaker design.
John Tchilinguirian: It really goes back to 11 years ago. I
started off in electronics. Itook atechnologist's course at
Ryerson [Polytechnical Institute] and went for two years to
day school. Then the third year Idecided to get some work
experience—to get out in the field and see what's really out
there, and at the same time finish off my third year taking
night classes.
Istarted off at API working at the assembly line, assembling the drivers. Ibuilt areceiver and brought it into the
department so Icould play my own station. Ian Paisley [API
Vice President, Engineering] was losing his technician at the
time and was looking for somebody to replace him. He saw
the receiver and asked the supervisor who built it. He came
over to me and asked if I'd like to go over to the lab and be
his assistant, which obviously Iwas thrilled to do.
Iwas on the assembly line for about eight months, then
went into the lab and started assembling prototypes for Ian.
Ilearned alot from him. Prior to that I'd had no acoustic
background, but Idid have alot of electrical and electronic
background. Ibecame more and more fascinated with the
acoustic end of it.
About five years ago we decided to split the engineering
efforts. Where before it was more of agroup effort and we
would design various lines, we decided at that point that we
wanted to focus on each line, with an individual responsible for the design and development of each line. This allowed
us to focus, and there was some competition—a lot of good
things came out of it. We collaborate every once in awhile,
but ultimately, my main responsibility is for Energy and Ian's
is for Mirage.
Robert Deutsch: Ian told me that his input into the Ventas was
minimal.
Tchilinguirian: There is collaboration of the "what-do-you1In addition to their own lines (Mirage, Energy, and Sound Dynamics), API used
to manufacture speakers in partnership with Arnie Nudell's and Paul McGowan's
Genesis—see "Update," p.43—and does extensive OEM work as well.
—JA
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think?" type every once in awhile at morning coffee, and
Iuse him alot for listening tests. We've also had Stefan
Hlibowicki with us for the past three years. He obtained his
Ph.D. in acoustics and aB.Sc. in electronics in Poland; Iuse
him agreat deal now to come up with computer programs
to make my job easier at the conceptual stage—way before
the listening. My whole goal is to get into the soundroom
as quickly as possible.
Deutsch: Howfar does the program take you?
Tchilinguirian: Maybe about 15-20% of the way.
Deutsch: Only 15-20%?
Tchilinguirian: Fairly quickly, though.

OVER THE YEARS WE'VE GOTTEN
BETTER AND BETTER AT CORRELATING
WHAT WE MEASURE AND WHAT WE HEAR.
Deutsch: So most of the work takes place after all the computer simulation is done: building prototypes and listening to and measuring them?
Tchilinguirian: Yes. I've been here for so long. In the past,
eight or nine years ago, we did crossovers, and we would
measure and tweak, measure and tweak, measure and tweak
—and we would take them into the soundroom and they
would sound horrible. Over the years we've gotten better
and better at correlating what we measure and what we hear,
but we're still quite far away from perfection—everybody is.
My whole aim is to try to narrow that gap—to do all the
measurements we need, but in less time, and get into the
soundroom quicker, because that's where you start making
quantum leaps. Before that, it's very small steps.
Ithink the reason the whole engineering department works
so well together is that everyone is really dedicated to paying
attention to really small details that, when added together,
make huge differences. A lot of times you're banging your
head against the wall because of time limits and things like
that, but everyone is devoted to making that little bit of
difference.
Deutsch: Are these differences you're talking about audible differences
as opposed to measurable differences?
Tchilinguirian: Yes, absolutely.
Deutsch: So the emphasis in the development of your designs is
more on listening tests than measurements?
Tchilinguirian: Yes, and then trying to find out why it
sounded better.
Deutsch: The technical reasons.
Tchilinguirian: Yes, because it's like aloop: Once you find
out or get closer to finding out, it helps you the next time
around.
Deutsch: Give me an example ofsomething that happened, perhaps
during the development of the Veritas, where you found out something in the listening test and went back to analyze it technically.
Tchilinguirian: One was the diffraction effects from cabinets, and how they degraded the dispersion characteristics.
A long time ago—way back with the Energy 22 Connois-
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13880 MAGNOLIA AVE.

MANLEY

CHINO ,CALIFORNIA
91710 USA

LABORATORIES, INC.
SCIENCE

•

IN

TEL :(909) 627-4256 FAX :(909) 628-2482
BANKING DETAILS:
FIRST TRUST BANK 437 N. EUCLID AVE. ONTARIO. CA. 91762
TEI.: (9091983-051 I ACCOUNT #1002017980 SORT CODE #122202M3

• AUDIO

OUR REFERENCE PREAMPLIFIERS AND D TO A CONVERTER
•Proprietary balanced moving coil input
•Unbalanced moving coil input
•Moving magnet input
•Separate TUBE REGULATED
power supply
•Ultra LO-Z high current outputs
BALANCED & UNBALANCED
•Separate L& R balance adjust
•Heavy GOLD PCB traces
•Custom gold-contact stepped
volume control /attenuator
•Fully DUAL MONO design
•Case machined from billet
We have avoided the use of any "off the shelf" potentiometer /volume controls
in ALL of our preamplifiers— only custom built Grayhill military-specified sealed
gold-contact 24 position stepped attenuators are used with 1% metal-film resistors
for total accuracy and NO deterioration of sound quality.

•Calibration-Standard RIAA accuracy
•MM and MC phono inputs
•Heavy GOLD PCB traces

MASTERING ROOM PREAMPLIFIERS

•Custom gold-contact stepped
volume control /attenuator
•Separate L& R balance adjust
•Ultra LO-Z high current outputs
BALANCED & UNBALANCED
•Fully DUAL MONO design
•Also available as LINE-ONLY unit
(lower unit in picture)
•Case machined from billet

David Manley was the first American designer to introduce
20 Bit

ULTRAANALOG

technology to the audiophile... his 'leading-edge'

knowledge of digital technology finds fresh expression in his newest design...

•ULTRAANAL0e 20 BIT converters
with AES 21 receivers for
world's lowest jitter
•Vacuum Tube output with
Ultra LO-Z and high current output
•Separate TUBE REGULATED
power supply
•3xswitchable digital input
or AT&T GLASS FIBER optical input
•AES balanced 750 digital inputs
•SPDIF unbalanced 1100 digital inputs
•Heavy GOLD PCB traces
•Fully DUAL MONO design
•Case machined from billet
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seur—one of the things that made that speaker special was
it, find it's not right, measure it, maybe this is why, and then
its spaciousness, transparency, and soundstaging. We used
choose another one—until we got what we wanted in terms
that speaker as astepping stone to learn alot of things. It was
of the addition of all the drivers when hooked up to the
quite aspeaker for its time; it still is for an 8" two-way.
crossover.
We learned alot from that speaker. One of the main things
Deutsch: Did you everface asituation where the measured result
was diffraction of the cabinet. Any diffraction not only caused
pointed in one direction but the listening pointed in another?
ripples in the on-axis response, but also degraded the offTchliinguirian: Yes.
axis performance. We looked at alot of different enclosures
Deutsch: So you chose what, according to measurements, was an
[for the Ventas], and we found that the shape we have now,
inferior performance—but you preferred it?
with the chamfered edges, gave us very good horizontal disTchilinguirian: Yes, because it's avisual thing. When you're
persion from top to bottom.
looking at curves, your whole thought process is visually based,
We looked at anumber of different tweeters, again from
and what you use as areference may not be the right one. Once
the dispersion point of view, and wanted one that could hanwe get into the listening test, we look at the comments and try
dle alot of power and had low distortion, good
to decipher what people are saying ...
transient performance, and wide dispersion. We
Deutsch: .. .
to see if there's acommon thread.
elected to go with a1" dome, but developed it
Tchilinguirian: Absolutely. And then go back
in away that would give us the same disperto try and find out why that is. And then decide
sion as a3/
4"dome. Just little things like the
maybe it's in this area, let's lower the crossover
shape of the dome and the suspension, the loadpoint, maybe it's the trough in the 75° response,
ing, the front baffle.
pick up the dispersion in that area. Oh yes, that
Deutsch: All of this was tested in prototypes?
sounds better. It's very time-consuming, but
Tchilinguirian: A number of prototypes that
it's something that needs to be done when you
we would test and listen to, test and listen to.
try to get up to the level where we want to be.
Of course, we wanted aflat frequency response,
Deutsch: Tell me more about the listening tests.
but not all speakers with a flat frequency
Tchilinguirian: We do anumber of different
response sound good. You also have to look at
kinds of listening tests. We do mono listening,
the off-axis performance. What do the off-axis
where we get anumber of other speakers for
curves look like in comparison with the on-axis
comparison. We use about three speakers and
curves? They should look like near replicas,
then different listeners would go in, switch
maybe down in amplitude, but smooth, withbetween them, and try to get afeel for the
out alot of dips and peaks. Once we were happy
speakers' spectral balances. Is the high end
with the tweeter. ..
cleaner? Is it faster? More detailed?
Deutsch: You started with the tweeter?
Deutsch: Is this ablind test?
Tchilinguirian: Yes. Energy has alot of expelailiriguiriart: Yes. The person listening doesn't
rience with tweeter design, going back to the
know what's behind the screen. They write
22's Dual Hyperdome. We like to cross the
down their comments and evaluate the speaker
tweeter over fairly low; one of the reasons is the
on pleasantness, bottom-end response, middispersion pattern. But in order to have a
range detail, top end, overall balance—a number
tweeter that crosses over very low, it must have
of things. And we go through this anumber of
very low distortion and alow fundamental restimes, moving the speakers around. We've
onance. So we've done alot of work on how
treated our sound room to bend the standing
to achieve that: acloth suspension, abored-out
waves around the listener's head, and have made
core piece, damping in the core piece. The
sure that the speakers in the three positions are
Ventas tweeter has afundamental resonance at
not influenced by which positions they're in.
about 850Hz—quite low for a1" tweeter.
After that, we go through astereo listening
Deutsch: What about the top-end resonance?
session where somebody comes in and
Tchilinguirian: The top end is 23kHz, but
listens to anumber of cuts in stereo, the lisit's notched out in the crossover. And, betener leaves, another set of speakers goes
cause of the suspension system, its amplibehind the curtain, the listener listens again,
Energy Ventas v2.8
tude is not as high as it would be with other
and then another listener comes in.
metal-dome tweeters—it damps out the oil-can resonance
Deutsch: For the Ventas, did you bring in speakers in the $6000
of the metal dome. And then we put in an electrical network
rangefor comparison?
to bring it down further and look at it in the time domain
Tchilinguirian: Yes.
to make sure that it wasn't ringing.
Deutsch: So you do this blind with anumber ofexperienced listeners?
Same with the midrange—actually, all the drive-units One
Tchilinguirian: Yes.
of the preliminary concepts was that the drivers alone needed
Deutsch: Members of the API team?
to cover awide range—well beyond what they would cover
Tchilinguirian: Yes. And then once we get to the final stages,
through the crossover network. The reason for that is that
anumber of us will take the speakers home and live with
we wanted anice phase relation between all drivers. So even
them for awhile. This is near the end.
though the drivers roll off quite steeply, we didn't want them
Deutsch: This is non-blind testing?
to have trouble acouple of octaves or more beyond their
Tchilinguirian: Yes—near the final stages. It's avery grueling
range. So the [raw] woofers go up to 3kHz. The [raw] midprocess. Then, when different people take them home and
range covers arange from 170Hz to 9kHz. The [raw] tweeter
live with them for awhile, what you want to find out is how
goes down to 800Hz, and after we trap out the 23kHz resthe speakers integrate with various rooms and setups.
onance, it's flat up to 30kHz. We did alot of trial and error
Deutsch: If there's some disagreement about how different prototypes
on what the crossover frequencies should be. We'd listen to
sound, is there abottom line in terms of whose decision about variS
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ous sonic qualities will befollowed in theft na! product? Since you're
the chief designerfor Energy, does the buck stop with you? Or is it
adecision by committee?
Tchilinguirian: We need to work on it until we all agree—
that makes for avery nice working atmosphere.
Deutsch: And you have agroup ofpeople who can agree?
Tchilinguirian: Yes, absolutely. There may be times when
one of us doesn't agree, but it never gets to the point where
somebody is discouraged and says, "Okay, well, forget it."
We always work on it until everybody agrees. It's taken alot
of years to get the people who work well together, and it's
very important in terms of the end product. It's the people,
and the way they work together, that can produce things like
the Mirage M-1 and the Ventas.

A

is that you should aimforflat amplitude response, and if that means
having drivers that are out ofphase, no big deal. Would you agree
with that?
Tchilinguirian: It may not be the most important thing.
Deutsch: Would you give up phase response lf it gave you better
amplitude response?
Tchilinguirian: It depends on what else was going on ...
why the phase response is out. If the phase between two
drivers is incorrect, you've got to see it on the amplitude
response—they're not adding correctly. Whether it's on- or
off-axis vertically, you have to see that.
Deutsch: Isn't it possible, even lf the amplitude response isflat, that
the drivers are adding correctly in the amplitude domain but may be
out ofphase with each other?

FIRST—ORDER CROSSOVER WILL GIVE YOU GOOD PHASE RESPONSE
AND FLAT AMPLITUDE RESPONSE ON—AXIS.

BUT MEASURE IT IN THE VERTICAL PLANE, AND YOU'RE GOING TO SEE SOME PROBLEMS.

Deutsch: Is the API listening room an IEC listening room?
Tchilinguirian: Generally, yes—in dimensions and reverberation time. We've done acoustic treatment to make sure the
speakers don't sound different in the different positions. We're
about to build anew soundroom that's alittle bit larger,
because we're developing larger and larger speakers and subwoofers. The room we now have is about 15' by 23', and the
new one will be 21' by 36'. We're also doing this because we're
getting into looking at how you can do room corrections
using DSP. We want to be able to do some experimentewith
rooms.
Deutsch: Did you work with the NRC in Ottawa?
Tchilinguirian: Yes. For anumber of years Imeasured prototypes there. It was agreat facility, agreat tool. They had
the anechoic chamber and the LEC listening room—which
had its problems, but Ilearned to listen around them.
Deutsch: Are you still using that?
Tchilinguirian: No. We stopped using the NRC when we
developed our own system to basically do everything they've
got there. We built our own test equipment, which measures
not only on-axis, but at 15°, 30° in the horizontal plane, 15°
up, and 15° down in the vertical plane simultaneously—
again, so we can speed up the measurement period.
Deutsch: Do you use your own measuring systems exclusively? Or
do you also use some of the commercially available systems?
Tchilinguirian: We've got MLSSA, B&K, and LMS, so
we've got virtually every commercial system.
Deutsch: Which do you find most useful?
Tchilinguirian: Ours! I'm not saying this because I'm biased,
but it's very quick. When you can look at all that information
simultaneously, it saves time in having to go and turn the
speaker and measure, turn and measure, etc. Our measurement system has eight channels, so you can look at eight
curves simultaneously. And at the stage where we're developing the crossover and drivers—looking at their off-axis
performance—it's probably the most useful equipment we
have.
Deutsch: You mentioned correct phase response as one of the design
goals. A couple of years ago, in an interview published in Stereophile,2Kevin Voecks of Snell said that, although phase response is
measurable and people can discriminate phase with tests involving
sinewaves, it's really not very important with music signals. His view
2Vol.13 No.3, March 1990, p.I00.
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Tchilinguirian: Then they've got to start subtracting above
or below the crossover point. And maybe you can pick a
point in space where they're all adding, but there will be
problems elsewhere. For example, if done correctly, afirstorder crossover will give you good phase response and flat
amplitude response on-axis. But measure it in the vertical
plane, and you're going to see some problems.
Deutsch: You're going to get lobing effects.
Tchilinguirian: Right. With the Ventas, you can measure
on-axis and look at the individual driver output as well as the
overall response, and you can see that they're adding very
well, even the woofer and tweeter. You can then measure 15°
up and 15° down, and there's very little lobing. I've measured anumber of speakers that have huge dips as you measure up and down. Typically, first-order networks give you
that. That's one of the reasons we selected the fourth-order
slopes on the Ventas. Another reason was to try to get the
tweeter output and the midrange output below the crossover point down as quickly as possible. That increases the
dynamic range and reduces distortion. So every time we think
of asolution to aproblem, we look at what else it will do—
what are the other things that will have negative effects?
We want to come up with asolution that has the fewest
possible tradeoffs. We're not going to try to get perfect phase
relationships if it's going to really degrade the vertical dispersion.
Deutsch: What tradeoffs have you had to make in developing the
Veritas?
Tchliinguirian: The biggest thing is size. I'd love to develop
a$6000 loudspeaker that would go down to 17Hz, at good
levels. Unfortunately, it would be very large. There are other
ways you could do that—still, its cabinet would be much
larger than that of the Ventas. And there may be some things
in the future with Energy—at ahigher price, of course—
broadening the spectrum right down to the lowest frequencies. But for now we wanted aloudspeaker that would cover
avery large bandwidth while still keeping its size as small
as possible.
Deutsch: So one of your concerns was how it would look in the average living or listening room?
Tchilinguirian: Yes. Our aim was not to develop arefrigerator that dominated the room and was very difficult to place
We wanted it as alifestyle product that could go into alot
of homes and integrate well with alot of different rooms.
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Advertisement

A REPRINT FROM O CTOBER 1993, VOL. I6 No. To
F OLLOW-UP
SANUS SYSTEMS
COMPONENT FOUNDATIONS

When Ireviewed the Sanus Systems CF45
Component Foundation equipment stand in
Vol.14 No.11, p.184, my primary reservation
was that Ifelt it was not sufficiently rigid to
use with aturntable. Sanus subsequently
addressed the rigidity issue by adding an
additional front-to-back support. The company sent afour-shelf CF35 sample for a
"Follow-Up:' the only model it had available
at the time. The CF35 is shorter than the fiveshelf CF45 and sells for $324 for the rack and
shelves (trim kit optional).
Even allowing for the fact that ashorter
rack is inherently more rigid than ataller one,
Iwas definitely impressed by the newfound
rigidity of the updated CF35. When placed
with spikes on aconcrete surface and loaded
down to simulate normal use, it was less
prone to "racking"—a torsional lack of
rigidity—than any of the other equipment
stands Ievaluated in the November 1991 Stereophile, including the Arcici Lead Balloon. It
was also at least as rigid as the fully assembled, welded, Target TT5T racks that Iuse
in my listening room. (In fairness to the
Targets, they're 5" taller than the Sanus.)
Here are some other comparisons between
the Sanus and Target stands:
1) The Sanus is wider and deeper (its usable
dimensions are 20" W by 17.5" D, compared
to the Target's 18.5" W by 15.5" D), and will
more easily accommodate larger compo-

4) Neither rack has provisions for filling
it with sand, but the Sanus, with its heavier
steel frame, seems slightly better damped.
5) The ready-assembled Target can be up
and running in five minutes. The Sanus must
be assembled, and while it is not complicated,
it is arather tedious procedure (it took me
about two hours—your mileage may vary).
One of the decorative trim pieces on our
sample had misaligned holes, and Sanus had
to send us another.
Ican now definitely recommend the Sanus
CF35 for general use as asolid, attractive,
reasonably priced equipment stand. Ihave
not tested the taller, improved CF45, so Ican't
specifically recommend it. But it should be
asimple matter for the reader to check its
rigidity at adealer. —Thomas J. Norton

S

Sanus Systems CF35 with oak trim

nents. The Sanus's shelves are also thicker and
heavier.
2) All the shelves on the Sanus are supported by spikes. Only the top shelf of the
Target is spiked.
3) While there are more crossbraces with
the Target, the steel frame of the Sanus appears to be made of thicker material.

"Overall, however, the Sanus was the
best-looking of the units under evaluation. In the more important functional
area, the Sanus Rack comfortably accommodated anything we wished to place
on it."
"The CF45 is, however, the most suitable as the support for afull-up audiovideo system (with two of the racks and
the optional Video Bridge)."
—Thomas J. Norton

"Racking It Up"
Stereophik Vol.14 No.11, November 1991

M ANUFACTURERS' C OMMENTS
SANUS SYSTEMS
COMPONENT FOUNDATIONS
Editor:
We would like to thank Tom Norton for his
follow-up review of Sanus Systems' Component Foundations [in October 1993,
Vol.16 No.10, p.245]. Component and loudspeaker supports do not get the attention they
deserve, so it's encouraging to see this product category reviewed. It is even more gratifying when the review focuses on aSanus
product and is extremely positive!
In the November 1991 review, Tom felt
that Component Foundations were the bestlooking of the equipment racks then under
evaluation, and the most suitable as asup-

port for afull-up audio-video system. The
only real criticism that Tom had for the CF45
was ultimate rigidity.
As Tom noted in the "Follow-Up:' the
latest Component Foundations are significantly more rigid. Rigidity and immunity
to resonance are the two most important
elements in component-rack performance.
We are pleased that he places our latest
models at the head of the c lac in these critical
areas, as well as in functionality and aesthetic
appeal.
Besides enhanced rigidity, there have been
three other noteworthy changes since the last
review. The height of the middle shelves now
has arange ofWorldRadioHistory
adjustment, two Video Bridges

may now be used, and additional trim-kit
finishes are available. The current list of
trim-kit finishes includes: Black Lacquer,
Midwestern Red Oak, Missouri Walnut,
Grey Fountainhead, Rose Fountainhead,
Sand Fountainhead, and Emerald Fountainhead.
The review did have one significant inaccuracy. It stated that Component Foundations were not designed to be filled with
sand. Component Foundations may be filled
with sand or shot. Curiously, this feature was
correctly mentioned in the November 1991
review.
J
IM WOHLFORD
Sanus Systems
OStereophile—Vol 16, No. 10

That's one of the tradeoffs, Iguess.
Deutsch: Were you aimingfor aparticular price range when the
design started out?
Tdilinguirian: It was aprice range between $5000 and $6500.
Deutsch: But you knew you weren't building a$10,000 speaker.
Tchilinguirian: Right. Nevertheless, we wanted the [speaker's]
performance to compete with products that cost $10,000 or
$15,000—to be as good as or better than those products in
terms of overall musicality, spaciousness, and imaging qualities. One of our important goals has always been precision
of imaging—much more precise than, for instance, dipolar
or bipolar loudspeakers.
Deutsch: Is this where Mirage and Energy go in different directions?
Tchilinguirian: Yes. The Energy product may not be as
spacious-sounding as the Mirage product, but it has much
better imaging qualities ...
precision of each instrument in
the proper location in depth, width, and height. That's where
the two brands differentiate.
Deutsch: Looking at the entire Energy product range, it seems to
me that, with the introduction of the Veritas, you're developing asplit
within the range. First you have some relatively inexpensive speakers,
and now you have thisflagship speaker at $6000 which is intended
to compete with the best. But you don't have much in between. I'm
wondering if the Veritas technology is going to trickle down into the
rest of the range.
Tchilinguirian: Well, at the bottom end of the range, Energy
covers anumber of price points with some very good products. We've got anew speaker that came out last April, the
Energy Excel, which will retail for $150/pair. We were playing
it in Vegas and got aphenomenal reaction. But it's true—
there's abig gap between the $2000 22.3 and the $6000
Veritas. We're definitely going to do something in the future
to cover that price range.
Deutsch: And it'll be the Veritas kind of technology in asmaller box?
Tchilinguirian: Similar, yes.
Deutsch: What about your plans with respect to DSP—do you
plan to use it in crossover design or room compensation, or both?

that low, and integrate it with asubwoofer. We've started getting into subwoofer technology and have anumber of subwoofers out right now, and we're coming out with aservo
model—a high-end subwoofer.
Deutsch: Many people say that the problems with subwoofers are
of integration, of not degrading the sound of the rest of the range.
Tchilinguirian: Yes, the crossover between subwoofer and
satellite. We've done alot of work in that area as well. We have
acrossover unit coming out under the Athena Digital brand
—it's Ian Paisley's design—that really does aphenomenal job.
Deutsch: Is it DSP-based?
Tchilinguirian: It's not aDSP, but there will be alater DSP
version of it. It's an analog device, and it allows the user to
integrate the subwoofer and satellite, no matter what the satellite is. There are anumber of adjustable controls: the crossover point, phase of the satellite, and the most important that
Ifound in listening to and playing with it—the ability of
adjusting the knee of both the low- and high-pass sections.
The rate of rolloff is always 24dB/octave, but the Q of the
knee just before the rolloff is adjustable, so you can tune the
knee to get maximally flat rolloffs at the knee with avariety of satellites. Ifound this to be one of the most important things in integrating the two components.
Deutsch: So you don't hear the crossover point?
Tchilinguirian: You get that seamless crossover point. You
have more adjustments that you can make to get aseamless
crossover.
Deutsch: Would the controls be set by tweaking during alistening test?
Tchilinguirian: Yes. I've spent agreat deal of time playing
with it, and so has Ian. It was funny; I'd go in there and adjust
it to what Ithought was right, then I'd change all the adjustments and leave. Then Ian would come in and adjust it, and
we'd compare what I'd done to what he'd done—they were
very close. So were anumber of other people's adjustments.
Deutsch: Have you generallyfound in your listening tests that people
independently come to the same conclusions?

SOME SPEAKERS DO ONE THING WELL BUT SUFFER IN OTHER AREAS.
Tchilinguirian: Both. Primarily room correction at lowand midbass frequencies, but also looking at crossovers. I'm
less involved with that than Ian Paisley, who was President
of the consortium for the Athena Project? He's been heavily
into it. The research is completed, and the hardware is available to consortium members, so it's up to each member to
take that research and use it.
Deutsch: What do you think thefuture holdsfor the development
of loudspeakers?
Tchilinguirian: One of the main things—there's been talk
about it for anumber of years now—is room correction: getting acertain loudspeaker to sound good in anumber of
rooms. The problems are primarily in the bass, midbass, and
room nodes. Idon't know how far it will go with DSP and
crossover work, but Ithink we'll see alot of DSP applications to do room corrections. The trend has also been to make
smaller speakers that maintain their musicality.
Deutsch: Where is the bottleneck now? Is it the drivers, enclosure
designs, or crossover?
Tchilinguirian: Ithink the bottleneck is trying to extend the
low frequencies in asmall enclosure. One solution is to design
asmall speaker that sounds good but doesn't necessarily go
3The government-sponsored Athena Project involved anumber of Canadian
manufacturers and researched the use of digital signal processing (DSP) to optimize
the loudspeaker/room relationship.
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Tchilinguirian: Yes, exactly. You know, Ithink some people
may not be as refined as others in terms of their listening,
but most people have asense of what sounds real.
Deutsch: Do you seefurther developmentfor the speaker in the
next year or two, or is this as good as you can make it?
Tchilinguirian: Having listened to alarge variety of speakers
out in the market, Ithink the Veritas is as good as or better
than alot of speakers twice its price. Is this the ultimate for
Energy? Right now, yes. Ithink the only way we can take
it further is by sacrificing space in aroom and increasing the
cost. Mainly I'm talking about even higher dynamic capabilities and bottom-end limits.
Deutsch: What would you say is the number-onefault in loudspeakers in general?
Tchilinguirian: The ability to do alot of things well. Some
speakers do one thing well but suffer in other areas: some
are able to play equally well at low or high levels; some are
phenomenal in the top range but suffer in the bottom; some
have agreat midrange—that's one of the first things Ilisten
for—but lack upper and bottom definition, power handling,
and transient response. The number-one thing would be a
loudspeaker's ability to bring alot of things together in proper
balance.
Deutsch: And you obviouslyfeel the Veritas does that.
Tchilinguirian: Ido!
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Enough
Pretty pictures, elegant graphics
and clever taglines don't make
state of the art audio but, we do.

We built the
best store:

Krell DT-10 Transport

Nine private demonstration
rooms, each set up like aliving room
without trick acoustics so you can hear it
like you would at home: Tranquil and real.

We sell the best:

Audio and video components.
From inexpensive to cost-noobject we have culled and
sifted out the most musical hi-fi
and sharpest video from the rest.
And that is all we sell.
Krell KSA 200S Amplifier

We offer the best service:

Lyra Clavis Cartridge

To us that means doing whatever it takes to
ensure that your needs are met; the ones
you are aware of as well as the ones you
may never know about. Delivery,
installation, loaners, exchanges, on
premises and in home service, on site
surveys. Whatever it takes to make you
smile. We do it.
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Gimmicks.
We make
the best sound:

In your home. The idea is to make
it work in your living room, not
ours! So, we use only the most
experienced and skillful installers—
ones who can hear as well as hook
up components. They cost us alot
more, but they get the job done.

conrad-johnson Premier 11

We are the best!

From presentation thru installation each
member of our staff gives 110%. Competent,
caring, expert, thorough and friendly, we
exemplify the term professional.

We have simple tastes:
We like nothing but the best for us,
but more importantly, for you.
Wilson WATT/Puppy
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SOUND by SINGER
HIGH END AUDIO ... DONE RIGHT
18 East 16th St., New York, NY 10003 (212) 924-8600

AUTHORIZED DEALERSHIPS: Acurus, Adcom, ADA, Alón, AMC, AMX, Apogee Grand Series, Aragon By Mondial,
ASC (Tubetrap), Audible Illusions, AudioAccess, AudioQuest, Aural Symphonics, Bell'ogetti, Benz-Micro, Billy Bags,
B&W, Cal-Audio Labs, Cardas Audio, CEC, conrad-johnson, Convergent Audio Technology, Creek, Crestron, CWD,
Day Sequerra, Denon, Elite By Pioneer, Enlightened Audio Designs, Ensemble, Epos, Fosgate, Faroudja, Grado,
Graham Tonearms, JBL Synthesis THX, Kinergetics, Koetsu, Krell, Krell Audio Standard, Krell Digital, Lyra
Cartridges (Clavis), Martin-Logan, Marantz, Metaphor, Meridian, Monitor Audio, Monster Cable, Muse (Subwoofers
and Amps), NAD, NEAR, Niles, Nitty Gritty, Ocos, Oracle, Parasound, API Power Wedge, Prosean, Proton, PS Audio,
Quicksilver, Rega, Rockport, Rolcsan, Rocksolid, Rockustics, Runco IDTV, Salamander, SIIS Powerverter, SME, Snell
Acoustics, Solid Steel, Sonance, Sonographe, Sonus Faber, Sound Anchors, Stewart, Star, Sumiko, Target, Terk, Theta
Digital, Totem, Transparent Cable, Valve Amplification (VAC), Van Den Hal Cartridges and Cables, Vandersteen,
Velodyne, Viclilcron, VPI, Well-Tempered, Wheaton Triplanar Tonearms, Wilson Audio, XLO.
Bold listings available in New York City exclusively at Sound By Singer.
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Find out how good
your system REALLY is.
With Stereophile CDs & LPs.

POEM

A reference standard since 1989! Sonatas for
flute and piano by Prokofiev and Reinecke,
plus Poem, by Charles Griffes. Thrill to the sound of
tube-miked performances which seem to
happen live. Space! Air! Ambience!

INTERMEZZO

Our follow-up triumph! All Brahms. ..
all brilliant, featuring piano virtuoso
Robert Silverman. Piano Sonata in f, Op.
5. Three Intermezzi, Op. 117. Full, rich
sound, recorded with tubes for truth of
timbre!

POP
Available
on ir or CD!

TEST CD1

Phase your system,
test loudspeakers
and room, hear the difference amike makes.
Take this disc with you when evaluating loudspeakers and other gear—contains excerpts
from some of the finest recordings ever made!

TEST €D2

Judge your speakers,
their placement
and performance. Test how much distortion
you can really hear. Check your amp for distortion and hear what CD jitter sounds like.
Determine what your system is doing
right ...or wrong.
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HEAVY M ETAL
John Atkinson auditions hi-tech loudspeakers from B&W and Velodyne
Velodyne DF-66I: Three-way, stand-mounted, reflex-loaded loudspeaker. Drive-units:
1" (25mm), ferrofluid-cooled metal-dome tweeter, 6" (I52mm) spun-aluminum
laminated-cone midrange unit; 6" (152mm) spun-aluminum cone woofer. Crossover
frequencies: 700Hz, 5.5kHz. Electrical crossover slopes: 3rd-order low-pass to woofer.
I8dBloctave; 2nd-order high-pass, 2nd-order low-pass, to midrange unit, 12dB/octave;
4th-order high-pass to tweeter, 24dB/octave. Frequency response: 60Hz-20kHz,
Sensitivity: 88dBIW/m (2.83V). Nominal impedance: 6ohms. Distortion: <0.1%
at 1W (no frequency range specified). Amplifier requirements: 75-300W. Internal
volume: 700 cubic inches (woofer), 260 cubic inches (midrange). Dimensions: 18.875"
(480mm) Hby 8.5" (216mm) W by 103" (267mm) D. Weight: 40 lbs (I8.2kg) each.
Serial numbers of units tested: 54069026A/B. Finishes available: Designer Black, Piano
Black, Rosewood, Natural Oak, Classic Walnut. Price: $1800-$26001pair, depending on finish (Rosewood finish costs $2400/pair), not including stands. Approximate
number of dealers: 440. Manufacturer Velodyne Acoustics, Inc., 1070 Commercial
Street, Suite 101, San Jose, CA 95112. Tel: (408) 436-7270. Fax: (408) 436-7276.

B&W John Bowers Silver Signature: Two-way, stand-mounted, reflex-loaded loudspeaker
with Matrix cabinet construction, remote crossover, and all-silver wiring. Drive-units: 1"
(25mm) metal-dome tweeter, 7" (170mm) woven-Keilar cone woofer. Measured crosstux frequency.4.211-1z. Elemical creamer slopes 2nd-tirder low-pass, f2riBlocrayg 3M-order
high-pass, I8dB/octave Frequency response: 100Hz-15kHz ±1.5(IB,'/,-octave-weighted;
351-tz-22kHz, -3dB in typical listening room. Charnel matching. typically within 0.25dB.
Sensitivity: 88dB/W/m (2.83V). Nominal impedance: 8ohms (minimum 5.6 ohms).
Amplifier requirements: 30-120W. Dimensions: 17.75" (450mm) H by 10" (254mm)
W by 9.625" (300mm) D. Weight 23 lbs (10.51(g) each. Serial numbers of units tested:
00407/00408. Finishes available: Bird's-Eye Mai* Get, Bobinga Root Price: 58000/pair
inc nutclaing 213" Welsh skate stands, aossoYers, and loudspeaker cabks. Approximate
number of chiefs 20. Maufamirer. B&W loudspeakers, [Di, Mealow Rœd, Worthbg,
West Sussex BNII 2RX, England. Tel: (44) 903-820415. Fax: (44) 903-820419. US
Distributor B&W Loudspeakers of America, P.O. Box 8, 54 Concord Street, North
Reading, MA 01864-0008. Tel: (800) 370-3740. Fax: (508) 6644109.
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buffered passive control unit. A Mod
Squad Phono Drive EPS amplified LP
signals from a Linn Sondek/Cirkus/
Trampolin/Lingo/Ekos/Arkiv setup sitting on an ArchiDee table. Digital source
was aMark Levinson No.30 driven by
aMark Levinson No.31 transport via
Madrigal AES/EBU cable.
Interconnects used were all AudioQuest's AudioTruth Lapis x3; while
speaker cable for the Velodyne was abiwired set of AudioTruth Sterling, for the
Silver Signature it was B&W's own. All
source components and preamps were
plugged into aPower Wedge 116, itself
plugged into one of my listening room's
two specially installed dedicated AC circuits and fitted with the Power Enhancer
option.
The Silver Signatures sat on their own
21.5" slate stands, later replaced by 18"
SYSTEM CONTEXT
and 24" lead-shot-filled Celestion Si
Power amplifiers used to drive the B&Ws
stands, while the Velodynes were used
and Velodynes were either apair of Mark
atop the 24" Celestion stands. Both pairs
Levinson No.20.6 monoblocks or aYBA
of speakers were interfaced to the Celes2HC, while the preamplifier was vartion stand top-plates with small BluZack
iously the Melos SHA-1 headphone
pads. The B&Ws were bolted to their slate
amplifier used as aline-stage, the YBA
stands with the supplied hardware; all the
2, the Classé Six Mk.II, the remote- stands were spiked to the tile -on -concontrolled Mark Levinson No38, or the
crete floor beneath the carpet and pad.
very promising McCormack TLC-1
My dedicated room measures approxnrecent years, computer modeling,
finite-element analysis, and laser
interferometry have brought about
ahuge increase in our knowledge about
what makes the moving-coil loudspeaker drive-unit work. Nevertheless,
it has remained fundamentally unchanged
since it was invented by Rice and Kellogg
more than 60 years ago. That doesn't
mean that it hasn't been refined considerably; in this review Iexamine the performance of two modest-sized designs
whose drive-unit technology has been
taken to the limit of what is currently
possible. The Velodyne DF-661 comes
from California, the B&W Silver Signature from England. Both are mediumsized loudspeakers, intended to be used
on stands well away from room boundaries. That's where the resemblance ends.
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imately 19' by 165', with a9' ceiling. The
wall behind the speakers is faced with
books and LPs, while further book- and
CD shelves occupy the positions on the
sidewalls where the first reflection from
each speaker would occur. The room is
carpeted, and there are patches of Sonex
foam on the decking'n'viga ceiling to
damp the first reflections of the sound.
The other wall has RPG Abffusors and
ASC Tube Traps behind the listening seat
to absorb and diffuse what would otherwise be early rear-wall reflections of the
sound that might blur the stereo imaging
precision. More Tube Traps are used in
the room corners to even out the room's
bass resonances, the result being arelatively uniform reverberation time of
around 200ms from the upper bass to
the mid-treble, falling to 150ms above
10kHz. The room sounds relatively dry,
without alot of bass bloom, but is extremely articulate.
Although all my auditioning of the
B&Ws was done in my listening room,
Ilistened to the Velodynes both in my
room and in Stereophiles listening room
(see Vol.14 No.10, pp.103-107) as acheck
on my findings. In the latter, Iused a
C.E.C. CD transport, Mark Levinson
No35 D/A processor and No38 pream75

plifier, aKrell KSA-300S amplifier, and
amix of Cardas and Straight Wire cables.

VELODYNE DF-66I:
$1800-$2600/PAIR

Silicon Valley-based Velodyne was
founded in 1983 to develop arange of
subwoofers that used servo-control to
reduce non-linear distortion to vanishingly small levels. They succeeded in this
goal to the extent that Velodyne is now
perhaps the best-known subwoofer
company in the US, currently employing
65 people. At the 1994 Winter CES,
Velodyne launched the subject of this
review: the DF-661, their first full-range
loudspeaker (the "DF" stands for "Distortion-Free").
The three-way DF-661 was designed
from the ground up to continue the
Velodyne tradition of ultra-low distortion. "We had developed the technology
and resources to attack distortion elsewhere in the audio chain:' wrote company President David Hall, "and started
with the premise that, by definition ...
distortion in loudspeakers is wrong." (His
italics.) "We went to the laboratory for
asolution, with the living room as the
ultimate goal." Velodyne calls this attention to technological detail "The Silicon
Valley approach to sound."
To achieve their goal of less than
0.1% THD at any frequency in the new
speaker's passband, Hall and his team
developed radically new midrange- and
low-frequency units for the DF-661.
Velodyne manufactures both drive-units
in-house, which has meant considerable capital investment in the necessary
machines, tools, and jigs.
The DF-661 woofer has aroll surround and features aspun-aluminum
cone, intended to act as aperfect piston.
The cone profile was carefully shaped to
reduce the amplitude of higher-frequency breakup modes, which will contribute to the measured distortion. As can
be seen in the illustration, the cone is
attached to along voice-coil former, this
filled with alightweight damping material to keep it from flexing radially. The
woofer's diecast chassis was designed to
minimize reflections from the rear of the
cone: the metal arms joining the front of
the chassis to the motor are carefully profiled and extend straight back so that the
only immediate acoustic obstruction is
the spider. The chassis is also decoupled
from the magnet structure with rubber
bushings, so that cabinet excitation is
kept to aminimum.
All of this reduces the level of distortion components. But the largest reduction in non-linearity is due to the use of
astationary counter-coil between the
76

magnet polepiece and the voice-coil.
Electrically in series with the moving
coil, che counter-coil renders the woofer's
impedance purely resistive. More importantly, it cancels distortion components
arising from magnetic nonlinearitics, the

modulation of the fixed field by the varying field generated by the current passing
through the voice-coil, for example. The
price to be paid for this drastic improvement in linearity, however, is that the
driver's efficiency is halved. Not only
does the magnetic gap have to be wider,
but only half of the total coil winding
generates sound.
The midrange unit has asimilar chassis
and motor to the woofer, but features a
laminated cone with two layers of aluminum separated by avisco-elastic damping layer. Its surround is also different,
being very non-compliant. Only the
tweeter is not made by Velodyne; it's a
version of the well-known SEAS 1"
aluminum-dome unit. Because this will
not meet the Velodyne 0.1% THD at 1W
goal in its lower octave, it is crossed over
to the midrange unit at 5.5kHz.
Physically, the DF-661 looks elegant,
and is taller than it is wide. The midrange
unit is mounted at the top of the baffle
with the tweeter and woofer beneath it.
The woofer is reflex-loaded with arearpanel port, 1.85" in diameter and just
under 3" deep. The Velodyne grilles—
black cloth stretched over bulky wooden
frames—were left off for the tests.
The DF-61's crossover is constructed
on aprinted circuit board mounted to the
rear panel behind the terminal posts on
standoff pillars. Air-cored coils are used
to avoid core saturation, and an additional series capacitor is used in the
woofer feed to give an overall fifth-order
rollout.

Velodyne's Distortion-Free" woofer
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producing much higher distortion than
in lower levels of distortion. This can be
Distortion: Understandably, the first
the Velodyne. Its predominant harmonic,
thing Iexamined about the DF was its
seen for both loudspeakers in the tables
the third at 3kHz, an octave-and-a-fifth
and in figs.4 and 5. The B&W is still
non-linear distortion performance.
Velodyne specifies less than 0.1% THD,
Table I: Velodyne DF -661
-60dB, at a1W level, though no freDistortion Harmonic levels in dB ref. fundamental level
quency range is mentioned. Itherefore
4th
3rd
5th
6th
Frequency
Power
2nd
drove the speaker with 50Hz, 100Hz,
Harmonic
Harmonic
Harmonic
Harmonic
(Impedance)
Drive
Watts
Harmonic
200Hz, 500Hz, lkHz, 2kHz, and 5kHz
sinewaves at voltage levels of 2.83V and
-50.3
-46.3
-48.8
-39 6
50Hz
2.83V
0.62W
-34.75
-48.5
-42.4
(13 ohms)
8.95V
6.I6W
-32.9
-28.1
-41.5
8.95V. Measured at the speaker termi-54.8
100Hz
2.83V
0.96W
-53.3
nals with aFluke 87 truc-RMS mul8.9SV
-52.3
-72.4
-68.3
(8.3 ohms)
9.65W
-42.6
timeter, these represent nominal 1W and
-64.9
-65. I
200Hz
2.83V
2.35W
-55.9
-69.6
10W levels. With each signal, Icaptured
-65. I
(3.4 ohms)
23.SW
-47.2
-51.5
-60.7
8.95V
-83.1
-72.75
500Hz
2.83V
I.48W
-62.4
-65.8
the speaker's output waveform with a
-70.1
-89.9
-75.3
(5.4 ohms)
8.95V
I4.8W
-51.0
-56.1
B&K 4006 microphone with its capsule
-88.1
-67.7
IkHz
2.83V
I.S7W
-66.6
-60.6
positioned 12" from the DF-661's tweeter.'
-90.1
-71.0
-82.9
-74.2
8.95V
15.7W
-57.2
(5.1 ohms)
An EAR mike preamp fed the magazine's
-67.9
-78.9
-71.6
2kHz
2.83V
2.19W
-57.7
-70.5
-77.0
(3.65 ohms)
8.95V
21.9W
-51.1
-61.5
Audio Precision System One DSP ana-62.9
5kHz
2.83V
1.43W
-49.1
lyzer, which calculated the sound's spec(5.6 ohms)
trum, hence the levels of all the harmonic
components, using the Fast Fourier
Table 2: B&W Silver Signature
Transform.
Distortion Harmonic levels in dB ref. fundamental level
The levels of the DF-661's individual
3rd
4th
5th
6th
Frequency
Power
2nd
harmonics are given in Table 1, while
(Impedance)
Drive
Harmonic
Harmonic
Harmonic
Harmonic
Watts
Hannonic
Table 2shows the performance of the
100Hz
2.83V
-53.3
-75.7
-68.6
B&W Silver Signature loudspeaker mea0.67W
-40.5
(11.9 ohms)
-62.1
8.95V
6.7W
-40.0
-57.6
-31.0
sured under the same conditions. (Note
IkHz
2.83V
0.26W
-78.0
-59.6
-55.8
-45.0
that I've listed each speaker's impedance
(31.2 ohms)
8.95V
158W
-67.0
-45.2
-59.5
-35.2
magnitude at each of the test frequencies.
This is because the 2.83V and 8.95V
voltage levels Iused will only be equivalent to 1W and lOW power levels if the
impedance is exactly 8ohms.)
Fig.1 shows the spectrum of the Velodyne reproducing a100Hz sinewave at
2.83V, equivalent to just under 1W. The
spike reaching OdB at 100Hz is the fundamental; two additional spikes at 100Hz
and 150Hz can also been seen. These are
the second and third harmonics: while
Fig.1 Velodyne DF-66 I
,spectrum of 100Hz
Fig.4 Velodyne DF-66I, spectrum of I
kHz
sinewave, DC-I0kHz, 2.83V drive signal
sinewave, DC-I kHz, 2.83V drive signal
higher than specified, at alittle above
(linear frequency scale, 10dB vertical div.).
(linear frequency scale, 10dB vertical div.).
-56dB, 0.15%, these are still very low in
absolute terms. For comparison, fig.2
shows the spectrum of the B&W Silver
Signature reproducing a100Hz tone at
the same 2.83V level. The second harmonic here is more than four times as
high as that of the DF-661, reaching the
-40dB level, or 1%. Even if you drive the
Velodyne significantly harder (fig.3,
Al
8.95V, 9.65W), its distortion harmonics
remain low in level (though the port did
Fig.2 B&W Silver Signature, spectrum of 100Hz
Fig.5 B&W Silver Signature, spectrum of 'kHz
produce an audible "chuffing" noise at
sinewave, DC-I kHz, 2.83V drive signal
sinewave, DC-I0kHz, 2.83V drive signal
(linear frequency scale, 10dB vertical div.).
(linear frequency scale, 10dB vertical div.).
this level).
Drive-unit distortion is related to diaphragm excursion, which will be lower
at high frequencies. Increasing the drivesignal frequency should therefore result
Steteorne Voierayne le..1 Spectrum of IOC.« V/
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1In anything other than an anechoic chamber, the
room's acoustics will have some effect on aloudspeaker's
measured distortion. (If aharmonic falls at afrequency
where the room arranges for there to be adeep notch
at the microphone position, that harmonic effectively
disappears. Conversely, if such anotch appears at the
fundamental frequency, all the harmonics will appear
incorrectly boosted in level.) By placing the microphone
so close to the speaker under test, Ihope to have
minimized any such effects.
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Fig.3 Velodyne DF -66I, spectrum of 100Hz
sinewave, DC-I kHz, 8.95V drive signal
(linear frequency scale, 10dB vertical div.).
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Fig.6 Velodyne DF-66I, spectrum of IkHz
sinewave, DC-I0kHz, 8.95V drive signal
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above the fundamental, lies at around
0.5%, which is more than 20dB higher
in level than the DF-661's; Ifound it to
be just audible with the pure tone. (Note
that, by conventional loudspeaker standards, this distortion is still quite low.)
The Velodyne's dominant harmonic
was the more innocuous second, but
even this was below -60dB at this power
level (just under 1.6W). Increasing the
power to 16W (fig.6) raised the level of
the Velodyne's second harmonic to just
-57dB, 0.14%, this still astonishingly
low in level.
When it comes to the minimizing of
non-linear distortion, the Velodync DF661 is aremarkable loudspeaker. What
is the implication of this performance on
its sound quality?
Sound: Unfortunately, not alot. As
promising as Ifeel the DF-661's driveunit technology to be, Iwas very disappointed in its overall sound quality.
Imaging seemed laterally precise, but
there was insufficient soundstage depth.
There was no low or midbass at all,
which endowed the speaker with avery
lightweight character. The lower midrange—the power region of orchestral
sound—sounded lean and lacking in
clarity. And the upper midrange sounded
both too forward in level and too aggressive at anything other than moderate
listening levels. Playing a recording
already too bright in its intrinsic tonal
balance—Queen's Live at Wembley '86
(Hollywood HR-61104-2), for example
—was an unpleasant experience on the
Velodyncs.
As to the benefits of Velodyne's
Distortion-Free design philosophy, I
couldn't get past the DF-661's departure
from aflat response—its linear distortion,
if you will—to hear them.
Nothing Idid regarding setup and
room positioning made any fundamental
difference to the speaker's sound. Iwon't
go any further other than to note that,
as anumber of the magazine's equipment
reviewers were visiting Santa Fe at various times during the review period, I
took the opportunity to play the Velodynes for them. None disagreed with my
assessment of the DF-661, though J.
Gordon Holt did remark that if you
listened through the speaker's tonal
balance problems, it did sound very
detailed, with an excellent transient
response and clean high treble. He did
note aslight nasality, however.
Measurements: The Velodyne's sensitivity, calculated using B-weighted noise,
was basically to specification at 87.5dB/
W/m. This is quite high, implying that
78

the DF-661 will go loud with relatively
moderately powered amplifiers, provided they can deliver high current. The
speaker's plot of impedance magnitude
and phase (fig.7), measured using the
magazine's Audio Precision System One,
indicates arelatively demanding load
over most of the audio band, with aminimum value of 3.2 ohms at 235Hz. Note
also the slight wrinkles in the traces,
between 400Hz and 500Hz, and at
26kHz. These indicate the presence of
resonances of some kind. The latter is
due to the tweeter dome's "oil-can" resonance and is too high in frequency to
have any effect on sound quality. The
former, however, is probably due to a
cabinet resonance.
Part of the reason for the DF-661's
disappointing sound quality can be seen
in this graph. The Velodyne does have
the double-humped characteristic in the
bass typical of aconventional ported
design, but it is overlaid with arising
trend with decreasing frequency, associated with increasing negative phase
angle. This is due to the capacitor being
placed in series with the woofer to
change its high-pass rollout from fourthto fifth-order—a steep 30dB/octave
slope. Iasked David Hall why he had
done this; his reply was that, without the
capacitor, the woofer's cone excursion
was too high at low frequencies for the
speaker to feature as low distortion as
possible. However, coupled with the fact
that the port is tuned to ahigh 70Hz, this
results in the speaker having very limited
low-frequency extension. Which is what
Iheard.
This is confirmed by fig.8, which
shows the individual behavior of the DF661's drive-units and port. Iused the
DRA Labs MLSSA system, coupled
with aB&K 4006 microphone and EAR
preamplifier, to take five separate measurements to derive this graph. To the
right is shown acomposite of the midrange and HF units' quasi-anechoic
responses on the tweeter axis at 45",
spliced at 976Hz to the midrange unit's
nearfield response. In the center is the
woofer's quasi-anechoic response at 45"
on the tweeter axis, spliced at 510Hz to
its nearfield response, and on the left is
the nearfield response of the rear-facing
reflex port, adjusted in level in the ratio
of its diameter to that of the woofer. This
peaks sharply just below 80Hz—the port
can be heard to have considerable output in this region—which is alittle
higher in frequency than the woofer's
minimum-motion point.
The Velodyne's woofer output rises
between 100Hz and 300Hz, with then
aconsiderable overlap between it and the
WorldRadioHistory

midrange unit. The latter peaks sharply
at 500Hz, with asmooth but slightly
down-tilted response all the way to
above 20kHz, where the tweeter resonance results in avery high peak at
26kHz.
Fig.9 splices the complex sum—magnitude and phase—of the nearfield woofer
and port responses, to the overall speaker's
quasi-anechoic response on the optimum
tweeter axis at 45", averaged over a30°
horizontal window. Two things can
be seen immediately: First, the rollout
below the port tuning frequency is very
steep, due both to the woofer and port
outputs being out of phase and the presence of the series capacitor in the woofer
feed. The response is down almost 20dB
by 42Hz (the frequency of the open Estring of the double bass and Fender
bass). In addition, because the rollout is
so fast, there will be virtually no rein01m.1.000010.1.e.14101 YouboenabodbObankinewerargerayllp
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Fig.7 Velodyne DF 661, eectrical impedance
(solid) and phase (dashed) (2 ohms/vertical
div.).
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Fig.8 Velodyne DF-66I, individual quasi-anechoic
responses of woofer, midrange, and
tweeter on tweeter axis at 45" and
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Fig.9 Velodyne DF-661, quasi-anechoic response
on tweeter axis at 45" averaged across
30° horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with complex sum
of nearfield woofer and port responses
below 300Hz.
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forcement of the Velodyne's bass by
room boundary effects. Second, the
entire woofer bandpass is approximately
5dB too low in level compared with the
midrange unit's average level. This is
why the speaker sounds too lean: it just
doesn't have enough output in the.lower
midrange (see sidebar).
Higher in frequency in fig.9, the
tweeter seems shelved down alittle,
though aslight peak at 10kHz can be
seen. Fig.10 reveals how the speaker's
response changes with changes in listening height. (Only the changes are shown,
which is why the reference response on
the tweeter axis appears as astraight line.
This does not mean that the speaker's
response is flat.) If you sit above the midrange axis, adeep suckout appears in the
region where the woofer and midrange
unit overlap. If you sit much below the
tweeter axis, asuckout appears in the
region where the midrange unit and
tweeter overlap. With the DF-661 on
24" stands, you get the best blend
between the drive-units by sitting with
your ears between 33" and 38" from the
ground.
Laterally (fig.11), using adrive-unit
nearly 5" in radiating diameter up to
5.5kHz results in significant beaming in
the midrange unit's top octave. This is

A LITTLE BOOST CAN'T HURT

As the DF-661's lean sound quality
appears to be due to asimple equalization problem, Itried boosting the
region below 500Hz with an Audio
Control Richter Scale bass equali7Pr.
Though aslight glare remained in the
mid-treble, the EQ both eliminated
the speaker's intrinsically lean quality
and produced usable bass extension
to 60Hz or so. The price paid, however, was that the woofer was now
working much harder than the other
units. High-level kickdrum was
accompanied by significant wind
noise from the port, for example, as
were low-frequency warble tones at
spls of around 90dB. Some distortion
could also be heard on pure tones
below 100Hz at this level. Nevertheless, Ifelt this tradeoff to be worthwhile: Orchestral music was more
neutrally balanced and became quite

revealed by the deep off-axis suckout at
the 4.3kHz cursor position. (Ignore the
LF wrinkles in this graph on the rear side
of the reference response; this was due
to my inadvertently including aroom
reflection in the impulse responses used

Fig.I0 Velodyne DF-66I, vertical response family at 45", normalized to response on tweeter axis,
from back to front: differences in response 45°-5° above tweeter axis; reference response;
differences 50-45° below tweeter axis.

Fig.I IVelodyne DF-66I, horizontal response family at 45", normalized to response on tweeter axis,
from back to front: differences in response 90 0-5° off-axis; reference response; differences in
response 5°-90° off-axis.
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listenable as aresult. Vocal music, in
particular, allowed me to hear how
clean the speaker's upper midrange
and treble sounded (though with the
lower midrange and upper bass at a
more natural level, the tweeter now
sounded too shelved-down).
As acomplete solution, however,
boosting the woofer's output without compromising the distortion
specification is probably not viable.
Assuming that Velodyne sticks with
the fixed coil in the woofer voice-coil
gap, this could only be achieved with
apassive crossover by padding down
the midrange unit and perhaps the
tweeter. This would drop the Velodyne's sensitivity by 6dB or more,
bringing it in line with such miniatures as the BBC LS3/5A. I'm sure
this would be ano-no in commercial
terms.
—John Atkinson

to derive this half of the image.) While
this beaming will not in itself be problematic if you sit on-axis, the discontinuity between the midrange-unit's topoctave dispersion and that of the tweeter
in its bottom octave most definitely is a
problem. See how the loudspeaker's output above 51cHz is maintained to extreme
off-axis angles, due to the tweeter's radiating diameter being smaller than the
wavelengths of the sound it is reproducing. The DF-661's distortion may be
low, but this abrupt change from narrow
beam to wide dispersion will add amidtreble glare to the sound. (Surprisingly,
during his Santa Fe visit David Hall
mentioned to Larry Archibald and me
that he hadn't looked at the DF-661's
off-axis behavior.)
Carrying out aspatially averaged 1/3_
octave spectrum analysis for left and right
speakers individually in my listening
room 2 gave the curve shown in fig.12.
Again, the prominent upper midrange
and the shelved-down lower midrange
and treble can be seen, as can the suppressed low bass.
Turning to the time domain, the DF661's impulse response on the tweeter
axis is shown in fig.13. The ultrasonic
ringing from the tweeter is clearly visible,
2Iaverage six measurements at each of 10 separate
microphone positions for left and right speakers individually, giving atotal of 120 original spectra, which
are then averaged to give acurve which, for my room
at least, has proved to give anice correlation with aloudspeaker's perceived balance. Iuse an Audio Control
Industrial SA-3050A spectrum analyzer with its own
microphone, which acts as acheck on the MLSSA measurements made with the B&K mike. Ialso used the
Goldline DSP-30 automated spectrum analyzer, which
is currently under review.
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as is amild ringing much lower in frequency, with apeak just after the 5ms
mark. This has aperiod of just under
2ms, implying that it is associated with
the peak at 600Hz in the midrange unit's
output noted in figs.8 and 9. It can be
seen more clearly in the step response
(fig.14), which also shows that the positive-polarity tweeter leads the negativepolarity midrange unit in time. (The
woofer is connected in positive polarity.)
The cumulative spectral-decay, or
waterfall, plot calculated from the impulse response is shown in fig.15. A
residual resonant mode can be seen at the
cursor position, 3.5kHz, which, in conjunction with the step in frequency
response at that frequency, might tie in
with the slight nasality noted by JGH.
The broad ridge parallel to the time axis
around 600Hz is again due to the midrange unit misbehaving at the bottom of
its passband, but, other than that and the
tweeter resonance at 26kHz, the DF661's decay is quite clean.
Finally, fig.16 shows the waterfall plot
of the output of asimple PVDF accelerometer fastened to the center of the
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terms "designer tunnel vision." Relatively
often in the audio industry, one witnesses
an engineer overachieving in one area of
performance only to forget that asuccessful design involves striking abalance
among all areas relevant to good sound
quality? This oversight is understandable, given the marketing need for each
company to distinguish itself from its
competitors. Nevertheless, there is a
much more neutral, much more musicalsounding loudspeaker waiting to be designed around Velodyne's very promising drive-unit technology, Ifeel.
Relaxing the harmonic-distortion spec
would allow the series capacitor in the
woofer feed to be eliminated and the
Conclusion: When he visited Santa Fe,
woofer to be brought up significantly in
Velodyne's David Hall offered the opinion that aflat frequency response was level to better match the midrange. It
would also allow the midrange to be
overrated as an indicator of sonic quality:
"If you can lower distortion, you can crossed over to the tweeter an octave
lower in frequency, at amore reasonable
tolerate greater departures in frequency
2.5kHz, which would eliminate the
response." While Iwouldn't completely
speaker's beaminess in the mid-treble.
disagree with Mr. Hall—the Green
Mountain Diamante that Steven Stone The result of such changes would be, I
reviews in this issue, for example, has a feel, amuch more musically acceptable
sound. The downside, however, would
non-flat on-axis response but still sounds
musical—I would emphasize that aflat be that the DF-661 could no longer
claim to have the lowest non-linear disresponse remains aprimary goal for the
tortion of any loudspeaker anywhere
loudspeaker designer if it can be achieved
without compromising other areas of near its size and sensitivity.
performance.
3The commercial success of Vandersteen loudspeakers
Velodyne's DF-661 neatly illustrates
owes much to Richard Vandersteen not forgetting this
fact.
what my colleague Thomas J. Norton

enclosure top panel while the loudspeaker was being driven by high-level
MLS noise with abandwidth of 2kHz.
(This is amore consistent, analytical version of the classic knuckle-rap test.) As
implied by the impedance plot, aresonant mode is present at the musically significant frequency of 440Hz (the frequency of A above middle C). Ididn't
hear any problems in this region, however. Repeating the test with the accelerometer on the center of the side panel
revealed amode lower in level at the port
tuning frequency of 78Hz, but Idoubt
that this will be of subjective significance.

10000
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Fig.I2 Velodyne DF -66I, spatially averaged %octave response in JA's listening room.

Fig.I 3Velodyne DF -66I, impulse response on
tweeter axis at 45" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).
10

--1
Fig. 4Velodyne DF -66I, step response on
tweeter axis at 45" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).

Fig.I 6Velodyne DF -66I, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to center
of enclosure top panel. (MLS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth,
2kHz.)
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themselves. The components are attached to the MDF base of the crossover
enclosure. The high-pass filter for the
tweeter is athird-order (electrical) type
consisting of two series 33µF capacitors,
with aferrite-cored inductor connecting their common connection to ground.
The drive-unit terminals are marked so
as to drive the tweeter in inverse polarity.
The low-pass filter for the positivepolarity woofer uses aseries transformercore inductor in the positive leg, with a
network of a33µF capacitor and an aircored inductoracross the drive-unit terminals. All the capacitors and coils are
made with silver foils and windings; all
the wiring is Teflon-insulated, solid-core
silver.
The massive matching single-pillar
stands are made from Welsh Cambrian
slate, this adense, relatively inert material.
With its Bird's-Eye Maple veneered
enclosure, yellow woofer cone, silver
bullet tweeter and port trim, the Silver
Signature is, to my eyes at least, astunningly beautiful loudspeaker.

As it stands, the DF-661 falls short of
offering what Ineed from aloudspeaker.
It may offer astonishingly low levels of
harmonic distortion, but in my opinion,
the DF-661's tonal balance departs too
much from neutrality for it to be worth
considering.
B&W JOHN BOWERS SILVER
SIGNATURE: $8000/PAIR
To celebrate its 25th anniversary in 1991,
the English manufacturer B&W launched
a most unconventional loudspeaker.
The John Bowers Silver Signature is a
modest-sized two-way design, named
in tribute to the company's founder, who
passed away at the end of 1987. It's initially hard to see why apair should cost
$8000, as the speaker looks like ataller,
more ornate version of the $1600/pair
B&W Matrix 805 that was favorably
reviewed by Larry Greenhill in Sterrophile
just over ayear ago.' It even uses the same
"Matrix" construction, whereby an internal honeycomb of perforated dividing
panels both minimizes cabinet vibrational modes and pushes up the frequency of those that remain so that they
will be less subjectively intrusive.
Under the skin, however, they are very
different loudspeakers. The name gives
it away: other than the anodized aluminum tweeter diaphragm, every metal
part in the Silver Signature is silver, from
the drive-unit voice-coils to the crossover inductors and capacitors, and from
the binding posts to the ornamental
crosses providing the drive-units with
amoderate degree of protection from
prying fingers.
The drive-units are both exclusive to
the Silver Signature, and were developed
with the aid of laser interferometry at
B&W's Steyning Research Center, nestling in the shadow of the Sussex Downs.
The tweeter is derived from that used in
the Matrix 801 loudspeaker, but lacks the
"phasing" ring in the front of the dome.
It is mounted in asilver, bullet-shaped,
wide-dispersion housing sitting atop
the woofer enclosure. This is mounted
slightly to one side of the vertical center line, to stagger in frequency the diffraction effects from the cabinet edges,
and there is aslight profiling of the cabinet top plate immediately in front of it
to minimize reflections. The tweeter
looks like nothing so much as asilver
bicycle horn, attractively retro in aRaymond Lowy-like way.
The woofer has anominal 7" diameter
and is constructed on adiecast chassis.
It features an almost straight-sided cone
fashioned from woven Kevlar, with a
4Vol.16 No.4, April 1993, p.225.
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B&W Silver Signature loudspeaker

hard, bullet-shaped dust cap. The 2.25"diameter, 5"-deep reflex port is mounted
on the baffle below the woofer and is said
to be designed to give afourth-order,
"quasi-Butterworth" bass alignment. Its
silver trim ring is flared to minimize
wind noise, while its inner reach is lined
with foam. Twin sets of silver binding
posts on the rear panel allow the driveunits to be connected to the remote
crossover via asupplied cable with four
conductors, each fabricated from two
Teflon-insulated, 0.7mm (0.028") silver
conductors.
The crossover is housed in aseparate
enclosure to keep it away from both
vibration and the drive-units' magnetic
fields. A fixed 24", silver-conductor,
Teflon-dielectric cable runs to the ampli
fier output terminals; silver binding
postss with knurled knobs allow the
supplied 10' four-conductor silver cables
to connect the crossover to the speakers

WorldRadioHistory

Vibrations: The slate stands are massive, but not completely free from vibration, acoustically. Using astethoscope, Icould hear a"hooty" sound on
the base plate and pillar sides when music
was playing. Whether this was related to
aslight midrange congestion Inoticed,
Idon't know, but changing to sand-andshot-filled Celestion stands did clean up
the sound in this region. Iinitially used
24" stands, but this raised the tweeter a
little too high; 18" stands proved to be
optimal.
Much to my surprise, however, the
long-term solution was to return to the
slate stands, but also to tweak the speaker
cabinets with Combak Harmonix"dots!'
Jonathan Scull was visiting and listened
to the Silver Signature on the slate stands.
Bothered by the same slight midrange
congestion Ihad noticed, "Doctor" Scull
found my stash of Tuning Bases, felt all
over the cabinets while music was playing for the points where vibration could
be most strongly detected, and applied
adot at each of those points. Although
Iinitially wasn't sure if Iheard any difference, over the next couple of days it
became apparent that the speaker's midrange transparency now better matched
that over the rest of the range. Ididn't
return to the Celestion stands.
Sound: Ifirst heard an all-silver loud5As received, the cables and the crossover came tied up
with rubber bands. The sulphur in these bands had
caused the silver binding posts to tarnish. Though the
damage was cosmetic, the metal contact surfaces not
being affected. Ifound this oversight surprising from
acompany Iusually associate with attention to detail.
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speaker in Martin Colloms's listening
room several years ago. Martin had taken
apair of Celestion SL700s and had had
all the drive-unit voice-coils wound with
"five-nines" pure (99.999%) solid-core
silver. The coil "tails" were long enough
to act as the speaker cables. The crossovers were placed adjacent to the amplifiers and internally wired with the same
silver cable, as were all the inductors. As
far as possible, all the interconnects and
internal amplifier and CD-player wiring
in his system were also formed from the
same Teflon-insulated silver cable, resulting in both aminimum of metal-tometal contacts and ahomogeneity of
conductor.
Martin's system sounded both astonishingly transparent and seamless from
the low bass to the highest treble. The
accuracy of the imaging reminded me of
the very first time Iheard Quad ESL-63s,
but with much better sources and
amplification freeing the sound from its
chains. Not only were the individual
instrumental and vocal images in the
soundstage precisely positioned; it was
also possible to detect different coloration
signatures associated with each of those
images, also nicely localized.
Once the speakers were optimally set
up, about ameter from the wall behind
them, the Silver Signatures immediately
reminded me of that formative experience. The wealth of recorded detail was
almost overpowering: it was like nothing
so much as the vista you get looking
down on acity from aplane on aclear
night, preternaturally pinpoint images
emerging from adeep velvet ground.
Ishall return to these speakers' soundstaging. But first, three other aspects of
its overall sound quality also immediately
impressed me. The first was its ultraclean high frequencies; the second was
the almost complete absence of any midrange character; and the third was its bass
performance.
This is asmall speaker, yet the low
synthesizer lines on the Us 3sample'n'rap album Hand on the Torch (Blue Note
07777 80883 25) were both powerful
and well-defined. I'm not talking about
thunderous, shake-your-pants-legs low
frequencies, but Isimply didn't feel that
anything was missing musically, all the
way down to the lowest note of the fourstring Fender bass (42Hz).
What was missing was the bass-region
boom so typical of ported speakers. As
abass player, Ikept being surprised by
the Silver Signature's ability to handle
well-recorded bass guitar with aplomb.
Les Claypool's frighteningly thunderous
ultra-twang'n'finger pop bass lines on
"My Name is Mud," from Primus's Pork
82

Soda (Interscope CD 792257-2; 6but I
Ihad two criticisms about the midalso managed to pick the better-soundtreble performance, however. The first
ing double vinyl album, 772738-1, for
was avery slight "bite" in the presence
just $10 while recently cruising Alburegion. Ionly occasionally noticed this,
querque's record huts), were as aggressive butl Gordon Holt found that it got in
on the B&Ws as they had been when I the way of the music more often, referfirst heard this album on Jack English's
ring to it as aslight "chalkiness" to the
big ProAc Response 4s. The combinasound. Ifeel that this was partly due to
tion of silver clarity and low-bass power
the speaker allowing us to more clearly
on Dean Peer's virtuoso solo bass CD
hear the sonic signatures of the compoUcross (Redstone RR91012) was addicnents upstream. Changing from the
tive as reproduced by the Signatures. It
Classé preamplifier to the Mark Levinwas hard to resist the temptation to reach
son No.38 or the McCormack TLC-1
for the knob and wind the level to the
alleviated the problem to alarge extent,
max.
for example. But there was still someSo sometimes Ididn't resist it; the
thing there—a slight residual sibilance
speakers went surprisingly loud in my
on voice which will make system matchrelatively modest-sized room before they,
ing alittle fussy.
the amplifier, and my ears all crapped out.
The second criticism is more of an
Don't get me wrong—the Silver Signaobservation: the Silver Signature is a
ture is still asmall two-way design. It's
"polite" speaker, too laid-back in absophysically impossible for it to convey the
lute terms to suit all tastes. Some listeners
true sense of live music's scale, the feeling
felt this was amatter of dynamics, the
of unlimited dynamics possessed by
speaker failing to respond sufficiently fast
cost-no-object, size-no-object designs.
to musical transients. Idon't think so, as
The Silver Signatures' soundstage may
this was minimized when said listeners
be apparently unlimited in terms of resosat in the sweet spot. And when so
lution, but it is still perfection in miniaseated, listeners became aware of the Sigture. Nevertheless, the big bass blasts at
nature's excellent microdynamics: the
the start of "The Hit" and throughout
small ebbs and flows in the music's
"The Assault on Ryan's House" from
dynamic structure stood revealed in an
James Homer's soundtrack to Patriot almost fetishistic manner, in much the
Games (RCA 66051-2) blew me backway areally classy Cabernet's subtly
ward on my butt.
diffèrent flavors intermingle on the
And on classical music demanding tongue.
good low-bass extension, the Silver SigNevertheless, this mandates careful
natures again did much of what was nec- auditioning of the Silver Signatures
essary. No, the very lowest notes of the before you buy them. If you are extrapipe organ on my recording of Elgar's
sensitive to this aspect of the speaker's
Dream of Gerontius (Stereophile Test CD 2,
sonic signature—as Jack English was
track 13) weren't there, but all the others when he visited me—then these will not
could be heard underpinning the music,
be the speakers for you.
as could the reverberant "woomph" of
Imentioned earlier that the B&W's
the Ely Cathedral acoustic when each midrange sounded very neutral. Again,
organ note stopped. Orchestras lacked
Ineed to add aqualification: While there
for nothing in the lower midrange,
was nothing audible that I would
where their power lies, perhaps even deem a"coloration," voices sometimes
sounding slightly too rich. (Now that I sounded lacking in body. This was not
don't mind.) Double-bass had excellent
due to insufficient lower-midrange
body to its sound, but remained clean.
energy—if anything, the speakers have
Ihave almost nothing to say about the
agood bloom in this region—but alack
B&W's treble performance. Some reof, for want of better words, harmonic
cordings sounded too dull, but Icouldn't
richness, the kind of thing that Vandersay that the speaker lacked top-octave
steens do so well. This was aminor
extension; because then I'd play arecordpoint, but the B&W seems so transparent
ing where the highs went onward'n'upand clean-sounding that Ibegan to
ward. The treble Iheard was what was
notice the slightest inconsistencies in its
on the recording. This is one special
total performance.
tweeter!
This didn't bother me. I
just kept putting on recording after recording, mar6 Although I'm celebrating my 46th birthday this
veling at the speaker's resolution. Icould
month and don't, therefore, consider myself to be any
hear, for example, that one voice in an
more than acouple of years into young adulthood, Iwas
alarmed when Ibought the Primus Cl) to be asked by
operatic duet had been recorded with a
the acne'd adolescent behind the register if! was buying
different microphone from the other. Yet
it for myself. Ithought of many juicy, witty, eloquent
this wasn't achieved in aspotlit manner,
retorts as Idrove home from the mall; unfortunately,
all lcould say at the time was, "Yes."
like the original Martin-Logan CLS.
WorldRadioHistory
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Nothing was thrust forward at the listener (if anything, the opposite was true).
Yet Icould easily perceive tiny details of
recorded quality. The Silver Signature
would make one heck of a studio
monitor!
And oh, that soundstage. With every
recording Iplayed, the area between and
behind the speakers just opened up into
the space of the recorded acoustic,
whether it was real—Ely Cathedral on
Gerontius—or artificial—the soundscapes
on the Patriot Games soundtrack, or the
sonic collages on Art of Noise's 1987
album In No Sense? Nonsense! (also partly
recorded in Ely Cathedral). Depth was
alittle restricted in absolute terms, but
not to the extent that it became an issue.
Larry Archibald's image on the "Mapping the Soundstage" track on our Test
CD 2could still be heard to start along
way away behind the plane of the
speakers, then evenly move up to and
around the microphone position.
It must be noted that my enthusiasm
for the B&W's performance was aresult
of my sitting in the sweet spot. These
speakers are remarkably fussy about
where the listener sits. With the speakers
toed-in to the listening chair and my ears
level with, or just under, the tweeter, they
did things that were simply magical.
Images were precisely focused; tonal
quality was neutral; the presentation was
remarkably transparent. When Isat to
one side, however, the sound lacked
immediacy and images smeared. Too
high, and the speaker sounded hollow
and alittle nasal. Be careful when you
audition these speakers in the dealer's
listening room—they demand an appropriate amount of respect.
Measurements: The Silver Signature's
impedance magnitude and phase, measured using the magazine's Audio Precision System One, are shown in fig.17.
Though the impedance magnitude is off
the scale at 800Hz, aslight wrinlde in the
phase trace can be seen between 700 and
800Hz, indicative of some sort of resonant problem in this region. The port
tuning is revealed by the saddle between

SENSITIVITY OR EFFICIENCY?

If there are areas ofloudspeaker performance which are as consistently
confused as efficiency and sensitivity,
I've yet to discover them. Audiophiles
almost universally talk about aloudspeaker's "efficiency" when what
they really mean is its "sensitivity":
how loud it will go for agiven input
level. Why is there this confusion?
Historically, dating from the days
of tube amplifiers, when power outputs were very limited and the question of power transfer to the loudspeaker was more significant, there
is "efficiency." Strictly speaking, efficiency is the loudspeaker's acoustic
power out for electrical power in.
More usually it is expressed as a
sound-pressure level at aspecific distance, 1m, for 1W input ie, in dB/W/rn.
This is problematic, however, as there
is no simple way of determining, for
agiven loudspeaker, what actually is
a1W input—it depends on impedance and frequency, as demonstrated
in Tables 1and 2in this review.
Since the advent of transistor
amplifiers, which (ideally) act as voltage sources—like the Krell KSA200S reviewed in this issue, they
maintain the same output voltage no
matter what the load and the current
drawn—another concept has replaced
efficiency: voltage "sensitivity!' This
is the sound-pressure level produced
at 1m by astandard voltage input,
defined as 2.83V. This odd value was
chosen simply because it's the voltage
necessary to produce 1W dissipation
in an 8ohm resistor. The advantage
of specifying sensitivity is that it

the two bass humps as lying at alow
35Hz, more than an octave below that
of the similar-sized Velodyne This is one
easy speaker for an amplifier to drive, the
impedance not dropping below 6ohms
and remaining above 10 ohms for much
of the audio band. Coupled with ahigh10

remains unchanged no matter what
the impedance of the loudspeaker, as
it is assumed that the amplifier will
always be able to provide the necessary current to maintain the 2.83V.
The nearer aloudspeaker's modulus of impedance approaches apure
8ohm resistor, the nearer the two
criteria; but when aspeaker has an
impedance that differs significantly
from 8ohms, they can be very different. Take the B&W Silver Signature
and the Velodyne DF-661: the former
has ameasured sensitivity of 86.5dB,
the latter 875dB, both for 2.83V drive
at a1m distance. Given the same drive
signal, the sound-pressure level produced by the Velodyne will be ldB
higher than that of the B&W. Which
is the more efficient?
Those who answered "The Velodyne, because it is louder for the same
input voltage," go to the back of the
classroom. Remember: Efficiency involves power, and to calculate power,
you need to know the speaker's impedance. The B&W averages around
20 ohms in its upper midrange and
treble, the Velodyne 5ohms. To produce alevel ldB higher than the Silver
Signature in this frequency region,
the DF-661 sucks four times as much
power from the amplifier and is
therefore less efficient. Even though
it is more sensitive!
In this case, the quieter loudspeaker
is the more efficient, which is why
Stereophile insists on talking about
sensitivity. It is the only way you can
meaningfully compare loudspeaker
loudnesses.
—John Atkinson

ish sensitivity-86.5dB/W/m, B-weighted
—the Silver Signature will produce highish spls with even modestly powered
amplifiers.
The Silver Signature's open architecture allowed me to take alook at the raw
drive-unit responses without any cross-
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Fig. 18 B&W Silver Signature, quasi-anechoic
response of raw tweeter (no crossover)
on tweeter axis at 45" and corrected for
microphone response.
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Fig 19 B&W Silver Signature, quasi-anechoic
response of raw woofer (no crossover) on
tweeter axis at 45" and corrected for
microphone response.
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The waterfall plot calculated from the
impulse response is shown in fig.29. A
superbly clean decay overall is undoubtedly associated with the speaker's refined
sound. Note, however, the ridge parallel
to the time axis associated with the onaxis peak at 3kHz. Here's that pesky
woofer-cone mode again.
Finally, Iattached asimple accelerometer to the center of the enclosure's side
panel while the loudspeaker was being
driven by high-level, 2kHz-bandwidth
MLS noise. Fig30 shows the waterfall
plot of the accelerometer's output,
revealing that the primary resonance of
the Matrix cabinet lies at ahigh 443Hz.
This is almost exactly the frequency of
the A above Middle C, which means that
it will be almost continually excited by
music. It could be easily heard with a
stethoscope pressed against the enclosure
panels, but it was harder to attribute anything Iheard in my normal auditioning
to this mode. Probing around the top
panel with the 'scope, Icould hear an
800Hz mode as adistinct whistle at a
couple of very specific places. Though
this is suspiciously the same frequency
as the response and impedance anomalies
noted earlier, it didn't show up on the
accelerometer tests.
The improvement Iheard brought
about by the Combak Harmonix dots
leads me to suspect that the slight lack
of midrange clarity might be associated
with these cabinet problems, but that
will have to await further investigation
-this review is rapidly filling its allotted
space.
And the inside jukebox blows out just
like thunder: The B&W .John Bowers
Silver Signature is aremarkable loudspeaker, offering easily the highest level
of performance Ihave heard from aloudspeaker anywhere near its size in my
listening room. Its virtues are great, its
faults minor.
How much of its superbly transparent
performance is due to its exclusive use
of silver for every metal part must remain
conjecture. One thing the silver does do,
however, is add to its price-$8000 is a
lot to pay for apair of miniature loudspeakers. But one thing is certain: I'm
buying the review pair to keep as longterm references. That's how good Ifelt
this loudspeaker to be. If $8000 is burning ahole in your pocket, Iencourage
you to try these superb B&Ws for
yourself.
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GREEN M OUNTAIN AUDIO
DIAMANTE LOUDSPEAKER
Steven Stone
Floorstanding loudspeaker system with cast onyx-min "Anechoic Transmission Line"
enclosure and separate base. Drive-units: 8" polymer-laminated cone woofer with a
vented coil; 4" Nomex/Kevlar/honeycomb cone midrange unit with carbon-fiber frame;
1.1" linen-dome tweeter with ferrolluid-cooled aluminum voicewil. Crosscher frequenées:
350Hz, 3.2kHz; irst-ontler, 6dB/octhe slopes. Frequency range: 421-1z-23kHz (no tolerance
gi
ven ). I
mped
ance 13419 oh
ms .
Sensitivity: ::• B/W/rn. Recommended amplifier power

35-350Wpc. Dynamic range: >115dB/pair. Distortion: <0.3% THD 8i IMD above
150Hz at 95dB spl; < I% below 150Hz. Dispersion: > 120° through 7kHz (no tolerance
given). Dimensions: 42" Hby 135" W by 13.5" D. VVeight 105 lbs each (48kg). Warranty:
5years, limited. Serial numbers of review samples: 3120/3121. Price 53995/pair, including
bases. Approximate number of dealers: 25. Manufacturer Green Mountain Audio, Ill
South 28th Street, Colorado Springs, CO 80904. Td: (719) 636-2500. Fax (719) 633-7046.

I

live in ahouse that has apyramidshaped roof, so Iguess you could
say that Ihave athing for pyramids.'
That's probably why Iwas immediately
drawn to the Green Mountain Audio
Diamante. I'm also attracted to floorstanding speakers with small footprints,
since my listening/video room is only 13'
by 16'. My Holy Grail of loudspeakers
is asmall speaker that's flat between
20Hz and 20kHz, can do 110dB soundpressure-levels without straining, and
costs less than $1000/pair.
Dream on, Steve.
While the Diamante is quite abit more
expensive than my $1000/pair ideal
speaker and it doesn't get down to 20Hz,
it does get the 110dB-spl-without-strain
part right, which is something that few
other small-footprint speakers I've heard
can do. The Diamante offers alevel of
dynamic accuracy that many highvolume rock and large-scale orchestra
listeners will find very much to their liking. Yes, these speakers can kick some
serious audiophile butt.

TECHNICAL STUFF
The first thing most people notice about
the Diamante is its shape: The top is a2'high, eight-sided pyramid which expands
from asvelte 2" by 4" to 11" by 11",
where it then sits on atransmission-line
base that gently flares to 13.5" by 13.5".
The second thing people notice about the
Diamante is its slick cast-marble enclosure, which is available in white onyx,
malachite, or white onyx with brown
accent. For a couple hundred bucks
more, you can get the Diamante in any
color you want. The Diamante also has
aperforated-aluminum grille in front
of each driver that is 78% open space.
The grille vibrated slightly at medium
I
Just for the record, I
harbor no illusions about shaving
with the same razor blade for the rest of my life, or of
living to be athousand years old; I
just like the sense of
light and space provided by a25'-high pyramid-shaped
ceiling with pyramid-shaped skylights.
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Green Mountain Audio
Diamante loudspeaker

to high volumes, but Icouldn't detect any
deleterious audible effects from this slight
vibration.
One thing you can't see from the outside is the Diamante's varying cabinet
thickness—at its midpoint, the cabinet
is almost 1.5" thick. Since the cabinet is
made of acast material, rather than an
assembled box, it's extremely rigid by
nature—a good thing. The same material
is used for the Diatnante's special chamber stand, which couples to the woofer
cavity, capturing the rear-wave energy
and splitting it into two halves that follow transmission-line paths of different
WorldRadioHistory

lengths. When the two chambers recombine, they cancel out the unwanted resonances that asingle transmission line
would create. Green Mountain terms this
an "Anechoic Transmission Line"; it suppresses the high odd-order harmonics
of the transmission line's fundamental
resonance.
The Diamante crossover features firstorder filters with six elements in series
with the drive-units and just four parallel reactive elements, including paralleled WonderCaps, ICimber Teflon-insulated hookup wire, and air-cored inductors.
In combination with the sloped-back
baffle, the crossover configuration gives
aphase shift of no more than +20° at
200Hz, falling to -20° at 8kHz. The
speaker is supplied with two modular
crossover L-pads that plug into an octalbase socket just inside the speaker's base.
The standard H-200 module gives afull
measure of high frequencies; the alternate H-100 module drops the highs to
better optimize the speaker's balance for
use with inexpensive electronics.
The speaker leads are connected to a
terminal strip underneath the top cabinet
and must be threaded through atunnel
in the base to emerge at floor level next
to the port at the end of the transmission
line. Stiff wires with extra-large spade
lugs may be somewhat difficult to get
into position. If at first you don't succeed in connecting your favorite largediameter cable, slowly count to ten, and
try again.

SYSTEM
Idon't make drastic changes to my audio
system from month to month, because
then it would be very difficult to tell
what component is doing what to the
sound. Lithe following list looks similar to my system list in prior reviews,
that's because it largely is. The following
equipment was used: Analog sources:
Thorens/Chadwick 125 Mk.II turntable
mounted with aGraham 1.5 tonearm,
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with arm tubes fitted with Denon 103
C/van den Hul, EMT/van den Hul,
Fidelity Research FR-1 Mk.III van den
Hul, and AudioQuest BH-200 cartridges;
in my large listening room, Iused aVP!
HW-19 Mk.V with aBright Star TNT
base and a Souther Tri-Quartz arm
mounted with avan den Hul MC-1 cartridge. Digital sources: SOTA Vanguard,
Kinergetics KCD-40 Platinum, and
Magnavox 582 with Boulder SoundWorks analog circuit mod. Preamplifiers:
Dennesen JC-80 Mk.II Gold, AtmaSphere MP-1, Quicksilver, Encore Electronics 102.2, and Vendetta SCP-2A
phono preamp. Power amplifiers: Parasound HCA-2200 Mk.II, Boulder 250
AE, vu Deluxe 300, Van Alstine 120C,
and Atma-Sphere MA-1. Reference
loudspeakers: Apogee Full-Ranges and
Vision Acoustics Soloists. Interconnects:
Straight Wire Virtuoso, AudioQuest
Diamond, Virtual Audio ART, Esoteric
Artus, and Wire World Eclipse (both
balanced and single-ended). Speaker
cables: Straight Wire Maestro bi-wire,
Virtual Audio ART, and Wire World
Eclipse. Other accessories: RoomTunes
CornerTunes, EchoTunes, and Ceiling
Clouds; Acoustic Sciences Tube Traps;
RoomTunes Just-a-Rack; Arcici Superstructure Ils; Audiostream equipment
rack; Bright Star Big Foot and Little
Rock (for CD player); Sorbothane pucks
and Target speaker stands (for amplifiers);
Fluxbuster; Shun Mook Wooden Pucks;
The Original Cable Jackets; Music and
Sound ferrite beads; AudioQuest ferrite
clamps; Chang Audio Lightspeed CLS
6400 ISO power-line filter; AudioQuest
record brush; Nitty Gritty recordcleaning machine; Radio Shack spl meter;
KIM record clamp; Virtual Audio ART
record clamp; Kleenmaster Brillianize
CD cleaner; and the collected works of
George Bernard Shaw.

SETUP

Roy Johnson, the speaker's designer, and
David Sckolnik, Green Mountain's sales
and marketing director, delivered the
Diamantes to my home in Boulder,
CO—a mere three hours' drive. The
Green Mountain brain trust set the
speakers up in my large listening room,
where they felt they would perform
optimally. Unfortunately for my back
(these things weigh 105 lbs each!), this
proved not to be the case. The Diamantes'
wide-dispersion characteristics, which
are probably assets in most situations,
proved less than ideal in my large room,
which has quite areflective ceiling. The
Diamantes' sound promptly bounced off
the ceiling and made abeeline for my
ears, competing with the direct sound for
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supremacy in my brain's aural-reception
centers. Oops, that's not supposed to happen. Until Iget the chance to do aserious
sound-absorption treatment to my large
listening room's ceiling, only speakers
with limited vertical dispersion (eg, the
Apogee Full-Ranges and other planar
speakers) will be allowed in there. No
sense fighting physics.
After the Diamantes had broken-in for
about two weeks in the large room, I
moved them into my much-more-dead
small listening room, which sports four
24" by 24" RoomTunes Ceiling Clouds
(one in each wall/ceiling junction), ComerTunes and EchoTunes placed in ceiling
corners and midpoints, two ASC Tube
Traps (one in each corner behind the
speakers), two ASC side-wall traps (one
on each side of the room), four RoomTunes on the rear wall behind the listening position (one on each section of the
bi-fold closet door), and four other
Roonffunes strategically placed about the
room. If this room was much deader, I'd
have to install a few grave markers!
Wide-dispersion speakers, such as the
Diamantes, work well in this room. With
pink noise, the Diamante's sonic signature changed only very slightly when I
stood up or shifted from one side of my
listening couch to the other. The Diamantes are definitely not one-person
speakers.
Final location for the Diamantes in my
small room was 38" from the rear wall,
62" from the right side wall, and 58"
from the left side wall? At my primary
listening position, my ears are 38" from
the floor, which places them just about
level with the Diamantes' tweeters. The
Diamantes were toed-in such that, from
the listening position, Icould see just a
bit of the speakers' inside edges.

LISTENING
Iusually keep the Atma-Sphere MA-1
amplifiers in the small-room system (I
like the way they keep the room warm
and cozy in the winter). The Diamantes
and the Atma-Sphere amps proved to be
aless than optimal match. For some reason, ahorrendous 4dB hump centered
around 55Hz 3 could be heard—we're
talking serious midbass bloat here. This
was too bad, because other than this
2Ialways try to avoid setting speakers up symmetrically in rooms, since standing waves tend to be exacerbated by symmetrical placement.
3The Diamante's impedance shoots up to 18.9 ohms
at this point. According to Ralph Karsten at AtmaSphere, the MA-1s deliver the same power output into
this load as they do the 6 ohm load posed by the
Diamantes over the rest of their frequency range. Roy
Johnson suggested that this extra energy was aresult
of back-EMF as aresult of the woofer's excursion,
which is at its maximum point at this particular frequency. Ralph Karsten suggested that NUS cables may
help ameliorate this back-EMF effect.
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midbass elephantiasis, the Diamantes
sounded very nice with the MA-is: great
imaging, good top-end extension, and
super 3-D soundstage.
Isent the MA-is away for some R&R
in my equipment storage closet and tried
some other amps. My Van Alstine 120C
sounded very nice 'til it ran out of steam
during 98dB peaks—poor little thing,
it only has 60 solid-state watts. It joined
the MA-is in the closet. Next Itried a
pair ofBoulder 250 AEs, and the music
really started to cook. In mono mode,
each Boulder puts out about 450W peak
power. Coupled with the Diamantes,
that's enough power to fry eardrums as
far away as Utah.
Sensitive audiophile types might ask
"Why are you into playing your system
so loud, Steven?" My immediate reaction would be to get sort of huffy and
explain to these wimps that I'm not into
playing my system loudly, I'm just into
playing music that occasionally gets
loud. J. Gordon Holt and Ihave been
recording live concerts for the Boulder
Philharmonic, and these recordings have
become an essential part of my reference
software. On our recent PCM-F 1recording of Mussorgsky's Pictures at an
Exhibition, the range between the quietest
passage and the loudest is about 75dB.
The Diamantes, driven by the Boulder
250 AEs, handled this dynamic contrast
with almost no compression 4—something my original Quad ESLs can't do
to save their lives, even with asubwoofer.
The bass of the Diamantes started at
about 40Hz, below which they had very
little, if anything, meaningful to say. But
from 40Hz up, the bass was surprisingly
tight and tuneful. Rob Wasserman's bass
on Duets (MCA MCAD 42131) was
noticeably deficient in the 20-40Hz
range, but above 40Hz it sounded quite
excellent indeed. The bass line on "The
Moon is Made of Gold" was evenly
presented—not prominently in-yourface or languishing somewhere just
beyond audibility.
The Diamantes also handled bass transients very well. On Wasserman's "Angel
Eyes" duet with Cheryl Bentyne, the
bass dynamics didn't become foggy or
stressed, even when the vocalist leaned
on notes. Overall, the Diamantes nicely
handled everything but the bottom bass
fundamentals.
The box resonances that I've come to
expect from most conventional-driver
speakers were largely absent with the
4Nothing, and Imean nothing, sounds quite as open,
uncompressed, or dynamic as the live feed through my
Stax Lambda Pro headphones. The minute the signal
is recorded onto any medium, it sounds different. Live
performances always sound better than recorded ones,
period. Sad but true.
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Diamantes. These speakers produced no
hooty or awww sounds, and the midrange driver refreshingly lacked the colorations of typical polypropylenecone speakers. The midrange was smooth
without being too laid-back. Icould play
Neil Young's Ragged Glory CD (Reprise
26315-2) with 100dB peaks without
suffering from listener fatigue. The
Diamantes sounded the way well-designed dynamic speakers should sound:
with the emphasis on dynamics.
Image focus, while quite good, was
not great—other speakers, such as the
Vision Acoustics Soloists or the Acoustic
Energy AE-2s, have more precise focusing and vanish more completely. If a
recording (eg, one of my Boulder Philharmonic recordings) had depth, it was
apparent, but not exaggerated. Neither
did the Diamantes provide holographic
imaging when it wasn't there—artificial,
digitally created depth, such as that on
Dire Straits' Love over Gold (Warner Bros.
3266-2), sounded artificial, as it should.
Soundstage width was adequate, but
not wowie-zowie. LA's voice on the
"Mapping the Soundstage" track on
Stereophile's Test CD 25sounded slightly
outside, and definitely behind, each
speaker. The Diamantes didn't stretch
space into fantasmagorical shapes, but
they did throw up arespectable, matterof-fact soundstage on well-recorded
material. On "Eden," Corey Greenberg's
fractured Fender was propelled well over
afoot beyond the speakers as it careened
across the soundstage.
The Diamantes handled treble information very matter-of-factly. While
some speakers, such as the Apogee FullRanges, have more top-end "air:' the
Diamantes didn't sound cupped or
hooded. The tinkling bells on Ricicie Lee
Jones's "Walk Away Renee,- from Girl
at Her Volcano, sounded very natural, with
clean attack and realistic decay. The
Diamantes sounded quite natural on top
—not overly sweet, like early Spendors.
The dome tweeter exhibited very little
coloration—it didn't have the kind of top
end that experienced listeners would
immediately identify as classic softdome-tweeter sound.
Overall resolution of information was
medium-to-high. The Westlake BBSM5As LA walks toward the microphone, there's acertain point where, instead of traveling forward, his voice
darts to the left, to the right, and then back to the center
as he passes by the mike. Which side of the mike did he
actually walk by? [He walked past the left hand side of the
Blumlein mike array, hence his initial lurch to the left. But as
he passed in front of the array, his image actually went back
behind the speakers because aBlumlein array can't distinguish
sound sources in front of itfrom those behind it. One becomes
folded on top of the other. The effect ofthis behavior on this track's
soundstaging is to give the listener the aural illusion that Larry
apparently circles the microphone,just as described by SS—Ed.]
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lOVNF conveys higher levels of information, for example, but this increased
definition comes at aprice—I found
many cherished recordings that were
marginally listenable on the Diamantes
to become unbearable through the Westlakes. The Diamantes' definition level
was agood compromise between the
overly forgiving and the hypercritical.
Fortunately, for those who like rhythmically complex music, the Diamantes
didn't sound sluggish or slow—the transients and dynamics ofJA's demanding
Fender bass lick on track 2of Stereophile's
Test CD 2were handled very nicely.
Overall, Iwas quite impressed with
the Green Mountain Audio Diamante.
Its fit'n'finish is excellent, and it has a
high degree of WAF.6 Iwould've liked
abit more bass extension and ahair more
air on top, but, in the overall scheme of
things, these sins of omission were
minor. Ialso would have liked it had the
speaker interfaced better with my AtmaSphere OTL amps, but it worked quite
nicely with the solid-state amps Ihad on
hand. Dyed-in-the-wool tubeaholics
may not care for the Diamante, however,
unless they like abit of extra midbass
bloom.

±15° horizontal window. (I understood
from Roy Johnson during his visit to
Santa Fe that listening with your ears
level with the midrange unit, 34" from
the ground, was optimal.) Again, the
Diamante's bass is revealed as being quite
limited in extension, the graph revealing an anechoic -6dB point of50Hz, the
box-tuning frequency. The rollout slope,
however, is the gentle 12dB/octave typical of asealed enclosure, and in aroom
of normal size will be boosted by boundary effects.
Of greater concern is the shelveddown mid- and high-treble region seen
in fig.2. As well as aslight suckout in the
crossover region—due to the tweeter and
midrange outputs not quite adding in
phase on this axis at the 45" microphone
position—the tweeter bandpass is about
3dB too low in level. Irepeated the measurement at a90" measuring distance,
to confirm that Iwas not looking at a
position-dependent effect—Roy had
been careful to specify alistening distance
of 8' or more—but there was no appre-

1411.00$
10.0.

M EASUREMENTS FROM J
A

The Diamante's impedance magnitude
and phase are shown in fig.l. The single
rise in the bass, to 15.5 ohms, suggests
that the ATL loading does act as atrue
transmission line rather than as some
kind of perverted reflex, though its
frequency, 51Hz, implies limited lowfrequency extension overall, as SS found
during his auditioning. When the speaker
is used with an amplifier having ahigh
output impedance, this 51Hz impedance
peak will result in an effective boost at
this frequency. Isuspect that this is why
SS found his Atma-Sphere tube amplifier
not to be agood match for the Diamantes.
Varying between 5and 6ohms between 110Hz and 14kHz, with avery
low phase angle, the impedance curves
suggest that the speaker will be avery
easy load for the partnering amplifier.
The voltage sensitivity, however, estimated at around 82dB/W/m using Bweighted noise, is very low. Moderately
powered amplifiers will not drive the
Diamante to comfortably loud levels
without strain.
Turning to the frequency domain, fig.2
shows the nearfield response of the
woofer spliced to the far-field response
on the midrange axis, averaged across a
6Putting to one side the sexist implications of the term,
Wife Acceptance Factor is the ability of aspeaker to be
allowed into the presence of anon-audiophile significant
other. My wife liked the look of the Diamantes—she
has an affinity for forest green.
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Fig.2 Green Mountain Diamante, anechoic
response on midrange axis at 45", averaged
across 30° horizontal window and
corrected for microphone response, with
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Fig.3 Green Mountain Diamante, effect of H100 crossover module, normalized to
response on midrange axis with H-200
module.
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dable change in the measured response.
The effect of this tweeter shelving will
be to make the Diamante sound too
sweet, too mellow in absolute terms;
though this certainly won't be unpleasant, it is adeparture from strict accuracy.
All the measurements so far were
made with the standard H-200 crossover
module Substituting the H-100 module
and subtracting the acoustic response of
the H-200 Diamante gives the curve
shown in fig.3. As can be seen, replacing the H-200 with the H-100 module
shelves the tweeter down by another
1.5dB, which will make the speaker
sound even more mellow—probably a
good thing with cheap CD players and
the like.
If the drive-units aren't blending perfectly on the midrange axis, where
do they do so? Fig.4 shows how the
response changes from amicrophone
position ranging from level with the top
of the ATL base (the front curve) to 15°
above the enclosure top (the rearmost
curve). There's more crossover-region
energy on or below the woofer axis,
which is too low for comfortable listening. More importantly, however,
there's significantly more treble energy
directed up above the loudspeaker. This,
presumably, is why SS felt the Diamante

to not work terribly well in his large
room with its live ceiling; the "bounce"
of this treble energy from the ceiling to
the listening position would make the
sound too bright. Steven did his listening
with his ears level with the Diamante's
tweeter, 38" from the floor. Fig.4 implies
that, though this deepens the 3kHz
suckout—perhaps correlating with
Steven's feeling that the speaker lacked
information—it does add abit of midtreble energy, which perhaps is why he
didn't remark on an over-mellow high
treble.
Laterally (fig.5), the Diamante maintains its response within a±15° window, but the suckout in the crossover
region deepens further to the speaker's
side. This dispersion is not as good as that
implied by the specification. With the
speakers set up in my room, Itook aspatially averaged 1/
3-octave curve (fig.6),
calculated by averaging 120 individual
measurements taken for left and right
speakers separately over a72"-wide by
36" -high window centered on the listening position. The midrange is evenly
balanced, but again, the treble can be seen
to be smoothly sloped-down compared,
for example, with the B&W Silver Signature that Ireview elsewhere in this issue.
And this is what Iheard. While the

Diamantes threw afairly deep soundstage, with good image focus, Ifelt their
tonal balance to be too mellow. With
fizzed-up recordings, like the Linda Ronstadt/Emmylou Harris/Doily Parton Trio
CD (Warner Bros. 25491-2), this came
as awelcome relief but with naturally
miked, naturally balanced recordings,
such as the Wilson Audio Beethoven
violin sonata LP (W-8315), it was too
much of agood thing too much of the
time.
Turning to the time domain, fig.7
shows the Diamante's step response on
its tweeter axis, where SS auditioned it.
The ideal step response, the speaker's
output when presented with aDC voltage step, is represented by avertical line
away from the time axis, followed by a
slow, slightly concave decay back to it.
The small up/down spike in fig.7 is the
tweeter output, followed by the midrange and woofer outputs, with their
longer rise-times. Obviously the Diamante doesn't offer atime-coherent performance on this axis.
Moving down to the midrange axis
(fig.8), the tweeter output is moved back
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Fig .6 Green Mountain Diamante, spatially
averaged /,,-octave response in JA's listening
room.
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Fig.4 Green Mountain Diamante, vertical-response family at 45", normalized to response on
midrange axis, from back to front: differences 15°, 10°, and 5° above cabinet top; difference
level with cabinet top; difference on HF axis; reference response; difference level with ledge on
baffle; difference on woofer axis; difference level with top of base unit.
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Fig.7 Green Mountain Diamante, step response
on HF axis at 45" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).
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Fig.5 Green Mountain Diamante, horizontal-response family at 45", normalized to response on
midrange axis, from back to front: differences 90° through 5° off-axis; reference response;
differences 5° through 90° off-axis.
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Fig.8 Green Mountain Diamante, step response
on midrange axis at 45" (5ms time
window, 30kHz bandwidth).
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slightly in time so that it almost coincides
with the midrange output. It's still abit
early, however. Finally, moving the
microphone down so that it was level
with the slight ledge on the front baffle,
between the midrange and bass units,
gives the best step response (fig.9), the
slow rise of the midrange output being
overlaid with the tweeter output to give
agood step shape.
To examine whether this performance
was truly time-coherent on this low axis,
Ilooked at the speaker's excess phase
performance. Excess phase is the difference between aspeaker's actual phase
response on any particular axis and the
theoretical phase response it would have
calculated from its amplitude response
by amathematical operation called the
Hilbert Transform. In atruly time-coherent design, the excess phase would
be zero across the audio band—of the
speakers I've measured, only the Thiel

CS2 2and Dunlavy Audio Labs SC-IV
have gotten close to this paradigm. The
Green Mountain's excess phase response
is shown in fig.10. It meets apretty good
±15° tolerance between 150Hz and
10kHz, but the shape is not flat, implying that the speaker is still not completely
time-coherent, at least at 45".
The cumulative spectral-decay, or
waterfall, plot gives an indication of how
clean aloudspeaker's decay is. Any resonant modes where energy is smeared
out over time as ringing will reveal
themselves as ridges parallel to the time
axis. Fig. 11 shows the Diamante's plot:
The initial decay is clean, but the midrange unit has aresonant mode noticeable at 2kHz, the cursor position, while
the tweeter appears to have astrong
mode present around 5kHz. Iwould
expect the former to add aslight nasality,
the latter a slight brightness, to the
speaker's sonic signature.
Finally, Iused asimple accelerometer
1 111111
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Fig.9 Green Mountain Diamante, step response
on "ledge" axis at 45" (Sms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).
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Fig.10 Green Mountain Diamante, excess phase
on "ledge" axis at 45" (0.15ms delay).

to examine the resonant behavior of the
Green Mountain Diamante's cast enclosure. (This is nothing more than aquantitative version of the classic knuckle-rap
test.) While the top cabinet shows alowlevel mode at 160Hz, present on side and
back walls and perhaps related to the
internal geometry of the speaker, the
strongest mode could be found on the
rear wall opposite the midrange unit
(fig.12). This is high in frequency, however, at 480Hz, and should only occasionally be excited by music (as opposed
to test tones). The base unit was much
more live than the top enclosure when
judged by the knuckle-rap test, but
because it's both isolated by the top
enclosure's feet and is only excited by the
energy in the transmission lines, its vibrational behavior is minimal.
As with some other low-ordercrossover designs—the Unity Audio
Signature 1reviewed last year 7by Robert
Deutsch comes to mind—the listening
axes on which the speaker is timecoherent and offers the most neutral
response don't coincide. All in all, though
its measurements were somewhat mixed,
Iwas quite impressed with the Diamante.
Although I occasionally thought I
caught ahint of lower-midrange congestion, the Diamante doesn't appear to suffer from the normal transmission-line ill
of acolored, lumpy upper bass. But with
its mellow tonal balance and welldefined soundstaging, the Diamante is
agood, if pricey, first design from anew
company. Its enclosure is beautifully
finished—a work of art in its own right.
Ilook forward to hearing what Green
Mountain comes up with in the future.
—John Atkinson

CONCLUSION FROM SS

Fig.I 1Green Mountain Diamante, cumulative spectral-decay plot (0.15ms rise-time).

Fig.I 2Green Mountain Diamante, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened
to rear of enclosure behind midrange unit (MLS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V;
measurement bandwidth 2kHz).
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Green Mountain Audio's Diamante is
not an "impressive" speaker—a good
thing, because speakers that immediately
impress with sonic splendor are rarely
accurate or satisfying in the long run.
Given its size and price, the Diamante
deserves to be heard by anyone who
values music and domestic tranquility
over hi-fi histrionics.
If you want hi-fi thrills, serious bass
extension, and tons of top-end air, the
Diamante won't be your cup of tea. But
if you want atransducer that brings you
close to the music with aminimum
amount of fuss, you'll very much enjoy
it. And if you make your own recordings, you'll quickly find that the Diamante will deliver most of the information on your tapes in ano-nonsense way.
Pyramid power rules. —Steven Stone IS
7Vol.16 No.5, p.119.
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GRADO SRÓ0 HEADPHONES
Corey Greenberg
Open-air dynamic stereo headphones. Frequency range: 20Hz-20kHz. Sensitivity:
94dB/ImV. Nominal impedance: 32 ohms. Driver match: within 0.1dB. Weight: 7oz.

Price: $69. Approximate number of dealers: 250. Manufacturer Grado Labs, 4614
Seventh Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11220. Tel: (718) 435-5340. Fax: (718) 633-6941.

W

hat the hell is going on with
headphones these days?!
Imean, the past couple
years have seen the whole headphone trip
suddenly break on through to the other
side after decades of numbingly bad
sound. Yeah, the high-dollar Suit electrostatics had always been there if you
really wanted some quality headphones,
but even they had their problems with
coloration and treble steeliness. Other
than that, though, it was areal teenage
wasteland, with Koss, AKG, Sony, and
Sennheiser all battling it out to see who
could produce aless mediocre pair of
headphones than the rest of the pack. If
you wanted comfort, you chose Sennheiser. Bass, Koss. "Studio sound," AKG.
Me, Iwas aheadphone slut—I played
around with all these brands, trying to
find apair Icould live with, but nothing Iheard was cool enough to warrant
along-term commitment.
Then suddenly, acouple of years ago,
Joe Grado came out of left field with
headphones that totally rewrote the
book. I'd sworn off 'phones by that
point, but all it took was aquick listen
to those new Grados and Ihad to have
'em. They were so clean, so clear, so
detailed—so right. Ibought the $495
HP 2s without even thinking twice, they
freaked me out so bad. Now Iuse them
all the time as my Ultimate Rez Rig—if
Ican't hear it with the Grados, it ain't be.
Grado isn't alone in the Headphone
Renaissance. After decades of MelloYello, Sennheiser retooled and came out
with their new HD 580, acompletely
totally bitchin' set of cans and alegit rival
to the Grados. JA raved about them in
Vol.17 No.1, and he's right—these new
Sennheisers are way better than anything
they've done before. Then there's the
Etymotics, little $300 earbuds you plug
into your head that seal off all outside
stimuli and basically link your tympanic
membrane directly to the input waveform. Not to mention the sudden rash
of high-end headphone amplifiers like
the original Melos SHA-1 and the great
li'l HeadRoom portables. And new models
from Krell, Audible Illusions, and others
are all vying to drive this amazing new
breed of superphones to adegree of
sound quality literally unheard of only
92

Grado SR60 headphones

acouple of years ago.
OK, so that's the High End. But what
about the low end, where me and my
friends eat our government cheese and
wait for the high tech to trickle down to
our demograph? Sure, now you can buy
$300 dynamic headphones that kill
yesterday's $2000 electrostats, but the
under-$100 market is still Dungville
with acapital D. There's around 14,000
different models ranging from el cheapo
earbuds that buzz like bees to Walkmanstyle squawkers to big puffy-cushioned
"Digital Ready U-Bet" jobs at the top
of the lines. All of these suck, and suck
hard—I recently spent several days going
around to the various Dung Huts that
sell these headphones alongside Bose
speakers, microwave ovens, and Dirt
Devils, and when it was over Ijust
wanted to lower myself into atub of
Noxzema and be left alone for acouple
of months. Forget radiation testing on
humans—I'll happily mainline any
glowing syringe Uncle Sam cares to try
out on me so long as he doesn't clap a
pair of Satanic cheap-ass dungphones on
my head while he's cooking my works.
And it's not just us Mud People who
want good cheap cans, either. Even the
well-heeled audiophile doesn't wanna
take his muyeeensivo headphones along
when he travels, even if they do annihilate
the cheap-ass set that came with his portWorldRadioHistory

able CD player or Walkman. Besides
which, the cool-man Grados seem to be
apretty tough load for the portable gear
I've tried them with—the Grados need
quite abit more in the way of speakerdriving juice before they sing than those
little open-air giveaway 'phones, and the
typical anemic output stages in portable
CD and cassette players just can't drive
them to decent levels with any kind of
quality. The $20 cheapest-possible Sony
Walkman Ibought at Target for po'-boy
travel tunes burped like afist baby when
Itried driving the HP-2s with it, so I
just
stuck with the dungphones that came
with the player when traveling and left
the Grados at home. And every time I'd
fly somewhere, I'd sit there with these
awful 'phones quacking in my ears,
thinking, "OK, we lift off, Iyell my
demands and wave the gun. No— First
Iwave the gun, then Itell the pilot to fly
to Cypress. Man IwishJoe Grado would
do agreat cheap headphone Icould drive
with this Walkman! I'd pay, oh, 69 clams
for something like that ¡fit was out there.
Wave, then yell. Wave, yell. Soon Ishall
be with my brothers in the struggle
again."
Joe Grado's got legendary ears—did
he hear my plea?

GRADO S12450
The new $69 SR60 is the cheapest model
in Grado's new Prestige series of affordable headphones based on the same technology featured in the $595 HP-1 and
the $495 HP 2Signature Series. Joe's
nephew John explained to me that the
Grado Mojo can basically be boiled down
to one essential goal: the elimination of
resonance. In developing the He-Man
Grados, every part was specially designed
and treated to reduce resonances so the
dynamic speaker driver could operate
from aperfectly rigid structure—Grado
claims this is why they have such great
resolution and freedom from coloration.
You get abit more resonance as you go
down the Grado line, John says, and you
lose abit more detail and transparency,
but the family resemblance between the
top-of-the-line HP 1and the el cheapo
SR60 remains strong. With the SR60,
Grado specifically targeted the Walkman-style headphones that come with
STEREOPHILE, JuNE 1994

portable CD and cassette players—the
high-dollar ones that come in the lavish
littlest Grado has been given ahigher
plastic boxes at your local Sound Whoresensitivity and an easier load than the
house. And if you're still using those
Signature Series models to allow for betcheap-ass throwaway headphones that
ter performance from the current-limited
came with your portable CD or cassette
headphone circuits in most portable gear.
player, you won't believe how much better
The SR60 looks like an HP 2made of your music will sound when you first
black plastic, with avinyl headband
plug these $69 Grados in. Even though
instead of the HP 2's leather one. The
on an absolute scale that $20 Walkman
dynamic speaker driver appears similar
Igot is atruly lousy product, it was capato the one used in the Signature Series
ble of much better sound quality than the
'phones. As with the expensive Grados,
crappy headphones that came with it. If
the SR6Os are adjustable to fit even the
the SR6Os could make a$20 Walkman
most peanut-shaped head. Ifound them
listenable, think what they could do for
fairly comfortable—not the most forgetyour $200 portable CD player.
U-have-them-on cans I've ever worn,
The SR60 definitely sounds like a
but certainly not as tiresome as the HeGrado—smooth, clear midrange, gobs
Man Grados can be after an extended
of detail, killer bass, and silky-smooth
session. The foam earpads are made of highs that let you listen to music for
the same material as the Signature Series
hours without the fatigue of many far
pads, so they don't do the "Seal-A-Meal"
more expensive 'phones. Compared to
sweat number on your ears like the
the HP 2, the SR60 is more forward in
closed 'phones do. The SR60's driver
the midrange, with abrighter overall balvoice-coil and headphone cable are made
ance that lacks the extreme smoothness
from "standard" copper wire, as opposed
of the $495 Grado. This made for a
to the "Ultra High Purity Long Cryslivelier, more upfront sound than the
tal" copper used in the more expensive
more refined and neutral HP 2. John
models. As anice touch, the SR6Os come
Grado's explanation of the differences
terminated with agold 1
/"miniplug to
4
between the models in their line dovefit portable CD and cassette players—no
tailed exactly with what Iheard when
more having to use those Radio Shack
comparing the SR60 to the HP 2: These
adapters to mate audiophile headphones
two headphones were clearly from the
with portable gear. A standard 1/4" gold
same family, but the cheaper SR60 defphone-plug adapter is included that
initely had aslightly less hearthrough
snaps firmly on and stays there for use
quality through the range than the
with landlubber hi-fi.
almost characterless HP 2. Vocals were
abit rougher and less precisely defined
SYSTEM
than through the HP 2s, and mixes that
Iplugged the Grados into aHeadRoom
tended toward brightness—like Kim
Supreme headphone amplifier, which
Wilson's Tigerman CD—were just alittle
itself was plugged into the Tape Out
more raucous with the cheap Grados.
jacks of either an Audible Illusions
Ineed to put this into perspective.
Modulus 3preamp or my own buffered
Compared to anything I've heard out
passive preamp. LPs were played on a there under $200 or so, these $69 Grados
Well-Tempered Turntable fitted with a sound like the Voice O' God. They may
Naim ARO tonearm and Sumiko Blue
give up some ground to their ultraPoint Special or Transfiguration MC carprecision big brothers, but they handtridges, while CDs were played on a ily plunder anything even remotely near
Theta Data II transport Linque'd to
their price. In fact, I'd choose these $69
Theta's Gen.III processor. Eight-tracks
Grados over any of the Stax electrostats
were heard via this bitchin' Wollensak
I've heard—to my ears, they sound more
8050A 8T deck Ifound in great shape at
natural and less colored through the
Goodwill for 13 bucks. All these pokmidrange. If' was monitoring arecordies was strung together with Kimber
ing, I'd feel perfectly comfortable using
KCAG and PBJ interconnects, and
the SR60s; while Ihaven't heard aStax
everything with atail was plugged into
yet, Iwouldn't second-guess in terms of
aPower Wedge 116 AC line conditioner.
what Iwas hearing vs what Ithought was
actually making it to tape.
SOUND
And wait till you hear these cheap
Man oh man do Iwish these cheap
Grados on some music that's got real
Grados were around when Ibought the
bass! This may actually be their strong
HP 2s! I'm not saying that the SR6Os are
suit. Although direct comparison with
as good as the He-Man Grado cans, but
the more evenly balanced HP 2s gave
they get you about 85% of the way there,
the SR6Os the impression that they were
and for afraction of the price. These
alittle lean in the low end, the SR6Os
things kill the dungphones, even the
have an amazing bass range—tight and
STEREOPHILEJUNE 1994
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PLEASE SHARE MY THOUGHTS.. .
...by DAVID MANLEY
We don't seem to hear much anymore
of the age-old debate 'tubes versus
transistors' -- it would seem by reviewer
and user consensus that tubes are the
High End amplification of choice. (Not
surprisingly: even the most dedicated
solid-state designer will tell you that the
best transislor cannot equal the
amazing characteristics of a vacuum
tube.) At Manl ay Laboratories we have
pushed the leading edge of tubes even
further with our new and totally
innovative
'MAGIC'
OUTPUT
TRANSFORMERS. (The MAGIC
transformer finally negates the longtouted solid-state claim-to-fame of
having no loss '', inefficient transformer
to impinge upon the sound.)
Moving out cf the realm of clearly
superior perfo,.mance for the moment,
let's zoom righ: in on what deters some
people from "going tube".., the question
of RELIABILI — Y right?
They have
heard that tube equipment is
troublesome, needs a lot of extra care
and maintenance.
Again, Manley
Laboratories has the strongest case of
rebuttal: we are the only major suppliers
of tubed audiophile equipment who also
sell a lot of tube-based equipment to
the professional recording industry.
Imagine please: these pro-studios are
renting their facility for profit. Brokendown equipment means loss of studio
time, loss of clients, loss of money.
Manley Laboratories is the only supplier
of large tube amplifiers (up to 880 watts)
capable of driving the power hungry
studio 'wall' monitors... loudspeakers
that are run at sometimes excessively
high level cont nuously 14, 16, and 18
hours aday, ye sr in, year out. Does that
answer any doi. bts you may have about
Manley Laboratories' tube equipment?
Another unique advantage that Manley
Labs has of benefit to you the
audiophile, is hat because we are in
the professional recording sector, we
are closer to the source of today's
recordings. We provide equipment such
as microphones of the highest calibre,
20 bit A to D and D to A converters,
equalizers, etc. that DIRECTLY impact
the recordings you buy.
Because we work so closely with the
recorded source, we surely know best
how to reproduce it.

GET CLOSER TO THE SOURCE!

MANLEY
LABORATORIES, INC
13880 Magnolia Ave.
Chino, California
91710
USA
TEL: (939) 627-4256
FAX: (939) 628-2482
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"The HCA-2200" has all the features and flexibility
any audiophile could want...7 notes Stereophile.

to let the music come through largely
unscathed. Over the last six months it has
proven, with avariety of speakers in both
my listening rooms, that it's abenchmark

product against which other amplifiers can be measured. Ifan amp of equal or greater price isn't at least
as good as the HCA-2200", it doesn't cut it."
It's clear that Mr. Stone has discovered the virtues of our amplifier. And while we're pleased he
found the process so enjoyable, we aren't surprised. It's all part of our design philosophy, whose essence
he captures nicely when he says, "...a middle-class audiophile like myself no longer has to take out a
second mortgage on his house to afford amusically satisfying amplifier."

"...A BENCHMARK
PRODUCT AGAINST W HICH
OTHER AMPLIFIERS CAN BE
EASURED."
-S
TEVEN S
TONE, STEREOPHILE, VOL. 17 NO. 3, MARCH 1994
But what did surprise us, as well as flatter us, was being thrown into the ring with $12,000
monoblock behemoths. The result of this apparently absurd comparison? Not carnage, but rather: "...the
Parasound HCA-2200" gives them all arun for the money, and even beats 'em in flexibility and price."
He continues, "...a pair of HCA-2200"s performed with Apogee full-ranges on apar with apair of
Boulder 250 AEs and four VTL Deluxe 300 amps.
Dynamic impact and attack were excellent... Compared
to the VTL300, the HCA-2200" had agreater sense of
extension..."
Enough quotes. It's time to experience one yourself.
Just visit your local Parasound dealer and learn that
"benchmark" is the expert's way of saying you don't have
to break the bank to get the best. And you can quote us
on that.

"...prodigious bass output and sense of unlimited power
and effortlessness ,
:says Stereophile. And no wonder. It
delivers over 90 amps of peak current per channel.

PARASOUND
affordable audio for the critical listener

Parasound Products, Inc. 950 Battery Street, San Francisco, CA 94111 •415-397-7100 •Fax 415-397-0144
WorldRadioHistory

articulate.
The clarity and power of these budget
Grados is just totally unheard of in this
price range—HeadRoom's Tyll Hertsens
came up behind me at the Stereophile
party this past WCES and plopped apair
of headphones on my head that were
cranking Primus's Pork Soda; Istood
there grooving to Les Claypool's bizarro
bass lines wondering what new super
headphone Tyll was hipping me to. They
were SR60s, driven by aHeadRoom and
aportable CD player.
"Can you °/0#*$ BELIEVE these
cheap Grados?!?!" Tyll screamed at me.
(He's really quite astuffed shirt, that Tyll.
Gotta get him to open up more, get loose.)
So what don't you get from the cheap
Grados that you do from the HP 2s and
other He-Man cans? The SR6Os lack the
ultimate HF smoothness and freedom
from midrange coloration of the expensive headphones. With the HP 2s driven
by the HeadRoom Supreme, it was easy
to hear way the hell back into the farthest
reaches of the recording, all the way
below the noise floor—even the slightest
bit of mike preamp hiss or studio background noise was laid bare to hear without even so much as asquint. The SR6Os
have excellent resolution, but they were
clearly bettered by the HP 2s—the
difference in low-level detail retrieval
between the HeadRoom's Process circuit and bypass listening were much
more apparent with the HP 2s, for
example.
While Ireally dig the sense of soundstage normalcy the Process mojo is able
to produce, Ifound that low-level detail
centered between the speakers was
obscured by the introduction of the Process circuit's cross-channel feeding of the
stereo signals. A good example of this
can be found exactly five seconds into
"Frances Farmer Will Have Her Revenge
on Seattle" off Nirvana's In (item—there's
acough down in the mix dead-center
that can be clearly heard as two distinct
short coughs in Bypass mode, but the
Process circuit introduces enough signal
into the centerfill to reduce it to amuffled
sound that may be asingle short cough.
Look—I know how stupid this example sounds!! But it was something I
noticed right away that sounded very
different between the two modes, and it's
something you can try at home on your
own rig. There's lots of musical information down there in off-mike cough
territory, and what changes the sound
ola cough buried down in the mix does
the same thing to the reverb decay of a
hall, the harmonics of aviolin, and the
subtleties of Bird's tone.
Anyway, the point is that low-level stuff
S
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Model 88
"The Black Pearl"
$15,000 per 3' pair

Fig. Grado SR60, electr'cal impedance solid)
and phase (dashed) (5 ohms/vertica div.).

like this is what you don't get so much
of with the SR6Os when compared to the
He-Man 'phones. The budget Grados
have higher resolution than almost any
high-end loudspeaker on the market, but
if you want the ultimate in detail, you
need to pony up the dough for the Signatures.
As far as driving requirements go, the
SR60 was much more tolerant of what
it was plugged into than the HP 2. In
addition to being more sensitive, the
budget Grado 'phones must present an
easier load—I could drive them to really
loud levels with even the $20 Walkman,
and the same unit couldn't deal with the
HP 2s at all without really fuzzing out.
[Figl shows the SR60's impedance magnitude and phase.—Ed.]
Of course, driving them with something like the HeadRoom amplifier gave
much cleaner sound with bass that the
Walkman's headphone outputs don't
even hint at, but Igot more than acceptable results with the SR6Os plugged
straight into the headphone outputs of
CD and tape players.

CONCLUSION

I've really been on aroll lately with
giant-killin' Real World hi-fi. After a
pretty disappointing year spent wading
through the mid-fi morass trying to find
some really musical gear that me and my
friends could afford, I'm finally starting
to field some outstanding budget products—the $230 NHT SuperZeros and
$650 SW2P powered subwoofer, the
$299 NAD 502 CD player and $379 304
integrated amplifier, and the $62 Kimber
PBJ interconnect. Now Ican add the $69
Grado SR60 headphones to the list. Way
better than that honky crap supplied
with portable CD and cassette players,
the budget Grados stand comparison
with audiophile headphones costing
many times their price.
Ireally wish the SR60 had been
around when Iimpulse-bought the $495
HP-2—it may not be quite as refined,
but then neither am I. For what Iwant
out of apair of headphones, the SR60 at
$69 would've been what Itook home.
Way recommended!
WorldRadioHistory

PBJ Interconnect

$62 per Meter pair

Quality and
Value for
Every
Budget.
Blah blah bla blah blablah
bla blah. Blah bla blah
blablah bla blah.
Blah blahbla blah blablah bla
blah. Blah bla blah blablah
bla blah. Blah blah bla blah
blablah blablah.
Blah bla blah bla blah bla
blah. Blah blah blablah
blablah bla blah.
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KIM3ER
KABLE

2752 South 1900 West
Ogden, UT 94401
(801) 621-5530
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ENERGY VERITAS V2.8 LOUDSPEAKER
Thomas J. Norton
Three-way, four-driver, reflex-loaded loudspeaker system. Drive-units: 1" (7.5.4mm)
aluminum-alloy hyperbolic dome tweeter with cotton suspension; 3" (76.3mm)
aluminum-alloy hyperbolic dome midrange with cotton suspension; two 8" (203mm)
homopolymer-polypropylene and aluminum injection-molded cone woofers with butyl
rubber surrounds. Crossover frequencies: 380Hz, 2.5kHz. Frequency response: 30Hz25kHz, ±2dB; 24Hz-33kHz, ±3dB. Usable bass response: -10dB at 2IHz (anechoic).
SensiMity: 86.5dB/2.83V/Int anechoic. Impedance: 4.6 ohms, ±13 ohms (20Hz-20kHz).

Recommended amplifier power 80-400Wpc RMS. Maximum power handling: 500W
(instantaneous peaks, <10% clipping). Dimensions: 50.25" (1276rnm) Hby 12.2"
(308mm) W by 14.4" (365mm) D. Footprint: 15.25" (387mm) Why 17.25" (438mm)
D. Weight: 100 116 (45.5kg) each. Serial numbers of units tested: 349913401. Price:
56000/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 180. Mar.ufacturer. Energy Loudspeakers,
Audio Products International Corp., 3641 McNicoll Ave., Scarborough, Ontario MIX
IG5, Canada. Tel: (416) 321-1800. Fax: (416) 321-1500.

I

fCanada has emerged as ahotbed of
loudspeaker production in the past
few years, the folks at Audio Products International must be positively
sizzling. Of their three lines—Mirage,
Energy, and Sound Dynamics—Mirage
is perhaps the best known in the US,
with Energy running adistant second.
Mirage, at least in their flagship M series,
features rather esoteric bipolar designs,
while Energy sticks to the more conservative, forward-radiating approach. Stereophile has had extensive exposure to the
various Mirages (a review of one of the
M-series babies, the M-7si, is scheduled
for a future issue); our exposure to
Energy has been virtually nil, save for the
odd Hi-Fi Show and CES. And thereby
hangs atale.
At earlier Las Vegas CESes, API
exhibited in alarge, round room at Caesar's Palace—a tasteful two-story corner suite in red, black, and fake marble,
with araised-platform Jacuzzi overlooking the Strip through ahuge windowwall. A great place to do business, perhaps, but no place to seriously listen to
anything. Mirage was in one corner,
Energy in asecond, Sound Dynamics in
athird, Perreaux (not presently distributed by API) in afourth, salespeople in afifth, and bar and Jacuzzi in a
sixth (it was around room, remember).
So Inever had achance to properly hear,
at aCES, what Energy was up to. Or
perhaps Ijust missed aseparate demo
room hidden away someplace.
Energy had their own room at the
January '93 WCES. My friend Randy
Tomlinson' and Iwandered in to see
what was new—or even what was what,
as neither of us had ever spent any time
with Energy loudspeakers. John Tchilinguirian Energy's young major-domo
of design, was showing off the new
1The same Randy Tomlinson whose modified JVC XLZ1010 was praised by Barry Willis in his February '94
"A Bolt from the Blue" (Vol.17 No.2, p.53). Randy
wrote reviews for me back in the Stone Age (late '70s),
when Ipublished my own rag. StereOpus, and has been
around the audio block afew times. He and Ialso agree
on sound quality more often than not.

on my brief exposure. Ileft the room
muttering something about "best sound
of the Show." Randy stayed longer; when
Imet up with him later, he was buzzing
about the little Energy FItcds which I'd
missed, and was also seriously considering buying apair of Veritases.
He did. Iresolved to review them.

DESCRIPTION

Energy flagship, the Ventas v2.8. Ididn't
expect much; but, considering my experiences with sister-company Mirage,
Ishould have known better.
Ventas, of course, means truth. And
"truth" seemed an apt description, based
2Pronounced "Chillingurian." Ithink. See RD's interview elsewhere in this issue.
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The 50" -tall, 100-lb Ventas v2.8 is far
from the largest, heaviest loudspeaker
we've recently reviewed, but neither is
it aminimonitor. Its size and unique
appearance demand attention. The
hammer-tone, pearlescent gray finish
(gloss black is also available) is perhaps
the most distinctive I've ever seen on a
loudspeaker, you can almost look into the
textured, deep, glossy surface. It looks
like ashow-car's paint job, though it's
more subdued than the Day-Glo orange
favored by the auto teaser-trade.
The cabinet is unusually shaped. The
front face is slightly beveled on the side
and top edges—a rectangular truncated
pyramid. Harry Olson, an early pioneer
in loudspeaker design, noted in a1951
paper' that enclosure shape had asignificant effect on aloudspeaker's frequency
response. The best shape turned out to
be asphere, with the more practical rectangular truncated pyramid—produced
by adeep bevel around the perimeter
of the front baffle—a close second. The
bevel in Olson's experiments was as wide
as the front baffle itself.
Energy's White Paper on the v2.8
seems to imply that the speaker uses afill
truncated pyramid shape. It doesn't.
However, Energy argues that they used
computer modeling extensively in the
design of the Ventas. Perhaps their research—computer simulations and actual
prototyping—indicated that minor departures from Olson's configuration did
3Review by Steven Stone forthcoming.
4"Direct Radiator Loudspeaker Enclosures," published
in TheJournal of the Audio Engineering Society. This information was. Ibelieve, reprinted in the original Audio
Cyclopedia (not the most recent edition), and may be
available in well-stocked libraries.
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not seriously compromise the result. In
any event, it's likely that the v2.8 derives
some sonic benefit from its shape Visually,
at least, it's apleasing departure from the
ubiquitous box.
The walls of the enclosure are made of
1"-thick, high-density fiberboard. Four
internal braces, and bituminous pads
glued to the insides of the cabinet walls,
act to damp vibrations. To further minimize vibrations at the source, isolation
mountings on the mounting flange and
under the magnet of each woofer reduce
transmission of mechanical vibrations
from the woofers to the enclosure itself.
The design of the 8" custom woofers
is based on proprietary cones injectionmolded from homopolymer polypropylene and embedded aluminum strands.
This combination is said to possess a
desirable blend ola high Young's Modulus (the ratio of stiffness to mass) and
damping. The woofers operate in tandem
in their ported, 90-liter (just over 3ft 3)
enclosure up to their 380Hz crossover
frequencies.
Above 380Hz, Energy's Convergent
Source Mid/High Frequency Module
takes over the load. The name alludes to
the fact that the 3" midrange dome and
1" tweeter that comprise this module
are mounted in close proximity. The
faceplate, made of Spherex' (a lowresonance resin material), is covered by
asingle protective mesh screen which
gives the tweeters aunified look. These
two different drivers, crossed over at
2.5kHz, have much in common: light,
thin, aluminum-alloy, hyperbolic domes;
edge-wound voice-coils on Kapton
bobbins; and cotton suspensions. The
midrange driver is mounted in its own
0.52-liter, sealed sub-enclosure, within
which its response is said to extend down
to the 380Hz crossover frequency (at
-3dB). The latter is avery low figure for
adome midrange, even one as large as
this.
The crossover network is mounted at
the bottom of the cabinet, just behind the
inputs. RF reports that John Tchilinguirian
sees some performance advantages in
outboarding the crossover network, as
is done in anumber of current high-end
loudspeakers, and may make this available in the Veritas if the market seems
right for it. The present internal network
is athree-way, 24dB/octave, LinkwitzRiley configuration. The sharp cutoffs
inherent in this design minimize off-axis
vertical lobing, with asmooth dispersion making vertical listening height less
critical. (I did all of my listening with an
ear-height of about 38" —about even
with the lower half of the midrange
dome.)
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In addition, Energy uses atechnique
called "conjugate impedance matching"
in the crossover network to provide the
Veritas with asmooth, easy-to-drive impedance characteristic. Additional crossover components in parallel with the
tweeter and woofers (the midrange does
not require them) damp the normal variations of impedance with frequency
found in all drivers (and also, to asignificant degree, those caused by the woofer/
cabinet tuning). Energy is neither the
first, nor the only, manufacturer to use
this technique. Most use it sparingly—
largely to combat the high-frequency
impedance rise due to the voice-coil
inductance in virtually all drivers—
thereby making precise crossover design
easier. But using it to damp the impedance quirks caused by woofer/cabinet
tuning (in the case ola ported cabinet,
the classic "double-hump" curve) is
unusual. Such adesign is not afree lunch;
the extra crossover components inevitably soak up power and take atoll on system sensitivity. But if this loss in sensitivity can be minimized, the result could
well be aloudspeaker that your amplifier
would take home to meet Mother.
The v2.8's three sets of rear-mounted
terminals allow for single, bi-, or triwiring. Iused the last for my listening
tests, though my advice to any purchaser
is to start with the cabling you have—
likely asingle or bi-wire set—and move
up as finances and desires permit. And,
as always with cable upgrades, try before
you buy—including moves to various
stages of multi-wiring. Energy provides
aconvenient shorting strap for anything
less than tri-wiring. The Veritas may also
be bi- or tri-amped using two or three
stereo amplifiers without electronic
crossover (the internal networks continuing to do their separation thing)—a
configuration Ididn't attempt. This form
of bi-amping may, of course, be performed with any loudspeaker having biwire terminals and aparallel crossover
network. (But unless it's described in the
loudspeaker's owner's manual, check
with the manufacturer before trying this,
to ensure that nothing in the internal
loudspeaker wiring makes it inadvisable.)
Energy provides three pairs of goodquality, hex-head connectors for the
inputs to the Veritas. If you're not careful,
these will turn in their sockets—an alltoo-common problem in loudspeaker
connection. Pliers will always work, but
I'd had enough of that after the fourth
cable change.
Energy also furnished two sets of their
(optional) Quartets isolation spikes: wellfinished cones that have astandard i/411_
20 shaft. The slick feature here is aknurled
WorldRadioHistory

locking ring which fits over the shaft and
is much easier to deal with than the usual
/"nuts—it relieves the inevitable tedium
4
1
of leveling four different points. The
spikes themselves are cones, however,
and unfortunately Icouldn't use them.
Though Iadmired the workmanship
and, particularly, those neat locking
rings, the slope on the cones was too
shallow and the points not sharp enough
to fully penetrate my carpet—which isn't
terribly thick.
Iwound up removing the locking
rings and using them on standard, sharppointed spikes which have the same 1
/"4
20 thread. One of the threaded spike
inserts on the bottom of one of my Ventases stripped and came out—not the first
loudspeaker I've had that developed this
problem. Imanaged to get it back in, but
now I'll have to epoxy it to get asnug fit.

ASSOCIATED COMPONENTS

Iset up the Veritases in my new large
(approximately 26' by 18' by 11') listening room and toed them in toward the
listening position. Associated equipment
used: Levinson No31/35 transport/processor combination; Rowland Consummate preamp; Krell KSA-300S power
amp; ICirnber AGDL digital link (S/PDIF)
networking the transport and processor;
processor and preamp connected via
TARA Labs Master RSC interconnects.
Electrons boogied their way from preamp to power amp via Cardas (balanced)
Heidinks, and via Straight Wire Virtuoso
cables (bi-wired, with midrange and
tweeter inputs initially strapped together)
to the Veritases. Ibrought other equipment into play later on in the listening,
as discussed below.

LISTENING

"To develop aloudspeaker which is tonally
accurate, and does not over or under emphasize any particular segment ofthe audio spectrum, thus ensuringfaithful reproduction of
the exact timbres of vocals and each musical
instrument."
This is the first of aseries of design
objectives outlined in the Veritas owner's
manual. My experience with this aspect
of the speaker's performance did not start
off well. Set up at various distances
between 2' and 4' along the long wall of
my listening room, the Veritases simply
had too much mid- and upper bass.
Though Ihad no complaints about the
upper midrange and treble, the excess
output at the bottom interfered with the
transparency of the lower midrange.
Male vocals, in particular, were too
resonant—Amazing Colossal Men were
performing in my listening room. All
manner of instruments in the double-
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bass and kickdrum region were simply
Putting all of this together, Ibegan
too full, rich, and heavy. The effect was
attributing the bass sound Iwas getting
not unpleasant—as an excess at the
to an unfortunate combination of room
opposite end of the spectrum can be—
and loudspeaker. Ihesitate to blame the
just unnatural.
room too much. While I've only had it
Thus began aseries of equipment and
for five months, I've listened to seven
setup changes designed to wring this
other pairs of loudspeakers in it (some
problem out. First Ireplaced the Straight
for only limited periods), and none has
Wire loudspeaker cables with abi-wire
exhibited the same degree of mid- to
set of Monster M1.5 of the same length.
upper bass and lower-midrange emphaThe Monster has asomewhat leaner
sis. This is adedicated listening room,
sound than the Straight Wire, which defbuilt from scratch according to aset of
initely tightened things up—as did some
ratios known to provide good perforadditional break-in, particularly 18 hours
mance (1.0 by 1.6 by 2.33). Though the
of repeat play ola track that has lots of perfect room may not exist, this one certhumpy kickdrum. But this still wasn't
tainly appears to be above average.
enough. Adding another length of the
Finally, Iremembered asetup often
Monster cable to create afull tri-wire
used to good effect at CESes: firing the
arrangement was another step in the
speaker across the room's diagonal. This
right direction, but still more drastic
has several advantages, not the least of
measures were needed.
which is the fact that the side walls now
Imoved the Veritases to the room's
angle away from the loudspeakers. But
short wall and athird of the way into the
Iwas simply looking for adifferent set
room. Iplaced my listening chair another
of modal excitations and nulls. The bass
third of the room's length from the loudmodes of agiven room are fixed by its
speakers, leaving me just under 9' from
dimensions. All rooms have modes; in
the plane of the speakers. (I usually prefer
better rooms they're just more evenly
to sit fairly close to the loudspeakers,
distributed by frequency. The degree to
though generally afoot or two farther
which these modes are excited depends
away.) The Veritas's bass performance
on the low-frequency absorption of the
was improving, and things were startroom and the location of the excitation
ing to come together; but Istill wasn't
source (in our case, the loudspeakers).
satisfied.
Did the repositioning work? Yes. Did
The shapes of the rooms in Las Vegas
it cure the problem? No. Inever did get
in which I'd heard the Ventas (different
the Veritas's bottom end to completely
rooms each year, but closely matched)
meld into the overall sonic picture in the
were similar to that of my listening
same way it did in those CES auditions.
room—though ashade larger. The ceilOn ascale of 1to 10-5 being neutral,
ings, as in my room, were higher than
10 the Orson Welles of bass, 1the Don
most. Acoustically, the Las Vegas rooms
Knotts—I rate the bass neutrality of the
were on the lively side of neutral; for
Veritases in my room with the diagonal
instance, about half the floor was finished
setup as between 6and 7. In its worst
in carpet, the rest in polished tile. If anycase, along the long wall, the emphasis
thing, the Ventas sounded abit uptilted
hovered around 8, extending further into
in the Las Vegas rooms, though not
the upper bass and lower midrange and
objectionably so. The Ventas did not have
generally sounding like asubwoofered
aproblem with mid- and upper bass the
system in which the subwoofer is blendtwo times Iheard them in these rooms,
ing poorly with the overall mix. With the
sounding totally open and unmuddled.
speakers firing diagonally, Ifound the
Between those two CESes, however,
bass balance only occasionally botherIheard the Ventas at the 1993 Stereophile
some; those used to the lightweight
High-End Hi-Fi Show in San Francisco.
sound of minimonitors will perhaps be
At that time the speaker displayed a less tolerant.
heaviness similar to that which IexperiI also tried cabling and preamp
enced during the review period, though
changes. The Rowland Consummate's
to amore pronounced degree. This may
sound is on the warm side of neutral;
have been due to aroom problem—at
substituting the Krell KRC, the picture
least one other exhibitor who was also
tightened up noticeably, but acertain
displaying in along, narrow room had
degree of palpability and liquidity was
similar problems. I
judged the sound of lost. Ireturned to the Rowland and
the Ventas in Las Vegas to be more accuchanged the Cardas balanced interconrate than that heard in San Francisco.
nect (preamp to power amp) to aMon(Randy Tomlinson reports no bass probster M1500. Same result. At the very end
lems with his pair, and his room, with
of the review period Ireplaced the Levinastandard-issue 8' ceiling, is considerson No.31/35 CD transport/processor
ably smaller than mine.)
combination with Accuphase's new
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DP-65 one-piece CD player. The latter
appeared to sound warmer than the
Levinson duo; the Monster M1500 now
produced an improvement. Though I'm
still far from the point of drawing any
conclusions about the Accuphase vs
the Levinsons from this experience, it
emphasizes the fact that the Veritas was,
like most revealing loudspeakers, sensitive to small setup and system changes.
My only reservation about the diagonal listening setup was that it forced me
to sit abit farther back than Igenerally
prefer, exchanging abit of immediacy for
enhanced openness and spatiality—not
an unwelcome tradeoff.

Music
At last, Iwas able to hear what the Ventas
could really do. On small-scale program
material, the Ventas beautifully captured
the delicacy and detail inherent in the best
such recordings. There was still occasional warmth, but it didn't obscure the
superior transparency of the overall
sound. On "My God Called Me this
Morning," from the Fairfield Four's
Standing in the Safety Zone (Warner Bros.
26945-2), the very bottom of the lead
singer's voice was abit rich, but this was
hardly noticeable in light of the superb
overall clarity. Individual voices were
distinct and unmuddled. Idid notice a
slight metallic tinge to the vocals, which
Iheard on other program material as
well; but Iwasn't troubled by this, and
the Veritas's open, airy sound more than
compensated for it.
Gordon Lightfoot's voice on If You
Could Read My Mind (Reprise 6392-2),
arecording I've used for years as atest
of male-vocal neutrality (especially "Me
and Bobby McGee," "Sit Down Young
Stranger," and "Pony Man"), was suspended in space between the loudspeakers, absent any colorations save the
small degree of excess warmth.
The cello on "Superman's Song," from
the Crash Test Dummies' The Ghosts
That Haunt Me (Arista ARCD-8677),
was properly rich, surrounded by acompelling ambience. The guitar was sweet,
yet detailed; the voice was in almost perfect balance, the vocal inflections of
the lead singer's gravelly voice highly
expressive and clear.
Idid note aminor left-to-right spectral
imbalance caused by the asymmetry of
adiagonal setup in arectangular room.
The right channel had aslightly lighter
sound than the left, but this did not affect
the soundstaging—which ranged from
good to exceptional with good recordings. On the "Tuba Mirtun" of Mozart's
Requiem (Denon 81757-9152-2), the
voices were precisely focused laterally
99

and finely layered in depth.
deeper into the bottom octave than did
On the soundstage mapping band
the Ventas in mine. It's possible that, in
from the new Sheffield/XL0 Test & Bumseeking asetup that would tame the
in CD (Sheffield Lab 10041-2-T, remid- and upper-bass emphasis Iinitially
viewed elsewhere in this issue), Icould
experienced with the Ventas, Ialso
follow Doug Sax's movements precisely;
sacrificed abit of their ultimate bottomonly the sound of the claves at the very
end performance.
end sounded wrong (voice centered
But the subjective bottom-octave perbut claves right)—an aberration which
formance of the Ventas was relative, and
appears to be in the recording.
very much program-dependent. No
The top end of the Ventas was
sooner would Iconclude that I'd like to
smooth, open, and extended. It could
hear the Ventas with asubwoofer than
also be abit forgiving, though by no
something would come along—like
means dull. Occasionally, recordings
those cuts from Patriot Games and
which tend to "bite" abit on other good
Alien 3—that would rattle my teeth and
loudspeakers sounded sweet and open
force me to reconsider. Fans of pipevia the Ventas. The sound was notably
organ music will likely be happy with
free of high-frequency glare and irritathe Ventas, though perhaps not driven
tion, even when pushed hard.
into ecstasy.
And Icould push the Ventas vety hard:
One of this loudspeaker's most impresSNELLS
sive aspects is its ability to play loud
For acomparison, Ihad earlier set up in
without falling apart or becoming conmy listening room the pair of Snell B
gested. The soundtrack from Patriot
minors recently reviewed by Larry
Games (RCA 66051-2) was nothing
Greenhill (April '94, p.167) and sent to
short of stunning. "Omigawd," Iwrote
Santa Fe for measurement. The $35991
in my listening notes. The midbass was
pair Snells are similar in size to the Veristill up abit, but the powerful bass line
tases, but look much less conventional.
didn't get in the way of the midrange.
Iset up the Snells on the room's short
The sound was three-dimensional, spadimension, athird of the way out into the
cious, and dynamic, with all the punch
room. In this position, with aclosely
Icould stand.
positioned listener, they performed strikThe Alien3soundtrack (MCA MCADingly well, and much as LG described:
10629) emerged as if from the bowels
midbass was abit full, but not excessively
of space. The bottom end energized
so; bass extension was good, with little
my 5500ft 3 room but did not muddy
or nothing obviously missing, but somethe upper-bass/lower-midrange region.
what outpointed at the very bottom by
"These babies can take what the big Krell
the best subwoofers and avery few fullcan dish out," Iwrote in my notes. The
range loudspeakers; the midrange was
Ventas reproduced this recording in a very clean and uncolored; and the top
manner not even the NHT 3.3s could
end was notably smooth yet detailed.
match.
The Veritases, again with arather
Ijumped from my listening chair
diffèrent setup but in the same room, had
when Iheard the spatial and spectral
an airier, more expansive sound. I'm cerdepth of the drum whacks on "The
tain that most listeners will be impressed
Long Ships:' from Enya's Watermark
by the sheer weight (in the best sense of
(Geffen 24233-2). The organ pedals on
the term) that the Veritases bring to
the new Pomp & Pipes (Reference RR"power music!' While the Veritas went
58CD) produced abit of distress (but no
louder more gracefully and handled
woofer bottoming), prompting me to
demanding program material with more
temper the level abit. But it was sort of aplomb, the Snells were hardly lacking
loud at that point.
in this respect.
At the very bottom of the bass range,
below 30-35Hz, the output of the
MEASUREMENTS
Ventas began to soften, then roll off JA measured the Ventas v2.8 and pronoticeably. On the most challenging
vided me with the results after Icommaterial, the NHT 3.3s—which Ialso
pleted my auditioning.
heard in this room not long before
The sensitivity of the Ventas v2.8 was
beginning the Ventas listening tests—
to spec at ameasured 86.5dB/W/m (Bextended deeper. Fellow Stereophile reweighted). Its impedance (fig.1) is very
viewer Robert Deutsch, on avisit to
uniform above 30Hz. The effectiveness
Santa Fe, commented on this. He was
of the conjugate-load impedance matchdefinitely favorably impressed by the
ing is clearly visible. The upper peak of
overall performance of the Ventas, but
the classic "double-hump" saddle response
noted that in his (smaller) room, the
typical of areflex or ported enclosure has
Dunlavy SC-IV definitely seemed to go
been almost completely damped—only
100
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the lower hump remains. Presumably,
attempting to kill this rise would gain little and involve undesirable tradeoffs The
residual "saddle" can be seen at 28Hz —
the port tuning frequency. The minimum impedance is 3.4 ohms at 600Hz.
The magnitude of the impedance drops
below 4ohms in only two narrow bands;
the Ventas may be safely considered a4
ohm loudspeaker. Even the phase angle,
above 30Hz, is almost purely resistive—
or at least as much as would seem possible in areal-world loudspeaker. The
peak at 25kHz is due to anotch filter to
damp the tweeter's HF resonance
Fig.2 shows the FFT-calculated responses of (from left to right): the ports
(nearfield), the sum of the two woofer
outputs (nearfield), the midrange (nearfield up to lkHz, at 45" on-axis from
lkHz up), and the tweeter (at 45" onaxis). The level of the port output shown
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Fig.l Energy Ventas v2.8, electrica impedance
(solid) and phase (dashed) (2 ohms/vertical
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Fig.2 Energy Ventas v2.8, individual quasianechoic responses of ports, woofers,
midrange dome, and tweeter on tweeter
axis at 45" and corrected for miccophone
response, with nearfield woofer and port
responses below 300Hz and 600Hz,
respectively.
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Fig.3 Energy Ventas v2.8, quasi-anechoic
response on tweeter axis at 45" averaged
across 30° horizontal window and
corrected for microphone response, with
complex sum of nearfield woofer and port
responses below 300Hz.
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here was determined by relating the area
of the ports to that of the subwoofers
(more precisely, by the square roots of

their relative areas). The frequency at
which the woofers have their minimum
motion (32Hz) corresponds quite closely

Fig.4 Energy Ventas v2.8, horizontal response family at 45", normalized to response on tweeter axis,
from back to front: differences in response 90° to 5° off-axis; reference response; differences
5° to 90° off-axis.

Fig.5 Energy Ventas v2.8, vertical response family at 45", normalized to response on tweeter axis,
from back to front: differences in response 15°, 10°, and 5° above cabinet top; difference level
with cabinet top; difference midway between cabinet top and tweeter axis; reference response;
difference on midrange axis; difference level with top of woofer; difference on upper woofer
axis; difference midway between woofers; difference on lower woofer axis, 23" from floor.

Fig.6 Energy Ventas v2.8, impulse response on
tweeter axis at 45" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).

TIMM«

Fig.7 Energy Ventas v2.8, step response on
tweeter axis at 45" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).

Fig.8 Energy Ventas v2.8, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 45".
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with the maximum output of the ports.
The acoustic crossover points are at
approximately 480Hz and 2.6kHz.
The overall combined frequency
response of the Ventas is shown in fig3.
Here, the response below 300Hz is the
combined nearfield output of the woofers
and port (summed in both magnitude
and phase); the response above 300Hz
was taken at 45" on the tweeter axis,
averaged across a30° horizontal window. The bottom end rolls off rapidly
below 40Hz, with useful response down
to perhaps 30Hz. There's also abroad
region of increased output in the midand upper bass. These are near-anechoic
results, but they correspond closely with
the observations of the listening tests in
areal room.
Higher up, the response is very linear
and smooth to the top of the range, with
only asmall region of emphasis around
10kHz. The latter would normally tend
to emphasize sibilants, but Ididn't find
that to be aproblem in my listening.
There's adip across the range from 24kHz which might account for the
somewhat forgiving quality Inoted in
my auditions, but it's small in degree—
perhaps enough to sweeten the sound a
bit without audibly shaving off detail.
The rise visible at about 5kHz might
account for the slightly metallic flavor
occasionally observed, but again, like the
2-4kHz dip, it's small enough—with
similarly subtle audible effects—that
such aconnection must remain conjecture. The tweeter resonant peak may be
seen at about 25kHz, well-damped by
its notch filter.
Fig.4 shows the horizontal-response
family of avertically oriented Ventas,
with any on-axis response deviations
subtracted so that the on-axis response
appears flat. The response remains very
consistent over awide angle—at least
±15°. The vertical-response family in
fig.5 indicates minimal vertical interference and lobing. At any listening height
from 36" from the floor to the top of the
cabinet—which includes most reasonable seating positions for most people—
the response will change very little. Only
very low positions—the result of sitting
on the floor, perhaps—result in asignificant suckout at the tweeter/midrange
crossover points.
The impulse response on the tweeter
axis is shown in fig.6. This is typical of
asystem with ahigh-order crossover.
The ringing often seen with metal driveunits is minimal and very well damped.
Fig.7 shows the Veritas's step response.
This, the output of the loudspeaker with
aDC voltage at its input, ideally should
resemble atriangle with an initial per101

pendicular rise from the time axis, then
avirtually straight-sloped return to that
axis. (A loudspeaker is, in effect, ahighpass filter which will respond to aDC
input by an instantaneous displacement,
but which will not retain that displacement since, by nature, aloudspeaker cannot reproduce DC.) The response here
indicates that the woofers and tweeters
in the Ventas are all connected in positive polarity. The design is not timealigned, however; the midrange output
(the second peak from the left) is about
0.25ms behind that of the tweeter, with
the woofer following approximately
1.25ms later.
Finally, the cumulative spectral-decay,
or waterfall, plot is shown in fig.8. This
is avery clean response, with anotable
lack of pronounced resonances and only
aslight amount of very-low-level treble hash. The strong damping of the
251cHz tweeter resonant peak can be seen
at the far right; there's only asmall rise,
which is rapidly squelched.
Altogether, this is avery clean set of
measurements, with awell-controlled
impedance characteristic, no serious resonances, and avery linear response with
wide, smooth dispersion across the
midrange and treble. Only the elevated
mid- and upper-bass output keeps the
results from being among the best we've

My sole reservation about the Ventas
is its slightly too-rich bottom end.
CONCLUSION
Whenever two loudspeaker drivers are
Icame away from the Energy Ventas
placed in close proximity and used to
v2.8s with very positive impressions. I cover the same frequency band, acoustic
was blown away by their sense of power
coupling and mutual reinforcement
and majesty on demanding program
occur. This can make the system more
material, and with their ability to remain
sensitive in the region covered by the
subtly delicate and refined on simpler
drivers, which is sometimes apositive
fare. This combination is rare in aloudresult and an integral part of adesign.
speaker, and must be counted as aprime
But it can be difficult to pull off. Note
accomplishment of Energy's showcase
than many manufacturers who use two
design.
closely spaced woofers roll one of them
My friend Randy Tomlinson, who has
off short of the upper-bass/lower-midat least as much experience with the
range region to prevent just such reinVentas as I, has suggested two simple,
forcement. Idon't know ifEnergy has
external "mods" that are easily reversible
tried this, or even if it would work with
First, he removed the screen that covers
the Ventas. Still, I'd welcome slightly
the midrange and tweeter modules He
better control through the Veritas's midalso recommends slightly reducing the
and upper bass—!fit could be obtained
level of the midrange. (I didn't find excess
without sacrificing the system's strikmidrange to be aproblem, but his room,
ingly dynamic, full-bodied, high-level
as noted, is much smaller.) Since sepaperformance.
The Veritas v2.8 is worthy of inclurate terminals are provided for the midrange, he merely wired a1ohm resistor
sion on any list of high-end contenders.
Its strengths definitely make it worthy
(of areasonable power rating-10W are
of arecommendation, though acautious
readily available) in series with this input.
one. Istrongly suggest that you ensure
5Use extreme caution if you try this; the metal-dome
its compatibility with your listening
drivers can be easily and permanently dented. It's also
room, system, and setup restrictions—a
unlikely that such damage will be looked upon kindly
by Energy's warranty department. And no matter how
procedure that should be followed with
careful you may be, then are visitors, or even family
any serious loudspeaker purchase. S
members, whose sole life objective it appears to be to
measured.

test loudspeaker diaphragms for dentability.
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GEORGE KAYE AUDIO LABS
SMALL SIGNAL TUBE CHECKER
Jonathan Scull
Plug-in quality tester for small-signal tubes. Dimensions: 12.5" W by 4.5" Hby 6.5"

Kaye Audio Labs, 8Broadway Alley (368 Third Avenue), New York, NY 10016. Tel:

D. Price: $499. Approximate number of dealers: only sold direct. Manufacturer George

(212) 779-3713. Fax: (212) 889-8590.

T

have
ube mavens,
been answered.
rejoice; yourGeorge
prayers

Kaye has heard your Tube Angst
and supplied the antidote. When Imet
George at the 1993 Chicago CES, he
was hanging about in David Chesky's
room, nonchalantly showing off his new
baby, the Small Signal Tube Checker.'
In acathode-blowing flash, Irealized it
was a"had to have" and started making
plans to dump my old military TV-7
tube checker.
The TV-7 was fine for checking transconductance,' which made it useful for
matching the two halves of gardenvariety dual triodes (12AU7, 12AX7,
12AT7, 6DJ8, etc.), but aside from indicating acomplete short, it gave you little
other information. It weighed aton,
smelled like my dad's old tubed Fisher
amp when it warmed up, and made me
feel like Steve Canyon or Blackhawk
when Ihauled it out of the closet and
plugged it in. Switches on! Contact! Sacre
Bleu! Ifhorgut mah shiiz!
Forget it, tube people. The SSTC (we
love acronyms in audio) is all you'll ever
need (for small tubes—it doesn't do
power tubes or Windows). This little
device has the immense advantage ofletting the user listen to noise and microphonics while the tube is powered and
functioning in atypical class-A circuit.
It allows you to perform noise and
microphonic evaluation, test the in-circuit
gain and output of the tube in question,
and compare and match tubes. A real overachiever.
The SSTC gives you readings in dB of
gain, which George claims is more useful
and intuitive for most people than the
usual transconductance reading (gm).
The checker is neatly contained in a
retro-looking stained wooden box with
an external 12V AC transformer. It's
completely isolated from the power line,
so there's no danger of shock (apart from
the jolt you'll get when you see the condition of many of your favorite tubes!).
The fully regulated filament supply
delivers 6.3V or 12.6V DC, and the highvoltage supply is also fully regulated for
ISee Dick Olsher's Sonic Frontiers review in this issue
for adiscussion of tube performance parameters.—JA
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George Kaye Audio Labs Small Signal Tube Checker

repeatable measurements and low noise.
I've put apair of the TDK RF chokes
around the power cord where it enters the
SSTC to help kill the RF nasties. (See, I
even tweak my testing equipment! [cackle])
There's an internal speaker which
works fine for listening to noise, microphonics, and distortion, but for best
results you're better off using agood set
of headphones. There's no Short Test per
se, because ashorted tube won't pass the
other tests. The SSTC accommodates
most common "small" tubes, and there's
an adaptor available for ahandful of nonstandard types. George also supplies a
tutorial on acassette recorded with the
dulcet tones of WNYC's Steve Sullivan.
This steps the user through the various
tests and provides the eager tube neophyte with recorded examples of what
good, bad, and really dreadful tubes
sound like.

THE TE STS

So how does it work? I'll walk you
through a typical test session. One
begins by looking up the tube type from
the comprehensive list screened on the
unit just above the circuit diagram, which
gives the user important information on
their intended glass-bottled victim. Take
my 12AX7. ..
please. This tube filament
is listed as 12V (don't fry a6V tube on the
higher setting), its type as "Hi" (referring
to the IA range). The listing also gives
typical gain and output voltage, which
for a12AX7 are 35dB and 50V.
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Noise & mierophonies: There are two
noise tests. The first, Input Shorted, connects the tube's control grid to ground.
This will give you agood idea of how a
tube will behave in amoving-coil phono
input at 10 ohms. Tubes sound quieter
during this test than when loaded at 47k
-ohms in noise test two (typical movingmagnet territory).
Set the various switches according to
the manual for the noise tests and choose
Triode One (T1) or Triode Two (12).
Plug the tube into the socket and give it
agood 30 seconds to stabilize before
messing with it or taking any readings.
You'll note the meter doing the rhumba
during warmup, but it'll settle down as
those electrons start flowing in an
orderly fashion. Open up the Volume
knob to about halfway and lend an ear
to the noise and hiss.
The user is instructed to listen for several salient tube sounds: hiss, thunder,
tinkles, and hum. If you hear tinkles,
check the location of your kids or pets.
[badaB00114] A few words follow concerning each of the offending sounds. A
certain amount of hiss is normal and
acceptable (otherwise, why would you
be using tubes in the first place?), but a
roar, according to the manual, indicates
that atube may be "gassy" (following a pastrami sandwich and Killer
Pickles at Katz's deli, perhaps?). Thunder,
described in the little blue book as "rumbling low-frequency avalanches" (also
usually post-Katz), generally indicates a
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heater-cathode short or leakage. The
tube may work, but its use is not recommended. Tinkles (bell-like sounds or
whistles) indicate atube that's sensitive
to vibration, or that is microphonic.
Tubes can and do oscillate in the audible and supersonic regions with or without external mechanical excitation, as
George points out in his trenchant text.
More about this anon.
Finally, there's hum, which can be
picked up in several ways. First is magnetically; you're advised to keep the
tester away from sources of electrical
noise, like transformers, TVs, vacuums,
computers, fluorescent lamps, and light
dimmers. (Try adesert island.) Second
is electric fields, but all you have to do
to shield the tube is to touch the ground
tab next to the tube socket and put your
hand over or around the tube. Third is
via the photoelectric effect; this really
surprised me. Did you know that tubes
are photosensitive—especially 12AX7s?
You're advised to shield the tube from
both incandescent and fluorescent light
sources when working with the tester;
it makes adifference. This makes the
enveloping Ensemble Tube Sox even more
critical for the JP 80 MC, whose full
complement of tubes is in the open. Perhaps afew small Campaniumbrellas. ..
In any case, listen for noise and hiss for
both Ti and T2, and you'll have an idea
how both sides of the tube sound both
shorted and with a47k ohm load. If you
have an oscilloscope (like my trusty
15MHz Tektronix "122), you can hook
it up to the Output jack and have alook
at the noise the tube exhibits and develop
some insight into how the noise spectrum looks relative to how it sounds, and
get some idea of the amplitude and decay
characteristics as you tap the tube under
test. Fascinating, Mr. Spock.
Tube Trivia: Ihave confirmed with
other tube mavens that, for some unknown reason, Ti is often abetter indicator of quality than 1-2.
Microphonics: Let's talk microphonics.
As you tap atube with your fingernail,
pencil, or asmall screwdriver, you'll
excite any mic-rophonics there may be in
the tube. Long, sustained tones, tambourine-like sounds, or glassy ringing
indicate high-frequency, high-Q resonances, while low-amplitude "thunks"
with fast decays are signs of agood tube.
Even if you don't have access to a'scope,
the meter will indicate noise and resonances out of hearing range.
Different tube types make different
sounds when excited. 12AX7s are generally robust and non-microphonic; most
will make the desirable, dead-sounding
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"thunk" when hit. I've got some cryogenically treated examples that sound
completely dead when tapped. But
nothing is as it seems: N.O.S. (New Old
Stock) Telefunkens and Siemenses often
sound glass-like and ringy when tapped,
yet soft, sweet, and mellifluous in-circuit.
So you see, you can determine basic
parameters with this device, but the
audio proof is always how the tubes
sound in the pudding—er, equipment.
Lower-gain 12AU7s are alittle more
finicky, and aside from ringing or bonging more than a12AX7, are prone to
higher hiss levels and "spluttering." This
effect can be heard through the speakers
in many circuits, as in the CAT's linestage inputs. In fact, Ihad anice pair of
German Gold Nationals which behaved
just fine in-circuit, but one them started
spluttering in the tester. A day or two
later, Iheard it through the speaker. It
was like HAL predicting the antenna
would fail in 2001. Open the pod doors,
Hal. Got abeautiful-sounding pair of
Gold Aero Platinum 12AU7s in there
now that measure and sound dee-vine.
The 6DJ8/6922/7308 family of tubes
is Special, as the Church Lady would say.
I've got one 6DJ8 hanging around that
rings like the cracked Liberty Bell and
sounds like atambourine festival when
tapped. The Xavier Cugat of tubes, chacha-cha—Circular Tube File material.
Just when you thought it was safe to go
back in the water, this tube begins to
oscillate yet again at ahigher frequency
and amplitude before settling down. In
fact, this second series of oscillations is
excited by feedback with the internal
speaker, demonstrating how some tubes
can act as microphones.
Nevertheless, the entire 6DJ8 family
of tubes, originally developed for use as
RF amps in televisions and known to be
prone to rnicrophonics, is still used in
many contemporary designs; the CAT
uses them for cathode followers and
phono inputs, the Melos SHA-1 uses
two, and the Audible Illusions uses four
of them. In my experience, the 7308
seems to be the least prone to microphonics, although the Sovtek 6922s
sound pretty solid, and don't tizz or
splash when tapped.
This brings to light another nice advantage of the SSTC—you can actually listen to how various tube treatments affect
the sound of atube. When I'm testing
6DJ8s, Iusually slip apair of Dekin rings
around the tube and listen to how they
change the sound; then Itry Ensemble
Tube Sox to try to keep the tambourines
at bay. They're both very effective, with
my Scull Nod of Approval going to the
Swiss Sox. These treatments are also very
WorldRadioHistory

BETTER
LOUDSPEAKER
TECHNOLOGY

The VMPS lbwer Il Special Edition, the
deluxe version of an Audio Magazine "Best
Buy system, is now available with exclusive handbuilt, phase-plugged woven carbon fiber 12" woofers, the finest dynamic
drivers extant.
These high-tech cones are also now standard in our flagship FF-1 Focused Field
Array ($6800-$7200pr), four of which
made up the VMPS 1994 WCES Surround
Sound display. After auditioning every multichannel/Home Theater display at the
Show, the editor of Widescreen Review
judged the VMPS room best, and by a
wide margin. Call or write for copies of
the full editorial, or for brochures and test
reports on all VMPS systems including
our four Subwoofers ($289-$649ea),
the OS0626 and Dipole Surround AN
monitors ($289-$349ea). OSO Series
bookshelf systems, and more. Kit versior•s of most systems are available, and
prices include free shipping in 48 states.

VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS
div.Itone Audio

3429 Morningside Dr.
El Sobrante, CA 94803
(510) 222-4276 Fax: (510) 232-3837
Hear VMPS at: The Listening Studio. Boston;
Sounds Incredible, Brookfield CT; Dynamic Sound,
Washington DC; Hifi Farm. Roanoke VA; Home
Theater Systems, Little Falls NJ; Mark Curry,
Las Vegas. NV: AMUG. Phoenix AZ; Rama Audio,
Sun Valley CA; American Audio, Greenville SC;
Chattanooga Valley Audio, Roseville GA; Tech
Electronics, Gainesville FL: Arthur Morgan, Lake
Mary FL: DNA Audio, Orange City FL; Sounds
Deluxe. Clarendon Hills IL; Audio Exchange.
Mishawaka IN; Audio Connection, Terre Haute IN;
Ruth Industries, St. Louis MO; Shadow Creek
Ltd, Minneapolis MN; Audio by Gil Morrison,
Detroit Ml; Lookout Electronics, Longview WA;
Affordable Audio. Fresno, CA; Exclusively Entertainment, Oceanside. CA; Hal Broda, Escondido
CA; Christopher Hansen Ltd.. Beverly Hills CA;
Audio Haven. Brea CA; Sounds Unique. San Jose
CA; Private Line Home Entertainment. Stockton
CA: Golden Ear, Chico CA; Itone Audio, El Sobrante
CA; James Romeyn, Petaluma CA; The Sound
Room, Vancouver BC Canada
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What happens when you apply
25 years of aerospace
experience to audio cables?

Atdio
Hand crafted Analog,
Digital, and Speaker cables
with exclusive, patented
Standing-Wave Suppression
Call for a dealer near you.
415-962-1078

Soundstyle

Rated BEST SOUNDING and
BEST LOOKING equipment
stands by a leading Hi -Fi Journal.
Six colors to choose from.
For further information contact:
Audiophile Imports
2012B Main St.
Cross Plains, WI 53528
(608-798-3338)FAX(608-798-3359)
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effective with vintage tubes like the
glassy and ringy (in the tester) Siemenses
and Tellys.
The noise tests are subjective, and
results will depend on where aparticular
tube may be used; asomewhat microphonic tube might be fine for apower
amplifier, but totally inappropriate in a
low-level, high-gain preamp stage. In
general, it's recommended that you put
the quietest tubes in the preamp; but
some purists feel that if atube is noisy
or microphonic at all, it's not fit for use
anywhere.
This is not asimple issue, however. I
use apair of AEG 802S tubes (substitutes
for 12AU7s) in the input stage of the
jadis JA 200 amps. One of them is noisy
and microphonic for Ti in the tester, but
works just fine in the big Jadis. There are
also several tubes in the CAT where Ti
is much more important than T2, and a
tube with agood Ti but alackluster 12
may still work just fine. There are even
two tubes in the Signature that only make
use ofTl. As with anything else in audio,
use your ears.

Volume & Distortion Null control until
the two out-of-phase signals cancel each
other out. The Clip Indicator and headphone/speaker are used to find the minimum setting. Once the 500Hz tone is
nulled out, what's left is the distortion
component generated by the tube; ingenious. The user increases the Drive
control until the sound gets raspy and the
Clip light comes on (at about 10% distortion), and takes areading. If the meter
reading doesn't exceed 40V, the tube is
weak and needs replacement.
It works like acharm. Remember to
close down the Volume & Distortion
Null and the Drive control fully counterclockwise to prevent severe ear blowout when setting up for this test. Of
course, these distortion products are also
interesting to look at on the 'scope; using
dual trace, you can see the generated tone
and the distortion signal separately. [You
can see typical dual-channelfundamental-plusdistortion oscilloscope waveform traces in the
ampler reviews in this issue.—Ed.] That is,
if you find stuff like that interesting. Ido.
Ididn't get where Iam today. ..

Gain & distortion: The Gain test follows all this retentive tapping and banging on the tube. Flip the Test Mode
switch to Gain/Distortion Test (while
lowering the volume), and switch the
Meter Select to either 20 or 30dB gain
(depending on the tube). The gain is
measured in aclass-A triode circuit with
the cathode bypassed and a -10dB,
500Hz tone applied to the grid. A typical
12AX7 will yield about 35dB of gain,
and as you switch between Ti and T2,
you'll see how closely aparticular tube
is matched side-to-side. Iusually have
abunch of little round stickers at hand
to mark the gain for T1 and T2, plus some
other notation on the tube's quietness, or
lack thereof, for both triodes, and stick
them on the tube after measurement.
There's one other test that is interesting, but that Ifind overall less critical than
the rest. That doesn't stop me from performing it anyway: the Output/Distortion Test, which gives an approximate
read on the maximum output atube can
produce. Ican't help myself. Stop me before
Imeasure again! [sob] I'll give you the
blow-by-blow, as spelled out in the Circuit Description (which follows every
Test Description) in the brief but competent manual.
This one injects a500Hz variable-level
tone into the grid of the tube. The output, attenuated 40dB and phase-inverted
by the tube circuit, is then fed to the top
of the Volume & Distortion Null control. The input signal is fed to the bottom of the same control. You adjust the

CONCLUSION—A TOTALLY
TUBULAR WORLD
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The Small Signal Tube Check isn't cheap,
and it's not for everyone. If you're a
dealer, adistributor, or amanufacturer
of tubed products. ..
well, what are you
waiting for? If you're aTotally Tubular
Fire-Bottle Guy with alittle extra disposable cash, you might also be acandidate for the SSTC. After all, what does
agood set of high-end cables cost these
days? (Sorry Iasked.
)
While there's no substitute for judging
atube's sounds right where it belongs—
in your audio equipment—the SSTC is
an excellent and well-thought-out device
with which to make ameaningful first
cut at your tube collection, or that box
ofjunkers you bought at the flea market. I've got adrawer-full. How 'bout
you?
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SONIC FRONTIERS SFM-I60
MONOBLOCK POWER AMPLIFIER
Dick Olsher
All-tube monoblock amplifier with push-pull pentode output stage. Power output:

by 14.5" Dby 9.5" H. Weight: 58 lbs. Serial numbers of units tested: 92AA25R/L.

160W, 20Hz-20kHz, into 2, 4.5, or 8ohms (I6dBW, 19.6d8W, 22dBW, respectively).
Frequency response: 4Hz-35kHz, ±0.5dB. Input sensitivity: I.4V at lkHz (equiva-

Price: 55495/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 55. Manufacturer: Sonic Frontiers, 2790 Brighton Road, Oakville, Ontario L6H 574, Canada. Tel: (905) 829-3838.

lent to avoltage gain of 28.I5dB). Input impedance: 100k ohms. Dimensions: 18" W

Fax: (905) 829-3033.

T

he massive SFM-160 monoblock represents Sonic Frontiers' ultimate statement in power
amplification. In engineering terms, the
SFM-160 is based on modern design
practice and the notion that apentode
design can be made to sound as musical
as atriode amplifier. If a1940s designer
could jump to 1994 to examine the '160's
circuitry, he'd no doubt be impressed
with its inherent logic. First, apentodcbased push-pull output stage operated
in class-AB is about as efficient as you
can get in glass audio. Next, the input/
phase-inverter stage is a differential
cascode circuit using apair of 6DJ8 twin
triodes. Developed for scientific instrumentation applications, this circuit is
arguably the most linear and bandwidth-extended of its type. It's rarely
seen in high-end amps because so many
of today's designs are essentially copies
of old classics (eg, the DIN. Williamson circuit).
Take aclose look at the output tubes.
The Gold Aero KT99 is nothing more
than are-based K'T90, aYugo tube, and
the result of acollaborative R&D effort
between the Ei plant in Serbia and Manley Labs' David Manley. It's ashame that
this fine-beam power tube—a descendent, if you will, of the M-0 Valve KT88
—is currently under embargo. Hence the
dwindling US supplies of KT90s. Of
course, the 6550 and KT88 beam power
tubes may be substituted for the KT90/
KT99. Note, however, that Sonic Frontiers cautions against using Chinese
6550s or KT88s in this amp; they're
unlikely to withstand the 625V plate
voltage. There arc alot ofjunky Chinese
"KT88s" floating around, so buyers
beware. You're welcome to use GE 6550s
or even genuine British KT88s, if you're
lucky to locate the latter at aprice ordinary folks can afford. I'm told—and I
hope you're right, Frank (that's Gold
Aero's Frank Morris)—that atrue KT88,
built to the original British specs, will
soon be available from China. There's
also talk of aRussian KT88. In the meantime, I'm perfectly content to sit back and
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enjoy the KT90/KT99.
When it comes to parts quality, no one
does abetter job in this business than
Sonic Frontiers: MIT MultiCaps, Vishay
and Holco resistors, Cardas cable and
RCA jacks, and Edison-Price binding
posts! The output transformer is customwound with acore of grain-oriented
steel. The secondary can be configured
internally for 2, 4.5, and 8ohm loads.
The default connection from the factory
is for a 4.5 ohm load—a reasonable
choice, considering the typical impedance magnitudes of modern loudspeakers. Ask your dealer to reconfigure
the amp for an alternate load.
The power supply uses solid-state rectifiers and features screen regulation for
the output stage, B+ regulation for the
front end. The regulation provided is an
important technical aspect of the design
and assures minimum drift of the amp's
operating point. Overall, or loop, feedback is low.
Individual bias pots are provided for
each of the four output tubes. A frontpanel meter allows you to directly read
the bias current. With the factorysupplied matched pairs of Gold Aero
K'T99s, Iexperienced no bias drift.
Expect the tube complement to last for
several years. Toob Man finds the SFM160's brushed aluminum chassis, with
WorldRadioHistory

its golden façade, quite attractive.

SONIC IMPRESSIONS I
Remembering that, like the KT90, the
KT99 requires on the order of 20 hours
of break-in to sound its best, Iallowed
for an extended warmup period. During this time the sound improved,
becoming smoother and better-focused,
but the soundstage never came alive. It
wasn't acase of the amplifier actively
irritating by being bright, harsh, or
edgy—it did none of these things. Textures were reasonably smooth, there was
plenty of low-level detail, and the upper
octaves were extended and well controlled. But I
just couldn't get involved
in the music.
Really great audio gear facilitates the
transition from listening through awindow onto the sound to virtually stepping
into the soundstage. But for all its "palpability," this sensation of "being there"
is quite fragile. The illusion is usually easier to achieve with cost-no-object gear,
but the key is synergy: inexpensive gear
carefully mated can also induce the sensation of being able to step into the original acoustic space.
Over aperiod of several months, using
avariety of speakers and front ends, Iwas
consistently bothered by the same
impressions. The SFM-160s' soundstage
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When Denon, with the audio industry's longest heritage of digital design and music recording,
charged its most talented engineers to create arange of cost-no-object components, clearly the goal
was not for immediate sales. Instead, Denon applied the most advanced technologies to improve the
resofution, integrity and stability of digital data transmission to achieve accurate, transparent sound
reproduction and pure musicality.
What uniquely qualifies Denon in this endeavor is :hat the Company shares the same dedication
to music of many esoteric manufacturers, but combines this fervor with the technology and resources
gained through 83 years of recording music and building record/playback components. No other
high-end or mainstream audio manufacturer can make this claim.
The intensive research and design that has gone into the very limited edition of S-Series components could never be recouped through sales, even at their seemingly lofty prices. Instead, Denon, in
keeping with its "Design Integrity" philosophy, will explore ways to incorporate many of these
advances in future Denon components. But, for those of you who can afford not to wait...
WorldRadioHistory

Denon Benno.. Otwston ot Denon Corpora,. t
USA) 2?2 New Road Patsippany, NJ 07054 1201) 575 71110

TOP: The DP-S1 co Transport is
constructed using three levels of
mechanical and acoustic isolation and
ahigh resolution laser system to deriver
ultra stable, jitter-free data. $8,000.
MIDDLE The DA-S1 D/A Converter
employs ST-Genlock clock and data
transmission with Denoris exclusive
ALPHA Conveder System to achieve a
full 20 bits of data integrihr from any co
or other digit& audio source. $7,000.
BOTTOM The P0A-S1 Monoblocks
combine parallel, compkrientaiy bipolar
power supplies with afull differential
power MOS-FET amplifier design to
deliver more than 1,400 Watts into a
1Ohm load. $20,000 each.

DENON

lacked transparency. The veiling was
such that Icould not see far into the
soundstage. In addition, image outlines
were painted with abroad brush: somewhat smeared, and lacking in focus and
conviction. The image palpability one
normally associates with tube amps was
deficient. Nor were the microdynamics
of the music fully fleshed out. The bloom
of instrumental timbres, the ebb and flow
of the harmonic envelope from soft to
loud, were tapered. Even my 50W Air
Tight ATM-2 sounded more dynamic.
The result was that Ihad to strain to
make out the ambient signature of the
recorded hall and to resolve massed
voices. Ihad to work hard to pick up the
sort of clues that one takes for granted
in aconcert hall. In the process, the musical message was lost, the heart and soul
of the music not communicated.
Inoticed these problems first with the
Sound-Lab A- ls. The same story was
repeated with the Martin-Logan Quest,
the Nestorovic Type SAS Signature, the
Audiostatic ES-100, the Mach 1Acoustics DM-10 Signature, the Audio Artistry Mozart, and my own Poly Natalia
(an upcoming three-way DIY construction project).
Things were looking pretty grim for
the SFM-160, therefore, until Iwalked
into the Sonic Frontiers suite at the 1994

Winter CES. There, driving apair of mbl
"Accordions from Mars," they produced
asound that was absolutely first-class,
possibly Best Sound at the Show. Mind
you, I've only heard the mbls under
show conditions, but this was the best
these speakers had ever sounded to my
ears. What was going on here? That
question waited to be answered when I
got home.

especially oscilloscopes, where Tektronics valued it for its low noise and
wide bandwidth. Then, in 1978, Mike
Moffat introduced the 6DJ8 to the audio
world with his Theta preamp. (I owned
aTheta preamp for many years.) Roger
was drawn into researching the tube for
his first design project with Harold
Beveridge (the RIVI-1 preamp), not only
because of the reasons that made it
attractive as a voltage amplifier for
DESPERATELY SEEKING
50MHz 'scopes, but also because of its
SOVTEKS
excellent inherent linearity.
My suspicious glance fell on the SFMThree tube constants, or parameters,
160's 6DJ8 front-end tubes. It has been
are used to describe agiven tube: plate
my experience over the years that a resistance, transconductance (gm), and
good-sounding 6DJ8 is hard to find. Not
amplification factor (µ). Of these, ahigh
only that, but doubt has been cast retransconductance figure is the most
cently over the suitability of this tube for
prized parameter because it is so difficult
audio applications: it's said to be nonto achieve. This constant gives the change
linear at low plate currents (below about
in plate current for achange in grid volt4mA). Ihad discussed this very subject
age in units of mA per volt, and is comlast year with RAM Tube Works' Roger
monly given in mhos or micromhos,
Modjeski,1 who then put together a where one ampere per volt equals one
lengthy treatise on this topic in an effort
mho. ("Mho" is "Ohm" spelled backto correct various misconceptions about
ward. Who said electrical engineers have
popular triodes in general, and to speno sense of humor?) The higher the
cifically vindicate the 6DJ8 as agreat
transconductance, the higher the output
audio tube.
signal—everything else being the same.
Roger points out that the 6DJ8 was
These parameters are interrelated; the
very popular for industrial applications,
product of gm and plate resistance equals
g. Both plate resistance and gm vary with
1RAM Tube Works, P.O. Box 40807, Santa Barbara,
CA 93140-0807. Tel: (805) 682-0388.
plate current, but their product is generally quite constant. It is the gof the tube
that gives the relation between input and
NEGATIVE FEEDBACK
output. If gvaries much with plate curThere's alot of dogma surrounding
design non-linearity; or, at best, a
rent (fe, signal swing), then the tube is,
the issue of negative feedback (NFB).
vain effort to improve static specifiin effect, non-linear.
"And God created the universe withcations.
A 6DJ8 is listed in the tube manuals
out NFB," argue the purists. ThereOn the other hand, pentode deas amedium-si twin triode (g of about
fore, NFB is bad. "And man [in the
signs inherently generate odd-order
30) with amaximum transconductance
person of Bell Labs' Harold Black—Ed.]
distortion. It's important, therefore,
of about 12,500 micromhos. Roger has
invented feedback, and it was good,"
to use NFB to reduce the levels of
measured anumber of different 6DJ8s
argue the engineers. To my mind,
their "bad" distortion products. NFB
over the years, and has found them to
there's merit in both of these posiapplied properly and judiciously not
have exceptional linearity, even better
tions, provided one considers the
only linearizes the performance of an
than that of a12AX7. The exception is
specific application.
amplifier, but also improves its stathe dastardly 6ES8—a variable-g tube
Ibasically frown upon the use of
bility. A cathode follower stage is an
that looks identical to the 6DJ8 and has
much global feedback in triode amexample of 100% local voltage feedbeen labeled as such, and was dumped
plifiers. A triode's inherent harmonic
back, and since such stages have been
on the US market in the early '80s when
distortion is even-order by nature.
used in world-class amps with excelit was no longer in demand for color-TV
First of all, even-order distortion
lent results, Isurmise that any amount
tuners. This 6DJ8 is designed to go nonproducts are "benign" in that they're
of local feedback is just fine. Too much
linear below 5mA of plate current; clearly
consonant with the music, at worst
global feedback (from output to
not ideal for audio applications.
serving to euphonically glorify musiinput), however, is too much of a
What does Roger recommend as the
cal textures. (The second and fourth
good thing, and can lead to instability
best of the current crop of 6DJ8s? The
harmonics merely double the musical
while driving reactive loads.
Russian (Sovtek) 6922: it is areal-world
fundamentals at octave intervals.)
Even more important than the
6DJ8. I
just happened to have afew RusSecond, even-order (but not oddchoice of circuit topology is the exesian 6922s on hand. Out came the (proborder) harmonic distortion is significution of the design. Translating a
ably Chinese) Gold Itero 6DJ8s, in went
cantly canceled out by push-pull
particular circuit into areal product
the Sovteks. The substitution was painoperation of the output stage. Thus,
depends critically on the choice of
less enough, but I
just wasn't ready for
large amounts of global NFB in atripassive parts, board layout, groundthe sonic results.
ode amp constitute a Band Aid
ing technique, and the quality of the
attempt to cover up some inherent
power supply.
—Dick Olsher
SONIC IMPRESSIONS II
"Exsqueeze me, but what the hell is
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TRUE SUBWOOFER
With phenomenal

true deep bass
extending below
20Hz with low
distortion at avery
affordable price.
The HRSW1Os will
extend bass of your
stereo or video
system for that "air
shaking all around
you" effect.

HSU Rerssarch HRSW10

Here's what the experts are saying:
"Once you have heard what they can add to your system, you
won't want to part with them. Ecstatically recommendedr
Gerald D. Burt, Sensible Sound, Issue No.49, Fall 1993
it you have alistening room of reasonable size, nothing can
improve your stereo system as dramatically for $750 as the
Hsu Research HRSW10"
Pete Aczel, The Audio Critic, Issue No. 19, Spring 1993
"I guarantee you this much; once you hear good, clean bass,
you'll be hooked for life. Highly recommended"
Dick Olsher, Stereophile, Vol. 16 No. 3, March 1993
"Truly awesome room shaking bass.., +0, -3 dB 14.3 to 40Hr
Don Keele, Audio 1192
"Most effective subwooler we have tested ... Best Buy
Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review 9/92
"Bass extension was truly remarkable"
Robert Deutsch, Siereophile Vol. 15 No. 4, Aotil 1992
"Delivered clean low low bass at high levels... work just splendidly*
David Moran, Speaker Builder 3/92
"Some of the most impressive subwooler systems I've heard"
Peter Mitchell. Stereophile Vol. 14 No. 3, March 1991

Send for comp ele information and critics' review reprints.

l

FRLsoV,

Write or call:

HSU RESEARCH
20013 Rainbow Way, Cerritos, CA 90701
1-800-554-0150 (Voice)
1-310-924-7550 (Voice/Fax)

Sold factory direct with a30 day trial -money back
5year manufacturer's defect warranty. i d

ie guarantee.

CD, Audio, Video and 10096 Solid Oak!
Componet Storageo Llye Assembled!
Call or %Wile for akge color brochure
AGM Woodworking •(805) 544-8668
870 Capitolio Way 45 •San Luis Obispo. Ca 93401

CO 1-800-858-9005.m.
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going on?" Iremember asking myself resulting in apositive-going output.
out loud. The transformation was that
S/N ratio measured a superb 111dB
dramatic. Iwas flooded with tube magic,
(unweighted audio-band ref. 1W into 8
catapulted into aspacious soundstage
ohms); DC offset was unmeasurable.
The Sonic Frontiers' output impedwith tight and palpable image outlines.
Harmonic textures were sweet, liquid,
ance was very high: 3ohms through the
and warm in the classic tube style. The
bass and midrange and negligibly lower
inner recesses of the soundstage were
at 20kHz. For more information on the
revealed as if the stage were bathed in
possible frequency-response aberrations
sunlight. Oudines breathed with realistic
in the amplifier/loudspeaker caused by
dynamic shadings. Icould not only see
high amplifier output impedance, see my
but also feel Eric Clapton (Unplugged,
article, "Questions of Impedance InterReprise 45024-2). His aura, guitar, and
action," in Vol.17 No.1, p.109 (January
vocals were projected convincingly onto
'94).
Also note John Crabbe's letter in
the soundstage. Arturo Delmoni's violin
(on Music for Violin and Guitar, Sonora
response to this article (April '94,
SACC-102) never sounded better-focused
pp.25-26), in which he usefully reduces
or more tonally persuasive. Ditto for
this to a formula: To minimize frefemale voice: Loreena McKennitt's upper
quency-response deviations due to the
registers (on The Visit, Warner Bros.
amplifier/loudspeaker combination to
less than ldB, the output (source) imped26880-2) were velvety-smooth. When
she invoked the magic of "The Lady of ance of the amplifier (plus the resistance
Shalott," Istayed glued to my seat.
of the cable) must be less than an eighth
Large-scale orchestral works were
of the minimum loudspeaker impedance
navigated without congestion. The sonic
Iknow of no audiophile loudspeaker
signature of the amp stayed constant as
with aminimum—or even anominal—
it was pushed to very loud levels—a
impedance of 24 ohms (3 ohms x 8,
remarkable achievement for any amp.
ignoring the resistance cable for simplicMost amps start to complain as they're
ity's sake). Iwould therefore clearly
pushed to the limit because distortion
expect the in-use frequency response
products rise rapidly with power out(and thus the sound) of the SFM-160 to
put. They let you know they're workdepend heavily on the specific impedance characteristics of the loudspeaker
ing hard. Not so the '160.
The tonal perspective was always quite
used with it. If it is afortuitous combination, it will sound "good"; if it's not,
neutral. In this respect, the '160 didn't
sound as suave and beefy in the lower
it won't. But it's unlikely in either case
that the combination will sound the way
midrange as the Air Tight ATM-3. Bass
the manufacturer of the loudspeaker
extension was excellent for atube amp.
However, when stacked up against a designed his or her product to sound,
unless SFM-160s were used in the
good solid-state amp, the '160 lacked
development process.
impact and midbass definition. IntonaFig.1 shows the frequency response of
tion of adouble bass's lower registers was
the SFM-160. It holds up well at the frenot fully developed, lacking abit in
quency extremes, rolling off slightly (but
tightness and pitch definition. Iwould
have liked to have experimented with a insignificantly) faster into 8ohms at the
top end. The amplifier's reproduction of
different transformer-load connection,
but the fact that these changes are internal
a small-signal 10kHz squarewave is
shown in fig.2. A small but damped
discouraged me from experimenting in
this regard. It certainly would be nice if overshoot is barely visible at the top of
Sonic Frontiers could provide dual sets
the waveform. (Ignore the little glitches,
of output binding posts to allow easy
which are due to the 'scope's LSB toggling.) Rise-time is reasonably fast. The
access to both the 8and 4.5 ohm taps.
lkHz squarewave (not shown) is fine,
M EASUREMENTS FROM T
J
N
with afast rise-time and only asmall tilt
Following the 60-minute, 1
/ -power
2
at the top of the waveform indicative of
bass rolloff at very low frequencies—
preconditioning, the Sonic Frontiers
very common in atube amplifier.
SFM-160 was hot near the output tubes,
The THD +noise curves in fig3 show
but not unreasonably so for atube ampliarising, but unalarming, distortion at the
fier (the 1/
3-power test is actually designed
to maximally stress solid-state amplifiers
frequency extremes. The THD +noise at
with class-B output stages, but we in95W into 8ohms (fig.4) is primarily
second-harmonic. At higher power into
clude it on tube amplifiers for standardization). Its input impedance measured
lower impedances, aheavy third-order
just under 104k ohms, its gain into 8 component appears, but the amplifier as
supplied was not optimized for such
ohms 27.5dB. The Sonic Frontiers is
loads. Nevertheless, remember that no
non-inverting, apositive-going input
WorldRadioHistory
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loudspeaker load is apure, constant
impedance, and the distortion performance into such real loads is inevitably
more complex than such static tests can
indicate.
Fie shows the spectrum of distortion
components resulting from a50Hz input
at 102W into 8ohms. The second harmonic lies at -37dB (about 1.5%), the
third harmonic at -48dB (about 0.4%),
with higher harmonics lower and roughly
decreasing in level with increasing frequency (which will reduce the distortion's deleterious effect with musical
signals). Compared with many other
amplifiers we've measured, this is arela-

Fig.I Sonic Frontiers SFM 60, frequency
response at 2.83V into 4ohms (top) and 8
ohms (0.5dB/vertical div.).

tively high level of distortion, though not
exceptionally high for atube amplifier
at such apower level.
A similar spectral plot in fig.6 shows
the IM at the output resulting from a
19 +20kHz input, for an output level of
77W into 8ohms (just prior to visible
clipping of this waveform). The 18kHz
and 21kHz artifacts are at about -54dB
(or about 0.2%). The lkHz difference
component is, again, much higher than
we usually see: -38dB (about 1.2%).
Because of the demanding nature of this
twin-tone signal, many amplifiers will
not put out their rated power with it, but
most—the SFM-160 among them—do
put out asignificant percentage of that
power.
The THD+ noise vs level results (at
lkHz) for the SFM-160 are shown in
fig.7. The gradual rise in distortion without a well-defined break point, or
"knee:' is acommon characteristic of
tube amplifiers. The most significant
curve here is for 8ohms, where the 1%
distortion reading is reached at about the
•1211001014.06

rm. rum

0.••

J.iiku „mu.
100.0

Fig.2 Sonic Frontiers SFM-I60, 10kHz
squarewave at IV into 8ohms.
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Fig.5 Sonic Frontiers SFM-I60, spectrum of
50Hz sinewave, DC-I kHz, at 102W into 8
ohms (linear frequency scale). Note that
the second harmonic at 100Hz is the
highest in level, at -37dB (about 1.5%),
followed by the third (150Hz) at -48dB
(about 0.4%).
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Fig.3 Sonic Frontiers SFM- 60, THD+noise vs
frequency at (from top to bottom): 4W
into 2ohms, 2W into 4ohms, and IW into
8ohms.
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Fig.6 Sonic Frontiers SFM-I60, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at 77W
into 8ohms (linear frequency scale .
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Table I: Clipping
I% THD+noise
Load
8ohms
(line voltage)
4ohms
(line voltage)
2ohms
(line voltage

156 (21.9c1BW)
117V
48 (I3.8d8W)
II6V
16 (6dEtW)
II6V

3°/o THD,no se

163 (22dBW)
II6V
197 (19 9dBW)
II6V)
88 (13 4dBW)
II5V

rated output. The discrete clipping measurements for the SFM-160 are shown
in Table 1. Here Imeasured the output at both our normal standard for
clipping-1% THD+noise—and at 3%.
Note that, because of its output tap
configuration, the SFM-160 would not
put out its rated power into 4ohms at
1% THD+noise, but would nevertheless
put out considerably more than rated if
you allow for ahigher, 3% distortion
level. We did not attempt to reconfigure
the output taps of the amplifier for these
tests; the amplifier was tested as DO used
it. If you wish to reconfigure the output
to match your loudspeakers, this is a
procedure best left to your dealer.
The test-bench results of the Sonic
Frontiers SFM-160 were good for a
high-powered tube amplifier, though
not exceptional. Istrongly recommend
that potential buyers of the SFM-160
audition it with the loudspeakers with
which it will be used; the high output
impedance will, as I've already stated,
make its sound load-dependent. And
remember, if you change loudspeakers
at alater date, you should then audition
the new loudspeakers with your SFM160s to ensure the compatibility of that
combination; the interactions might be
completely different.—Thomasj. Norton

FINAL THOUGHTS FROM DO
Configured with Russian 6922 tubes, the
Sonic Frontiers SFM-160 is clearly a
world-class tube amplifier, fully competitive with any high-power design I've
heard to date. I've fallen in love with its
sonic virtues. It combines brawn with
finesse, an unusual combination for a
high-power tube amp. The SFM-160
delivers power and resolution in spades.
If you're shopping for atube amp that
has aclassic midrange sound, yet enough
power to drive real-world loads, and are
unwilling to sacrifice bandwidth and
detail, this amp was tailor-made for you.
—Dick Dishes

ILI

Towe ,n

Fig.4 Sonic Frontiers SFM-I60, !kHz waveform
at 95W into 8ohms (top); distortion and
noise waveform with fundamental notched
out (bottom).
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Fig.7 Sonic Frontiers SFM- 60, distortion vs
output power into (from bottom to top): 8
ohms, 4ohms, and 2ohms.
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How GREEN WAS MY KRELL?
Martin Colloms reviews the Krell KSA-200S power amplifier
and KRC-2 line-level preamplifier
Krell KRC-2: solid-state line-level preamplifier. Frequency response: 0.2Hz-400kHz
+0, -3dB. Distortion: lower than 0.002%, -94dB, 20Hz-20kHz. S/N ratio: 95dB.
Input impedance: not specified. Output impedance: not specified. Maximum output level: not specified. Voltage gain: not specified. Dimensions: 19" W by 2.5" H
by 14.5" D. Price: $3700.

Krell KSA-2005: solid-state stereo power amplifier with"Sustained Plateau" outm-stage
biasing. Power output: 200Wpc into 8ohms, 400Wpc into 4ohms, 800Wpc into
2ohms. 1600Wpc into 1ohm, one channel driven (all power outputs equivalent to
23dBVV). Damping factor 80. THD: 0.1% at 'kHz, 0.2-0.5% at 20kHz, at full power.
Dimensions: 19" W by 8.5" Hby 21" D. Price: $7500.

Krell KPE stand-alone phono equalizer/preamplifier, powered by the KRC-2. Input
sensitivity: 30mV (MM), I.2mV (MC). Input impedance: variable, from 47k ohms to
10 ohms. Dimensions: 8.4" W by 2.5" Hby 6.8" D. Price: $850.

Common to all: Warranty: 5years parts and labor, limited transferable. Approximate
number of dealers: 55. Manufacturer Krell Industries, 45 Connair Drive, Orange,
CT 06477. Tel: (203) 799-9954. Fax: (103) 799-9796.

T

here's always acertain amount
ofjockeying for position at the
very top of the High End. Every
few months, anew star burns brightly,
getting all the attention. While the constant turnover at the cutting edge helps
to define the state of the art, audiophiles
should keep their eyes on the longer
term. It's acompany's track record—
examined over aperiod of years—which
defines its position in the market and the
credibility of its products.
Ever since Imade the acquaintance of
my first Krell product—the KSA-50
power amplifier—I've been impressed
by this Connecticut-based company's
offerings. Krell has managed to maintain
its position at or near the leading edge
of sound quality since the company was
started by Dan and Rondi D'Agostino
at the beginning of the '80s. When it
comes to design and build quality, Krell
products are first-rate. This month or this
year, aKrell product may not always be
the very best-sounding in its class, but the
chances are that it will come close. What
also matters is enduring character and
quality—this is where superb build, a
durable finish, and aconservative design
philosophy pay off.
This review looks at two models from
Krell's relatively new amplification
range: the KRC-2 preamplifier with its
outboard KPE phono module, and the
KSA-200S stereo power amplifier.
SYSTEM
A wide selection of ancillary components was available for this review. Comparison preamplifiers ranged from the
Audio Research LS-5 to Krell's own
!CRC, by way of aConrad-Johnson PF1.
Power amplifiers included the Audio
Research VT150, the Krell KSA-100S,
Meridian 605, Naim NAP250, and
Conrad-Johnson Premier Eleven. Loudspeakers used were the Apogee Mini
Grand system, Wilson WATT 3s/Puppy
2s, Quad ESL-63s, and Epos ES-11s.
STE REOPHILE, JUNE 1994

Krell KRC-2 line-level preamplifier

Krell KSA-200S power amplifier

Digital sources included the PS
Lambda and Reference Link combination, the Krell MD10 and Reference 64
combination, an Accuphase DP7OV, and
an Audio Synthesis DAX. For the phonostage trials, most of the listening was
done with aLinn LP12-Lingo/Naim
Aro/Koetsu Rosewood 2on aMana twotier table. Interconnect cables ranged
from Siltech silver, balanced and unbalanced, Mandrake unbalanced, to van den
Hul The Second balanced and unbalanced, as well as van den Hul The First.
KRELL KRC -2

The undoubted convenience of remote
volume control adds much to the appeal
WorldRadioHistory

of audiophile preamplifiers. Krell has
supplemented their $6500 two-box
remote-control KRC control unit' with
the $3700, one-box Krell KRC-2. The
KRC-2 offers asimilar mix of balanced
and unbalanced facilities, and can be
regarded as aremote-controlled successor to Krell's successful KSL preamplifier
of afew years back .
2The outboard Krell
Phono Equalizer (KPE) is aseparate box
powered froni the KRC-2. Priced at
$850, it contains aprinted circuit board
IThomasi Norton reviewed the $6900 KRC preamplifier in January '94 (Vol.17 No.1, p.92), and the KRC's
$500 internal phono stage in March'94 (Vol.17 No3,
p.I14).
—JA
2The still-current Krell KSL was reviewed in July 1991,
Vol.14 No.7, p.96.
—JA
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The New THIEL 01.5
The new CS1.5 is the fifth generation advancement of THIEL's Coherent Source design
technology in atwo-way loudspeaker system. For 17 years, THIEL has advanced the science of
speaker-making with award winning products that have garnered critical acclaim from around
the world. With the CS1.5, THIEL has met the challenge of achieving avery high level of
full-range performance in asmaller, more affordable loudspeaker.
The CS1.5 offers avery high degree of tonal, spatial, transient and dynamic accuracy as aresult
of innovations in driver technology, crossover design, and cabinet construction. All these
efforts are directed to one end—to provide the most complete and satisfying musical
experience for home audio and video sound reproduction.

1111EL.

atradition of innovation

The 1" dome tweeter uses an
aluminum diaphragm, large magnet,
avented pole piece and reinforced
rear chamber for alow resonant
frequency and wide bandwidth. The
result is high frequency reproduction
of extreme clarity and realism.

The baffle is sloped to properly
position the drivers for correct time
alignment and accurate reproduction
of transient musical information. The
grilleboard incorporates rounded
edges to greatly reduce energy
diffraction which contributes to very
"open" reproduction.

A 2" thick baffle, 1" thick cabinet
walls, and extensive internal
bracing greatly increase cabinet
stiffness. By reducing unwanted
vibration, both clarity and imaging
performance are improved.

The new THIEL designed 6.5" woofer
employs avery rigid aluminum
diaphragm to eliminate cone
"breakup" and unwanted energy
storage. A special short coil/long gap
magnet system is used for extremely
low distortion. A copper pole cap
maintains an ultra-stable magnetic
field and the driver employs two
magnets with atotal weight of over
1kg (2.2 pounds). In conjunction
with the bass radiator which
eliminates the resonances and noise
of abass port, the result is remarkably
deep, clean, and tonal bass
reproduction from asmall enclosure.

The synthesized first-order acoustic
crossover is an 18 element network.
It provides extremely uniform tonal
response and completely phase
accurate transitions between drivers
to preserve the recording's spatial
information. Polypropylene
capacitors and low-oxygen copper,
air-core inductors are used for very
low distortion and transparent
reproduction.

The woofer's second, reverse polarity
magnet also results in alow stray
magnetic field so that the speaker
system can be positioned close to
video monitors without causing
picture distortion. This, and the
CS1.5's compact 33" height and 8.5"
width, makes it an ideal speaker for
home theater systems.

Cabinets are finished in either
mirror-matched Walnut or Black
Wood. Custom finishes are available
by special order.
THIEL speakers are backed by a
ten year warranty.

Suggested Retail $1990/pair •Call or write for literature, review reprints, and the name of your nearest THIEL dealer.
THIEL •1026 Nandino Boulevard, Lexington, Kentucky 40511 •Telephone: 606-254-9427 •Fax: 606-254-0075
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very similar, in fact, to the $499 unit that
can be fitted within the KRC. The KPE
and KRC phono stages are well-designed
universal units; if someone has the need
for astand-alone phono equalizer of
Krell KRC standard, aseparate power
supply may be purchased for the KPE.
The versatile handset offers almost
complete system control, with buttons
for CD player/transport—track step,
back track, advance, play, pause, and
stop—and power-amplifier functions,
as well as the normal preamplifier buttons. Krell's "S"-series power amplifiers
can be powered up from standby with
the handset, which also has adisplay
"muting" button specifically for these
power amplifiers (this is agreat convenience). Volume heads the list of
remote-control preamplifier functions,
followed by channel balance (1dB steps),
output mute, normal or inverted absolute
polarity, input source selection, tape
monitor, and switched line gain. Reflecting the universal nature of modem audio,
the remote interfacing is compatible with
future multi-room and/or audio/visual
switching systems.
The KRC-2, described by Krell as
being fully balanced internally, is one of
very few such units at this price level. All
input and output terminals are goldplated; the phono sockets are high-grade
solid machined types with aPTFE dielectric. The KRC-2's single-ended inputs
are labeled S-1 to S-4, with one nominated for the auxiliary analog disc input.
B-1 and B-2 are the two balanced inputs.
For the tape monitor, an additional "S"
input may be used as an auxiliary input
if no tape system is in use. (The tape output is buffered to prevent interaction
with the main signal path.) The remote
preamp controls are replicated in pushbuttons on the KRC-2's handsome,
brushed-alloy fascia. The only rotary
control is for volume; buttons cover control of balance in association with two
vertical strips of LEDs which indicate the
balance setting. The volume control is
asmooth, continuously rotating encoder; there are no end stops. This can
be initially confusing, but you soon get
used to it. A 270° arc of 15 red LEDs
indicates signal level, the length of the
illuminated arc corresponding to aconventional volume scale. More to the
point, the electronics at work behind this
control deliver noiseless, nicely graduated volume steps.
KRC-2 has no mains power switch.
Like many remote-controlled preamps
of moderate power consumption, it is left
permanently in standby, ready to be
energized or otherwise at the touch of
abutton. The detachable 3-pin cord is
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1994

grounded, the preamp providing aquiet
ground reference for the system.
The KPE is powered from DC output
sockets on the KRC-2's rear panel. It is
finished in matching enamel and gray
anodizing, and accommodates both MM
and MC phono-cartridge output levels.
If the specified sensitivity figures seem
high, it is because the accompanying line
amplifier is expected to add voltage gain
(in the case of the KRC-2, x4, or 12dB).
To set the optimum cartridge matching,
the KPE's cover must be removed (it
is held in place with four Allen-head
screws). Both the MC/MM switch and
the input loading switch are clearly
marked. With no switches set, the input
impedance is the 47k ohms MM standard; the switches set arange of values
from lk right down to 10 ohms. This
made it easy to fine-tune the unit for a
given cartridge.

finite dynamic range, however. Though
this could result in mild distortion at high
input levels, this will generally be benign
since it will be of low harmonic order.
Nevertheless, with high-level inputs
(over 3V), it could be an area to watch.
All other switching is done by means
of selected electro-mechanical relays,
their chosen state stored electronically.
Using relays allows the switches to be
placed ideally at the input position,
which can improve circuit-board tracking and beneficially shorten signal paths.
The KPE's circuitry is based on an
array of paralleled FETs to provide clean
signal handling and low noise. Lowdistortion, complementary transistor
stages serve for gain, equalization, and
output buffering.

Listening: Fresh out of the box, the
KRC-2 gave apromising account of
itself. Like Krell's Reference 64 D/A proTechnical Details: Krell's circuitry is all
cessor, however, this preamplifier rediscrete, comprising DC-coupled comquires asignificant break-in period—its
plementary amplifiers with acomplefull abilities became apparent only after
mentary differential-FET input stage and
several days of use.
apowerful class-A output stage. HeavyBefore this happened, first impressions
duty power supplies with cascaded reguwere of asubstantially positive sound,
lators are the norm.
but suggested that this unit was not all
Whereas the more expensive KRC
that far removed from the older, lessuses a motor-driven Penny & Giles
expensive Krell KSL. As the KRC-2
potentiometer to control level, the KRC"ran in:' however, the gap between it and
2's volume control ostensibly uses an
the KSL widened, with the new design
R/2R ladder with individual resistors
establishing superior levels of midrange
selected by solid-state switches, in this
neutrality, treble purity, and bass deficace FETs in full conduction mode. These
nition. The KRC-2's greater sonic transFET switches are contained in standard
parency led to enhanced image depth,
IC DIP arrays. This topology has allowed
with stage width increased in like proKrell to realize the volume control in a portion. In fact, if reasonable care was
fully balanced form. There are thus four
taken—not overdriving the inputs, for
sections: left "hot" and "cold," and right
example—then the performance of the
"hot" and "cold."
KRC-2 closely approached that of its big
Manually rotating the volume knob
brother, the 'CRC. The latter had slightly
operates an optical encoder, both its and
better midrange dynamics and lowthe handset's control signals being fed
frequency grunt, but the difference beto adigital register. The output codes
tween the two preamps was not great.
switch the FETs on and off, giving level
The KRC-2 was so neutral and wellresolution equivalent to that of a14-bit
balanced overall that my listening notes
analog multiplier. This gives the potential
were not extensive, there being little
of controlling gain in 160 steps. Krell has
untoward for alistener to latch onto. The
chosen a"law" which approximates well
KRC-2 was very compatible with the
to the nearly logarithmic characteristic
KSA-200S or '100S amplifiers, in all
of the human ear. At high settings of the
areas: absolute merit, transparency, tonal
volume control, the steps are finely
neutrality, and extension and control of
graded at 03dB. At -30dB, the step resothe frequency extremes. Remote control
lution falls alittle to 0.5dB, with 1dB
of absolute polarity proved to be aboon.
steps between -40dB and -50dB. From
Time and time again, corrections for
-50dB to -60dB, the steps are still reunknown recording practices gave a
spectable at 1.5dB; the output is muted
slightly richer, fuller sound, with imone notch below -60dB.
proved soundstage perspective.
Conventional preamplifiers feed lineAs Ifound in my HFN/RR review of
level input signals direct to avolume
the KRC,3 the KRC-2 sounded both
potentiometer with amore or less infinite
more "open" and musical set to its higher
dynamic range. The FET switches used
in the KRC-2 volume control have a 3Vol.37 No.11, November 1992, p.43.
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gain (hence lower feedback) setting. (This
is also true of some other high-performance preamplifiers; for example, the
Audio Research LS-5.) Thanks to the
Krell's well-designed volume-control
law, this is no disadvantage.
KPE: With the external phono stage, the
preamp's sound closely paralleled the
attainment ola fully loaded KRC. The
KPE provided aneutral-sounding, transparent, low-noise interface between the
cartridge and the control unit.
It certainly didn't provide aromantic
view of analog disc. Rather, it accurately
read the characteristics of the cartridge
in use, and readily showed up clinical or
thin-sounding examples. Conversely, it
offered aprecise, tightly focused soundstage: crisp, dynamic, expressive, and
spacious. Low- and high-level detail
were conveyed equally well. The bass
had good slam and speed, while the mids
were particularly articulate. The treble
also remained clean throughout.
I feel that heroic performance is
unnecessary in the case of phono stages.
Analog sources can be rather fussy at
times—off-stage sounds at the frequency
extremes are at best dealt with soberly,
rather than subjected to unwanted emphasis. As phono inputs go, this one had
an unusually fine dynamic range, as well
as crisp, clear image focus. Its midrange
didn't show exemplary palpability, yet
the overall standard remained secure and
satisfying. Broadly speaking, the KPE's
sound aligned well with that of the
KRC-2.
KRC-2 Measurements: The KRC-2's
measured line-input input impedance
was 50k ohms unbalanced, 100k ohms
balanced. Though this is higher than
earlier generations of Krell preamplifiers,
it will reduce the loading on source components. The measured voltage gain was
nearly twofold (5.45dB), increasing
to fourfold (11.28dB) with the "gain"
switch engaged. Over the 60dB operating range of the volume control, the
channel balance was found to be generally better than 0.05dB. This is an excellent tolerance, defined by the use of precision discrete-resistor arrays. Balanced
and unbalanced outputs matched to
within 0.01dB (0.1%), promising good
common-mode rejection ratios.
The line-input signal/noise ratio, both
weighted and unweighted, was typically
100dB when referred to the standard
IHF 500mV input level. Referred to a
more typical 2V input, this Krell preamplifier's noise is atrue 110dB or so down.
Tight +0.015dB/-0.05dB limits sufficed
for awide and flat 15Hz-25kHz freSTEREOPHILE, Ju Ne 1994

quency response. With the specified +0,
-3dB limits, the response ranged from
near-DC, 0.2Hz, to greater than 300kHz.
No RF or other additional ultrasonic
filtering is present. However, the ICRC-2
did not show any susceptibility to RF.
Interestingly, channel separation for
the line inputs was poor. Separation was
around 75dB in the midrange, dwindling
to just 49dB at 20kHz. This figure was
very sensitive to the source impedance
used to drive the "silent" channel.
Reducing the source impedance from
600 to 100 ohms on this channel improved the separation by 11dB.
Krell quotes better than 0.002% THD,
-94dB, from 20Hz to 20kHz, but they
do not specify the loading, input level,
or output level used to reach this figure.
With careful checking, Icould reach no
better than -84dB at lkHz and -78dB
at 20kHz.
A "soft" overload characteristic could
be seen, with agradual increase in distortion components observed for input levels
over 2V. At 1V (unbalanced), the distortion was -80dB (0.01%) at low and mid
frequencies. At 20kHz, the distortion
increased to -73dB. Doubling the input
level resulted in these figures all worsening
by 10dB, while at 5V input (20dB above
the nominal IHF 500mV level), the midband distortion was now -60dB, or 0.1%.
The distortion hit -46dB (0.5%) at an
input level of 6V RMS. While this level is
high, it is not impossible with some D/A
processors and pro gear.
Ifurther explored the distortion performance of the line input using a1920kHz mixed tone. While the intermodulation was negligible with a2V
input level, at 4V the lkHz component
was beginning to kick up (fig.1); and at
6V, the whole harmonic IM series can be
seen to be developing (fig.2). Fortunately,
at moderate input levels this mild distortion was of low harmonic order, and
therefore relatively benign, subjectively.
The KRC-2's maximum output level
was 8V R/VIS (16V balanced), sufficient
for any domestic application. Even when
driven to its full 8V output level, the preamp's output was not affected by atough
300 ohm load. The output impedance
was avery low 12.2 ohms; the preamplifier is, in fact, powerful enough to
drive apair of sensitive moving-coil
headphones to sensible sound levels. DC
offset levels were below lmV.
KPE Measurements: The KPE proved
to have versatile input facilities. Both
moving-coil and moving-magnet settings featured low noise levels. The measured S/N ratio was 73dB for movingcoil (CCIR-weighted ref. lkHz, averageWorldRadioHistory

responding meter), and even better for
the higher signal level delivered by a
typical moving-magnet cartridge. Stereo
separation was better than 85dB at lowand mid-frequencies, and very satisfying higher up, typically being 68dB at
20kHz. This is better than the KRC-2.
Channel balance was ±0.05dB, avery
high precision indeed. As is customary
these days, the KPE's RIAA epialintion
was highly accurate. It was very similar
for MM and MC, essentially meeting
±0.1dB limits between 60Hz to 16kHz
(fig3), with -3dB points below 1Hz and
above 90kHz. There was no band-limiting at the frequency extremes, though
this is often considered desirable for a
phono stage: atypical LP player can generate spurious signals outside the audible
range which are probably better left
unamplified. These include infrasonic
signals from the arm/cartridge resonance,
the turntable motor, and recorded rumble, and at ultrasonic frequencies there
is the tip-mass resonance peak of the cartridge as well as alikely spread of radio
and other electromagnetic interferences
due to the very low signal levels in-

Fig.I Krell KRC-2, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-25kHz, 19+20kHz at 4V
input level (linear frequency scale,
10dB/vertical div.).

Fig.2 Krell KRC-2, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-25kHz, 19+20kHz at 6V
input level (linear frequency scale,
10dB/vertical div.).
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(
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dB/vertical div.).
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volved. It's not unusual to have -3dB
points at 12Hz and 35kHz, the response
falling to -20dB by 5Hz and 60kHz.
Krell relies on very clean signal handling to avoid any problems, though this
doesn't help smaller wide-range speakers
when asked to reproduce infrasonic noise
from aturntable, or even adigital recording with an unwanted complement of
road-traffic rumble.
The KPE's input-overload margins
were excellent, at typically 27dB IHF.
Total harmonic and high-frequency
intermodulation distortion was very low
for both MM and MC setting, typically
better than 86dB down (0.005%). This
was better performance, in fact, than the
KRC-2's line inputs.
Conclusions: Considered as acomplete
moving-coil-equipped preamplifier, the
KRC-2/KPE combination is quite
expensive at $4595. At this price, high
standards are expected; by and large,
the KRC-2 meets them, even closely
approaching the performance of its
bigger brother, the KRC. (It is also an
advantage to be able to locate the KPE
head amplifier in ahum-free zone near
the LP turntable.)
Iliked the convenience of remotecontrol operation; after initial misgivings, Ifound the volume control's action
and range to be effective. Ialso liked the
remote polarity-invert switch, and found
myself using it more often than expected.
Ialso liked the KRC-2 for its ability to
handle signal sources and amplifier loads
in balanced or unbalanced formats—this
greatly aided the review comparisons.
Given that the KRC-2 is fully balanced
internally, it was nice to hear that it gave
avery similar performance in either
mode. (I feel strongly that if balanced
design is promoted as avirtue, then the
relevant equipment should still be fully
effective in an unbalanced environment,
if so required.)
Where the KRC-2 falls down—but
oh, so gently—is in the matter of its lineinput overload margin. At anominal
CD-player output level of 2V, the KRC2 reaches athreshold, with increased
limiting and low harmonic-order distortion becoming apparent above this level.
To get the very best from aKRC-2,
therefore, do not go above a5V input
signal level (± 5V balanced). A simple
line attenuator can be used for sources
offering higher maximum signal levels:'
This caution aside, Ifound the KRC-2
4Use Vishay VSRJ resistors or the equivalent. For a4V
source, for example, try acouple of 47k resistors in each
of the channel's signal legs. Use one resistor in series
and one in parallel with the KRC-2 input. The attenuation is close to afactor of three, or -I0dB, while keeping the loadings in good order.
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to be awell-balanced performer: neutral, reliable, satisfying, and capable of
inspiring confidence. Musically, it approaches the Class A performance of the
KRC; it can therefore be included in that
handful of state-of-the-art preamplifiers
costing between $5000 and $10,000.
And, as one of the least expensive designs
in this group, it is an easy recommendation. Don't expect the KRC-2 to grab
you by the throat; rather, settle back and
let its soundly balanced performance
convince you that sonic fireworks are
unnecessary for long-term owner satisfaction.

KRELL KSA-200S
Krell's new KSA-200S is alarge stereo
chassis, conservatively rated at 200Wpc
into 8ohms. The rating continues to
double down to a1ohm loading, where
a1600Wpc output is specified. Krell's
proprietary output-stage bias system
delivers dynamic class-A operation up
to the maximum 8ohm power rating,
with an increasing proportion of classAB operation with the higher current
associated with lower load impedances.
This "Sustained Plateau" biasing scheme
is said to offer the sonic benefits of pure
class-A without the massive energy
inefficiency and correspondingly huge,
hot heatsinks. The energy-conscious
KSA-200S idles at 120W. If it ran in pure
class-A, it would have to idle at around
lkW—over eight times as much wasted
energy drawn from the wall.
The KSA-200S accepts unbalanced
(RCA socket) and balanced (XLR)
inputs. Optimum operation in unbalanced mode is obtained with shorting
links tying the unused "cold" XLR terminals to ground. This achieves the
lowest hum and noise performances.
In contrast with earlier Krells, the
gold-plated, custom-designed speaker
terminals accept only speaker cables
which have been properly terminated
with spade connections. While this is an
inconvenience to reviewers and quickchange demonstrators alike, it does ensure high-quality, low-resistance speaker
connections. There arc two sets of terminals per channel, aiding bi- and triwiring arrangements.
AC power is coupled by a20A-rated,
three-wire detachable IEC cable. Full
protection is provided against open and
short circuits and thermal overload.
Front-line protection is via a userresettable, 20A circuit breaker. It should
be noted that the KSA-200S is the central
member of a family of very similar
amplifiers: the 100Wpc KSA-100S,
which is suited to smaller rooms and
higher-sensitivity loudspeakers, and the
WorldRadioHistory

large KSA-300S.5 (The latter, with its
200-lb shipping weight, verges on a
three-man lift!) While the difference in
rated power is amodest +1.8dB from the
'200S to the '300S, and the same reservoir capacitance is used in both designs,
the '300, thanks to its massive power
supply, has the sonic advantage under
real-world load conditions. The transformer rating is lifted from 2800VA to
5000VA. That "motor" (see below) ensures afast recovery for the power supply
after heavy peak current surges.
The front panels of all three amplifiers
are similar, the physical differences lying
in their depths: 19.25" for the '100S, 21"
for the '200S, and 24" for the big '300S.
All three models come with asmall
remote control which sets power on and
determines whether the bias display is
on or off. (This display pulses brightly
with the music; Ifound it sufficiently
disconcerting to prefer it switched off.)
These controls are also present on the
unit fascias.
The display reveals some aspects of the
amplifier's operation. A central blue LED
shows power on, while atriangular set
of six red LEDs is surmounted by afurther two in blue. For each channel, these
LEDs indicate five levels of output-stage
biasing according to the output power
demand. The top blue LED lights at level
five, signifying afull-power, class-A, 8
ohm demand. The idle, or "one," level
is signified only by the central "on" LED.
Built from heavy-duty aluminum, the
casework and comparatively compact
side-mounted heatsinks are finely finished in dark satin grey and black, in the
current Krell style. This modern and
monolithic design drew blood from both
yours truly and the delivery agent. So
precise is the computer-controlled milling of the alloy brass plate that its acute
angled facets are razor-sharp, even after
anodizing. You can unknowingly cut
your fingers merely by moving the
amplifier into position. [Krell has rounded
off those sharp edges in production sinceJanuary '94.—Ed.1
Technology: At first sight, the KSA200S's toroidal power transformer looks
awesome. Heavy-duty, gold-plated,
beryllium-copper bus bars carry speaker
and power-supply lines to minimize
internal impedances. A concentrated
short-path design is centered on the
heatsink-mounted output devices and
the input and output terminals. While the
two channels share acommon ground
reference, in almost all other respects they
5Thomas). Norton reviewed the $9500 KSA-300S
power amplifier in January '94 (Vol.17 Na I, p.92). —JA
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are independent. Separate secondary
windings on the transformer feed
Sprague "Powerlytic" reservoir capadtors. There is atotal of 68,000µF for each
plus and minus voltage rail, atotal of
more than aquarter ola Farad.
Protection circuitry is comprehensive.
A heavy-duty set of relays with shared
contacts is the ultimate arbiter, severing
the links to the precious loudspeakers
when necessary. Massive over-current,
overheating, line brownout, and RF or
DC faults will activate the relays; under
afault condition, the amplifier remains
in standby until acure is effected. It's
heartening to see this quality of protection in an amplifier capable of putting
out such high powers. As afurther protection against overheating, when the
heatsink temperature reaches 80°C, due
to prolonged use at full power or use
under high ambient temperatures, the
bias circuit switches out of class-A and
remains in class-AB above levels 3and
4until normal heatsink temperatures are
regained.
While IC op-amps are used for system control functions—the DC servos,
for example—the signal circuitry is alldiscrete, with direct-coupled, symmetriccomplementary differential stages with
FET inputs. These have an intrinsically
wide bandwidth and low distortion, due
to heavy local feedback. This power
amplifier differs from earlier Krells in
having no global or loop negative feedback. While some high-feedback amplifiers can sound very good, the general
feeling is that amore natural tonal quality, acleaner high-level sound, and more
natural dynamics are all associated with
low loop feedback. This is, of course,
provided that arespectably low output
impedance can be obtained without
feedback. (As well as improving static
linearity, negative feedback looped
around an amplifier lowers its output
impedance.) While Krell's new "S"-series
amplifiers don't have global feedback,
their output stages are self-contained,
low-distortion blocks with typical output impedances of around 0.1 ohm.
Early amplifier stages have fully regulated supplies, later ones distributed
wide-bandwidth supply decoupling.
Once upon atime, Krell power amplifiers claimed and achieved low distortion
factors. This wasn't aspecific design feature, but abyproduct of their inherently
linear circuitry. As good-sounding modern amplifiers continue to demonstrate,
the link between sound quality and low
distortion figures measured in the lab
with continuous tones is atenuous one.
A low-feedback design will generally
produce higher distortion; Krell has no

qualms in revealing figures for fullpower total harmonic content of 0.1%
at 1
kHz and 0.2-0.5% at 20kHz. Five
years ago, it would have been felt that
these figures could well have been 20
times lower. In this respect, and in the
low-feedback philosophy, it's interesting
to observe the convergence of solid-state
and tube designs.
As power amplifiers improve in performance quality, they make growing
demands on the other components in the
system. Obviously the ancillary components, interconnects, and loudspeaker
cables should be sufficiently neutral and
transparent to allow the amplifier's performance to be heard. However, one area
remains often neglected—the quality of
the raw electrical power fed to the amplifier. Those LEC-type detachable power
cords may be aconvenience, but at best
they're rated at 10A continuous. While
this rating will not result in afailure
mode, it is rather close to the maximum
needs of ahigh-power amplifier. A KSA200 in full song driving atough loudspeaker load may well draw over lkW
from the wall, equivalent to 10A "RMS"
with US 110V supplies. (The peak current, drawn when the amplifier's powersupply rectifiers conduct, will actually
be much higher.)
In the UK, the supply voltage is double that in the US. While this can be
lethal when mishandled, it does have the
advantage of halving the current values.
It's possible that some differences in
amplifier sound quality could consequently arise in marginal situations.
Using ahigh-capacity power cord
helps with amplifiers like the KSA-2005.
Do not use asubstitute for the Krellsupplied cord unless agenuinely better
one is available.
The quality of the wall outlet also
becomes asignificant factor. The KSA200S certainly gets on with the job when
plugged into almost any AC supply.
However, once you've used adedicated
power line running back to the main
circuit-breaker box, the improvement
cannot be ignored. An improvement of
around 8-12% of sound quality with a
$7500 amplifier is not something you
lightly forego.
Plateau Biasing: How is amodern,
high-performance, "class-A" amplifier
designed to have alow, "green," standby
power consumption?
Obviously, the class-A designation
requires that the dynamic music envelope fits within astatic, class-A current
and voltage combination for arated load
impedance. Many "dynamic" or pseudoclass-A designs do not feature true class-
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A operation for their output stages.
Generally, the "dynamic," "sliding-bias,"
and "Stasis" amplifier designs feature
signal-controlled biasing of the output
stages. The bias level is wound up
according to the signal's current demand,
with its minimum value carefully controlled to avoid classic class-B crossover
distortion. Complex circuitry is common, with unwanted, signal-related
modulation effects sometimes apparent
in the output waveform.
In the case of the current Krells, several
factors working in combination appear
to redefine the topic of dynamic biasing.
The key to the design was the use of an
ultra-fast bias-control circuit. The technology was borrowed from the highspeed, current-feedback amplifiers used
for I/V conversion in digital systems.
Using current-feedback technology,
this bias circuit looks ahead at the music
envelope, and predicts and then sets the
output stage's equivalent class-A bias
levels before that same music's leading
edge has actually passed through the
amplifier's circuit. When it finally arrives
at the end of the relatively slower main
amplifier chain, the required bias level
has been anticipated; the output stage is
therefore in arelatively stable, static condition of class-A bias current.
Krell has avoided the worst musicrelated modulation effects by learning
from the psychoacoustic aspects of the
design of compressor/limiters. Such
limiters have afast attack and aslow
decay. Similarly, the slow decay of the
Krell's bias level after amusic transient
has passed allows the whole decay envelope of the music to reach completion
long before any bias shifts occur. A very
generous delay of 20 to 30 seconds is
provided before any downshifting of bias
occurs.

Another factor reducing the potential
audibility of such program-related "gear
changing" is the concept of "plateau
biasing" at one of five appropriate levels.
This means that the bias level is not constantly dynamic, but varies with the program power envelope only over afew
preset levels.
The bias in this Krell series of designs
settles at one of the five levels for an
extended period, and is not switched up
or down unless the longer-term power
demand needs it. This means that the bias
level is not being switched very often,
and then only for an instant of transition.
Thus, signal-induced distortions, if present, can only occur for atiny fraction of
the time. The prolonged plateau bias
levels do, in fact, imply avery high proportion of true, non-varying class-A
operation.
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was 47k ohms (100k balanced), with
approximately 80pF shunt capacitance.
An input of 150mV, unbalanced, gives
you 1W output; 2.5V, unbalanced (5V
differential balanced), hits full-power
clip—close to 300W. DC offsets were
very low: 5mV or less for either
channel.
Distortion was on target at rated power,
and reminiscent ola well-designed tube
power amplifier at amoderate 0.1%
(-61dB) at lkHz. It was alittle better at
20Hz, but 10dB poorer at 20kHz, measuring 0.33% (-50dB). (This was to spec
as quoted in the Krell manual, but not to
that in their brochure, which claimed
0.2%.) The distortion levels improved
at lower power levels, measuring -70dB,
or 0.033%, at 1W into 8ohms (OdBW).
The total harmonic distortion was pretty
consistent from 20Hz to 20kHz.
A representative graph (fig.6) is given
for distortion vs frequency at amoderate power level: 20W into 8ohms. Itried
both balanced and unbalanced connections, with the same fine results. The
wide intrinsic bandwidth was shown in
the relatively slow rate of distortion
change at the frequency extremes, especially above 20kHz: 0.3% distortion at
100kHz at 20W is not easy!
One would expect distortion to
increase with reducing load impedance;
generally, an amplifier's distortion is
proportional to its output current, as it
is in aloudspeaker. A 1ohm load draws
8times the current of an 8ohm load—
about +18dB. Roughly, a-60dB distortion figure with the amplifier driving its
rated output power into the higher
impedance would degrade by at least
18dB when that load dropped to 1ohm.
Ifound this indeed to be the case with the
'200S. Low-order output-stage distortion did set in with loads below 3ohms,
and the maximum pre-clip output level
into 1ohm, 22.9dBW, was achieved with
afairly high 3% (-30dB) of distortion.
On program peaks where adverse loading actually makes its mark, such
momentary moderate distortion values
are likely to be inaudible.
When Ireviewed the less powerful
KSA-100S recently for HFN/
R12,7 I
looked for any evidence to support the
proposition that small changes in sound
quality might track the amplifier's
output-stage class-A bias level. On an
average-grade AC supply, the '100 did
show subtle shifts in transparency
according to the bias plateau. Fortunately,
with agood dedicated supply, this effect
decreased into virtual inaudibility.
Whether due to its larger supply or its
7Vol.39 No.4, April 1994, p.31.
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greater power envelope, Ididn't notice
this subjective effect with the KSA-200S.
It was still possible to measure such
differences, however. While there was no
significant relation between distortion
and bias level at 1W output power, some
dependence became apparent by 20W.
For example, with the appropriate twoLED bias, the measured THD lay at
-70dB; when an earlier musical peak had
increased the bias to the four-LED level,
the measured distortion reduced to
-80dB.
Fig.7 shows the amplifier's output
spectrum driving 200Hz at aIW level
into 8ohms, with abias level equivalent
to three LEDs lit. The benign second
harmonic, at 400Hz, can be seen to be
desirably dominant. An evenly decaying progression of negligible higher harmonics is marked with crosses. (For the
sake of clarity, the fundamental has been
raised by 10dB in this graph; the components at 100Hz, 250Hz, and 350Hz
are due to atrace of UK 50Hz mains
leakage.)
At ahigher power, 75W (fig.8), the
27

third harmonic at 600Hz becomes dominant, in this case lying at -60dB with
respect to the fundamental level. Higher
bias levels reduced the level of this harmonic somewhat. While the second harmonic was still present, the remaining
higher harmonics were held to alow
level: -75dB or less. This is apositive
result for those who hold that distortion
spectra correlate with tonal quality.
Supply modulation—the ability of an
amplifier to reject power-supply components under heavy drive—is explored
in fig.9. Driven with a38Hz fundamental
at two-thirds the '2005's rated output
into a4ohm load, the amplifier had a
benign distortion spectrum with no trace
of unwanted 50Hz AC line components
above the -90B baseline. This is avery
good result.
Two results for high-frequency intermodulation using a 19+20kHz drive
signal are presented in figs.10 (1W) and
11 (full power). The lkHz difference
component was measured at -76dB for
1.
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Fig.6 Krell KSA-2005, THD+noise vs frequency
at 20W into 8ohms, unbalanced input.
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Fig.9 Krell KSA-2005. spectrum of 38Hz
sinewave, DC-500Hz, at 267W into 4
ohms (linear frequency scale). Note that
the third harmonic is again the highest in
level, but there are no 50Hz components
visible.
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Fig.7 Krell KSA-200S, spectrum of 200Hz
sinewave, DC-2kHz, at IW into 8ohms
(linear frequency scale). Note that the
second harmonic at 400Hz is the highest in
level, at —80dB (0.01%).
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Fig.I0 Krell KSA-2005,

HF intermodulation
spectrum. DC-25.5kHz, 19+20kHz at
IW into 8(Aims (linear frequency scale).
Note that the IkHz difference
component lies at —76dB. This drops to
—86dB with ahigher bias level.
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Fig.8 Krell KSA-200S, spectrum of 200Hz
sinewave, DC -2kHz, at 75W into 8ohms
(linear frequency scale). Note that the
third harmonic at 600Hz is the highest in
level, at —60dB (0.1%).
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Fig. II Krell KSA-2005. HF intermodulation
spectrum. DC-25.5kHz, 19+20kHz at
full power into 8ohms (linear frequency
scale). Note that the I
kHz difference
component lies at —7I.7dB.
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Opus is the

Schwann guide
to classical
recordings.

-

Spectrum is the

Schwann guide to
all other types of
recorded music.

You obviously love music—you read Stereophile.
Our sister publications help you enjoy music, too. If you
don't know them already, we'd like to introduce you to the
Schwann guides to recorded music.
Opus is the quarterly guide to classical recordings—over
45,000 CDs, cassettes, and laserdiscs are listed in each issue.
Spectrum is the quarterly guide to other types of music—
over 65,000 CDs, tapes, and LPs.
Opus and Spectrum are the most current and comprehensive guides to recorded music—they're your reference.
They can help you shop. Help you build your music library.
And when you have your own copies, you can make your
selections before you visit the record stores—you have the
catalog numbers at hand.
Copies are on sale at many record stores. Or subscribe
and save. A year of Opus is only $29.95,* ayear of Spectrum
only $24.95.* Call this number toll-free and have your
VISA or MasterCard ready.

1800 87 7.2693
*Rates good in US only. For all other countries write
Schwann Publications, WorldRadioHistory
49 Sheridan Ave., Albany, NY 12210

1W output (improving to -86dB with
ahigher bias level), and -71.7dB at full
power. In other respects, these spectra are
clean.
All in all, this is agreat set of measured
results from an experienced designer.

than (or perhaps just different from) anything that has gone before Nevertheless,
after reading the following summary,
you should be left in no doubt as to my
positive opinion; indeed, the facts speak
for themselves.
Here's what you get for your $7500:
Conclusions: A careful conclusion to
• a thoroughly up-to-date, energyaresponsible review must uncover the efficient, and good-looking solid-state
truc balance presented by the product stereo design;
•aperformance closely approximating
under test. While all manufacturers wish
for rave reviews—in fact, they often insist genuine class-A output stage operation
that anything less is of no marketing without the power and heat penalties,
and which allows for arelatively comuse—in the real world, products worpact amplifier chassis for its power rating;
thy of raves are few and far between.
And, surely, that is how it should be—a •aconservatively rated, true 200Wpcsurfeit of raves devalues the entire into-8-ohms, 1600Wpc-into-l-ohm
power output with ample current capacreviewing structure.
Manufacturers should give Stereophile's ity and the ability to drive any conceivreaders and their potential customers a able load to the amplifier's rated level
little more credit for their intelligence and with very little variation in sound
discrimination. A favorable review can quality;
be less than the ravings of alovesick •asound which varies little, whether
reviewer, yet still do the product justice driven balanced or unbalanced, thus
by setting it in its context and supporting enhancing the amplifier's versatility;
•asound quality which builds upon
asensible purchasing judgment.
So it is with the Krell KSA-200S. It is established Krell strengths of image staan immensely capable power amplifier,
bility, low-end grunt, sense of musical
foundation, and higher-than-expected
yet it doesn't get an uncritical rave review.
Krell's new KSA-series amplifiers are dynamic range. Improvements over
better than their predecessors, but only
earlier Krells concern treble purity, tonal
incrementally so. A rave review would accuracy in the midrange and lower midrequire perhaps asound radically better
range, superior microdynamics, better

pace, and amore spacious, more ambient
soundstage. The result is both more
musical and more satisfying in the longer
term; and
•afine finish, afirst-rate build quality,
system 'emote facilities, and afive-year
transferable warranty which helps maintain the amplifier's value.
Dependable and even-tempered, the
Krell KSA-200S gets my recommendation. It may not be exceptional in any one
respect, but it is exceptional by virtue of
its fine balance of properties. This is as
true of the '200S as it is of the KRC-2,
and positions the Krell at the forefront
for amplifiers of its class.
Speculation as to its audiophile status
indicates that it would be aClass A contender in Stereophile's "Recommended
Components." Its ultimate rating will,
of course, depend to some degree on
how the performance of the competition
shapes up.
OK, it might not be aTun design, but
it's damn good nonetheless!
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We at Totem are of the
opinion that
specifications are not
the key to real life

ACOUSTIC

mu3ical reproduction.
Our speakers breathe
real life and space into
any reproduced music.
Totem "Model one"
speakers will bring you
superior spatial
representation, timbre,
rhythm, ambiance,
coherence, tonality
and musicality.
Listen and believe
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"There is no other combination of preamp and amplifier on the market for under $1000 that will come closer to the best sound (available at any price) than the Acurus DIA -100."
-Corey Greenberg, Stereophile

"The Acurus DIA-100 Is One of Those One-Of-A-Kind Products
That Makes You Wonder Why It's One-Of-A-Kind."
Corey Greenberg, Stereophile Magazine, Nov. 1993, Vol. 16, No. 11

Since imitation is the sincerest form of flattery, we expect others to attempt copying the unique Acurus DIA-100. In light of
this, we have created alist of questions to help you determine if you are looking at an imitation of the genuine article.
Is there only one gain block from source input to loudspeaker output?
The DIA -100 has asingle gain block from input to output. Some may attempt to fool you by adding again stage to art
amplifier and not calling it apreamplifier stage. However as Shakespeare said, "A preamp is apreamp by any other name.
Does it have true high sensitivity amplification?
The DIA -100's gain block has 43dB of gain, the same as a high quality preamp and power amp combination, but
without all the additional circuitry. Any imposter can easily connect apassive control section to an amplifier of less gain.
Is the noise as low as abetter preamp and 100 watt power amp combination?
The DIA- 100 has anoise level as low as the best preamp/power amp combinations, so all the detail of the original recording
can be heard. Awannabe copy will have worse signal to noise ratio, so it will be inferior to aquality pre and power amp.
Perhaps, someday someone will make acopy of the DIA-100. On that day we will be sincerely flattered. Meanwhile we
would like to suggest that you go to your nearest Acurus dealer and flatter us by auditioning the DIA-100. Who knows, you
might go home the proud owner of an original.

MONDIAL

DESIGNS

LIMITED

2Elm St. Ardsley, NY 10502 •914-693-8008 Fax 914-693-7199
WorldRadioHistory

W OODSIDE MASO RENAISSANCE
MONOBLOCK POWER AMPLIFIER
Larry Greenhill
Tube monoblock amplifier using four EL34 tubes in the output stage. Rated output
power 50W minimum continuous sinewave power into 8ohms at lk
(I7dBW),
with no more than 0.2% THD; 75W minimum continuous sinewave power into 4
ohms at lkHz (15.75dBVV), with no more than 0.2% THD. Dynamic headroom: I.6dB.
Peak output current: I5A. Frequency range: 8Hz-56kHz. Input impedance: 100k ohms.
Sensitivity: 750mV (equivalent to avoltage gain of 28.5dB). Slew rate: 15V/its. Power

consumption: not given. Overall dimensions: 9" (220mm) Hby 16.8" (420mm) W
by 10.8" (270mm) D. Shipping weight: 36 lbs (I6.5kg). Serial numbers of units tested:
2692081A Price: $4495/pair. Appracinute number of dealers: 6. Manufacturer. Worxbde
Electronics, Bourton Cottage, Wick St. Lawrence, Weston-Super Mare, Avon BS22 OYD,
England. Tel: (44) 934-520248. Fax: (44) 934-520233. US Importer Pro Audio/Quad USA,
III South Drive, Barrington, IL 60010. Tel: (708) 526-1646. Fax: (708) 526-1669.
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rian Tucker, the US Quad importer, introduced me to the
Woodside MA50 tube amplifiers
and their manufacturer, John Widgery,
during the 1992 Summer CES. Tucker's
combination of Woodside MA50 tube
amplifiers and Quad ESL-63 USA
Monitors sounded unusually neutral,
dynamic, and detailed. This was good
news; back in 1987, Dick Olsher (Vol.10
No.6, pp.104-5) was unable to recommend an earlier Woodside-manufactured
amplifier, the Radford STA 25 Renaissance. Brian mentioned that the MA50's
design is amuch-improved version of
that earlier Radford model. Time for
another review.
SOME HISTORY
The late Arthur Radford, one of the
better-known figures in audio, was involved in radio and electronics for half
acentury. He held patents for speaker,
amplifier, and transformer designs. In
1946, he developed asuccessful electronics business, and went on to produce
amplifiers based on adesign by DIN.
Williamson. The audio transformer in
this amplifier was particularly good,
which led Arthur to produce transformers for OEM users like Daystrom
and Rank. In the early 1960s his company manufactured the MA and STA
series of tube amplifiers—robust, wideband devices that became popular, particularly the stereo STA-25 Series III.
Radford sold over 12,000 units. Radford
also worked with Arthur Bailey on
transmission-line loudspeakers.
In 1986, Radford's health was not
good, and he went into retirement. At
that time, the US distributors of Grant
amplifiers were looking for amore reliable British tube amplifier. The Radford
amplifier was chosen, but had to be supplied by John Widgery, Radford's former
plant manager, who had been responsi1Radford amplifiers enjoyed much the same popularity
in Britain that Dynaco did here, albeit at ahigher price
level.
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ble for the design of the output transformers in the STA-25 series. Widgery
bought all rights to the Radford name,
and remanufactured the STA-25 Series
3 with up-to-date components, cosmetics, KT77 power tetrodes, and LED
biasing. He dubbed it the Mark IV, an
amplifier by "Woodside, formerly Radford." Only 100 units were produced,
complete with Arthur Radford's signature. Widgery went on to produce in
1987 aslightly revised STA-25 Renaissance. This product utilized adual-triode
ECC88/6DJ8 in acascode configuration,
and used American-made 6550A tubes
in the output stage.
In his 1987 review of the STA-25
Renaissance, Dick Olsher compared it
with an earlier Radford STA-25 Series III;
he found both amplifiers lacking. The
older Radford, despite its "sweet and liquid mids" and three-dimensionality,
suffered from euphonic colorations. The
newer Renaissance model excelled in
soundstage width and depth, with consistently sweet string tone, but the rest
of the sonic picture was troubled. The
amplifier had a colored sound and
suffered from aloss of focus and reso-
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lution. DO was very specific: the kickdrum sounds were "anemic:' and female
vocals were "phasey," and stretched
across the soundstage. There was only
one moral to this review: Back to the
drawing board!
THE NEW DESIGN

The latest Woodside2 amplifiers have
redesigned printed circuit boards (pcbs)
and new power supplies. American
designer Arnold Weisenberg is responsible for this new, fully regulated and
decoupled high-voltage power supply.
Key to his new approach is asolid-state
regulator to prevent interaction between
stages. In addition, the redesign lowers
the impedance between stages. The
amplifier is equipped with atoroidal
power transformer with acurrent capacity five times the quiescent requirement,
and three separate filament windings:
one for each pair of output tubes, and a
third for the driver stages. The power
supply uses 750µF (at 450V) of capacitance. Weisenberg developed these approaches doing modification redesigns
2The product's name was simplified to "Woodside"
to signify the modernization of former Radford designs.
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Accuracy in Performance -Elegance in Appearance
Bryston's BP-20 Preamplifier

Bryston's new BP-20 line level preamplifier offers asignificant step forward in capturing the subtleties, nuances and
emotions of recorded music.
Redesigned inside and out to reflect the improvements in the
entire Bryston line, the BP-20 is aperfect match to the new NRB series of amplifiers. All aspects of the signal flow are much improved, with lower noise and
distortion figures, and higher overload levels.
You will find the noise floor has been significantly improved,
reducing background hash to far below audibility. Input-to-input crosstalk is
essentially nonexistent to eliminate signal bleed-through from one source to
another. Channel-to-channel interaction has been improved, reducing any possibility of component crosstalk.
Signal switching and audio connections utilize heavy gold plating to provide long-term trouble-free connections. Two pair of XLR balanced
inputs and one pair of balanced XLR output connectors are standard as well as
five pair of unbalanced inputs, 2pairs of paralleled unbalanced outputs and one
processor loop. This provides total flexibility for integrating other balanced or
unbalanced audio equipment into your system.
The power transformer is mounted externally to eliminate
power-supply noise and interference. The BP-20 is housed in asteel cabinet for
shielding to reduce electromagnetic interference effects. Buffered inputs provide
for lower distortion and improved linearity from source components. A ground
plane has been incorporated in this new design to further reduce crosstalk and
noise throughout the internal circuitry.
Our feeling is that Bryston's BP-20 is one of those fortunate
circumstances when the long hours and extended listening pay off. The sense of
transcending the recording medium and experiencing the original performance is
captured with exceptional realism.
Nothing but alistening test will convey the feeling of musical
perfection available in the Bryston BP-20. We invite you to audition one today.
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57 Westmore Dr., Rezdale, Ontario,
Canada M9V 3Y6
Tel: (416) 746-1800 WorldRadioHistory
Fax: (416) 746-0308

on the Marantz 8B with Sid Smith.
The MA50's front end is said to be stable. It uses an ECC811 direct-coupled
input stage with an active-load twintriode 12AX7, followed by asecond
tube, a12AU7, used as acathode follower to avoid Miller effect. (These tubes
are Golden Dragons, produced by the
Shuguang tube factory in China.) The
first stage in the amplifier is coupled to
aphase splitter with apolypropylene
capacitor. The output stage uses two
matched pairs of Czech Tesla EL34
power pentodes in apush-pull parallel
configuration, run in class-A. The MA50
is autobiasing, so there's no need for customers to use meters or LEDs when the
tubes are replaced.
The Woodside employs a multisection audio output transformer. This
proprietary design of Widgery's features
only one pair of secondary taps rather
than the commonly found taps for 4, 8,
and 16 ohm loudspeakers. Speaker designs from 20-30 years ago typically
ranged from 3to 20 ohms. Within the
past decade, however, the impedance
modulus ofloudspeakers has narrowed
to 4-8 ohms, and is often anominal 5
ohms. The modern tube amplifier can
have its entire secondary wound to drive
asingle narrow impedance range. The
manufacturer claims that the combination of solid-state rectification and very
low internal impedance (high damping
factor) allows the MA50s to exert better control over woofers or bass ribbons.

FIT'N'FINISH
High-end tube amplifier cosmetics go
in anumber of directions: exotic (Wavestream V8), art deco (Cary CAD-805),
extravagant (Carver Silver Seven), and
gilded (Jadis). The MA50 Renaissance
exudes the gilded look, with its gold
side-plating and Radford's traditional rod
handles at each end of the chassis. These
clever handles allow one to lift the amplifier with ease, and can also serve as a
frame to rest the amplifier on if atechnician has to service the under-chassis
while the tube cage is removed. Between
the handles, ablack perforated metal
screen serves as acover for the tubes. The
flashes and handles are gold-plated, and
the Woodside manual warns the owner
not to use abrasive cleaners, which will
remove the gold plating.
Unscrewing four Phillips-head fasteners
allows the cover to be lifted. From the
front, the toroidal AC transformer and
printed circuit board (pcb) are positioned
at chassis right, while the output tubes
and large E-I audio output transformer
are on the left. Both transformers employ
solder tags, rather than flying leads. This
STEREOPHILEJUNE 1994

means Woodside can choose better wire;
in this case, silver. The tube sockets are
not attached to the circuit board. This
prevents tube-generated heat from aging
the solid-state components, but pointto-point wiring is needed to connect the
pcb with the tube sockets. Wires also
connect the tube filaments to the toroidal
transformer. Ventilation holes surround
each of the EL34 output tube sockets,
allowing achimney cooling effect as air
is drawn into holes in the bottom base
plate, through the chassis vent holes
around the tubes, and out the perforated
top cover. Overall, this chassis layout
shows good attention to detail. Goodquality parts are used. The Woodside's
speaker outputs are standard five-way
binding posts.
Opening the baseplate, the soldering
shows good care, but seems to be handworked, lacking the evenness of solder
flow found in wave-soldered products.
[Good hand-soldering is more consistently reliable than wave soldering.—Ed.]
Although the MA50's $4495/pair list
price is high, 36% of 132 tube amplifiers
listed in the October 1993 Audio are more
expensive? Two-thirds of the amplifiers
rated Class A in Stereophile's "Recommended Components" employ tubes,
and all but one cost more than the
Woodside MASO. (The average price of
the nine top contenders is $6280.)

SETUP

My listening room measures 26' long,
13' wide, with a12' semi-cathedral ceiling. An 8' high by 4' wide doorway at
the back of the room opens into a
kitchen, adding an additional 25' by 15'
area. Ialso used asecond listening room,
17' by 10', to audition the MA50s.
Icompared the Woodsides with a
Mark Levinson No.27.5. Additional
gain-matched listening tests were conducted with aKrell KSA-250. Because
its power ratings are twice that of the
Woodsides, sonic comparisons with the
Mark Levinson focused on low-frequency extension, imaging, soundstage
presentation, and instrumental timbre.
Each amp had its own strengths: vividness, speed, and bass definition (Mark
Levinson No.27.5), and bass definition
and depth of soundstage (Krell KSA-250).
All amplifiers were set up in abasement room below my listening room on
asolid workbench, with easy access to
AC outlets with 200A service. This
allowed me to switch rapidly between
the Woodside, Mark Levinson, and Krell
amplifiers, but it also required a45' run
of AudioQuest Topaz single-ended in3About one-fifth of the 688 amplifiers listed.
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terconnect between preamplifiers—the
Krell KBL, the Woodside SC-26 tube
unit, and aClassé DR-6 Mk.II with an
interna/ moving-coil module—and the
amplifiers. Care had to be taken positioning this lengthy 45' interconnect, for the
Woodsides easily picked up hum. Floating the AC line cord with a"cheater"
often helped eliminate this hum, but not
always.
CDs were played on aKrell MD-1
turntable driving aKrell SBP-32X digital audio converter. A Day-Sequerra FM
Reference tuner and aQuad FM-66 FM
tuner provided music from WQXR, our
local New York classical station. Levinson HF-10C cable and Cogelco Yellow
balanced lines connected line-level
sources to the preamplifier. Vinyl records
were played on aLinn Sondek LP12
turntable with aLingo Mod, an Ittok
arm, and .a Spectral moving-coil cartridge.
Loudspeakers used with the MA50s
included electrostatics (Quad ESL-63s
on Arcici stands), full-range dynamic
loudspeakers (Snell B minors), and several minimonitors (Chario Academy
Ones on sand-filled Sumiko Franklin
and Lowell Stands; Totem Model Is on
sand-filled Target R-1 stands). Speaker
cable was bi-wired Sumiko OCOS
cable.
Each speaker was auditioned separately in the listening room and placed at
the same location: 4' from each sidewall
and 3' from the back. Ialso listened from
two positions: For nearfield, Iset up my
listening position 8' from the speakers;
Ialso listened from my favorite spot,
which is 18' away.

LISTENING
My first contact with the Woodside
MASO Renaissances was exciting. They
proved to be an excellent match for my
Quad ESL-63 USA Monitors, through
which the MASO could be heard to have
the traditional strength of Radford
amplifiers—lots of spaciousness. The
MA50s produced amost convincing
three-dimensional woodwind sound; the
ESL-63s produced an effortless, wideopen upper register with ample depth of
imaging. Two orchestral selections on LP
had apalpable sense of the hall: excerpts
from Prokofiev's Romeo andJuliet (Erich
Leinsdorf/LAPO, Sheffield Lab 8), and
Shostakovich's Symphony 6(Leopold
Stokowski/CSO, RCA LSC-3133). The
openness in the treble produced by the
marriage of Woodsides and Quads was
reminiscent of two of my favorite amplifier/speaker combinations: the older
Quad loudspeaker driven by Mark
Levinson ML-2s, and the newer Quad
133

"At the de ofperturbing owners
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my best ble designs ever."
— David Salz

Gold EclipseTM

Please don't imagi
audiophiles and reviewers whose ears and hearts we
won over by my designs in the past. It's just that time h
marched on, and I've founded anew company. Once again I
have designed anew generation of audio cable.
The difference this time is in the details. Countless su
and varied musical details are revealed by the unprecedente
resolution, spatial coherence, and harmonic integrity my
cables provide. Several proprietary design details Ideveloped
made these improvements possible.
Iredesigned* the concentric cable structure Ibegan developing twelve years ago, redefined the limits of connector
quality, and refined our metallurgy to compete with the
world's best. Our unique phono plugs* feature an 0-ring
tensioning device and gold/copper or solid silver contacts for
unmatched conductivity. Our solid silver polymer-spring
banana plugs* rival the sound purity of our solid silver
spades.
The materials Ihave utilized, grain-optimized copper or
solid silver conductors and teflont or microporous teflon
dielectrics, are the finest available at each price level.
Iask only that you audition and compare before your next
purchase. That's how certain Iam you'll share my enthusiasm.
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ESL-63s driven by avery-broken-in
Mark Levinson No.27.
The MASO sounded more neutral than
I'd expected. Idid not hear alush, rich,
warm, buttery sound. Rather, the Woodside delivered acooler, more distant
perspective. It was definitely less harsh
in some areas, with none of the "transistory" sound that pentodes can produce, although Iwould not go so far as
to call the MASO "sweet!' This lack of
harshness was easiest to hear when compared to the Mark Levinson No.27.5
playing CDs. The vocal timbre and "naturalness" of Harry Connick, Jr.'s "I
Don't Get Around Much Anymore,"
from the When Harry Met Sally...
soundtrack (Columbia CK 45319),
sounded just right through the Woodsides. The Mark Levinson's sound, in
contrast, was more forward. The Woodsides did sound fuller and more rounded
than my solid-state amps. This was heard
as arichness of orchestral timbre on
woodwinds that was missing in the Krell
KSA-250. The Woodside also produced
afuller string and woodwind sound than
the Krell.
The Woodsides' soundstage could also
be highly focused, if called for. Odetta's
rich, deep voice, singing "America the
Beautiful" on Strike aDeep Chord (Justice) was rendered perfectly, centered
well between the Totems, well differentiated from the string bass, brushed
drums, and piano. Other female vocal
selections were just as focused, with no
sign of exaggerated size or phase distortions. Maggie Doyle's voice was correctly dimensioned, despite lots of reverberation, on the Patriot Games soundtrack
(RCA 07863-66051-2).
The Woodside MA50s did agood job
of resolving detail. Driving the little
Totems, the Woodsides delivered lowlevel detail aplenty. Driving Snell B
minors, the Woodsides could sustain the
deep growl of the organ pedals in Cesar
Franck's Chorale No.1 pipe organ solo
while maintaining the clarity of the
upper registers (Marcel Dupré, Mercury
Living Presence 434 311-2). Playing the
"Main Title" track from Patriot Games,
the mix of flute, Maggie Doyle's soprano
voice, and the ponderous 35Hz synthesizer chords were produced cleanly
and distinctly. Even when the bass
chords predominated, the Snell B minor,
driven by the Woodside, was able to sustain adelicate plucked-string sequence
being played at the same time.
The Woodsides' bass was clean and
detailed. Although it didn't match the
solidity of the solid-state amps, it didn't
sound anemic. Of course, Ididn't expect this 50W tube amplifier to deliver
STEREOPHILEJUNE 1994

the same quantity of bass as aKSA-250.
What it did deliver was convincing.
Switching to the My Cousin Vinny soundtrack (Varèse Sarabande VSD-5364), the
Woodside delivered enough bass on
Randy Elman's "Something's Wrong"
to get my foot tapping, but it lacked the
weight and sock of either the Levinson
or the Krell. Also, the Woodsides were
not as fast as solid-state amps. They
could not produce much of astartle from
the explosive opening of Terry Dorsey's
"Ascent" on Time Warp (Erich Kunzel,
Cincinnati Pops, Telarc CD-801). Clearly,
both the Krell KSA-250 and the No.27.5
have more bass "slam."
When huge amounts of bass were
called for, the solid-state amplifiers did
better the Woodsides. Yet the Woodsides
erred in the direction of sins of omission;
they didn't produce colored sound, just
less bass. The No.27.5 remained quick
and well-defined driving the Snell B
minors with Saint-Sens's Symphony 3
(Marcel Dupré, organ; Paul Paray/Detroit
SO, Mercury Living Presence 432 7192). The stair-step descent of organ notes
was heard clearly with the '27.5.
The Woodside's treble response showed
none of the darkening or loss of timbre
reported by DO for the 1987 amplifier.
No "tube editorialization" or other colorations were introduced into Willie
Nelson's Across the Borderline CD. All
three amplifiers did an excellent job of
preserving the quality of separate and
harmonized vocal duets, particularly
between Willie and Bonnie Raitt ("Getting Over You") and Sinead O'Connor
("Don't Give Up"). The B minors played
Prokofiev's Romeo andJuliet, Suites 1&
2(Stanislaw Skrowaczewski/Minneapolis SO, Mercury Living Presence 432
004-2) with atransparent, detailed, sweet
string tone with considerable depth. This
extension was evident on the LP of the
Glory soundtrack (Virgin 90531). The
width of the hall was evident in the
spread and depth of the Boy's Choir of
Harlem singing the opening cut, "Call
to Arms!' The sound of vibes remained
detailed, clear, and open, as heard on Joe
Beck's "Unspoken Words" (TheJoumey,
DMP CD-481).
Were the Woodsides powerful enough
for my big room? Not always. The
Chario Academy Ones proved to be too
power-hungry. In my big room, these
Italian minimonitors drained the British blood right out of the Woodsides.
Dan Baird's voice screeched rather than
howled in Songs for the Hearing Impaired
(Def American 26999-2). Switching to
the 175Wpc Classé Fifteen solid-state
amplifier solved that problem. When the
Chubs were used in my smaller listening
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"
interconnects that
resolve inner detail
gou didn't how
the music had."
— Bound for Sound, No. 7a, 8a/93

A.R.
....TRANSPORTING MUSIC

o

Exdusiv U.S. Dist ibution:
Vi tuoi Audio
P.O. Box 1598, Novato, CA 94948
415.898.8067

Acomplete line of analog and digital
cables and accessories

RUARK ACOUSTICS

astroke ofgenius
Ruark loudspeakers are
renowned for their smooth
liquid sound and life-like
performance. With fine
woodwork that testifies to
membership in England's
Guild of Master Craftsmen,
Ruark speakers are an
affordable luxury, ranging
from $750 to $6000 apair.
-Audi

ntiux-Corparation

.MPOME,S OF AuDICP.LE P;- ODUCTS
P0Box 31 19 418and Lakes NJ 07422 (201) 764-8958
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room, the Woodside amplifiers were
quite adequate. Given adynamic loudspeaker of relatively high sensitivity, like
the Snell B minor, the Woodside MASO
can produce spls of 103-105dB at 10'.
Then Dan Baird's "Julie and Lucky"
strutted with lots of pace, but no strain.
Overall, the listening tests showed that
the MA50 represents real progress for
Woodside Electronics—just what the
DO ordered! The new tube amplifier had
resolution, pace, good bass response, and
fine soundstage focus. While they weren't
as neutral as aMark Levinson No.27.5,
the MA50s did not show the euphonic
excesses of the earlier Radford designs.
he MASO may sound sweeter than
either the Krell or Mark Levinson, but
only slightly. After all, each of those
amplifiers has its own sonic profile: The
Mark Levinson has more presence, while
the Krell KSA-250 is more distant and
dimensional.)

behavior is uncommon in today's better amplifiers, both tube and solid-state,
and is most likely an output transformer
problem.

Fig.1 Woods"de MASO, frequency response at
2.83V into 8ohms (top at 20kHz) and 4
ohms (0.5dB/vertical div.).

§o

Fig.6 Woodside MASO, 'kHz waveform at 25W
into 4ohms (top); distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched out
(bottom).

M EASUREMENTS FROM T
J
N

The Woodside MA50's chassis was hot
over the output tubes following the 60minute, 1
/-power preconditioning, but
2
no more so than the typical tube amplifier. Its input impedance measured just
over 92k ohms, its voltage gain into 8
ohms, 29.7dB. The Woodside is noninverting; apositive-going input results
in apositive-going output. S/N ratio
measured an excellent 110dB (unweighted,
22Hz-22kHz referenced to 1W output
into 8ohms). The amplifier's DC offset
was unmeasurable, as is almost always
the case with transformer-coupled designs.
The Woodside's output impedance
was respectably low for atube amplifier:
0.28 ohms at 20Hz, 0.23 ohms at lkHz,
and 0.18 ohms at 20kHz. With aloudspeaker cable of areasonably low resistance, Iwould expect the Woodside's frequency response driving atypical loudspeaker load to be relatively unaffected
(altered by less than ldB).4
Fig.1 shows the MA50's frequency
response. It holds up well at lower frequencies. At the top end, it begins rising
at 10kHz, rising to apeak just above
60kHz (a slightly higher frequency into
4ohms). Though not severe in magnitude, this peak is reflected in the leadingedge overshoot and oscillation in the
lkHz squarewave response (fig.2). It's
also visible in the 10kHz squarewave
(fig3) as adamped oscillation at the top
and bottom of the waveform occurring
at approximately 60kHz. This type of
4See "Questions of Impedance Interaction" in the January '94 Stereophile (Vol.17 No.1, p.109), and John
Crabbe's letter in response to this article (April '94,
pp.25-26), for more details on the possible frequencyresponse aberrations in amplifiers of various output
impedances driving real-world loudspeaker loads.
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Rising distortion at the frequency
extremes is visible in the TEID +noise
curves in fig.4, though it remains reasonable—at least into loads down to 4ohms.
The THD +noise at low power (not
shown) is primarily second-harmonic.
However, at higher power (41W) into 8
ohms (fig.5), aheavy fifth-harmonic
component appears. Into 4ohms, the
low-power TI-ID is also primarily secondharmonic; but as power increases, the
third harmonic begins to dominate (fig.6,
25W). Into 2ohms (not shown), the third

Fig.2 Woodside MA50, I
kHz squarewave at I
W
into 8ohms.
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Fig.3 Woodside MASO, 10kHz squarewave at
IW into 8ohms.
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Fig.7 Woodide MA50, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-I kHz, at 3SW into 4ohms
(linear frequency scale). Note that the
third harmonic at 150Hz is the highest in
level, at -38dB (1.2%), with the odd-order
harmonics dominant.
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Fig.4 Woodside MASO, THD+noise vs
frequency at (from top to bottom): 4W
into 2ohms, 2W into 4ohms, and IW into
8ohms.
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Fig.8 Woodside MASO. HF intermodulation
spectrum. DC-22k1z, 19+20kHz at 23W
into 8ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.5 Woodside MASO. IkHz waveform at 4IW
into 8ohms (top); distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched out
(bottom).
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Fig.9 Woodside MASO, distortion vs output
power into (from bottom to top at IOW):
8ohms. 4ohms, and 2ohms.
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harmonic is clear at powers as low as
10W.
Fig.7 shows the distortion spectrum
with the MA50 reproducing 50Hz at
35W into 4ohms. While it will become
apparent by the end of these measurements that the Woodside is at its best into
8ohm loads, it is specified to put out its
rated power into 4ohms. There's only
one set of output terminals, with no
apparent provision for internal reconfiguration of the MA50 for other load
impedances (as with the Sonic Frontiers
SFM-160, reviewed elsewhere in this
issue). The results in fig.7 show apeak
distortion of-38dB (or 1.2%) at 150Hz.
The artifacts decrease with increasing
frequency, and at this power level, the
dominance of the odd-order harmonics
can be seen. This is afairly high level of
distortion, considering the relatively
modest power being asked from the amp
here; its audible significance might be an
added warmth with music heavy in low
frequencies.
A similar spectral plot in fig.8 shows
the intermodulation (IM) at the output
resulting from acombined 19 +20kHz
input, for an output level of 23W into 8
ohms (just prior to visible clipping of this
waveform). The 18kHz and 21kHz artifacts are at about -48dB (or about 0.4%).
The lkHz distortion component is

-58dB (or about 0.12%). There are also
considerable low-level artifacts visible
below 2kHz, these probably due to
60Hz AC-supply modulation with this
demanding signal. Into a4ohm load at
similar power (not shown), the results are
similar: slightly higher at low frequencies
(0.25% at lkHz), slightly lower at high
frequencies (0.3% at 18kHz).
The THD +noise vs output power
results (at lkHz) for the MA50 are
shown in fig.9. As with most tube amplifiers, there's agradual rise in distortion
without awell-defined break-point, or
"knee in the curves. The design here is
clearly optimum with an 8ohm load,
though above about 58W, the results
with a4ohm load show aslight superiority. The discrete-clipping measurements for the MA50 are shown in Table
1. Here Imeasured the output at both
our normal standard for clipping-1%
THD+ noise—and at 3%. Finally, our
measurements showed the MA50 to be
Table I: Clipping
I% THD+noise
Load

3% THD+nolse

8ohms
(line voltage)
4ohms
(line voltage)
2ohms
(line voltage)

45.8 (16.6dBW)
II5V
49.6 (I4dBW)
II5V)
20.5 (7.1dBW)
II6V

4.8 (16.5d8W)
II5V
29.7 (II.7dBW)
115V
13.6 (5.3d8W)
II6V

about 5W (0.5dBW) short of its rated
power output into 8ohms.
The test-bench results of the Woodside MA50 Renaissance were reasonable,
though nowhere near exceptional, for a
moderately powered tube amplifier.
—Thomas J. Norton

CONCLUSIONS FROM LG
The Woodside design has come along
way since DO's early 1987 report. The
MA50s produced aneutral sonic picture
with most LPs and CDs, although Idid
hear some extra fullness to woodwinds
and less edginess in string tone on some
CDs. Thry produced aslight fullness and
body to the sound. Just as the KSA-250
helps the tonal balance of the Snell B
minor, the Woodside MA50s provided
acomplementary match for the Quad
ESL-63. Bass response was accurate, but
lacked the power and authority of the
Krell KSA-250 amplifier on larger
dynamic loudspeakers, which is to be
expected. If one uses electrostatic loudspeakers, then the sound of the Woodsides can be detailed, smooth, spacious,
and very pleasing. Overall, the Woodside MASO Renaissance gets my recommendation, and should be auditioned by
those interested in atube amplifier for
electrostatic loudspeakers or sensitive
dynamic systems. —Larry Greenhill S

Don't Take Our Word for It. Take Theirs.
"For lovers of tube electronics, those of you who like afull, round, warm sound capable of conveying
emotional impact, the [solid state] Gryphon DM100 power amplifier and Linestage are waiting for you now. If I
were to compare these Gryphon products to afine wine, Iwould say that the pleasure they give me brings to mind
aBurgundy Grand Cru, whose noble and warm character they share. This manifests itself in amellowness and
power which are amazing."
The Gryphon Linestage and DM100 HAUTE F1DELITE, France
"...the high speed and explosive power in the bass region made the S100 emerge from competitors in the
same price range. The bass is solid like arock; the weight, the speed, and the density are incredible. Below the
mid-bass, the S100 sounds like asports car. It accelerates fast, lightening fast, and stops immediately...If the
DM100 is adeluxe Mercedes, then the S100 must be aPorsche."
The Gryphon S100 Power Amplifier HI-F1 REVIEW LTD., Hong Kong
"My biggest surprise was that although the Gryphon is rated at only 100 watts per channel, it seemed to
have virtually limitless amounts of power available. Without its output protection circuitry, it could easily be used
as an arc welder."
The Gryphon DM100 Power Amplifier AUSTRALIAN HI-FI
Better yet, audition one today at your nearest Gryphon dealer.

THE
GRYPHON

It's What You've Been Waiting For
Gryphon Audio Designs
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Denmark

Fax 45 86 57 05 33
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Gryphon U.
S.
A.(614) 792-1411
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No way can we keep this baby quiet
Duntech Audio is proud to announce the safe arrival of a beautiful new
baby... the PCL25 Loudspeaker. Born and bred with all the characteristics of
the Sovereign and Princess, esteemed parentage that has made the
DUNTECH family of loudspeakers internationally acclaimed for accuracy
in music reproduction. Combining 'pulse coherent' performance and point
source radiation, this baby has the ability to produce some very impressive
sounds. For more information, write, phone or fax us.

DUNTECH
DUNTECH SALES USA
11 South Drive, Barrington, IL. 60010
138

Phone 708 -526 -1681.
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SYSTEM TWEAKS BY ANY OTHER NAME
WOULD SMELL AS SWEET
Jonathan Scull auditions system enhancers from
Purist Audio Design, Sheffield Lab, and Gryphon Audio Designs
Purist Audio Design System Enhancer CD-R: Price: S150. Available from: Gary Brashear,
Sound Sensations Audio, 32545 BGolden Lantern Box 290, Dana Point, CA 92629.
Tel: (714) 496-9471. Fax: (714) 496-6522. Manufacturer Purist Audio Design, 108 Woodland Road, Lake Jackson, TX 77566. Tel: (409) 265-5114. Fax: (409) 265-1211.
Sheffield Lab4XL0 Test &Bum-in CD: Price: $29.95. Approximate number of dealers:

T

here has been a recent rash
(some might say aplague) of
system setup aids said to improve your system, via techniques heretofore unimagined by the standard-issue
audiophile. I've used agaggle (you didn't
know audio devices came in "gaggles,"
did you?) of these interesting devices in
our system to excellent effect, and will
now give you the lowdown.

PURIST AUDIO DESIGN
SYSTEM ENHANCER CD-R
According to Gentleman Jim Aud, in the
literature supplied with his company's
CD-R System Enhancer (SE) disc, Purist
Audio Designs realizes (as do most
audiophiles) that playing regular music,
even for hundreds of hours, never completely conditions or breaks-in asystem's
components. (This is certainly true for
cables carrying low-level phono signals,
but it's just as true for line- and speakerlevel signals.)
And feels that this is true because music
is not designed to "form" capacitors and
remove stress on wires and connectors,
or to remove residual magnetism that
builds up in your audio system. Certainly not. Music is designed to be measured, as all Objectivists know [snicker].
Purist claims that the 250 computerderived signals on the System Enhancer
CD feature the optimum frequency and
amplitude to thoroughly condition,
form, and remove the Dreaded Residual
Magnetism from all components in a
short time.
Purist instructs you to put the System
Enhancer CD-R in your player or transport and run it through for one cycle (63
minutes) at normal listening levels. You'd
best take ahike while this is going on,
because it sounds like the beginning of
that old TV series, Outer Limits. (Remember? We control the horizontal. We control the
vertical. ..)
When this first cycle is finished, return
to the scene of the crime, set the player
or transport to Repeat Play for 24 hours
S
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1500. Manufacturer Sheffield Lab, 1253 Coast Village Road, Santa Barbara, CA 93108.
Tel: (800) 576-4745. Fax: (805) 969-5640.
Gryphon Exorcist System Demagnetizer Price: S150. Approximate number of dealers:
20. Manufacturer Gryphon Audio Designs, Denmark. US Distributor Gryphon USA,
4353-G Tuller Road, Dublin, OH 43017. Ter: (614) 792-1411. Fax: (614) 792-1452.

at normal or reduced listening levels, and
clear out again. If you can't bugger off
for afull day, the 24-hour burn-in can
be accomplished incrementally, afew
hours at atime. Kathleen says that the
System Enhancer is the best thing that's
happened to us (our system is part of
"us," you know) in years.' She also agrees
that the System Enhancer does ahell of
ajob of breaking-in new cables and
components. You don't need to actually
listen to the cacophony to burn-in frontend components or interconnects; just
leave the electronics on and play the thing
with the amp off or volume down.
Purist suggests that you repeat this 63minute chase-your-neighbors-to-another-state cycle once amonth, to keep
your system in top form. We do it. We
hate our neighbors! Another session is
recommended if you change any cables
or components—which happens often
enough around here.
What we hear after aone-hour System Enhancement session is. ..
less: The
entire presentation seems quieter, background noise is reduced, and the spaces
between "The singers and the dancers
and the players" (as Dr. Forsell would
have it) are more readily apparent. As a
result of this quieting effect, I'll surmise
that other elements of musical reproduction—most notably the soundstage,
which seems wider and definitely deeper,
1Why? 'Cause when it's playing, we get out and visit
galleries, see movies, go to the theater, enjoy aday or
two in the country, and get away from all this analretentive audio.

Purist Audio Design System Enhancer CD-R
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allowing images to form with greater
presence—are enhanced. Detail retrieval
and frequency extension seem greater,
the bass being cleaner and just that much
deeper, the highs sounding more airy and
open. The midrange, too, seems to benefit from this cleansing, sounding more
liquid and pure.
As far as new components are concerned, the effect is anything but subtle.
Irecently took delivery of two very
different DACs, and they both sounded
seriously underwhelming on first listen.
After a'round-the-clock burn-in session
with the CD-R, both units blossomed,
and Icould begin serious evaluation—in
not aweek, in not several days, but in just
24 hours!
What alifesaver. Both processors' imaging was startlingly improved, moving
several feet back, with width perception
similarly improved. In one case, apolite
thickness and haze were replaced by an
open, musical presentation; in the other
processor, ahard, brittle sound lacking
in any real soundstage opened up dramatically for the better. We heard the
same general effect when burning-in
cables. It seems the SE disc is especially
effective at removing glare and grain in
cables.
Ifirst heard about the SE disc from
Audiophile Network 2 regular Les Edelberg (of Audio Power Industries). Les
even claimed that it worked wonders on
the sound system in his Infiniti! Icalled
up Jim Aud toot sweet. Imentioned it on
TAN, as did several other demented
TAN audiophiles, and the discussion
raged.
Jim Aud, aTAN subscriber and occasional contributor (a "lurker," in computer bulletin-board parlance), posted
an abbreviated explanation of how the
SE disc works. This set off more controversial online "threads" (conversations). He then offered to send SE CDRs in rotation to TANers who wanted to
2Tel: (818) 988-0452, 8, I, none, 1200-14,400bps.
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AUDIOLAB
Four 1993 Federation of British Audio Awards!
Voted best in their categories:
Audiolab 8000D
Best Digital to Analog Convertor
Audiolab 8000A
Best Integrated Amplifier
Audiolab 8000T
Best AM-FM Tuner
Audiolab 8000C/P

(not shown)

Best Separates

Artech Electronics Ltd.
P.O. Box 1980, Champlain, NY 12919 (514) 631-6448 Fax 631-1212

They declared
it awinner.
Tom Norton • Robert Harley
John Atkinson • Guy Lemcoe
Jack English
"The clear 'winner' in terms of overall
performance is the wonderfully
satisfying Epos ES11. It stands apart
from the other loudspeakers
auditioned blind, ..."
—Jack English, Stereophile,
Volume 16, No. 1January 1993.
(Summation of the relative ranking of 23
loudspeakers auditioned in three sessions.)
Music Hall, 108 Station Road, Great Neck, NY 11023
Tel: 516 487 3663
Fax: 516 773 3891
In Canada: Artech Electronics Ltd.

I

514 631 6448
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try it, and invited them to post their findings. Out of 60 TANers who took the
Purist Plunge, only Kalman Rubinson
(TAN's resident Objectivist) heard no
difference! (Wink-wink, nudge-nudge,
say no more.
So how does the System Enhancer disc
work? According to atwo-page White
Paper written by Jim Aud, the "science"
behind the SE disc is the result of his
four-year study of engineering materials
at the University of Houston, and in cooperation with his pals at nearby NASA.
Materials break down into three basic
classes—metals, ceramics, and polymers
—each with its own distinct characteristics. (This is Jim Aud talking, okay? Put
down that brick and drop that epithet.)
"These 'characteristics' are broken
down into four groups:
"1) Atomic structure—the similarities
and differences between the elements and
the arrangements of the electrons around
their nuclei, which determine the nature
and strength of bonding between atoms;
"2) Bonding—the number and arrangement of the electrons to determine
the type of primary bonding (ionic,
covalent, metallic) of pure or combination elements, and secondary bonding
forces (van der Waals, hydrogen bonding) which relate to the orbital electrons;
"3) Crystalline/noncrystalline structures—after studying the bonding of
atoms, you have to understand how these
organize into larger structures, both crystalline and noncrystalline. What's important here is that you can control the degree of crystallinity in materials; and
"4) Structure summary—with the
above information in hand, you can predict some of the differences between the
mechanical, thermal, optical, and electrical properties of materials."
Whew! You said amouthful,Jim! Why
did this paper make me feel that Ishould've
studied harder in college? Next—according
toJim, he added swiftly—the information gained from the study of the above
relationships was fed into acomputer.
(Not your standard-issue Pentium,
okay?) Models of the different classes of
materials were built, and tests were
devised to check the developing theories.
To study these effects, the researchers
used "characteristic x-rays" of known
wavelengths and an electron microscope
to determine crystal structure, and were
able to calculate unit cell dimensions and
atom locations from these data. In the
case of copper, for example, they determined the distance between "definite
planes" in the lattice and the density of
packing atoms on the planes.
Even though Ifelt as if the water was
closing in over my head, Icontinued
STEREOPHILEJUNE 1994

JACK

ENGLISH TRIES THE PURIST CD-R

Witchcraft? Voodoo? Moon cycles?
Who knows the reason, but hi-fi systems can undoubtedly sound very
different from day to day. Mine certainly does. No matter how hard I
strive for excellence and consistency,
both regularly escape my grip. I'm a
tube aficionado, and have long believed that my system ages, much like
aperson—with each passing hour, a
bit of magic is swept away. (Regular
tube replacement brings it back to a
great extent.)
Oxidation and dirt build up over
time, robbing more magic from my
system. Ideal with these cantankerous troublemakers through regular,
ritualistic cleaning procedures which
aren't pretty, but are clearly effective.
Fluctuating electric power is another
gremlin, which Itry to contain by
doing as much of my listening as possible in the very late evening. Ialso
rely heavily on dual Tice Power Blocks/
Titans and multiple Audio Power
Wedges and Enhancers. Nonetheless,
sometimes the magic just isn't there.
Can nothing else be done?
Iwas in this kind of morose mood
when Iremembered Purist Audio
Design's System Enhancer CD—the
subject of heated conversation and
unadulterated praise on The Audiophile Network (TAN). Being acynic,
Ilurked on the sidelines and read as
more and more audiophiles sang the
praises of the System Enhancer.
Idecided to give the System Enhancer atry. At the time, my system
consisted of the Levinson No30/31
connected via AudioQuest Optilink
Digi Pro 2and an MFA MC Reference preamplifier; Conrad-Johnson
Premier Eights; and Esoteric Speaker
Products' Concert Grands. All the

with the White Paper. Here's where it
applies to the CD-R you get in your nice
wooden presentation box:
"Through the use of frequency, amplitude, and rate, the CD 'excites' the molecules in question and 'moves' them to a
lower energy level, or more 'relaxed'
state." 3
In the event, Jim and his merry band of
madmen wrote computer programs, and,
through experimentation and many trips
to the University (and after-hours backdoor visits to anearby NASA facility) to
see what was happening, were able to come
up with the CD-R's "process" of relaxing and breaking-in audio components.
(I know Ifeel relaxed after I'm broken-in!)
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wire was NBS Signature.
The instructions are simple: Play
the 63-minute CD one time through
at anormal volume level, then play
it again for 24 hours at anormal or
lower level. Lacking the patience to
comply (and still doubting that anything would happen), Iplayed the CD
at normal levels four times through.
It sounded like pink noise overlaid
with the various sounds you might
hear from someone playing with a
synthesizer for the first time. Ileft the
system moaning and groaning away,
feeling somewhat afool.
After the CD's fourth run was finished, Ilistened to anumber of CDs
Ihad been playing and enjoying a
great deal.' Iexpected nothing, but I
couldn't believe what Iheard— my
system had been transformed. The
overall sound was richer, fuller, and
more relaxed and less mechanical in
character. Further listening confirmed
asmall but meaningful reduction in
non-musical noise. With this layer of
grunge gone, it was easier to hear the
more subtle aspects of the music, such
as low-level detail, hall ambience and
air, and delicate volume transitions.
The Purist Audio Design's System
Enhancer CD—for reasons Ido not
understand—worked wonders for
my system. Ican think of nothing for
the same price that Icould have done
that would have provided even close
to the same sonic improvements.
You've got to try this thing—it really
works.
—Jack English
1Including the marvelous Mobile Fidelity Muddy
Waters' Folksinger (UDCD 593), transferred with
Mike Moffat's new A/D converter; Golden String's
Beloved Chinese Instrumentals (GS CD007); Sin's
Svale Band on Blackbird (Son CD 2001); and Ed
Woods' recording of Stravinsky's 71w Rite of Spring
(Clarity CCD-1005).

"So why is this thing $150?" TAN's
Official Resident Cheapskate, Yogi Saxena, and others plaintively cried. Jim
3There are established ways of changing amaterial's
physical structure: heat, magnetism, and cryogenics, to
name afew. And anyone who has worked at ablacksmith's forge knows how the working of materials
drastically modifies their properties. Iremember having
aconversation with Stanley Kelly, the inventor of the
Kelly ribbon tweeter. Stan was talking about when he
was working in ateam developing radar during World
War II. They needed to use large copper bus bars; as supplied, however, these bars had too high aresistance. As
the youngest in the team. Stanley was delegated to spend
amorning hitting the copper bars with arubber mallet
to increase their conductivity. However, in my humble opinion, the more of an explanation Ihear about
how the SE CD-R works, the more skeptical Ibecome.
Best just to be pragmatic and use it when needed. If you
find you're still using it in two years' time, its effects
must be real.
—JA
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Most Power Conditioners Make aDifference.
Only One Makes aDramatic Improvement.
Although most AC power conditioners have an impact on audio system
performance, that effect is not always an improvement.
But there is an exception. API's power management system—including
the famous Power Wedge—profoundly improves every aspect of
musical quality ... and sacrifices nothing.
If you haven't been convinced by three years of favorable
reviews, audition the Power Wedge, Power Enhancer
and Power Link at your Audio Power dealer now.
You'll hear more than just a difference.

AUDIO POWEr
INDUSTRIES

2624 S. Rousselle St., Santa Ana, CA 92707

Tel: 714.545.9495
Fax: 714.545.4607

If your definition of real
music is:
Clearly a "BIT" faster then the rest!

• HIGHS that are precise and
smooth • MID RANGE that
is transparent and natural
•BASS that is controlled and
strong...

Then Ocm technology
products are designed
for you!
The Ocm line of amplifiers are designed
with aslew rate of 400 Volts/U-sec.
(True balanced differentially) ana
200 Volts/U-sec. (Single ended)..
They will comand the musical moment.

Ocm Technology Inc.
1237East Main Street, Bldg,#2
Rochester NY 14609 Fax: 716 482-8859
1 800 448-8490
Illustrated; the Ocm
model 500 amplifier .the
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In Canada
8Strathearn Ave. Unit #9
Brampton, Ontario L6T 4L9
Tel: 905 791-5888 Fax: 905 791-5583
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explains it this way:
To begin with, there's the several years
spent in development and time at the
University. Then there's the cost of 2000
recordable CDs at $20 apop (his cost),
plus the cost of one tech's time to babysit
and monitor the recording, which is
accomplished with a66MHz 486 modified to run straight out of its data lines
directly into the disc burner. And don't
forget about the costs of the computer
and the burner. If there's an error on the
burn, it's rejected (currently there's a
20% rejection rate). That's why each
CD-R carries a serial number and a
money-back guarantee.
Jim tried to have copies made of the SE
disc at two processing houses, but both
attempts flopped. When the buck-a-pop
commercially copied examples were used
for burn-in, no change was heard after
an hour, or even after 24 hours—it took
just as long to burn-in acomponent with
those discs as it would have just playing
music. That's too bad—a commercially
duplicated disc would've cost the Intellectually Challenged Audiophile somewhere between $15 and $30. Oh, well.
Feel like taking my word and that of
59 other TAN audiophiles? It works! For
dealers, distributors, manufacturers, and
all keen-eared audiophiles, this disc is a
dream come home to roost. Highly
recommended. You'll never get mine
away from me! Now let's break-in that
new DAC, Kathleen ...where's the "Arts
and Leisure" section of the Times, cherie?

"matrixed array" in alive room 32' long
by 18' wide by 13' high. Doug walks
around with apair of claves, which he
The
whacks together while announcing his
position. He is then joined by the everSheffield/XLD
loquacious Roger, and they both start
Test &Burn-in CD
talking—simultaneously. The spatial
representation is phenomenal. The idea
is to understand what they're both say1:",""Z
eliete44****S
;ee ing; the brochure states that the ability
earonene
n átte
n
tien
igtv.,Z'
to do so "constitutes asupreme test of
eae4;r414414fegeirlleriikttlet>b
[your speaker's] resolution and clarity!"
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That's how Ifeel whenever Ihear Roger
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ii
I,
kVi
201 like
Ï,L-..-11. talking!
-41.1É-MIPA
Track 4is claptrap—the "Clap Track"
Sheffield Lab/XLO Test & Burn-in CD
test. Many so-called "acousticians" walk
excerpt from Prokofiev's Romeo andJuliet,
around anew room or recording studio
with Leinsdorf and the LA Philharand clap their hands while listening for
monic, transferred to digital with the
the echo info. (RoomTune's Michael
new process (Sheffield's first symphonic
Green did this when he last visited our
effort); Richard Strauss's Violin Sonata
place—we thought he was applauding
in E-flat, Op.18 (Finale), with Arnold
our system.) But as you walk around
Steinhardt on violin and Lincoln Mayorga
clapping, your "test signal" walks
on piano, from Sheffield's newest clasaround with you, and no two claps actusical release (10039-2), recorded with allally sound the same. The Sheffield/XL0
Test CD addresses this with repetitions
tube transformerless mikes; the title track
of the same clap coming from your
from Pat Coil's.
Just Ahead CD (10034-2),
speakers, so whatever differences you
noted in these pages for its punchy bass
and uncompressed dynamics; and "Sumhear while walking around are coming
from the woom acoustics or frequencymertime featuring Lincoln Mayorga on
related differences in the dispersion
piano once again, in an impromptu jam
characteristics of your speakers.
(recorded during their Moscow Sessions,
Track 5is a1-minute, 315Hz System
and to be released later in the year), also
Setup and Balance tone—a reviewer's
done in their 20-bit process. For afinal
image-stability test, "Poor Boy" is relifesaver. When comparing components,
peated in mono. All musical selections are
that which sounds loudest is often misaccompanied by informative notes about
takenly perceived as sounding "better,"
the recordings and what to listen for.
but this is acanard (quack). Accurate
On the test front, track 1contains a comparisons require matched outputs,
SHEFFIELD LAB/XL0
channel-identification and balance test,
so you grab the trusty ol' digital mulTEST &BURN-IN CD
and track 2an "in-phase/out-of-phase"
timeter (cheapies available at Radio
The next system-enhancement entry,
also in CD format, is acooperative effort
demonstration; both feature the voice of Shack), play this track, touch the probes
between Roger Skoff at XL0 and the
XL0's Roger Skoff. Iwas joking with
to the positive and negative terminals
of one channel of your Amp of the
boys at Sheffield Lab. The Sheffield JE about the CD, and he pointed out that
Lab/XLO Test & Burn-in CD (10041these two tracks were terrific to listen to,
Moment, and note the reading in volts.
as we both know the voice of Monsieur
Swap the Components Under Evalua2-T) is recorded with Sheffield's new 20bit encoding process, which is claimed
Skoff so well that it proved agood systion and repeat, matching levels with the
to allow low-level signals up to 15dB
tem test to hear him on his CD.
volume control. Ilove it.
below the 16-bit noise floor to be enYes, Iknow Roger's voice real well. He
Track 6is a55-second Demagnetizcoded on CD. Trouble is, the process
isn't the fastest talker you ever heard, and
ing Sweep. It's common practice to
only works for analog source material'
he takes care to enunciate and tell you
demagnetize tape heads with an AC field
This CD is aless "Purist" approach
everything that's on his mind ...
everythat decays to zero—after all, they're
to system setup and includes not only a thing. Clear some time before you get
magnetic by nature. But it's been postuburn-in track, but also demagnetizing
on the phone with him.
lated that almost all the elements in the
and system-setup tracks, "including
Anyway, the included booklet goes
playback chain can become slightly
specific venfiable checks for realistic soundinto great detail regarding phase, how to
magnetized over time, and can thus
staging, accurate imaging, and correct
interpret what you're hearing, and how
degrade souks. Wherever there's aflow
presentation of depth?' It also contains
to use the output to better set up your
of DC current, an electromagnetic field
five music tracks from recent Sheffield
loudspeakers. The information addresses
forms around the conductor, which, if
releases: "Poor Boy," from the wellcancellation and room reflections as they
it is made of magnetizable metals (iron,
regarded Michael Ruff Speaking in Melorelate to speaker positioning. Fascinating
nickel, and cobalt—the "iron triad,"
dies CD (10035-2), recorded with tubed
reading, even for the jaded audiophile.
according to Roger), will tend to leave
mikes and preamps and aribbon mike
Track 3, the "Walkaround" test with
the conductor with aresidual magnetic
on the percussion to a1/2" Ampex; an
the voices of Roger Skoff and Sheffield's
charge.
Doug Sax, was recorded with apair of
According to the brochure, the leads
4See "Industry Update," May'94, Vol.17 No.5, p.29.
—JA
AKG C24 tubed stereo mikes in a of many caps and resistors are made of
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The Original Cable Jacket ® Inc.

360 GRAND AVENUE #310
OAKLAND CA 94610 USA
TEL 510 893 8403 FAX 893 3818

Listen

Authorized Dealers

to the

Quiet...

WADE 11.1..
PATENT PENCNO

Now, User Friendly "Starter 6Pack" Available.

AMBROSIA AUDIO
BEL AIR, CA
310 440 5522

VAZQUEZ AUDIO
PUERTO RICO
809 783 0651

LISTENING ROOM
SCARSDALE, NY
914 4T2 4558

INDONESIA
MUSIC WAGE
M 21 090 4336

ESOTERIC AUDIO

BRUNEI

SCOTTSDALE. AZ
602 946 8128

AUVISUAL MAVEN
6732 448840

MUSIC BY DESIGN
SAUSALITO, CA
415 332 3142

AUSTRALIA
HIGH END AUDIO
612 639 5374

TIN EAR STEREO
RICHLAND, WA
509 946 1529

HONG KONG
LYRIC AUDIO
852 331 2733

IMNYAN SYSTEMS

INDIA

MEMPHIS, TN
901 686 0360

AUDIO BOMBAY
9122 363 6209

HI END AUDIO
HOPKINS, MN

ITALY
AUDIO NATALI

612 933 4064

0572 77 25 95

AUDIO DIRECTIONS

SINGAPORE

HONOLULU, HI
806 732 6550

HI FI CORNER
65 33119418

SOUND PLUS

SPAIN

VANCOUVER. BC
604 673 4571

AL010FILO
34 63 33 1156

See Reviews. Siereophile Nov. 1993.
¡he Almillite SOWIti #89. #92.
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copper-plated steel, and many goldchure that all components sound better
plated connectors have ahighly magnetic
after afew days of burn-in than they do
nickel underplate Copper is never 100%
straight out of the box. Speakers need
pure, and many of the impurities are the
electrical burn-in for the "passive" elecmetals of this "iron triad."
tronic components in their crossovers,
"These ferrous metals do not alloy
and mechanical break-in for their drivers.
with their copper matrix, but instead
Cables need bum-in to "form" the dieremain in relatively pure concentrations
lectrics of their insulation and to bring
at the junctures between copper crystals,
them up to peak performance. Iconcur
where, when current flow is present,
on all counts.
they can easily become magnetized to
You're advised to repeat the track for
interfere with the sound of your system!"
the manufacturer's suggested burn-in on
Thank you, Professor Skoff.
that component. Preamps, it is advised,
I've gone into this much detail regardshould be burned-in individually on
ing the magnetic track because it bears
each input for maximum benefit (of
directly upon the subject of the last seccourse). You don't have to listen to it if
tion in this article: the Gryphon Audio
you're breaking-in aCD player or its
Exorcist, which also delivers ademaginterconnects, but not apreamp, as that
netizing sweep.
can be run-in turned off. Power amps
But back to track 6. The 40Hz-19k1z,
must be on to burn-in, but if you don't
rising-frequency Demagnetizing Sweep
want to listen to the brouhaha, there are
is of constant amplitude. When played
instructions for replacing your speakers
several times through your entire (linewith 8ohm power resistors. (These must
level) system, it "randomizes spurious
have ratings of at least 10W.) However,
residual magnetism and restores your
from my recent experiences burning-in
system to peak performance!" Just cover
aEuromonster Beastmaster amp, Isugyour Golden Ears while it's playing at
gest cheapo Rat Shack 8ohm power
normal listening levels. The booklet
resistors with ratings of at least 20W, to
states that it's safe for you and your pets
be more appropriate If you want to get
at any normal listening level, but if Fido
fancy, you can always wire two sets of
goes berserk, don't call me.
two in series, then parallel the double pair
There's also atechnique given for detogether to create an 8ohm, 40W set per
magnetizing your phono cartridge,
side (fig.1).
which involves plugging your phono
Jim Aud at Purist amused me when I
leads into your preamp's Main or Tape
called him on the phone about the subOut, and playing only this track—a sort ject of resistor burnout. He suggested,
of CD-based Fluxbuster. Ihaven't tried
"Geechew apicide jar, some mineral oil,
it. I'm chicken—too many Forsell arms
and some whaar" to lash up apair of
hung with too many high-priced groovewigglers to start mucking about.
Track 7is aone-minute Low-Frequency
Demagnetizing Fade Because their crossover networks don't pass high frequencies, power amps and subwoofers of biand tri-amped systems don't get the
maximum benefit of track 6. Track 7
provides adeclining-amplitude, fixedfrequency tone to demagnetize these basso
profundo components. You're invited to
play it afew times through your system,
subwoofed or not ...
it can't hurt, and
it'll dean up the bass, daims the brochure
"NOT recommended for phono cartridge demagnetization:' 'Nuff said.
These two tracks do work. I'd use them
more often if it wasn't for the Gryphon
product, which Ifire up once before each
listening session. I'll go into the sonic
effects of the demagnetization when I
cover the Exorcist, as both products
result in the same effect. Don't Skoff—it
works!
Fig. IConnecting four same-value resistors in a
Track 8, the last of the test tracks, conseries/parallel arrangement doesn't change
tains the 12-minute burn-in tones. While
the resistance, but gives four times the
based on less esoteric concerns than the
power handling. By Ohm's Law, Total
Purist effort, Roger asserts in the broResistance = 1/(1/(R+R)+ 1/(R+R)) = R.
STEREOPHILE,PNE 1994
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Homebrew Texas Moonshine Audiophile Resistor Heat Absorber Burn-in
Bottles. You solder the resistors to cheap
speaker terminals poking through the
top of ajar, and fill the jar with mineral
oil. Run some whaar from the speakercable lugs (or your amp's binding posts,
if you're brave and your insurance is paid
up), and you're set. Jim uses "point" cans.
In the event, at aslightly higher-thannormal listening level, the 20W power
resistors became warm to the touch, but
not so hot that Ihad to yank my hand
away. When they get that hot, you're asking for Big Audio Trouble—if you burn
the resistors out and they fail (probably
"open"), welcome to Short-Circuit City.
When doing this trick, you can find the
right volume level on your preamp by
checking the temperature of the resistors
for afew minutes after you start.
You must play speakers to break them
in. Most require alot ofbreak-in, but you
can reduce listener fatigue by facing them
toward each other and wiring them out
of phase, as instructed in the brochure.
What this method doesn't cancel can
be smothered by throwing atowel over
the speakers, Roger advises. He's so
thoughtful.
Another highly recommended purchase that, at $29.95, can't be beat. You
too can become intimate with Roger's
voice, and set up your system to best
effect!

GRYPHON EXORCIST
SYSTEM DEMAGNETIZER
At $150, this diminutive product—about
the size of aremote control—from Gryphon Audio Designs is surely their most
modestly priced offering. As Gryphon
puts it, an audio system's entire signal
path, from preamp to speaker drivers,
contains conductors that can be magnetized. Connectors, pins, and even copper printed circuit board traces may contain nickel or steel, which are both poor
conductors and may be magnetized by
DC current.
Gryphon feels that most electronics
have constant DC leakage, from modest to don't ask. Before stabilizing, many
preamps and power amps generate aDC
pulse when switched on—this is especially true of what is termed "oldschool" tubed equipment. "When an
audio signal passes through amagnetic
field, it is prone to magnetically induced
distortion (MID)," states the Exorcist
White Paper, "which manifests itself as
a 'whiteness: alack of intertransient
silence, and areduced soundstage depth!'
Gryphon reminds the reader of the
indisputable benefits of frequent cartridge demagnetization for "those of you
145

ears, 'cause it's hard to listen to that and
survive. (Try it when the in-laws visit.)
When you listen afterward, you'll be
shocked. I'm sure you'll experience what
Kathleen and Idid: aquieter, wider presentation coming from a"blacker:' more
"velvety" background, with clearly
more depth and abetter sense of imaging. Freaky, baby. Gryphon suggests that
you use the unit every fifth time you
power up, or, if you leave things on permanently, once aweek.

ARE YOU AN
AUDIO
POMPASAURUS?
Some audiophiles worship
their audio equipment more
than they love music. We can
only feel sorry for such misguided behavior. Other audiophiles use audio equipment as
a means to create beautiful
music. For this individual there
is very good news. We have
devoted seven years of effort to
create atimeless music-driven
product, The Preeminence One
Line Interface (preamp). Rather
than insult you with extravagant claims and miscellaneous
hype, we propose amore civilized approach: audition the
Preeminence in your home, in
your system, and let the music
be your guide. NO PURCHASE
OBLIGATION WHATSOEVER! Call toll free to arrange
your audition. To express our
sincerity we will include afree
CD for your musical pleasure.

REFERENCE LINE AUDIO
1-800-599-7673

CONCLUSIONS

old enough to remember the venerable
phono cartridge." Ahem. And they caution the user to not use this device on
phono inputs. You have been warned.
It's easy to use the Exorcist: Just turn
your system on, with the volume down,
and connect the unit to an AUX or any
line-level input—but not to an RIAA
phono input, Isay again. Press the switch
on the Exorcist for asecond, and turn the
volume up to the highest normal listening level. The unit wallops your system
with alkHz tone that fades after about
35 seconds—you'd better cover your

I've found each of these three devices—
the Purist Audio Design System Enhancer CD-R, the Sheffield Lab/XLO Test
& Burn-in CD, and the Gryphon Exorcist System Enhancer—to be indispensable to our Audio Health and Happiness. Iwouldn't be without any one of
them any more than I'd be without arecord cleaner or astylus brush. Their effects should be as easily discernible to
those with trained cars as to those of you
who think Golden Ears are something
on the KFC menu. You don't need pretentious, gold-plated ears to hear the
effects of these devices on your system—
just amusical system and alove of good
music. Cover your ears, no matter their
color or plating, and have ablast! S

EUROPE'S FIRST
FAMILY OF CABLES

METALS
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• HYBRIDS

CARBONS

Now available throughout the U.S.A. so you can
hear what European critics are calling...

For product information on interconnects,
speaker cables, video and digital links, and
acomplete list of dealers contact

71 Knockout" - "A Breakthrough"
"Obviously aState-of-the-Art-Product"
"Redefines the Art"
"A Revolutionary New Audio Product"

VANGUARD
DISTRIBUTING
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ADivision of McCormack Audio Corporation
P.
O.BOX 231003
Encinitas, CA 92023
(619) 436-3051
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FANFARE FT-I FM TUNER
Steven Stone
FM stereo tuner with analog tuning and full-function remote control. Usable sensitivity: 10.5dBfInnono, 11.5dBfIsterea 50dB quieting sensitivity 15.0dBf mono; 35.0dBf
stereo. Capture ratio: I.5dB. Selectivity: 55dB/wide, 75dB/narrow. Adjacent-channel
selectivity: 10dB/wide, 25dB/narrow. Tuning range: 87.5-1085M Hz in 50kHz steps.
S/N ratio: 75dB (A-weighted). THD: 0.15% mono, 0.30% stereo. Stereo separa-

tion (IkHz): 50dB. AM suppression: -70dB. SCA suppression: -70dB. Power consumption: 25W. Dimensions: 19" W by 3.5" Hby 10.25" D. Weight: 15 lbs. Serial
number of unit tested: 1002. Price: $1195. Approximate number of dealers: 20. Manufacturer Fanfare Electronics, Ltd., 2100 Old Union Road, Buffalo, NY 14227. Tel: (800)
26-TUNER, (905) 793-7953. Fax: (905) 793-5984.

T

he official designation for FM
is Frequency Modulation, but
Ithink FM stands for Fresh
Music. Since before the age of recorded
time, FM has been where you go to hear
new music, be it the latest Jimi Hendrix
album or a recent release from the
Kronos Quartet.
FM is my mainline for new music—
I'm atotal FM junkie—but FM is also
responsible for my involvement with
high-end audio gear. It started in 1977
with this little Lynn, Massachusetts FM
station that Icouldn't pick up with my
Pioneer receiver, so Ipurchased an NAD
FM tuner. Then Ireplaced the rest of the
receiver with separates; then Ireplaced
the separates with Revox gear; then I
replaced the Revox gear with Quad gear;
then Ireplaced the Quad gear with ...
you get the picture. A rabid audiophile
was born, and FM is to blame.
Mary Southcott, President of Fanfare
Electronics, Ltd., is also arabid FM
junkie (although he'd be the last person
to describe himself as such; unlike yrs
trly, Mary is acivilized human). He was
one of the founders of Magnum Dynalab, where he worked with Manfred
Breunig on the original Magnum Dynalab FT-101 tuner project. Mary is also the
author of Rediscover FM Stereo, an excellent primer on FM stereo for the terminally confused. Mary left Magnum Dynalab in 1991, and in early '93 founded
Fanfare Electronics, Ltd.' to develop
products for the FM-tuner and FMreception market. The FT-1, Fanfare's
premier product, represents quite an
auspicious beginning.

TECHNICAL STUFF
The Fanfare FT-1 owner's manual states
that "The Fanfare FT-1 is ahighly sensitive FM tuner augmented by excellent
selectivity and offering ahost of important features. Not the least of these features is clear full-spectrum stereo reception with excellent sonic accuracy and
soundstage reproduction." Amen.
IFanfare Electronics is not associated with Victor Goldstein's Fanfare Distribution, which imports Jadis, Siltech,
and Combak Harmonix products.
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The FT-1 also has an infrared remote
control with all-front-panel functions:
eight presets, wide/narrow IF band
switching, two-position DX switching
for "local only" reception, fast up/down
manual tuning in 50kHz steps, auto-seek
mode to automatically find stereo FM
stations, silent pushbutton controls, and
aspecial "band" switch for future RF
bandwidths. The Fanfare features special noise-reduction circuitry, two sets
of unbalanced audio outputs (Hi and Lo),
one set of balanced XLR audio outputs,
and acomposite output (for FM broadcast use). In other words, the FT-1 has
all the bells and whistles of amid-fi digital tuner, plus sound quality associated
with the best audiophile products. It's
available in either rack-mount (19") or
non-rack-mount (17") versions finished
in goes-with-anything black. Other finishes may be available upon request,
depending on how hard you beg and
how much you're willing to pay. The
sample unit was the rack-mount version
in ubiquitous black.
The FT-1 is an analog tuner design. It
doesn't use afrequency-synthesis "black
box," but discrete circuitry using tuned
coils and MOSFET solid-state devices.
It does use aproprietary digital microprocessor circuit called UNISET*, which
constantly samples for accuracy the frequency tuned to—if it detects any drift,
the UNISET* monitor immediately adjusts the tuner to keep it properly tuned.
RF stages in the FT-1 use high-quality
varactor tuning devices and MOSFET
RF amplifiers; IF stages utilize handselected ceramic filters for best groupdelay characteristics. The low-level RCA
output is direct-coupled, while the highlevel output is boosted by an audio-grade
amplifier stage. As long as the FT-1 is
plugged into aworking AC outlet, the
WorldRadioHistory

tuning circuit stays on: If you listen very
carefully, you can hear some signal coming from the FT-1 when it's turned off.
Don't worry, your system hasn't developed RF problems—it's just the FT-1's
way of letting you know it's still there.

ERGONOMICS
Iown several tuners? each of which
requires atrip to the component rack for
tuning and adjusting. Katy, my cat, hates
it when Iget up to fiddle with anything
in my system—she thinks listening sessions were created so she can bed down
and catch afew winks in SS's lap. The
FT-1's remote control gets afive-paw
rating from Katy, since it allows me to
make all the adjustments from my chair.
Not only can Ichange stations from my
sitting position, Ican also jump through
and change presets, switch from wide to
narrow band, change into mono if the
signal is bad, and turn the tuner on and
off. Only thing it doesn't do is make
Katy lighter. Yep, remote control is a
must for the cat-encumbered FM listener.
The FT-1 looks pretty plain. But most
tuners are positively plug-ugly. At least
the FT-1 avoids the Ginza-at-midnight,
cacamorphic, lights-bells-and-whistles
look. Its layout is workmanlike and logical, resembling apiece of pro broadcast
gear more than home-electronics equipment. Its LED display indicates signal
strength, frequency, stereo/mono information, Wide/Narrow setting, DX setting, and asetup display when you're
changing presets. While the FT-1 probably won't steal any industrial-design
awards away from B&O, it's simple
enough that you'll never get aheadache
looking at it.
2Currently Ihave aDyna FM-3, Scott/Ampex LT-110B,
Fisher 200B, Harman/Kardon Citation IIIX, Marantz
20B, and aMagnum Dynalab Etude.
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"To Reach The Summit Of Speaker Performance
You Must Master The Steep Slopes."
In 1953 Sir Edmund Hillary mastered the steep slopes of Mount Everest.
Ageneration later "FM Guru" Richard Modafferi conquered the problem of inter-speaker
wave interference by CREATING the steep Infinite Slope' crossover. Our patented speaker
system delivers open, clear sound with uncanny accuracy, incredible imaging and amazing
soundstaging at avery affordable price. Now, why would the man who designed the
legendary MR78 tuner want to tackle the problem of wave interference?
BECAUSE IT WAS THERE!
So,why stay on the "bunny trails" of loudspeaker technology? Now you can thrill to all the
musical magic of areally steep slope! Infinite Slope' only from

losephAudio
EFFORTLESS MUSICALITY •EXCLUSIVE TECHNOLOGY Tm

2Pineridge Road White Plains New York 10603
Call 1(800) 474 HIFI for afree White Paper and adealer near you
Dealer & Export Inquiries: R&G Audio (914) 783-6674
Produced under license from Modafferi Acoustical Labs US Patent #4771466

ALL THINGS
CONSIDERED.

At B&K Components we pay meticulous attention to
every aspect of production... from clean, intelligent,
reliable design... incorporating the highest-quality
parts, selected for superior functionality, value and
tolerance... to exacting manufacture, backed by
rigorous testing. Expect superlative sound
reproduction from every amplifier, pre-amplifier
or audio/video pre-amplifier you buy. All B&K
Components are made in the U.S.A., and carry
acomprehensive 3-year guarantee.
The AVP2000 Audio/Video Remote Control Center
is our latest achievement. Its capabilities are
extraordinary.., including excellent music reproduction, surround sound, audio and video control with
balanced outputs for signal clarity. Its programming
versatility is impressive... 8fully-configurable
personal memories for independent audio and
video control in two rooms. And with just two
buttons to access and activate all preset functions,
the operating ease of the AVP2000 is unequalled.

B& K Components, Ltd.
2100 Old Union Rd. •Buffalo, NY 14227-2725 USA
I
nNY:716-656-0026 •FAX :716-656-1291
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For more information on the AVP2000 and B&K's
complete line of high-quality amplifiers and
pre-amplifiers, CALL 1-800-543-5252.
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SYSTEM
See my Green Mountain Audio Diamante
review elsewhere in this issue for the full
list of equipment Iused during the preparation of this review. Iused two different antenna setups for tuner comparisons: The first system consisted of the
Magnum Dynalab Silver Ribbon indoor
dipole antenna attached to the Magnum
Dynalab model 205 Signal Sleuth; the
second system was an outdoor TV/FM
antenna from Radio Shack with aRadio
Shack rotor and distribution box. Ialso
made much use of the collected works
of Philip K. Dick.

SOUND

The Denver/Boulder area is blessed with
awide variety of FM stations ranging
from left-leaning, all-volunteer community stations like KGNU to slick, allclassical-music, Mercedes-and-brokerage-services-laden commercial stations
like KVOD. Ilive in the foothills outside
Boulder. Here, multipath and weak signals abound, making FM reception
something of an interesting spectator
sport. Since dipole ribbons scrunched up
in dust-laden corners don't cut it at 6880',
an outdoor antenna feeds my video
room, and aSilver Ribbon dipole antenna
is hooked up to aMagnum Dynalab Signal Sleuth in my large listening room.
For the last three years, my reference
tuner has been the Magnum Dynalab
Etude. I've needed it.
The Fanfare FT-1's performance is definitely on apar with the Etude's—differences in audio quality between the
two were very subtle, similar to the
differences between two diffèrent meter
lengths of top-quality audio cable. The
tuners sounded very similar, with virtually no discernible differences in balance, dynamics, or tonal quality. On
strong stations like Boulder's ICBCO, the
Etude had slightly better focus and
soundstaging. On medium-strength stations like ICBDG ("Big Dog Country")
from Denver, Icouldn't detect any differences between the units. On poorreception stations like KUNC public
radio from Greeley, CO, the Fanfare FT1had less hash and trash than the Etude.
Again, most of these differences were
very slight: The two tuners sounded so
similar that, other than hearing the click
of the switch, it was virtually impossible
to hear when Ihad switched them.
The transparency of both the Etude
and the FT-1 was often scary. For example, Ihost an audio show on KGNU,
Boulder's local community radio station,
called Audio 101, created "by audio nerds
for audiophobes." My partner Terry
Reardon and Itape our show in KGNU's

less-than-state-of-the-art production
studio, outside of which is abuilding
under construction, complete with a
chorus line of grunting dumptrucks.
When Ilistened to one of our recent
shows while comparing the Etude and
the FT-1, Icould track the trucks rumbling across the back of the soundstage.
Nice high-tech production values: terrifying fidelity, perfect reproduction of
low-level truck rumble.

CONCLUSION
One of my least favorite publications is
Consumer Reports. Even before they trashed
the Suzuki Samurai Ifound their valuefor-money, lowest-common-denominator analysis of audio products repugnant.
Sound never seems to matter to CR, just
features and price. Feh.
It is ironic, therefore, that Ifind that
what sets the Fanfare FT-1 above its competition is its value for the dollar. While the
FT-1 is the Magnum Dynalab's equal in
performance and sonics, the Fanfare is
ergonomically superior and costs $155 less.
If you add to the Magnum Dynalab the
optional remote, which gives remote control of the five presets, tuning, and on/off
capabilities, the difference is $634 plus
shipping. That's enough to pay for quite
an elaborate antenna. Also, the FT-1's special "band" switch allows for the possibility of upgrading for future RF bands,
assuming Fanfare makes this available.
While the Rotd RHT-10 tuner reviewed
by Don Scott in the November 1993 Stetrophile (Vol.16 No.10, p.230) is also worthy
competition, the Fanfare has superior output capabilities, with both low- and highlevel single-ended RCA, and balanced
XLR and composite outputs. This choice
of outputs allows you to avoid the RHT10's Achilles' heel: the excessive output
level on heavily modulated stations. The
Rotel costs $1500—$305 more than the
Fanfare.
Given that both the Magnum Etude
and the Rotel RHT-10 are rated as Class
A tuners in Stereophile's most recent
"Recommended Components," Istrongly
believe that the Fanfare FT-1 deserves not
only Class A status, but the bargain
"$$$" rating as well. You can spend
more bucks on atuner if you want to, but
smart money will purchase aFanfare FT1and spend the extra dinero on asupercalifragilisticexpialidocious antenna. FM
may not stand for Free Music, but with
the Fanfare FT-1 tuner, your FM source
might be the least-expensive Class A
input in your system.
3I've owned one of these four-wheeled mechanical
mountain goats for over two years. Great car. Only rolls
over if you do wicked stupid stuff with it while driving drunk. Serves you right.
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SALE
MERIDIAN
563 Balanced DA Converter
500 CD Transport
DSP 5000 Loudspeakers

uiluclibtk Aeons
Modulus 3 Preamplifier

BEL
1001 Mk II
Interconnects •Speaker Cable
Classe'Audio
New S-1000 & S-700
UHC Stereo/Mono Amplifiers
Remote Preamplifiers

New DPL Series Preamplifiers

SCM 10, 20, 50 & 100 Monitors
Active and Passive

o

Acoustic Energy •Artemis Systems
ASC •AudioQuest •B&K
Cardas •Ensemble •Esoteric
Kimber •Lexicon •Meret
Magnum Dynalab •Muse
NAD •NBS • Power Wedge
PSB •PSE •Rega •Sony ES
Stax •Sumiko •Target •Thorens
Tice Audio •VAC •Velodyne
Vimak •VPI
Equipment Trade Ins Available
Thirty Day Exchange Privilege
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Chet Baker: Chet
180 grom vinyl pressing 1.13=AARI 016 $30
Gold limited edition CD=CAPJG 016 $30

Duke Ellington /Ray Brown
180 gram vinyl pressing LP=AAPJ 015 $30
Gold limited edition CD =CAPJG 015 $30

Lightnin' Hopkins: Gain' Away
180 gram vinyl pressing LP=AAP8 014 SA1

Benny Carter: Jazz Giant.
180 gram vinyl pressing 11=AAP1 013 $30
Gold limited editor CD=CAPJG 013 $30

Art Pepper Quintet: Smack Up.
180 gram vinyl pressing LP=AAP.I 012 $30
Gold limited edtion CD=CAPJG 012 530

Ben Webster: At the Renaissance.
180 gram vinyl pressing LP=AAP1 011 530
Gold limited edition CD =CAI% 011

Art Pepper: Meets the Rhythm Section.
180 gram vinyl pressing LP=AAP.I 010 $30
Gold limited edition CD=CAP1S 010 $30

Bill Evans Trio: Waltz for Debby
180 gram vinyl pressing LP=AAPJ 009 $30
Gold limited edition CD=CAPJG 00.
9530
THE WEAVERS
:Reunion ni Carnegie Mill
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Sonny Rollins: Way Out West.
180 gram vinyl pressing LP=AAPJ 008 $30
Gold limited edition CD=CAPJS 008 530
AMA COPLAND
FUTAIR FO

Ravel: Works for Orchestra.
180 gram vinyl pressing I.P=AAPC 007 530
CD=CAPC 007 $16

Rachmaninoff: Symphonic Dances; Vocalise.
CD=CAPC 0G6 $16
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Weavers: Reunion at Carnegie Hall 1963.
180 gram vinyl pressing LP=AAPFLE 5530
Gold limite edition CD=CAPFG 005 530
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,
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Copland: Fanfare for the Common Mon/Rodea,
Ives: The 4th of July/Thanksgiving.
LP=AAPC 004 525 CD =CAPC 004 $16

Gould: Latin American Symphonette,
Gottschalk: Night in the Tropics.
LP=AAPC 003 $25

SHIPPING: Continental U.S. $3.013 for the
lut item; $.30 for each additional item.
Call for shipping costs outside the Continental U.S.
Catalog $3 U.S. /$5 elsewhere.
Refundable coupon with catalog
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Canteloube: Songs of the Auvergne, Netimio
Dovrath-Soprano.
LP WC 002 525
V54

TO ORDER CALL:

1-800-525-1630
WorldRadioHistory

Virgil Thomson: The Plow That Broke The Plains
The Suite from "The River." Stokowski
LP=AAPC 001 525

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS
P.O. BOX 2043 •SALINA, KS 67402-2043 •USA
TELEPHONE: 913-825-8609 •FAX: 913-825-0156
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THE RETURN OF THE
MAGNIFICENT SEVEN.
LIVING

STEREO #
1
YlIST.,Keki,E

Symphonie Fantastique
LSC 1900 (available June '94)
The First "LIVING STEREO" issue of
Munch's 1955 Symphonie Fantastique

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS
r
„phonie loble
esP°lune
9"
,
94
-V- •
lSC 2456

announces the return of

"LIVING STEREO"
on vinyl from

Classic Records.
•Limited edition

reissue series

• "Ultra-quiet" HQ-180® gram vinyl
• Remastering direct from original masters

•Original cover art, record labels and
liner notes
• $30 per album
Upcoming '94 releases:
LSC 2500 Strauss Waltzes
LSC 2423

Festival

LSC 1934

Bartok Concerto for Orchestra

LSC 2436

Respighi Pines of Rome

LSC 2541

Rachmaninoff Piano Concerto #1

LSC 2446

Rimsky-Korsakov Scheherezade

LSC 2234 Saint-Saens Piano Concerto #2
LSC 2471

Rhapsodies

Call for details of '95 releases.

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS
CLASSIC RECORDS
fremembe,lh,
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P.O. Box 2043
Salina, KS 67402-2043
Phone: 913-825-8609
Orders: 800-525-1630
Fax: 913-825-0156
WorldRadioHistory
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Latest
Releases
From The Top Four Audiophile Labels
TO ORDER: 1-800-525-1630

rno'bile fidelity
so und

ORIGINRL

MRSTER
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RECORDING

ANADISQ 200gram LPs & New GAIN CDs

Reference Recordings

MANHATTAN TRANSFER :EXTENSIONS
LP =AMOB 1199 S25.00
CD =CMOB 578 $25.00

EBONY CONCERTO

JOHN BRUCE YEH :

*HO-200*
*NON-GAIN* *GOLD*

LP =AREF 55 $19.00 (2 -LP SET)
CD =CREF 55 $16.00

FOLK SINGER

MUDDY WATERS:
LP =AMOB 1201
CD =CMOB 593

$25.00
$25.00

PINK FLOYD :ATOM
LP =AMOB 1202 S25.00
CD =CMOB 595 $25.00

LETTER FROM THE EQUATOR

JIM BROCK:

*HO-200*
*GAIN* *GOLD*

LP =AREF 56 $15.00
CD =CREF 56 $16.00

HEART MOTHER

REQUIEM/ FIVE ANTHEMS

JOHN RUTTER :

*HO -200*
*GAIN* *GOLD*

LP =AREF 57 $15.00
CD =CREF 57 $16.00

TARKUS

EMERSON ,LAKE AND PALMER :
LP =AMU 1203 S25.00
CD =CMOB 598 $25.00

*HDCD*

*HDCD*

FREDERICK FENNELL:POMP & PIPES
LP =AREF 58 $19.00 (2-LP SET)
CD =CREF 58 $16.00

*GAIN* *GOLD*

THE AUDIOPHILE REFERENCE SERIES

-kHDCD*

BILL EVANS TRIO :

WALTZ FOR DEBBY

I
1

PAT CO IL:JUSTAHEAD

LP =AAPJ 009 S30.00
*HO-180*
CD =CAPJG 009 S30 00
*GOLD*

LP =ASHEHQ 34 $30.00 *HQ-180*
CD =CSHE 34 $16.00
"Best jazz CO of the year!"

- BAY AREA REVIEW

BEN WEBSTER :AT

MI CHAEL RUFF :SPEAKIN G IN MEL ODIES

LP =AAPJ 011 S30.00
CD =CAPJG 011 S30.00

LP =ASHEHQ 35 $35.00 (2-LP SET) *HQ-180*
CD =CSHE 35 $16.00

b.&

„Xnaioete
Awdartzetz&
c.

THE RENAISSANCE

,F10-180*
*GOLD*

SMACK UP

ART PEPPER QUINTET :

"One of my five reference CDs. Buy it, or your're a deaf fool!"

- STEREOPHILE MAGAZINE

LP =AAPJ 012 $30.00
CD =CAPJG 012 S30.00

BENNY CARTER :JAZZ

STRAUS SAND DVORAK
Arnold Steinhardt (violin); Lincoln Mayorga (piano). Strauss: Sonata in
EFlat (Op. 18); Dvorak: Romantic Pieces (Op. 75); Sonatina in G Major
(Op. 100) Features Sheffield's stunning NEW mastering technology:
20+-46 Ultra Matrix Processing, for adramatic breakthrough in CD
sound quality.
CD =CSHE 39 $16.00

LP =AAPJ 013 $30.00
CD =CAPJG 013 $30.00

NEW! Demagnetizes your system. Burns-in cables, components and
speakers. Five music tracks from Sheffield, plus extensive technical notes.
CD =CSHE 41 $30.00

*HQ-180*
, GOLD*

GOIN' AWAY

LIGHTNIN 'HOPKINS :
LP =AAPB 014 S30 00

•H0-180*

DUKE ELLINGTON AND RAY BROWN :THIS

FOR BLANTON

LP =AAPJ 015 $30.00
CD =CAPJG 015 $30.00

THE SHEFFIELD IXLO TEST& BURN IN CD

GIANT

*110-180*
*GOLD*

CHET

ONE'S

*HQ-180*
*GOLD*

CHET BAKER:

LP =AAPJ 016 $30.00
CD =CAPJG 016 $30.00

*H0-180*
*GOLD*

Now Available From
TO PHONE ORDER CALL:

1-800-525-1630
TO FAX ORDER:

1-913-825-0156
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SHIPPING: Continental U.S. $3.00 for the I
st item; $.30 for each
additional item. Please call for shipping costs outside the continental U.S.
Catalog Free with Order OR $3 U.S. /$5 elsewhere.
Refundable coupon with catalog.
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ROBERT E.BENSON

RESPIGHI'S
MAN TRILOGY

4U.

0

ttorino Respighi (1879-1936)
was born into amusical family. He studied piano and violin, and composition at the Liceo Musicale, Bologna, from 1891 to 1901; his
teachers included Sarti, Torchi, and Martucci. He graduated with adiploma in
violin, then went to Russia to play as a
violist in the orchestra of the St. Petersburg Opera, and to study composition
and orchestration with Rimsky-Korsakov. From 1903 to 1908 Respighi concertized as aviolinist, and composed a
piano concerto and Rè Enzo, the first of
his eight operas. In 1913 he became professor of composition at the Santa Cecilia
Academy in Rome, and in 1924 was
named director, resigning two years later
to concentrate on composing.
In 1925 Respighi visited the United
States for the first time, appearing as
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1994

piano soloist with the New York Philharmonic in his own Concert in the Mixolydian Mode. He was also the guest conductor of many orchestras, often leading
his own music. When he died in Rome
in 1936, he was the most famous Italian
composer of his time.
Respighi's fame rests primarily on his
Roman Trilogy, the three symphonic poems
relating to Rome: The Fountains ofRome
(1916), The Pines of Rome (1924), and
Roman Festivals (1929). A master of
orchestration, Respighi's skill is amply
demonstrated in the brilliant orchestral
sonorities, textures, and distinctive effects
in all three compositions, which not only
require avirtuoso orchestra, but present
amajor challenge for recording engineers
and producers as well.
The Fountains of Rome, the first symphonic poem of the Trilogy, was intended
WorldRadioHistory

to portray four Roman fountains at the
times of day when their characters were
most appropriate for their settings In the
first, Fountain of Valle Giulia at Dawn, cattle pass and disappear in the fresh, damp
mists of aRoman dawn, an idyllic scene
brazenly interrupted by the horn calls of
The Triton Fountain in the Morning, in
which naiads and tritons frolic and mingle in afrenzied dance of sparkling water.
The Fountain of Trevi at Midday represents
Neptune's chariot, drawn by sea-horses,
passing by in the blazing sun. The final
movement, The Villa Medici Fountain at
Sunset, brings the work to agentle close
with the sound of tolling bells, twittering
birds, rustling leaves, and the silence of
the night. Fountains was premiered, to
considerable acclaim, on March 11, 1917
by Antonio Guarnieri conducting the
Augusteo Orchestra of Rome. Generally
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At last...
the

MODULUS L-1

A full-function line stage combined with a
true audiophile-grade headphone amplifier.
Innovative

engineering

solutions

and

impeccable attention to construction have
resulted in an audio control center second to
none as well as an instrument for the
reproduction

of MUSIC

that demands

audition. Hear it now -the difference is
absolutely...

le
yTudib.ec
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$1,295.00

jtudi.bee

call (707) 528-4508 for your nearest dealer

Now Available Pure Tube 60 Watt Per Channel
Stereo Amplifier SA-60 Under $2000

THE
NEW
LINE OF
TUBE
ELECTRONICS

Pure Tube Integrated Amplifier IC-70
60 Watts Per Channel Powered by
6550's. Unique Design Dual
Preamplifier Section.
Tuner/Aux/CD Inputs,
Tape Monitor.

MOST

from

ARONOV AUDIO

t
elsionS

P.O. Box 8, Pleasanton, CA 94566

MUSICAL

Under $3000

TUBE

COMPONENTS
5

FOR MORE INFORMATION or NEAREST DEALER PLEASE CALL or WRITE

MADE

YEAR WARRANTY
DOES NOT
INCLUDE TUBES.
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Yakov Aronov Audio Laboratory Inc.
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Tel: (213) 653 -3045 /Fax: (213) 937 -6905
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considered the finest symphonic poem
in the Trilogy, Fountains is scored for piccolo, bass clarinet, and English horn;
pairs of flutes, oboes, clarinets, bassoons,
and harps; and four horns, three trumpets, three trombones, bass tuba, timpani, triangle, cymbals, celeste, bells,
piano, optional organ, and strings.
Seven years after Fountains, Respighi
wrote his most famous symphonic
poem, The Pines of Rome, celebrating
scenes associated with the city's famous
pine trees. The first of the four sections,
Pines of the Villa Borghese, describes children playing at soldiers; the second, Pine
Near aCatacomb, paints asound picture
of stately pine trees leading to the
entrance of acatacomb, apeaceful scene
with areligious hymn that rises to aclimax and disappears. The languorous,
evocative Pines of theJaniculum ends in
tranquil beauty with the recorded sound
of anightingale heard over shimmering
strings. (A 10" Victor 78 (#64161) of a
nightingale was played during the first
performances, an effect highly criticized
at the time. The publisher, Ricordi, now
supplies orchestras with atape that can
be used, but most orchestras use their
own recorded nightingale.) The final section, The Pines of the Appian Way, begins
softly with an inexorable rhythmic figure
that grows to a tremendous climax,
replete with brass fanfares and percussion accents, as the Roman legion is
depicted marching in majestic triumph
over the Capitoline Hill. Scoring for
Pines is more elaborate than for Fountains,
adding six buccine (ancient Roman war
trumpets), for which modem brass may
be substituted, and now the pipe organ
is required. Pines of Rome was premiered
by Bernardino Molinari conducting the
Augusteo Orchestra on December 14,
1924, again to acclaim, but it was Toscanini's championing the work that
brought it to international prominence.
Respighi's affection for Pines is reflected
in his naming his home in Rome "I Pini."
Four years later, Respighi completed
Roman Festivals, the final symphonic
poem of the Trilogy. Also in four movements, Festivals is the composer's most
lavishly orchestrated symphonic work.
In the opening Circus Maximus, menacing
skies, holiday celebrations, and areligious
chant mix with the howling of wild
beasts as Christians are sacrificed. The
Jubilee depicts weary pilgrims en route
to Rome as church bells ring. October Festival describes abountiful harvest, echoes
of the hunt, tinkling bells, and songs of
love, ending with aromantic, evocative
serenade played on amandolin. But it is
in the final section, The Epiphany, that
Respighi pulls out all the stops of his
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1994

masterfully imaginative orchestration.
This is an episode of frenzied gaiety and
frantic clamor, with circus sounds of a
barrel-organ, tromboneglissandi, an intoxicated orgy, and alively song expressing the popular statement, "We are
Romans, let us pass!" The work ends
with an explosion of orchestral sonorities. Scoring for Festivals is more elaborate
than for Pines; although only three buccins
are called for, Respighi adds amandolin and much extra percussion. Roman
Festivals was premiered February 21,
1929, with Toscanini and the New York
Philharmonic.

TOSCANINI'S NBC
STUNNINGLY SAVAGE AND
SPECTACULARLY PLAYED.
ROMAN FES77VALS IS

Toscanini's recordings of Respighi's
symphonic poems are of enormous
interest, as he was aclose friend of the
composer, and gave not only the world
premiere of Roman Festivals, but as well
the American premiere of Pines in 1926.
His NBC Symphony recordings of all
three symphonic poems are neardefinitive, beautifully played and well-

enough recorded to convey the power of
the performances. No Roman Festivals can
equal Toscanini's NBC version, which
is stunningly savage and spectacularly
played. His 1941 Philadelphia Orchestra
performance is almost as good, but the
sound is dreadful, the CD sounding even
more constricted and wiry than the original LP. Toscanini recorded Pines inconcert with the New York Philharmonic in 1945; this electrifying performance was well-recorded for its time.
Admirers of this conductor should also
investigate RCA laserdisc 60339: Toscanini's final televised concert, filmed
March 22, 1952 in Carnegie Hall.
Victor de Sabata's 1939 Roman Festivals
with the Berlin Philharmonic (once
available on CD, Koch Legacy 7126) is
surprisingly gentle, with atame opening and brass that caress rather than snarl.
This low-key performance makes one
wonder about de Sabata's "legendary"
status in the conducting hierarchy. Albert
Coates's London Symphony Fountains
(recorded 1927/28) is aprime example of
his vigorous, athletic approach; the two
central movements are exhilarating, the
outer ones languorous and sensuous.
John Barbirolli's 1939 Fountains with the
New York Philharmonic is on the same
level as Coates's and, purely as sound, is
superior to de Sabata's Festivals, recorded

I
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The most comprehensive digital line in High End.

The Micro Line
Micro in Size...Mega in Performance

Variodac

Available at:
Music Lovers Audio

Audio Consultants

Audio Connection

San Francisco/Bay Area
510-841-7166

Chicago Area
708-864-9565

201-239-1799
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Tri -States Area

buted by:
String, Inc.
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Save $399 On The Latest
Digital Anti-Jitter Technology

Audio Alchemy DTI•PRO Digital Anti-Jitter Filter

DTI OWNERS: Trade-in your old DTI
and SAVE $399 on the latest Audio
Alchemy digital anti-jitter technology!
If you're using Alchemy's remarkable DTI digital
filter between your CD transport and DIA
processor, you know how much removing digital jitter improves CD sound. Some critics are
even calling DTI the biggest digital improvement they've ever heard. Now, the design wizards at Alchemy have produced anew, more
advanced anti-jitter filter, called DTI•PRO, with
one quarter the digital output jitter of the highly rated DTI. If you thought DTI improved your
sound—wait till you hear the DTI•PRO!
DTI•PRO has an advanced multi-stage jitter
reducing, clock recovery circuit featuring aprecision Phase Locked Loop (PLL) circuit, followed by astate-of-the-art ultra-low jitter crystal
reference Voltage Controlled Oscillator PLL circuit. Aspecial user-adjustable feature makes it
easy to precisely match DTI•PRO's digital output to any digital processor on the market.
Yet, there's even more to the DTI•PRO story.
Audio Alchemy engineers also included acustom Digital Signal Processor chip which uses
advanced algorithms to correct deficiencies in
the CD recording process, and bring poorly

produced CDs closer to the true 16-bit industry
standard. With DTI•PRO even your mass-market
CDs will sound better than ever!
DTI•PRO features front panel input selection
and 0-to-180° phase reverse. Standard inputs are
coaxial, AES/EBU, and Toslink. AT&T input is
optional. Standard digital outputs are coaxial,
AES/EBU, and AT&T. Output jitter is <35 pS
peak-to-peak. DTI•PRO is 8.5" wide, 7.5" deep,
2.25" tall, and weighs 5lbs. Warranty is 5years
parts & labor. Made in USA.

Upgrade Now—At No Risk—And
Save $399 With DTI Trade-In.
DTI•PRO regularly sells for $1,295, but if you
order DTI•PRO now, we'll bill your credit card
only $999.95 plus shipping. Compare DTI•PRO
to your old DTI for 30 days; if not impressed.
return DTI•PRO for afull refund. If you hear
improvement, keep the DTI•PRO, send us your
old DTI, and we'll credit you $103.95 for the
trade-in. Your total cost for DTI•PRO after
trade-in: only $896. Your total savings: $399!
Audio Alchemy DTI•PRO anti-jitter filter—without trade-in—reg $1,295, now $999.95 (+$9.95*)
Or, Audio Alchemy DTI•PRO w/DTI** trade-in,
reg $1,295, now only $896.00 (+$9.95*)

Audio Advisor, Inc.
225 Oakes S. W.
Grand Rapids, MI 49503

VISA, MC, AMEX & Discover
Accepted. Call Us Toll-Free:

1-800-942-0220

*Shipping charge in US .**DTI trade-ins must be in
good working condition. 0 1994 Audio Advisor, Inc.
Phone: 616-451-3868 •FAX: 616-451-0709
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in the same year.
up session for necessary corrections.
phony Pines is among the finest. OrchesIf one wants aPhiladelphian Trilogy,
Another outstanding Trilogy is that of
tral playing is outstanding, tempos are
surely the recording to have is Riccardo
Seiji Ozawa and the Boston Symphony,
on the slow side but well-judged, and the
Muti's. These are intense, brilliant readon DG. These are vivid, dynamic perfinal procession is powerful. Though the
ings played with dazzling virtuosity,
formances, the BSO sounding every bit
longest Pines of all (25:52), this never
although the sound is quite harsh, lackthe great orchestra it is. This is among
drags. ft's unfortunate that Comissiona's
ing presence and warmth. Eugene OrOzawa's finest achievements, with engiFestivals, recorded at the same time (1987),
mandy's CBS CD contains his '60s
neering that is the best of analog.
is not on CD. Sir Malcolm Sargent seems
recordings of the Trilogy, superficial readPhilips's deletion of their CD of Founan unlikely conductor for Respighi, but
ings that show off the magnificent
tains and Pines with Edo de Waart and the
he turns out to be highly sympathetic to
orchestra but miss the essence of the
San Francisco Symphony (411 419) is no
this music. Sargent's recordings of Founmusic. As usual with CBS at the time, the loss. These were unexceptional readings
tains and Pines with the London Symsound is over-bright and lacks bass, but
in steely sound. Philips has since issued
phony are sensitive in the quieter moments,
it still is infinitely superior to Ormandy's
the complete Trilogy with the Academy
and he rewrote the final pages of Pines,
later remake, one of the worst-sounding
of St. Martin-in-the-Fields directed by
adding an ever-crescendoing tam-tam
of RCA's disastrous Philadelphia reSir Neville Marriner. The British conroll, an effect to which Ido not object.
cordings.
This was recorded in the mid-'50s for
A "best buy" for the Trilogy is the
Everest on 35mm tape, and was briefly
budget Naxos version with Enrique
available on aPrice-less CD (24770)
"BEST BUY" FOR THE
Batiz and the Royal Philharmonic. There
coupled with Festivals with the same orTRILOGY IS THE
is plenty of excitement in these vivid perchestra directed by Sir Eugene Goossens.
formances, the only drawback being a BUDGET NAXOS VERSION
This exciting performance was highly
somewhat dry acoustic that robs the
regarded at the time, but since then there
WITH ENRIQUE BATIZ
strings of richness. Interpretively, howhave been many superior to this.
ever, Batiz is far superior to Charles
AND THE RPO.
James DePreist outlines some intrigDutoit on aLondon CD which, although
uing ideas about the meaning of Festivals
sonically magnificent, finds Dutoit productor is neat when he should be abanin the booklet accompanying his Delos
saic at best. There is little excitement or
doned, and it sounds as if the Academy
recording. It's unfortunate that the Oredrama, and his opening of the last movehadn't been augmented enough for the
gon Symphony lacked string-power and
ment of Pines, which should be mysteribigger moments. The sound, though
virtuosity. The sound per se is impressive,
ous, sounds more like a side-drum
clear, is small-scaled and lacks body; the
until one realizes that what is heard is a
cakewalk.
organ is impressive.
huge tam-tam but little else that the score
There's no question that Yan Pascal
Sergiu Comissiona's Baltimore Symrequires. Another solo Festivals, on EMI
Tortelier's Philliarmonia Trilogy recording
is among the best, with the Chandos
sound at its best: brilliant, solid, and resonant, with plenty of impact. The tamtam in Festivals is mightily impressive, and
the performances are uninhibited—it
sounds as if everyone was having aterAudio/Video • Compact Discs
rific time. In contrast, Carlo Rizzi's London Philharmonic recording on Teldec
sounds unsettled, with little conviction
Orange County's Leading High End Audio Dealer
from the podium, brass playing that
Representing the World's Finest
often is tentative, and adistant, congested
Music and Video Systems
sonic picture.
Among the best recordings of the
AUDIO RESEARCH •KRELL •KRELL DIGITAL • THIEL •THETA
complete Trilogy is Giuseppe Sinopoli
AERIAL ACOUSTICS •ALON •B&W •B&W THX •MERIDIAN
with the New York Philharmonic. He
CAL AUDIO LABS •LEXICON •LEXICON THX •MAGNUM DYNALAB
ARAGON •ACURUS • VAC •SONY ES • VELODYNE •PIONEER ELITE
encourages highly individual phrasing
ADCOM •AIRTIGHT •DAY SEQUERRA •ADS •ADS MULTIROOM
in the solo playing, on occasion almost
NILES •AUDIO EASE •SOUND ANCHORS •PIONEER VIDEO
going over the top, but these are evocaSONY VIDEO •PROTON VIDEO •AMPRO VIDEO PROJECTORS
tive performances, well recorded. FounVIDIKRON VIDEO PROJECTORS •XL0 •XL0 SIGNATURE
tains and Pines are particularly successful.
AUDIOOUEST •PURIST AUDIO •OCOS •GOLDEN DRAGON
Eduardo Mata's Dorian recording with
4Showrooms Including the Latest in THX Home Theater Audio Systems.
the Dallas Symphony is cautious, parWe Offer Consultation, Design, Custom Cabinets, Licensed Construction
ticularly in Festivals. The producers have
and Installation. Convert or Build the Media Room of Your Dreams — No
opted for an overly resonant acoustic that
Job Too Big or Small. Let Us Bring Fine Music or Theater Into Your Home.
is undefined and bass-heavy in louder
In Addition, Digital Ear Features Over 30,000 CDs. You'll Find One of the
passages. Yevgeny Svetlanov and the
Most Comprehensive Selections of Classical, Rock and Jazz, as Well as
USSR Academic Orchestra can be heard
Country, Folk and Blues.
on Olympia in live recordings that arc
— FINANCING AVAILABLE — OPEN 7DAYS — CONTRACTORS LICENSE #556897 —
often scintillating and very well recorded.
Digital Ear
Unfortunately, there are major orchestral
mishaps that jar on repeated listenings;
17602 East 17th Street •Tustin, CA 92680 •(714) 544-7903
it's unfortunate that there wasn't atouch'
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High End Audio
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the world's leading audio virtuosos ...
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In the world of speakers, Michael Kelly's
Aerial 1
01; $4995, has already become aclassic.

C.A.T. The musical magic of the SL1 Pre-Amp,
$4950, is joined by the astounding new JL1 Mono
Amps, $12,800. It doesn't get any better.
Classé

Remote control model "Thirty" PreAmp, $1195; Model "Seventy" 100 WPC Stereo,
$1195. Incredible quality, performance and value.

con rad johnson All new, solid state

PF2 Pre-Amp, $1395; MF 2100, $1495; MF 2200,
$1995; MF 2300, $2795. Plus the all tube Premier
series, nothing is more musical.

Magneplanar Unsurpassed musicality

from the world's finest panel speakers. Dimensional,
detailed and smooth. From the SMGb, $695 to
the remarkable MG20, $8500.

Mark Levinson

See and hear the future
now. The new No. 38 remote control Pre-Amp,
$3995 and just arrived 38S, $6500 rewrite the rules.
M IT. The world leader in audio and video
cable and line treatment technology. Accept
no substitute.
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Theta The leader in digital technology brings
you the new Cobalt, $600; DS Pro Prime II, $1500;
DS Pro Basic II, $2000; and the new "Gen" V. Plus
Data Basic and Universal Transports.
Thiel There are no finer speakers.

These are the
"thoroughbreds." The all new CS1.5, $1990; the
CS2.2, $2750; the remarkable CS3.6, $3900; and
the stunning CS5i, $12,300.

Wilson Audio WATT III Puppy II. It
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audiophile. The WHOW Series III sub-woofer is so
good it will stun you. And when you listen to the
new X1 Grand Slamm, we may have to revive you!
Call, make an appointment or drop by for avisit.
OVERTURE's founder, Terry Menacker, will
provide you with alevel of personal service that is
as unique as the products we sell. You'll learn
why OVERTURE is the only audio/video store
you will ever need.
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is aresult of straight thinking!
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We stock 106 brands of Audio, Video and Car

Audio/'Video Stores".
15 Showrooms for Audio, Video, Custom installation & Car Stereo.
106 Manufacturer's are represented.and available.

The audio components we stock are
all"A" stock units selected from
our 106"Award Winning" brands.
Only afew audio stores
in
America can
make this
statement and virtually all of
us are located in hi-tech
university towns. Our prices
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[aprox $175] to world class
State-of-the-Art systems in
excess of $50k. Tens of
thousands of our loyal customers over the past 34
years have graduated from
Kansas University, yet many
of them continue social and
business relationships with
our people. Many of our
current clientele are second
generation and referral friends
of past satisfied customers.
Our people are knowledgeable,
friendly and honest; the students
tell us our in stock selection is
one of America's finest.
34 years, our guarantee:
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Stereo, only afew stores in America can make
this statement and virtually all of us are located
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Selected byJA and RL
ccording to the Capitol flacks,
Mitror Blue is Richard Thompson's "most accessible release
yet.- But don't believe everything you
read, especially in apress kit.
It's true that the production, again
by Mitchell Froom, is smooth and
inviting. And it's true that Thompson
has quietly become one of pop's most
expressive singers. But from aman
who's made acareer of being rock's
most famous cult figure (or was that its
most obscure major artist?), accessible
is, at best, arelative term.
Take "Shane and Dixie arollicking
tale of two hoodlums who walk the line
between Bonnie & Clyde and Romeo
&Juliet. The verses tell the grisly but
hilarious saga of abotched double suiride, staged with one eye on the tabloid
headlines, while the chorus bops along
blithely in true pop fashion: "Fame and
love /Fame and love /Fame and love
will never die." If irony were acontrolled dangerous substance, Thompson would be dead or behind bars.
Mirror Blue picks up where 1991's
R2D4, Rumor and Sigh, left off; to my
ear, it's both slower to reveal itself, and
ultimately maybe even better. The
songs depict aseries of emotional false
starts and romantic dead ends, and the
only thing that's really clear is that
things aren't what they seem.

CLASSICAL
BARTÓK: Bluebeard's Castle
Gwynne Howell, Bluebeard; Sally Burgess, Judith;
BBC National Orchestra of Wales, Marc Elder
BBC Music MM114 (CD only). DDD. TE 65:09
(This disc accompanied the October 1993 issue of BBC
Music Magazine; it can be orderrdfor $9.95, inc. S&H,
from BBC Classical Music Service, P.O. Box 30628,
Tampa, FL 33630-0628.)

This KEF-sponsored performance is in the
running for best-of-the-B/uebeards. It's cerS
TEREOPHILE, JUNE 1994

RICHARD THOMPSON: Mirror Blue
Capitol CDP 781492 2(CD). Tchad Blake, eng.;
Mitchell Froorn, prod. AAD. TT: 55:13

Track after track, Thompson depicts
the things we do for love in detail that's
too close for comfort. And there's no
split along gender lines; in "For the
Sake of Mary:' our hero "kicked the
reds" and "junked the juice" and got
anew tattoo all for romance, while his
ex features "glycerine in the tears. ..
rouge in the blush ...
All passion to the
eye /All cold to the touch" in "The Way
that it Shows." And you can't even
escape this masquerade ball by taking
anap; "1 Can't Wake Up to Save My
Life" is the Everly Brothers' "Dream"

tainly far better than CBS Masterworks'
(which features Sam Ramey sounding as
if he's about to break into "01' Man River,"
and Eva Martón sounding like his aunt),
and is almost up there with London's (with
Christa Ludwig and Walter Berry).
The singers are ideal, but they don't sing
ideally—Howell is abit woolly, and Burgess is tentative on top. But for sheer atmosphere and involvement, they're magnificent. They sing in English, and this is no
problem; the spoken Prologue is here as
well, in Hungarian, with avoiced-over

WorldRadioHistory

as interpreted by Freud.
All this uncomfortable dancing at
arm's length leads Thompson's wouldbe lovers in different directions, from
the wistful regrets of asoulmate held
too tightly in "Beeswing" to the stalkeresqne obsession of "I Ride in Your
Slipstream." The album closes with
"Taking My Business Elsewhere," a
three-in-the-morning, tears-in-yourbeer ballad that Frank Sinatra could
cover comfortably. The least conflicted
of Mirror Blue's love songs is "MGBGT," and that one's sung in homage to
asports car.
The sound is, again, reference quality. With Mitchell Froom and Tchad
Blake behind the glass, the production
is tailored carefully to each song: sometimes intimate, sometimes more baroque,
but never intrusive. The soundstage is
deep and wide, the bass has real sock,
and Thompson's voice is front-andcenter like it oughta be.
All this relationship stuff could be a
little tedious in the hands of alesser artist. But given Thompson's way with
amelody, his droll sense of humor, and
his incomparable guitar accompaniment, this record is ajoy. Don't expect
Ace of Base, but Mirror Blue is Richard
Thomspon at his elusive, straightforward, obscure, accessible best.
—Allen St. John

English translation which is divinely
spooky. The recording is live but very
vibrant, and Marc Elder gets superb playing from the Welsh BBC band, who are
totally up to Barteek's rich orchestration
and complex mixtures. Highly recommended if you don't own the London; a
necessity if you own the CBS.
—Robert Levine
BERLIOZ: Fantastic Symphony
uszn Les Préludes
Georg Solti, Chicago Symphony Orchestra
London 436 839-2 (CD only). Michael Haas, prod.;
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marked ppp, so that one has to listen
intently to hear them (at around 4:00). Sold
hardly bothers.
This concern for detail and mood is evident throughout the performance, with the
optional cornet part included to add brilliance to the "Be' some really lovely arcaOne could hardly imagine amore disparate
dian scene-painting in (iii), afairly swift
pair than Georg Solti and Yehudi Menubut dynamically imposing "March to
hin, extravert and introvert incarnate, each
the Scaffold" (with the opening drumtackling Berlioz's unique autobiographic
rolls properly articulated), and asplendid
blend of introspection and wild abandon.
"Witches Sabbath?' In the last, one can hear
Menuhin's recording is his first, Solti's his
the bassoons adding their grotesque spiky
second, made at aSahberg concert in 1992,
underpinning as the tubas spell out the initwenty years after his brilliant but unsubde
tial dies irae theme, while Solti goes for
Krannert Center version, also with the
mighty, full-bodied tubas which overChicago SO. The change of venue results
power all else. Some will prefer this, but
in less depth of tone from the doubleMenuhin is nearer to the composer's
basses (rather exaggerated in the earlier verintention.
sion), but the recording has an apt and spaSo, an energetic, detailed, well-shaped
cious impact, with a strikingly silent
performance—plus asuitably lively Roman
audience.
Carnival as amakeweight. The RPO is set
As before, Solti includes the repeat in (i)
fairly well back in aspacious church acousand follows convention rather than the
tic, but is granted clear textures and wide
score for bell-pitching in (v), as does
Menuhin; but his chimes are now given a dynamics by the recordings. My only sonic
reservation is that the tonal balance suffers
more normal dynamic at their first soundan upward tilt without the compensation
ings, in place of the pianissimo adopted
of much fullness in the bass.—John Crabbe
before. One small penalty we pay for
poaching on apublic performance is a DEBUSSY: 12 Préludes, Bk.!!
touch of doubtful intonation from the
MILHAUD: Saudades do Brasil, Bks.I & II
muted strings during their long phrases in
Antonio Barbosa, piano
Connoisseur Society CD 4190 (CD only). Patricia
the symphony's opening adagio, but the
A. Duciaume, eng.; E. Alan Silver, prod. DDD.
CSO is otherwise its usual immaculate self,
TT: 59:08
and any further reservations concern the
The Brazilian-born, 50-year-old New
interpretation.
York pianist Antonio Barbosa has comWhile Solti has undoubtedly mellowed,
bined two impressionistic series of piano
there's still that same old tendency to grasp
pieces: the familiar Debussy second set of
awork's urgent or dramatic episodes more
1912-13 Préludes, and the group by Darius
readily than its contemplative passages.
Milhaud, likewise adozen, which fondly
The mellowing helps here in the pastoral
recalls (via its title) memories of the Brazil
movement, but, paradoxically, in bringing
Milhaud first visited in 1917. The Saudades
rather less fire and aslightly slower tempo
do Brasil, written between 1920 and 1921,
than before to the "Witches Sabbath," Sold
have been more popular in excerpted form,
ends what might have been amore satisoften in arrangements or in Milhaud's
fying performance on anote of comparaorchestration; Ibelieve this may only be
tive anticlimax. So, on balance, his second
the third time the complete original piano
Fantastic joins his first in sitting beneath the
version has been recorded. Barbosa distop echelons of the 80 versions now on
plays immense rhythmic vitality and color
CD; anyone wanting atop-rank live perin these irresistible polytonal, dancelike
formance should try the Andrew Davis!
works. Furthermore, the Milhaud makes
BBC version discussed in the February Steahighly effective discmate to his equally
reophile. But Liszt's Les Préludes tone-poem
evocative Debussy, in which everything
does well as ashowpiece filler—provided,
is meaningful without exaggeration. The
again, one looks for drama rather than
playing is communicative, virtuosic, full
depth. Incidentally, London's claimed TT
of forward momentum, never stagnant,
of 69:00 includes some 0:40 of countdown
and has opulent piano sonics to match.
silence.
—Igor Kipnis
Menuhin hardly seemed alikely candidate to conduct Berlioz when his CD
arrived in the same package as Solti's, but
GRIEG: Piano Concerto
Iwas in for asurprise. For astart, his overall
With: Lyric Suite; Overture, In Autumn
Lilya Zilberstein, piano (Concerto); Neemejârvi,
timing is about 11
/ minutes below aver2
Gothenburg Symphony
age, whereas Solti's is nearly aminute
DG 437 524-2 (CD only). Michael Bergek, eng.;
above, with most of the increased pace
Lennart Dehn, prod. DDD. TP 60:24
effected in (i). Yet "Reveries & Passions"
GRIEG: Piano Concerto (orig. 1868/1872
doesn't lose its dreamy element. Rather, it
version)
With: Larviks-Polka, 23 Smaastykker
is simply more fluid as well as more lively,
Love
Derwinger, piano; jun'ichi Hirokami, Norrwith Solti seeming cumbersome in comkoping Symphony
parison when away from the allegros. Also,
Bis 37 524-2 (CD only). Ingo Petry, Robert von
Menuhin pays closer attention to dynamic
Bahr, engs.; Robert Sufi; Robert von Bahr, prods.
details, taking, for instance, the muted vioDDD. TT 62:12
lin arpeggios which run behind the hornLilya Zilberstein's performance of one of
calls across bars 50-57 in (i) down to the

James Lock, eng. DDD. TE 69:00
BERLIOZ: Fantastic Symphony, Roman Carnival
Overture
Yehudi Menuhin, Royal Philharmonic Orchestra
Virgin 724 561100 2(CD only). John H. West,
prod.; Sean Lewis, eng. DDD. TT: 60:03
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the most often recorded concertos in the
repertoire aims at bravura. In the top register of the piano, the young Russian's tone
occasionally seems abit hard, colorless, and
uningratiating at climactic moments, while
gentler expressive phrases, more sensitively
handled, once in awhile emerge with ahint
of self-indulgence. Overall, however, these
are perfectly adequate performances, abetted most brilliantly by the sheer vitality of
Neeme Jârvi's conducting. The remaining
works, excellent performances that had
previously been available on DG, date from
the mid- to late 1980s; they once again display the conductor's vivid, dramatic, and
emotionally wringing way with Grieg,
though one might point out that the Shepherd Boy comes awfully close to being hysterical. Jârvi's version of the Lyric Suite,
incidentally, includes the impressionistic
Bell-Ringing in the Anton Seidl orchestration, amovement not normally part of the
Suite but which is awelcome addition.
The reproduction in the concerto, less
ideal than in its orchestral discmates, is
somewhat cavernous with details that often
emerge only fuzzily. Iwould certainly not
describe the concerto recording as in any
way realistic, an example of the sound that
one might actually hear in the hall.
The Bis recording, Vol.II in that company's traversal of Grieg's complete piano
music, is afirst recording of the 1868 autograph/1872 first published edition, the
earliest of the seven different versions of
the piece. Bis's accompanying booklet provides asummary listing of the differences
between the more familiar score and what
one hears here—mostly dealing with subtleties of orchestration, but on occasion
providing astartling effect on the ear: for
instance, the pizzicato string opening of
the second theme of the first movement
being played by the trumpet instead of the
cellos. Less than attentive listening will
probably produce few raised eyebrows, but
the obvious coloristic differences may be
of considerable interest to those who revel
in the enjoyment of versions off the beaten
track.
Half of the disc is given over to piano
solo works dating from the time Grieg was
in his mid-teens, just before he went to
Leipzig to study. Most of the 23 Small Piano
Pieces and the Larviks-Polka (the composer
was then 15) are very brief indeed, and
obviously derivative of Schumann or
Mendelssohn. Frankly, they're no great
shakes, and have little in common with the
later works with their profound influences
of Norwegian folk music and rhythms.
They, as well as the early-version concerto,
are performed with charm and spirit if not
with the greatest tonal imagination or personality.
The piano in the solos is slightly midrangey and closer in perspective than in the
more distant concerto. Sound overall is
good, though imaging is only fair.

Lilya Zilberstein goes after Grieg in agrand way.

Abinoam; Susan Gritton, Jack Choristers of Salisbury Cathedral; Choir of New College, Oxford;
King's Consort, Robert King
Hyperion

CDA66841/2 (2 CDs only). Philip Hobbs,

eng.; Ben Turner, prod. DDD. TT 2:19:41

Handel assembled Deborah, his second
oratorio, in great haste, borrowing his text
from the fourth chapter of Judges, and
music from numerous of his own, earlier
works (Brockes Passion, Coronation Anthems,
Chanclos Anthems, the Birthday Octefor Queen
Anne, and some early Italian works, including Dixit Dominus). The premiere was on
March 17, 1733, less than two months after
Orlando. Despite Handel's haste, he took
the time to write on abig scale, with large

orchestra and grand choruses. His instrumentation was aimed at overwhelming the
audience: oboes, bassoons, flutes, three
horns, three trumpets, timpani, harpsichord, and two organs, while some of the
choral writing was in eight parts.
The story is one of those with the Israelites fighting the Canaanites, and ends with
Jael hammering Sisera's head to the ground
with atent peg. Handel enlarged the scale
of the piece by using the chorus extensively. He wrote both action and anthem
choruses, including afinale in which he set
"glad songs to heav'n ascend" with striking diminuendos (as the songs fly away
into the vapor). The arias were in amore
florid, operatic style than Handel would
adopt in later oratorios. (In fact, the role
of Barak was originally sung by the alto
castrato Senesino.) For this recording anew
performing edition has been compiled by
conductor Robert King. Most noticeable
is the new overture, reconstructed from one
Handel used for Deborah in 1744.
For awork as obscure as this, we are fortunate the recording is done so well.
Despite asometimes too-quick vibrato,
Yvonne Kenny does awonderful job in the
title role, showing both bright focus and
agility (as in "Choirs of Angels"). Michael
George's back-in-the-throat voice gives
an elderly characterization to Abinoam; he
is dramatically convincing despite atendency to woofiness without enough vocal
core. Abinoam's son, Barak, is sung by
countertenor James Bowman; his aria, "All
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After 15 years, we've learned no perfect system exists.
It has to be built—to your specifications, within your budget.
To help you, we've selected the 60 companies that offer
the finest equipment, at the best value.
We'll proceed step by step until you're satisfied that
the system you purchase is the perfec
u for you.
To get started, call us today..

310 517-1700
310 517-1732 fax
18214 DALTON AVENUE, DEPT S
GARDENA, CA 90248
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danger disdaining," is a wonderful
coloratura vehicle, while "In the battle"
is simply awonderful aria.
The Canaanite warrior Sisera is sung by
awoman (as it was for Handel), Catherine Denley; she does well despite difficulties when the tessitura is low. Susan Gritton's work as Jael is imaginative and very
satisfying. The chorus of Salisbury Cathedral choristers and collegians from Oxford
is more than satisfactory, though their diction, at least as recorded, is poor—I had to
fight to understand any words in some of
the choruses. Otherwise, the sound is upfront with agreeable reverberation. Conductor King is afine Handelian who stays
in firm control throughout.
Deborah is not auniformly strong piece.
A lot of the music is very engaging, but the
overall drama is weak, in that you don't
really care what happens to the characters.
Some of the problem lies with the many
choral pieces, which stop the action and
break up the dramatic flow into aseries of
tableaux. Despite all that, and our (probably unwarranted) wariness about pasticcios, we should give Deborah more attention. Much of the music is terrific, and this
recording, the first on CD, could hardly
make the case better. —Paul L. Althouse
HAYDN: String Quartets, Vol.I: Opp.54, 71, 74,
76
Kodály Quartet
Naxos 8.505007 (5 CDs only). Ferenc Pécai,
Veronika Vincze, engs.; János Mátyás, Veronika
Vincze, prods. DDD. Tr. 5:22:09
HAYDN: String Quartets, Vol.11: Opp.1, 55, 64;
Op.2 Nos.1 & 2
Kodály Quartet
Naxos 8.50518 (5 CDs only). István Berényi, János
Bohus, engs.; András Soós. lbolya Teith, prods.
DDD. TT: 5:19:44

Given the exceptionally low price of Naxos
CDs, this review would be incomplete
without adigression into phonographic
economics. Judged against the value of the
dollar prevailing when Ibegan collecting
records in 1946, aNaxos disc selling for
about $5 (a few cents less in some stores)
is, beyond question, avirtual giveaway.
Consider, for example, these Haydn
releases in such acontext: A single CD,
running to more than an hour, contains
three major works at acost of roughly
$1.50 each. In 1946, the price was almost
$5 each. Today that $5 would equal at least
$25, maybe more. In short, Naxos is offering some of Haydn's finest music (with all
major repeats observed) at but atiny fraction of what it cost 40 years ago.
And how glorious most of this music is
in its harmonic daring, melodic richness,
and bold drama! Indeed, one is reminded
in listening to these works how much of
Haydn's output (besides the familiar Symphony 94) could be labeled "surprise."
Many of these surprises are rooted in the
composer's imaginative command of
structure and piquant wit: arondo whose
digressions may depart from what Haydn
has conditioned us to expect; afalse recapitulation in the "wrong" key; or abiting
dissonance or churlish trills that provide
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1994

sardonic comment upon the musical action,
to cite but some examples. Then there are
motifs that seem too hot to handle as they
are tossed humorously from one instrument to another.
The glories of the music and the modest
price of these recordings would be of
minor consequence were the Kodály
Quartet's performances not worth having.
But they most certainly are. As with many
other Naxos releases, they sustain asonic
and interpretive level that is often well
above average, and nearly always well
worth the modest price.
In the main, the Kodály's Haydn provides an ideal complement to that of the
Tátrai Quartet (on Hungaroton CDs that
sell for more than three times the cost of
these Naxos releases). The Tátrai favors a
very lean sonority colored by almost no
vibrato. Its tempos are sometimes broader
than those adopted by the Kodály, but
crisp, clean articulation and exemplary
balances enliven the group's playing.
The Kodály offers abeefier sound that
is never too full, and atone whose wider
vibrato and greater sweetness, free of the
Tátrai's occasional astringency, come closer
to what most ensembles employ. Nevertheless, this comparatively more oldfashioned approach always remains stylish
and within the parameters of good taste.
Basically, these are lively, thrustful readings that are never rushed, mannered, or
fussy. This is not to say, however, that the
group's approach is either superficial or the
same from one work to the next. Indeed,
one of the most refreshing aspects of these
10 CDs is the way in which the Kodály
adapts to the music at hand. Thus, some
minuets are given an apt, relaxed elegance,
others afleet skittishness that suggests the
soon-to-come Beethoven scherzo. Some
slow movements have aflowing grace,
others asustained, haunting intensity. Particularly moving is the Kodály's projection of the Largo from Op.76 No.5—the
only movement in all of Haydn (I believe)
to have the qualification nesto (sad), and one
that surely must have influenced the slow
movements of Beethoven's first two
"Rasoumovsky" Quartets.
There are other masterful touches
throughout: the sensuality of the first
movement of Op.76 No.3; the light
delicacy of the finale of Op.64 No5 (a delicious perpetual motion); and the avoidance
of traps some ensembles occasionally fall
into. Note, for instance, how the unisons
that bring the first movement of Op.74
No.1 to apotent conclusion are emphasized
without breaking the overall line.
Both volumes are given aclose perspective by the engineers, yet never is there any
harshness or obtrusive breathing. The
effect suggests asmall hall or very large
room in the home—in short, an ambience
that is ideal for chamber music. Of the two
sets, Von, recorded in 1989, is slightly less
resonant and more immediate in its impact.
Musically, Vol.II, recorded between 1990
and 1992, is the less interesting, but only
because of its inclusion of the very early
WorldRadioHistory
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Opp.1 and 2, which comprise charming,
singing—Talvela is towering and riveting,
relatively lightweight, divertimento-like
Gedda is slick and believable, Haugland
pieces.
is aluxurious Varlaam, etc.; but the whole
The 10 discs in these two boxed sets
reading is strangely intimate, and could
(each contained in its own plastic case) are
disappoint. Semkow concentrates on the
individually available. If you don't know
opera's private moments, and there are
this music, start with the two CDs that
plenty of them. But the overall effect is
comprise the six Op.76 quartets. Hearing
pretty dour, and you have to be ready for
them, you may well feel, as Ido, that a such an experience. Grandeur almost incomplete cycle of these Haydn works is
variably gives way to sadness.
very much in order from the Kodály.
If Iwere rating this on afive-star sys—Mortimer H. Frank
tem, I'd give it four. It's atruly fine presentation of this score, and EMI's remasterMUSSORGSKY: Boris Godunov
ing has greatly helped the sonics, which
Martti Talvela, Boris Godunov; Nicolai Gedda,
were originally just abit too mellow. There
Grigory (Dimitri); Leonard Mroz, Pimen; Bozena
are now other "original" Borises on the
Kinasz, Marina; Andrzej Hiolski, Rangoni; Aage
market, but they don't have Talvela. Yes,
Haugland, Varlaam; Bohdan Paprocki, Shuisky;
this is severe; were you expecting abarrel
others; Polish Radio Chorus of Krakow, Polish
Radio National Symphony Orchestra, Jerzy
of laughs?
—Robert Levine

Semkow
EMI 745377 2(3 CDs only). David Mottky, prod.
ADD. TT 3:43:31

This set, first issued in 1977, was the premiere recording of Mussorgsky's original
—that is to say, without Rimsky-Korsakov's (or anyone else's) re-orchestration—
and it was arevelation. It's spare, to be sure,
and certain moments, such as the finale to
the Inn Scene, simply sound anti-climactic,
particularly if you're familiar with the
Rimsky. But it was—and is—great to be
able to hear through the music: The score
has an amazing translucence.
I've always liked this performance, but
lcan understand why it makes some people
uneasy. There's little wrong with the

PROKOFIEV: Violin Concertos 1& 2, Suite The
Lovefor Three Oranges
Joshua Bell, violin; Orchestre symphonique de
Montréal, Charles Dutoit
London 440 331-2 (CD only). James Lock, mg.; Ray
Minshull, prod. DDD. TT: 65:04

This is an incredibly attractive disc—
sonically excellent, beautifully performed,
and, in the Concertos at least, holding its
own at the top of along list of rival contenders. Ihave long admired the maturity
of the young Joshua Bell's interpretation,
but here he seems to have arrived at that
degree of technical fluency that gives the
listener acomfortable sense of security—
not so much will he manage it as how does
he manage it?

The myriad ornaments in the First Concerto's first movement, second subject are
handled with alightness and flexibility that
disguise Bell's unwavering control. Ihave
aniggling doubt about the violin's forward
balance when coupled with the solo flute
in the magical recapitulation, but in the
sum of the complete performance, this is
an insignificant worry.
Concerto 2is equally intoxicating: The
second movement has asilky serenity, a
purity. Bell's performance may not be
overladen with the darker, more sensuous
emotions of Lydia Mordkovich's on
Chandos 8709—one of my favorites—but
his youthful ease is quite charming.
Coupled with the full six-movement
Suite that Prokofiev extracted from his
opera, The Love for Three Oranges—performed with vivid color and dynamism by
Dutoit and his Orchestra—this is an
impressive and highly recommended disc.
—Barbara Jahn
SIBELIUS: Symphony 5*
NIELSEN: Symphony 4, Pan and Syrinx
Simon Rattle, Philharmonie & City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestras
EMI CDM 764737 2(CD only). Michael Sheady,
eng.; John Willan, prod. DDD. TT: 76:59

Rattle recorded this performance of
Sibelius 5in 1981, and it was immediately
hailed as one of the best at that time and
showered with awards. It's good to see it
back in the catalog, as it far surpasses his
later version with his own orchestra, the
CBSO.

The HARBETH HL P3
Rave Reviews Heard 'Round the World:
"Stunning...clean...an astonishing amount of bass for such
asmall speaker." John Atkinson, Stereophile, December 1993,
Vol. 16, No. 12
"...The HL-P3 created the most realistic central ¡mage.. .that
I
heard at the show." Larry Greenhill

e

e

"...The teensy weensy....Harbeths...definitely get my vote for
best sound at SCES '93." Corey Greenberg
Chicago CES Report, Stereophile, August 1993,
Vol. 16, No. 8
"Recommended," Hi-Fi Choice, UK, September 1993
"Best of British," Hi-Fi World, UK, February 1993
Contact us to receive review and show reprints plus local
dealer listings.
MUSICAL SURROUNDINGS
5856 College Ave., Ste. 146, Oakland, CA 94618
(510) 420-0379 Fax (510) 420-0392
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Rattle has an easy attitude toward the
work. Don't get me wrong—nothing is
sloppy or lacking; he just lets the music
grow out of itself, and this underplaying
of his hand is exciting in itself. He is just
alittle too clinical for my taste, but Ido
concede to the greatness of this performance and heartily recommend it.
He handles the Nielsen Symphony with
the same degree of confidence, inspiring
the CBSO to great things. Their Pan and
Syrinx is one of the most poetic Ihave heard
on disc. Recordings ofboth composers are
excellent and well-matched, despite different venues and athree-year difference in
their ages. A hearty recommendation for
this mid-priced reissue. —Barbara Jahn
TCHAIKOVSKY: String Quartets 1& 3
Franz Schubert Quartet
Nimbus NI 5380 (CD only). DDD. TT 71:04

It's been along time since I've heard a
string quartet that played with such a
homogenous sound. The Amadeus was
always instantly recognizable for that quality, but the young members of the Franz
Schubert also bring afreshness and vigor
to their work that is quite different from
the telltale sound of their legendary
predecessors.
While having an ear to their own balance, they also have awonderful understanding of structure, focusing on those
elements of form and detail that will give
overall shape and meaning not only to a
single movement, but to the work as a
whole The First Quartet's famous Andante
Cantabile movement has poise and charm,
never succumbing to over-sentimentalization or drama. Likewise, the Scherzo is
shaped by just the right amount of sensitive
phrasing and articulation. The FSQ, like
pianist Richard Goode, have that rare ability to add nothing to the music while talcing nothing away.
The passions of Quartet 3are equally
well-handled, and, again, architectural
coherence is maintained despite the fact
that this is an immense work ofjust under
43 minutes. And Nimbus has done afine
job on the recording: The mikes are not too
closely set, the ambience is excellent, and
the acoustic is just buoyant enough to fill
out the sound without smothering detail.
A must for all chamber-music addicts!

Carnegie Hall—and it was the artists on
this disc who gave the two "premieres,"
in Chicago on April 11, 1991, and in New
York four days later.
It is an incredibly intense work, Tippett
being attracted by the very intensity of the
poem's imagery; to translate this into musical terms of equal validity was an undeniable challenge. Tippett's lines for the
soprano are relentlessly exacting, taking
their shape and form from the images they
express. For this reason, the work seems
to show little concern for formal structure;
rather, it is amosaic of colors and varied
textures, of one image growing organically
into another. The performance is wonderful, and the recording matches its vision
and focus.
This performance of Symphony 4,
recorded in 1981, has already appeared
twice on CD, so this new coupling may
prove annoying if you already have it and
want Byzantium too. Again, the CSO commissioned the work and gave its premiere,
under Solti, in 1977. The single-movement
symphony has some reference to conventional sonata-form structure, despite the
fact that it falls into seven dovetailing sections. The orchestra plays well, having an
obvious empathy with Tippett's complex
language An excellent disc for aficionados
or those wanting to sample Tippett's work.
—Barbara Jahn

—Barbara Jahn
TIPPETE Byzantium,* Symphony 4
Faye Robinson,* soprano; Georg Solti, Chicago
Symphony Orchestra
London 433 668-2 (CD only). John Pellowe* James
Lock, engs.; Michael Haas,* James Mallinson,
prods. DDD. TE 57:47

Tippett's original intention was that Byzan
tium, asetting of W.B. Yeats's five-verse
poem, should be the central movement of
asong cycle for soprano and orchestra.
However, he soon realized that the resultant
work would be far too large and complex
as such, and decided to let Byzantium stand
alone Composed in 1989, Byzantium eventually served two centenary commissions
—the first from the CSO, the second from

Leonard Slatkin's Vaughan Williams cycle—
complete.
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: The Symphonies
Leonard Slatkin, Philharmonia Orchestra
A Sea Symphony
Philharmonia Chorus; Benita Valente, soprano;
Thomas Allen, baritone
RCA 61197-2 (CD only). TT: 67:20
A London Symphony, Noeolk Rhapsody 1, Fantasia
on aTheme by Thomas Taillias
RCA 61193-2 (CD only). TT: 69:33
A Pastoral Symphony,* Symphony 4, Fantasia on
Greensleeves
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Linda Holienfeld, soprano*
RCA 61194-2 (CD only). TT: 72:47
Symphonies 5& 6
RCA 60556-2 (CD only). TE 71:44
Sinfonia Antartica,* Five Variants of "Dives and
Lazarus," Quick March—Sea Songs
Linda Hohenfeld, soprano; Women of the Philharmonia Chorus*
RCA 61195-2 (CD only). TT: 52:46
Symphonies 8& 9
RCA 61196-2 (CD only). TE 62:39
All above: Mike Hatch or Mark Vigars, mg.; Andrew
Keener, prod. DDD. Boxed, 6CDs for the price
of 4: RCA 61460-2

Although perennially underperformed, the
symphonies of Ralph Vaughan Williams
have received their fifth recorded cycle
since Adrian Boules first one in mono, for
Decca/London in the '50s. The composer's
attendance at all the sessions of that early
cycle provided alevel of inspiration which
has been difficult to match by anyone,
including Boult in his 1960s stereo remake
for EMI.
Leonard Slatkin has succeeded in completing the most consistently well-performed cycle of any since Boult's first. The
dilemma posed for collectors is that, for
certain individual symphonies within the
cycle, the merits of rivals from other cycles
or non-cycle recordings could be seriously
debated.
As productions, the common factor is
provided by Andrew Keener, who, with
Mike Hatch and Mike Clements as engineers, has been producing Vernon Handley's VW recordings for EMI. Hatch has
engineered only the Pastoral and Symphonies 4, 5, and 6in this cycle—at Watford
Town Hall. The other symphonies were
engineered by Mark Vigars at Abbey Road
Studio I. The offstage soprano for Pastoral
and Antartica, Linda Hohenfeld, recorded
her Pastoral passages as far offstage as it's
ever been done—from Powell Symphony
Hall in St. Louis, with Frank Hoekstra
engineering. She was, however, present in
London for the Antartica taping.
Although A Sea Symphony receives a
powerfiilly committed performance by all
concerned, the production is quite unimpressive Despite well-intentioned efforts
at good taste, you're always aware that a
mixer god is making sure you won't miss
aword of text or adetail of orchestration.
Handley's deleted recording transports the
listener to the performance with no compromises to popular concepts of what a
large-scale choral/orchestral recording
should sound like. If you're willing to
utterly suspend disbelief, you could
imagine yourself at aBritish exhibition hall
during the Edwardian era. Make no mistake about it, this is one of the great recordings of all time; EMI must reissue it.
Slatkin's recording of A London Symphony sounds entirely natural, and the performance exemplifies this cycle's orchestral
virtuosity, with astandard of playing we
associate with the heyday of the Philharmonia when it was Walter Legge's EMI
house orchestra. More than mindless rightnote playing, there are levels of security of
pitch, time, and inflection that make any
171
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Jack English, Stereophile, April 1993, Vail 6No.4
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But it is far from asleepy performance.
(Interestingly, he turned in an even more
hair-raising rendition of this ten years later,
on abetter-sounding London Phase-4 LP.
It isn't on CD—yet.)
The Shostakovich 11th was Stokowski's
only recording of the work, and it is mainly
of academic interest. It's certainly apassable
interpretation, but others are much more
satisfying, although few are as well recorded. Holt's Law rides again!
Erich Leinsdorf was an opera conductor
before he became director of the Pittsburgh
orchestra, so he wasn't exactly testing the
waters when he recorded this Wagnerfest.
But if Ihad to judge by this disc alone, I'd
think that Leinsdorf didn't understand
what Wagner was all about. He plays these
"straight," with all the notes and dynamics
tidily in place, but with little emotion or
excitement. So this disc, too, is of more
historical than musical significance.
The Masterworks and Portraits discs are
collections of symphonic warhorses, and
include just about every program filler
known (though one is the charmingly
graceful and rarely heard "Passo aSie"
from William Tell). In fact, these two CDs
are the second high point of this first batch
of FDS releases (after the Firebird). The performances are spirited if not inspired, the
sound is good enough to enjoy, and both
programs are fun to listen to. You probably already have alot of these in your collection as side-fillers on LPs of other things,
but Ibet you don't know where to find any
of them. Here they are, all in one place.
As for the sound, the Stokowski discs
are quixotically and maddeningly variable,
even from movement to movement,
sounding almost as if there had been a
madman loose with an equalizer. Some
sections have hugely flat, bloated midbass,
some have dulled highs, some sparkle like
stardust, some sound effortlessly and gloriously real. (The Firebird was done with a
coincident stereo microphone pair and
nothing else. A nice idea, but they were too
far away. The hall sounds like abarn.) I
admire Doug Sax's restraint in resisting
what must have been a fierce urge to
equalize-out the more flagrant lapses of
sonic taste; I'm not sure Icould have.
The other three discs are much more
consistent. Even though three different
recording teams and two different sets of
main-pickup mikes are represented, these
could all have been cut from the same
mold. The Wagner and the Warhorses
sound very good, although none of the
FDS recordings was blessed with the kind
of acoustics that helped immortalize the
Reiner/Chicago, London/Kingsway, Doráti/
Minneapolis LPs. Generally, though, the
violins sound very good, the cellos are
nicely gutty but lacking in bloom, brasses
are natural, and woodwinds are abit too
prominent. Bass/treble balance is good, the
soundstage fills the space between the
speakers but extends no farther, and the
stage is acceptably deep.
In my judgment, then: The Firebird is a
collector's item, the collections are worth
S
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having to add variety to acollection, and
the Wagner and Shostakovich can be overlooked.
—J. Gordon Holt

New HDCDT" Releases !
Ike". 1lilECT4041.1'
bilkS

ROY WHELDEN: Galax
Music of Whelden and Carl Friedrich Abel
Roy Whelden, viola da gamba; American Baroque
New Albion NA059CD (CD only). Jack Vad, Robin
Landseadel, engs.; Vad, Kit Higginson, prods.
DDD. TT: 47:38

Roy Whelden, gambist for Ensemble
Alcatraz, among others, has put together
aconfabulation of the modern and the
archaic that, if it doesn't work all the time,
at least manages not to be boring, and will
serve for many as an introduction to the
work of Carl Friedrich Abel, acomposer
who deserves to be heard. Whelden plays
superbly throughout, emphasizing the
sweet sonorities of his gamba as contrasted
against the Beatles' very 20th-century bass
line (Prelude and Divisions on "She's So
Heavy"), or else employing them in material derived from serialist and minimalist
structural theories (Whelden's own compositions). He errs considerably when he
exchanges the central movements of his
and Abel's Gamba Quartets—the contrast
of old and new is simply jarring in this
context—but as he rightly points out, you
can always re-program your CD player to
straighten things out. Whelden's Quartet
works decently on its own, if it fails in the
ultimate blending of styles the composer
is seeking; however, Iwas not impressed
with Galax, which is based on Appalachian
fiddle music.
If you're just in it for the sound, you've
come to the right placejack Vad's is aname
that belongs up there in one of the prindpal audiophile constellations, with The
Professor, Herr Bear, and all the rest. Fine,
warm gamba tone contributes strongly to
the Abel works, which are like early Mozart
—airy, but somehow more than alittle substantial as well. Worth alisten or two.
(All right, Iknow the Beatles thing
sounds like abit much, but I'll bet Tobias
Hume doesn't even bat an eyelash in his
grave.)
—Les Berkley

J
AZZ &BLUES
LES ARBUCKLE: No More No Les
Les Arbuckle, tenor sax; Kenny Barron, piano; Cecil
McBee, bass; John Ramsay, drums
AudioQuest Music AQ-LP/CD1019 (LP/CD*).
Roger Rhodes, Fred Kevorkian, Bernie Grundman, engs.; Joe Harley, prod. AAA/AAD. Us:
42:52, 56:48*

A longtime teacher and performer around
Boston, tenor saxophonist Les Arbuckle
began his career as aKing Curtis-styled
honker. His love ofjazz was founded in his
father's Sonny Stitt and Coleman Hawkins
records, ataste nurtured further when he
heard Miles Davis and John Coltrane during ahitch in the army. According to the
notes to No More No Les, Michael Brecker
opened his eyes further: "Here was aguy
playing like Coltrane, but also like King
Curtis!'
WorldRadioHistory
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price! (
suggested $9.98)
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"For gut-wrenching, pants-flapping, lease-breaking sound, this is,
bar none, the best-sounding CD of
the first digital decade," according
to HP of The Absolute Sound (reprinted with permission). Frederick
Fennell, the Dallas Wind Symphony
and organist Paul Riedo will blow
your mind and fuses. HDCD TN sound.
(RR-58, CD or 2-LP Pure Analogue)
At music & audio stores, or direct.
Check /Visa /Mastercard.
Free catalogue.
Dealer inquiries invited.
TO ORDER: 800-336-8866
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Box 77225X, San Francisco CA 94107
Canada: May Audio Marketing 514-651-5707
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That seems to be what Arbuckle is trying
to do on No More No Les, along-overdue
debut that AudioQuest has issued on a
wonderfully warm-sounding, clear-toned
LP and, with two extra tracks, on CD as
well. Arbuckle has something of Coltrane's
tone and incantatory quality, but also likes
funky grooves. He uses both styles on the
first number, "Prelude and Groove."
Arbuckle is as lucky in his band as in his
engineers. Kenny Barron has an intelligence and asweet, rhythmical flow that he
can seemingly adapt to any situation. Cecil
McBee is equally skilled, and his rich
sound has rarely been captured as well
as here. And John Ramsay is apowerful
drummer.
They concentrate on Arbuckle's serviceable, if not totally memorable, compositions, adding renditions of Cole Porter's
"It's All Right With Me," of Fred Hibbard's "Blues Ridge," Anthony Newley's
"Evier and, on the CD, Mal Waldron's
"Soul Eyes," in aperformance that Arbuckle may have learned from Coltrane's
definitive Impulse recording. The vigorous
Latin beat here gives the ballad anew life,
and the performance is marked by an
illuminating solo by Barron. Arbuckle's
forthright, yearning solo redefines the tune
convincingly, though he's more tender on
his short solo on "Evie."
Arbuckle is not one to stretch apoint or
inflate asolo. This recording, on CD or the
slightly more precise-sounding LP, is an
admirable debut for amature, authoritative,
and lively tenor saxophonist.
—Michael Ullman

KENNY BARRON: Other Places
Ralph Moore, tenor & soprano sax; Bobby Hutcherson, vibraphone; Kenny Barron, piano; Rufus
Reid, bass; Victor Lewis, drums; Mino Cinelu,
percussion
Verve Gitanes 519 699-2 (CD only). Jim Anderson,
eng.; Joanne Klein, prod. DDD. TE 67:18
TOMMY FLANAGAN: Let's (Play the Music of
ThadJones)
Tommy Flanagan, piano; Jesper Lundgaard, bass;
Lewis Nash, drums
Enja 8040 2(CD only). Hans Nilsen, eng.; Diana
Flanagan, prod. DDD. TT 59:18
TOMMY FLANAGAN: Super-Session
Tommy Flanagan, piano; Red Mitchell, bass; Elvin
Jones, drums
Enja 3059-2 (CD only). Jim McCurdy, rug.; Horst
Weber, prod. DDD? TT: 41:51
EASTERN REBELLION: Simple Pleasure
Cedar Walton, piano; Ralph Moore, tenor & soprano
sax; David Wiliams, bass; Billy Higgins, drums
MusicMasters 65081-2 (CD only). Andrew Berliner, Kevin Braheny, engs. DDD. TE 56:18

Here are three new discs by today's top
bebop-oriented pianists, plus Super Session,
are-release of a1980 Tommy Flanagan LP
featuring two of his favorite musicians,
bassist Red Mitchell and drummer Elvin
Jones. These are captivating recordings, full
of vibrant piano playing on challenging
tunes. Any jazz fan, and any fan of piano
playing in general, should have them.
Cedar Walton directs the otherwise
cooperative group Eastern Rebellion: it's
aboisterous, good-time band enlivened
by the snapping drums of veteran Billy
STEREOPHILEJUNE 1994

Higgins. Playing an overtly bluesy number
such as "In the Kitchen:' they can sound
something like aHorace Silver or Art
Blakey band, not perhaps asurprise when
we remember that, in the early '60s, Walton
was the pianist for one of Blakey's greatest
aggregations. Walton and tenor saxophonist Ralph Moore open apeaceful, spacious version of "My Ideal," proving that
the band also has aconvincing ballad style:
In his first statements, Moore affects a
heaving vibrato as Walton swirls under
him. Walton is avaried accompanist, introducing chopping chords, graceful arpeggios, and intriguing countermelodies without challenging his hornman. His own
solos sing. Walton, afluent as well as insistently swinging pianist, manages to revivify even the old standard, "All the Things
You Are."
Ralph Moore also appears on Kenny
Barron's Other Places. But the standouts on
this warmly recorded and played disc are
the pianist himself, bassist Rufus Reid,
whose every solo seems to shine, and vibist
Bobby Hutcherson. Indeed, this is one of
Hutcherson's most satisfying dates of
recent years. He's given some space: "For
Heaven's Sake" is abroadly paced duet
between Barron and Hutcherson, aslow
ballad that unfolds as naturally as aflower
on abalmy day. On his first solo, Barron
plays the subdued left-hand stride as delicately as Willie the Lion. Barron has agentler style than Walton, and it comes out
here and on "I Should Care," a duet

between Barron and Reid. Barron's own
beautifully executed tunes call for harderhitting performances, which his band
delivers with aplomb.
Both of Tommy Flanagan's discs are trio
dates. Recorded in 1980, Super-Session came
in the midst of aseries of great recordings,
such as Giant Steps, that Flanagan made for
Enja. Flanagan is awonderful pianist who
has appeared on some of the best recordings of the likes of Miles Davis, John Coltrane, Wes Montgomery, Sonny Rollins,
and others. He's joined here by one of the
most lyrical bassists, the late Red Mitchell,
and by one of the most exciting drummers,
Elvin Jones. Ifind the results exciting, but
also unnerving. Flanagan had played with
Elvin Jones off and on for over 20 years,
since they were young musicians in
Detroit. But here they seem to be playing
akind of tug-of-war at times, with Flanagan's boppish phrases contested by Jones's
brilliant drumming. Red Mitchell sounds
frequently overwhelmed. Nonetheless,
it's afascinating session, with Flanagan
playing aheavy version ofJohn Lewis's
"Django" over Jones's somehow melodramatic drumming. It should be noted that
the band comes together on atune they
seem to have agreed to let loose on: Mercer
Ellington's "Things Ain't What They Used
to Be."
Flanagan comes back to the Jones family
on Let's, which is the name of acomposition by the late trumpeter, Thad Jones—
composer and brother of Elvin. Let's is
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Flanagan's tribute to Jones's compositions.
Hannibal HNCD 1378 (CD only). Martin Cradick,
Jeremy Avis, engs. & prods. AAD? IT 59:24
Playing an album of asingle composer's
BAKA BEYOND: Spirit of the Forest
pieces is hardly anew concept—Flanagan
Hannibal HNCD 1377 (CD only). Martin Cradick,
once told me that he wanted his very first
eng., prod. AAD? TT 49:06
recording to be dedicated to the compo
sitions of Billy Strayhorn. But Thad Jones's
pieces have been largely forgotten—it's
Friends, we got Trouble, right here in River
shocking to realize that the Thad Jones/Mel
City—with acapital "T" and that rhymes
Lewis Orchestra recordings are all out of with "E" and that stands for "Eth-zak."
print. In his lifetime, Thad Jones was
As if Muzak® and fusak were not enough,
revered by other musicians, both for his
there's anew genre of recordings combincomposing and for his trumpet playing.
ing bad jazz, new age, or pop with hand
Flanagan must hope to reintroduce Jones's
drums, pan pipes, bagpipes, or whatever,
works to the repertoire.
to create wallpaper music with apatina of
He couldn't have done so in amore conethnicity. World-beat touches are employed
vincing way—Let's is ajoy from the beginin avain attempt to give otherwise tedining. The album opens with the title tune,
ous music some earthy heat.
which alternates aswinging bop line with
Take heart, friends—Cap'n Ross is here
askipping, stop-and-start second section
to steer you through the eth-zak jungles
that sounds like the soundtrack to achiltoward some successful hybrids of real jazz,
dren's game. Flanagan virtually leaps into
new music, and international sounds that
his improvisation, and this time his rhythm
provide aural treats for the seekers of musisection is working unobtrusively, but with
cal exotica.
considerable flair, to help him on his way.
In arranging this music, Flanagan faced the
need to reinterpret some pieces written for
quintets or big band. He's done so in various ways. His version of "Quietude" is
slower and lighter than the version that
Jones and Lewis recorded on Central Park
North (Solid State), while "Bird Song,"
another boppish number with acontrasting section—this one echoes "Bye Bye
Blackbird"—is played faster than it was on
the '50s quintet date on which it was
introduced. The one Jones composition
that's become afrequently played standard
is the often sentimentalized "A Child is
Born." To my ears, Flanagan's is the definitive version, lyrical without lapsing into
the kind of distended rhapsodizing so frequently used to emphasize the tune's shape
Flanagan is helped by the brisk, exquisitely
controlled drumming—listen to his crisp
cymbal work on "Bird Song"—and by the
solid bass playing ofJesper Lundgaard.
Flanagan's piano is warmly recorded—
Let's has little of the brassy quality Ihear
on Eastern Rebellion's Simple Pleasure, a
brassiness that may be appropriate to that
band's character. Nash's drums, it should
be noted, are peculiarly recorded, with his
ride cymbal sounding right up front on the
right, and his snares farther back and central. This spreading out of the drum set is
IBM
acommon problem with jazz dates, and
That's Baka Beyond's Martin Cradick in the
one hears something like it on Super-Session
foreground, but all around him are the real stars:
as well, which in general has the band centhe Baka Tribespeople of Southeast Cameroon,
trally located. Barron's piano is as well
recorded on Heart of the Forest.
recorded as Flanagan's on Let's, and the
percussionists there are more sharply
Trilok Gurtu is an example of the latter:
imaged within asnug soundstage.
amember of anew breed of musician not
—Michael Ullman
only schooled in the music of his native
land (India), but fully exposed to jazz, rock,
and Western classical as well. On his secTRILOK GURTU: Crazy Saints
ond CMP disc as leader, this former perCMP CMP CD 66 (CD only). Walter Quintus, eng.;
cussionist with John McLaughlin and
Kurt Renker, Walter Quintus, Trilok Gurtu, prods
DDD. TT: 46:43
Oregon invites some famous friends to the
KENNETH NEWBY: Ecology of Souls
party. Joe Zawinul's keyboards duet with
Songlines 2401-2 (CD only). Kenneth Newby, mg.;
Gurtu's unique combination of hand
Kenneth Newby, Tony Reif, prods. DDD. TT:
drums and Western traps on two first-take
57:46
tracks of inspired improvisation. The tunes,
BAKA FOREST PEOPLE OF SOUTHWEST
CAMEROON: Heart of the Forest
"Ballad for Two Musicians" and "The
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1994
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Other Tune:' much more imaginative than
their names, are fine examples of instantaneous composition.
Gurtu's mother, Shobita, joins his other
famous guest, Pat Metheny. Shobita's
vocals blend beautifully with Metheny's
lyricism. On other tunes, cello, piano, and
bass clarinet add amodern classical sound
to Gurtu's compositions, effortlessly integrating Indian rhythms with Western
harmonies.
Crazy Saints is about emotion, not effect.
Gurtu's natural feeling for the styles mixed
here is evident. Ifhe could make world politics blend as easily as the world's musics,
he would be asuitable candidate for sainthood.
Composer Kenneth Newby's notes
about "the first 21 intervals of the harmonic series" make his music sound more
intellectual than it is. "Painterly" would
better describe it. With adaub of didjeridu
here, awash of insect noise there, Newby
uses apalette of sampled Gregorian chant,
gamelan bells, and the like to create paintings that exist in time as well as in space.
While his backgrounds shift at atrancelike pace, his bamboo flute punctuates the
foreground with an emotional intensity
that precludes filing Ecology ofSouls under
"New Age."
"Odalan" offers aBalinese ceremony
recorded complete with talking, shouting,
and music, overlaid periodically with
Newby's computer chords like aspirit
visiting the temple. This reads as more
ethereal than it sounds: Newby's intellect
adds an unsentimental toughness to spirituality in music.
Real, not sampled, night insects pervade
Heart of the Forest, Martin Cradick's field
recordings of the music of the Baka pygmies. Out of this sonic bed rises the sound
of first one woman singing, then another,
intertwining yodeling melodies that are
at once elemental and complex. Other cuts
feature rhythms pounded out on the water
of the river ("Water Drums"), children
singing to percussive accompaniment, and
primitive stringed instruments played in
sophisticated patterns centuries old.
The power of music like this lies in its
directness, its expression of basic creative
needs arising out of apeople in close touch
with the natural world around them.
Appropriately and respectfully harnessed,
this power adds aprimal urgency to the
music of people like Gurtu and Newby.
Strangely enough, Martin Cradick
missed the boat when it came to combining this music—which he obviously loves
and respects—with his own on Spirit of the
Forest. His guitar and mandolin melodies
hint at the Bakas' sonorities, but are more
like the noodlings heard in elevators.
His worst crime is to simplify the complex rhythms with disco grooves. Whether
failure of talent, or lack of faith in the public's ability to handle the real thing, the
result is the same: eth-zak.—Michael Ross
JIM HALL: Something Special
Jim Hall, guitar; Larry Goldings, piano; Steve
LaSpina, bass
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MusicMasters 65105-2 (CD). Peter Beckerman,
mg.; Gil Goldstein, prod. DDD. TT: 60:29

o

3

The last time Iheard guitarist Jim Hall live,
Iran into Pat Metheny, who exclaimed to
me repeatedly, "Oh, he's the best!' Musicians have been saying that Jim Hall is the
best, or something near it, for decades. He's
ahighly intelligent, somewhat retiring man
who once led agroup called "The Modest
Jazz Trio!' Perhaps Hall's modesty has kept
him from becoming the household name
his fans, myself included, believe he should
be. Or perhaps it's the subtle intricacy of
his music, his unimposing lyricism and
carefully exuberant investigations into harmonies.
He always sounds restrained, but once
he's drawn you into his world, he's as fascinating as any jazz improviser. Over the
years, Hall has made important recordings
with Bill Evans, Sonny Rollins, Paul Desmond, and Ron Carter, as well as acouVincent Herring—forthright, confident, and 26
ple of LPs with violinist Itzhak Perlman.
years ofd.
In many of his recent solos, he has, it
appears, been consciously investigating
disguising it. He signals the end of the first
extended harmonies, finding new paths
chorus with aPhil Woods-like growl, then
through written tunes with the intrepid
begins to improvise, sounding both relaxed
self-confidence oían Art Tatum.
and impassioned.
Something Special finds Hall in astring
His repertoire is wonderful. He plays the
trio whose performances are as swingtitle ballad, "Secret Love:' John Lewis's
ing as they are intimate, as witty as they
waltz, "Skating in Central Park," Strayare lyrical. Hall plays his "Down from
horn's moody masterpiece, "Chelsea
Antigua," which he previously recorded
Bridge," and the Kenny Barron blues, "And
on Circles (Concord Jazz). It has an unforThen Again!' He manages to freshen
gettable melody that sounds something
"Autumn Leaves" in aperformance that
like aMexican folk tune. The trio—and
rekrs to the Miles DavisiCannonball
Goldings and LaSpina play as beautifully
Adderley collaboration but doesn't imias does Hall—play afree improvisation
tate it. Herring sounds almost lazy as he
called "Steps" that Ifind remarkably effecbacks into the improvisation here. He
tive. They sound just as daring on other
gathers strength as he proceeds, but
tunes, such as "When Little Girls Play," in
demonstrates amature willingness to let
which Hall quotes childhood songs (and
the melody sing for itself, and to let space
taunts) in asolo that leads wondrously into
do its work. Like other successful balnew harmonies.
ladists, he manages to suggest abackHall never sounds merely experimenground of quiet, even as he solos.
tal. He thinks about what he's doing in his
He is admirably supported by Coleman
solos, and yet those solos remain rhythand Drummond. Rosnes, one of the finest
mically alive and, when he wishes, poiyounger pianists, deserves special credit
gnant, as in his ballad performances here
for her lively accompaniments, the zest and
of "Somewhere" and "Deep in aDream!'
sensitivity of her solos, the gentle lope of
This disc is well-recorded, despite what
her choruses on "Autumn Leaves!' and the
Isee as the difficult problem of rendering
energy of her blues on "And Then Again!'
the electric guitar, especially as played with
Alternating solos, she and Herring palpathe soft touch of someone like Hall,
bly seem to be having fun together on
accurately and clearly. —Michael Ullman
"Secret Love." The recording is helped by
MusicMasters' warm, close sound. The
VINCENT HERRING: Secrrt Love
presence here is commendable. So is the
Vincent Herring, alto sax; Renee Rosnes, piano; Ira
music.
—Michael Ullman

Coleman, bass; Billy Drummond, drums
MusicMasters 65092-2 (CD only). Vincent Herring, Carl Allen, prods.; Jirn Anderson, eng. DDD.
TT: 60:19

Vincent Herring is a26-year-old alto saxophonist whose forthright tone and confidence allow him to charge through an
uptempo blues or linger lovingly over an
understated ballad or bossa nova. He's
more than just another hot alto player, and
Secret Love is his best recording to date. He
begins "Have You Met Miss Jones" with
abark, followed by acleverly delayed
phrase which enlivens the melody without
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1994

CODY MOFFETE Evidence
Cody Moffett, drums; Wallace Roney, trumpet;
Kenny Garrett, alto sax; Antoine Roney. Ravi Coltrane, tenor sax; Kenny Drew Jr., piano, Charnett
Moffett, bass
Telarc CD-83343 (CD only). John Snyder, prod.;
Jack Renner, cog. DDD. TT 57:48

On his first recording session, drummer
Cody Moffett sounded uncertain as an
accompanist and played his solos at a
tempo that had little to do with the surrounding music. He had an excuse: he was
seven years old. That was in 1969, and he
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was appearing as sometime drummer and
composer (!) on his father Charles Moffett's The
(Savoy SV-0217), recently
reissued by Savoy in refurbished sound.
Cody's over 30 now, and he's asharp,
exciting drummer, and still afamily man.
Evidence features Cody's brother Chamett
on bass, and two other sons of celebrated
jazz players: Ravi Coltrane on tenor sax and
Kenny Drew Jr. on piano. The Roneys are
brothers—only alto saxophonist Kenny
Garrett seems to stand alone.
Evidence is aseries of small-group performances featuring various combinations
of players and framed by two drum solos
that Moffett calls "Melodic Drum March
I" and "II." With the exception of brother
Charnett's solo bass feature—the exquisitely recorded original "For You"—the
repertoire consists of modern jazz classics,
including Monk's "Evidence," Coltrane's
"Equinox:' Omette Coleman's "Blues
Connotation!' and Sonny Rollins's "Oleo!'
Cody Moffett and trumpeter Wallace
Roney play "Salt Peanuts" as asly duet,
making only minimal references to the
tune. Both are heard from center stage—
these recordings, for all their tonal richness and immediacy, do not offer much
sense of space.
Freddie Hubbard's "Red Clay" is stated
with asimilar allusiveness and wit. It's not
the funk thriller Hubbard made of it:
Moffett has adifferent idea. The piece

Gyi

Cody Moffett is asharp, exciting drummer in his
debut as aleader (on Telarc).

begins with Moffett's swaggering drum
solo; he's then joined by the bass and finally
by the sax. (Garrett, Ibelieve. Other than
anote that Ravi Coltrane plays on his
father's "Equinox" and that Antoine Roney
plays on "Nardis," we're left to guess at the
saxophonists. My guess is that Garrett
appears on "Blues Connotation:' "Evidence," and "Red Clay," Roney on "Bolivia" and "Nardis," and Coltrane only on
"Equinox.")
Wallace Roney is featured on the ballad
"Beautiful Love!' and he sounds dashing,
his extraverted phrases calling up from
Moffett aseries of bright responses. On
"Oleo," Kenny Drew Jr. shines in an
exuberant solo that has Moffett rolling at
181

the end of achorus like Art Blakey. The
other cuts are equally impressive: This is
an exuberant, intelligent collection of performances of recent classics. With its warm,
upfront sound, it should make any system
dance.
—Michael Ullman

ROCK
BACKBEAll Original Soundtrack
Virgin CDV 39508 2(CD), 39508 1(LP). Don Was,
prod. TT 27:06

Whatever the purists might bleat about the
accuracy of this film, whoever chose the
tunes for this package knew his or her Beades lore and made certain that all 12 selections were in the band's actual Hamburg
repertoire. But these remakes sound like
the Clash ca '79, and nothing at all like the
Beatles ca '61-'62. Plenty of live legitimate
and bootleg recordings survive from that
period—if you're making abiopic of people from within living memory, you want
the characters to look the part; you'd never
hire Bruce Willis to play, say, Bob Dylan.
This should extend to sound. Why not
make the players sound the part, especially
if it's amusical biopic and you can't use the
original recordings? Did filmmakers learn
nothing from the debacle of The Buddy
Holly Story?
Given that Backbeat's actors mimed to
this music, why couldn't they have mimed
to the real stuff? True, the best-known

existing Star Club tracks were recorded at
the band's last-ever gig with Ringo rather
than with Pete Best on drums, but that's
asmall price to pay if overall authenticity
was an issue. But anything Beatles-related
from any time after mid-1962 is subject to
the scrutiny and/or permission of EMI
and/or Apple. And, as the saying goes,
"you don't fuck with Apple." Which
explains why the Star Club tapes—always
thorns in the sides of Apple and EMI—
weren't used, and why the only LennonMcCartney originals definitely known to
have been part of the Hamburg sets ("I Saw
Her Standing There" and "Ask Me Why")
aren't in the soundtrack.
But with so many amazing Beatles
impersonators around, why not go for sonic
realism? Instead, we get the Beatles as interpreted by American grunge and indic
acts—sort of like having Tori Amos do the
soundtrack for The Bessie Smith Story.
On the other hand, Backbeat is agreat
rock'n'roll album, like adrunken Stray
Cats—provided you can disassociate it
from any notion of the band being aBeatles
surrogate. According to my local record
vendor, this soundtrack is selling copies
to non-Beatles casualties on the strength
of its rock'n'roll vigor. The band—assembled from the ranks of R.E.M., Nirvana, Sonic Youth, et al—performs at least
with the requisite amount of enthusiasm.
(It's also arguable that fans of R.E.M., etc.
will buy anything bearing their heroes.) If
you prefer wholly instrumental sound-
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tracks, there's also aCD of Don Was's score
called Music from Backbeat (Virgin CDV
2740). And if you're aterminal Beatles casualty, note that the main soundtrack is also
out on vinyl and cassette, there's aCD single and a10" single with "Dizzy Miss
Lizzy" (which isn't on the soundtrack or
in the film), and there's acassette single and
a7" vinyl 45.
With all of the film crew's attention to
historical detail, there's one other aspect
of Beatledom Iwish they hadn't emulated:
Apple's notorious greed. This CD runs to
27 minutes; with minor shaving, they
could have fit it and all of Don Was's
instrumental music onto one CD. But, as
the exorbitantly priced CD reissues of the
Beatles' Red and Blue sets show, that's Beatlemania.
—Ken Kessler
BRACE YOURSELF: A Tribute to Otis Blackwell
Frank Black, Willie DeVille, Dave Edmunds, Joe Ely
& Sue Foley, Deborah Harry, Chrissy Hynde 8r
Chris Spedding, Kris Kristofferson, Graham Parker, Paul Rodgers, The Smithereens, Ronnie Spector, Jon Spencer, Tom Verlaine, Joe Louis Walker
Shanachie 5702 (CD). Jon Tiven, Tony Visconti,
prods.; Jimmy Douglass, eng. TE 42:21

Moving away from their long suit in the
music of developing nations (aka "Worldbeat"), Shanachie Records got apop hit
with Huey Lewis's acappella rendition of
"It's Alright," from People Get Ready, the
label's Curtis Mayfield tribute (and far
superior to Warners' homogenized tribute). They've since similarly honored Don
Covey, and now Otis Blackwell. Brace
Yourself the Blackwell tribute, ranks as the
pick of the bunch—the best listen of 1994
so far.
Blackwell's songs fairly ooze seminal
rock'n'roll excitement with urban R&B:
"Breathless," "All Shook Up," "Fever,"
"Great Balls of Fire," "Return to Sender,"
"Handyman," and "Don't Be Cruel."
These songs, in the hands of artists like
Jerry Lee Lewis and Elvis Presley, helped
shape several generations' conception of
the pop song.
You can hear all of these tunes on Brace
Yourself, along with other Blackwell hits
and shoulda-beens, backed by apunchy
band featuring ex-Blondie Jimmy Destri
on keys, Chris Spedding on guitar, Steve
Ferrone on drums, Kenny Aaronson on
bass, and the Uptown Horns. This might
not be the kind of high-concept tribute that
Hal Willner puts together, but it does
match aseething band with incomparable material. Producer Jon Tiven's raw,
one-take quality is nicely balanced by coproducer Tony Visconti's characteristic
sonic sheen.
Three generations of stars of various
magnitudes bring their talents to bear. Graham Parker and Tom Verlaine explore the
dark sides of "Paralyzed" and "Fever,"
respectively. Willie DeVille, Paul Rodgers,
and Joe Louis Walker dig the last ounce of
blues out of "Daddy Rolling Stone,"
"Home in Your Heart," and "On that
Power Line," while Joe Ely (with Sue Foley,
Sarah Brown, and Marcia Ball) pins the
honky-tonk meter with his version of
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"Great Balls of Fire." Frank Black, with
ex-Sex Pistol Glenn Matlock and MG
Steve Cropper, exhibits rockabilly fury on
"Breathless." But best are Ronnie Spector
and Chrissy Hynde squeezing every ounce
of sexuality out of "Hey Little Boy" and
the title track. When Hynde sings "with
your books and chewing gum /looking
like ajuicy plum," it makes me feel kinda
juicy. And when Spector warns "You'd
better brace yourself' Ido. Ain't pop wonderful?
—Hank Bordowitz
TIM BUCKLEY: Live at the Troubador 1969
Bizarre/Straight R2 71663 (CD only). Herb Cohen,
prod.; Wally Heider, eng. AAD. TT 78:12
JEFF BUCKLEY: Live at Sin-é
Columbia 44K 77296 (CD only). JeffBucldey, Steve
Berkowitz, prods.; Michel Sauvage, eng. DDD?
TE 26:45

For 15 years after Tim Buckley's death in
1975 at the age o128, silence. Then three
new albums in as many years: the remarkable two-hour Dream Letter, the just-asremarkable The Peel Sessions EP, and now
the 78-minute Live at the Troubador 1969.
Troubador is arambling set of Buckley's
uniquely shamanic folk-funk with his
usual band—guitarist Lee Underwood,
bassist John Balkan, Carter C.C. Collins
on congas, and drummer Art Trip (vibist
David Friedman is conspicuous by his
absence). But compared to the aching
intimacy of Dream Letter and The Peel Sessions' almost chamber-music delicacy,
Troubador isn't much more than aloose jam.
Still, Buckley stretches out on long, bluesy
versions of songs from his middle period,
including tunes from Happy Sad, Blue Afternoon, and especially from Lorca.
Tim Buckley could do almost anything
vocally. He proves it here with gentle
crooning, pagan groans, shouts, yips, and
ahigh gobbling yodel that sends chills up
the spine. But while Troubador contains
what is probably Buckley's most abandoned singing on record, when Ihear his
virtuoso wailing at the end of "Gypsy
Woman:' all Ihear is asinger impressing
the hell out of himself at the expense of
song, audience, and, ultimately, music.
Self-expressive? You bet. Art? Idon't think
so.
Troubador also contains the previously
unrecorded "Venice Mating Call"—a
throwaway instrumental that nonetheless
proved that the musically omnivorous
Buckley had heard Miles Davis's In A Silent
Way—and "I Don't Need It to Rain:' a
nondescript romantic rant. Still, I'm grateful for Troubador: The live versions of such
nightclub ballads of terminal loss as "Blue
Melody" and "Chase the Blues Away" are
full of the ache past passion, and these live
versions of three of Lorca's five songs—an
album I'd always dismissed as way beneath
Buckley's usual standard—finally make
sense of that difficult material. Now Iknow
what Buckley was trying to do with "I
Had aTalk With My Woman," "Nobody
Walkin'," and "Driftin'." His falsetto humming on "Driftin' "ends all too soon.
The rhythm section was having the Off
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Night From Hell (check out the lamestof-lame percussion breaks from Collins
and Trip), and Buckley's guitar is consistently out of tune. The recorded sound
starts off boxy, but improves considerably over the first few tracks, despite occasional distortion, as original engineer Wally
Heider settled in at the board. Buckley fans
will have to have Troubador, of course; the
rest of you should pick up Dream Letter.
Buckley's only child, Jeff, taped his own
solo live EP 24 years later in New York.
Live at Sin-é is as remarkable for the differences between Buckleys as it is for their
obvious similarities. Father and son share
the family voice—powerful, sonorous,
fluid, felinely sinuous, crooning, wailing,
keening, with aseamless range from bass
to falsetto, though Jeff's is tighter and
higher-pitched than Tim's—all married to
an instinctive musicality.
But then the generation gap appears, and
widens. Unlike his father, JeffBuckley can
actually play decent lead guitar. He sings
but two of his own songs, followed by a
brave pair of covers (Tim only covered
songs that sounded as if he'd written them
himself). Jeff sings "Je N'en Connais Pas
La Fin" even higher than Piaf did, and with
as much grace, while his ten-minute version of Van Morrison's "The Way Young
Lovers Do" is spookily reminiscent of his
father. But Jeff is far jazzier than Tim or
Van, and lets fly with some utterly swinging scatting that builds up tremendous
pressure. Tim was only ever able to gesture, however grandly, at this kind of
singing.
In terms of songcraft, there's more passion than discipline here, with Jeff B. full
of apocalyptic romance. The most important difference, though, is that Jeff sounds
as if the songs he sings, though hardly his
father's early masterpieces ofsongcraft, are
respected by the singer as being more than
mere vehicles for his amazing voice. In fact,
in "Mojo Pin," Jeffreminds me more than
alittle of Robert Plant—in all the best ways
—in Led Zep's more acoustic moments.
Jeff, who hasn't even released his first
album yet (it'll be out later this year), has
been the toast of the Apple for the past
year; he's already tired offending off the
misplaced affections of the aging hard-core
fans of afather he only ever spent two
weeks with. But though, in this case, biology is destiny—Jeff Buckley is aborn
musician—he's also entirely his own man.
Sound is hot-hot digital at its most NY
abrasive, with plenty of amp hum'n'sizzle
to make you feel more stageside than you
really want to be Can't wait for the album.
—Richard Lehnert
THE CELTIC FIDDLE FESTIVAL
Kevin Burke, Johnny Cunningham, Christian
Lemaitre, fiddles
Green Linnet GLCD 1133 (CD). Johnny Cunningham, prod.; various engs. ADD? TE 51:48

Icould not help noticing as Ilistened to this
disc that the Rondes de Loudeac, played here
by Breton Christian Lemaitre, are in fact
very close descendants of Renaissance
WorldRadioHistory

brans/es—particularly "Schiarazula Marazula" (aka "Maltese Bransle"), which appears in the second volume of the Phalèse
collection, dated 1583, and which—
Oh, sorry, wrong hat. It gets just amite
confusing around here, y'know, with
nobody exactly sure where the line
between "classical" and "folk" ought to
be Besides, ill review this as afolk recording, it's too easy; "This disc features Irish
fiddler Kevin Burke and Caledonian/
American Johnny Cunningham, along
with Christian Lemaitre. They are recorded
live."
If you've even remotely followed such
Celtic supergroups as The Bothy Band,
Silly Wizard, Relativity, Kornog, etc.,
you'll need only to know the above. If
you've ever heard any or all of these in concert, you probably have this CD already,
and don't need me wasting your time. If
you've only recently caught on to what I
call the Celtic Revival Il (The Brogues
Continue), and think that U2, Enya, and
that bald broad are all there is to Celtic
music, then you must rush out and get this.
Three instruments define the soul of
Celtic music: the harp, the pipes (with
which Iinclude the whistle), and the fiddle
There is no better playing to be heard on
the last of these than you'll find on this disc;
Celtic music is by far best heard live, and
this is as close as you'll get outside your
local club. Tunes run from old to new, and
from slow airs to jigs. Sound is honest and
ungimmicked. If you listen to this and fail
to tap your feet and smile broadly, may a
spalpeen scraggle your wheeshit, or something like that.
—Les Berkley
ELVIS COSTELLO: Brutal Youth
Warner Bros. 45535-2 (CD). Tchad Blake, eng.;
Mitchell Froom, Elvis Costello, prods. AAD. TT.
57:21
ELVIS COSTELLO: 13 Steps Lead Down
Warner Bros. 18214-2 (CD single). Elvis Costello,
Kevin Killen, prods. AAD. TE 4:26
ELVIS COSTELLO: Get Ham!!
Rykodisc RCD 20275 (CD). Roger Bechirian, eng.;
Nick Lowe, prod. AAD. TT: 77:09
ELVIS COSTELLO: Rust
Rykodisc RCD 20276 (CD only). Roger Bechirian,
eng.; Nick Lowe, prod. AAD. TE 67:20
ELVIS COSTELLOIRICHARD HARVEY:
G.B.H. (Soundtrack)
Rykodisc RCD 20284 (CD only). Austin [rice, eng.;
Richard Harvey, Elvis Costello, prods. AAD. TE
69:39

Need ahandy, all-purpose, thumbnail definition of Hell? "My favorite things are
playing again and again/But it's by Julie
Andrews /And not by John Coltrane,"
sings the one-time Declan Patrick MacManus on his latest, Brutal Youth. Ifnothing
else, EC is better than most rock stars at
taking his own advice, and he's built a
career of avoiding being pigeonholed or
losing his edge.
While last year's Juliet Letters with the
Brodsky Quartet was abrilliant changeup,
Costello knows that it was an artistic cul
de sac. So before they erected abronze statue
of him in front of the British Museum, EC
staggered back to his roots, hooking up
again with the Attractions and old friend
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Nick Lowe for acollection of mostly
rockers that are pointedly casual but never
veer into sloppiness.
Although there are obvious parallels to
Blood and Chocolate, his last record with his
old mates, Brutal Youth reminds me of his
underrated King of America. It has that
effortless feeling that comes from atight
band in aloose mood working in ahurry.
And since we all know that the bass player
is the spiritual center of any rock ensemble
(right, JA?), Elvis divvied up the songs
between the soulful Lowe and the fastfingered Bruce Thomas. Costello's compositions also reinforce this worn-out slipper feeling as he cheekily quotes himself,
inserting asnippet of "Everyday IWrite
the Book" here, an echo of "Accidents Will
Happen" there, while "Clown Strike" and
"Rocking Horse Road" are as quietly soulful as Van Morrison in ablue mood.
Lyrically, EC turns the Angst-o-meter
down to nine; he's no angrier here than,
say, Ralph Nader. In short, Costello seems
to be ahappy camper. Love songs like "Too
Soon to Know" and "Just About Glad"
are melancholy, not nihilistic, while edgy
rockers like "13 Steps Lead Down" and
"20% Amnesia" are the exceptions this
time out. In "My Science Fiction Twin"
he even pokes fun at his dark side. "He has
my eyes, my face, my voice /But he's only
happy when I'm miserable." Which leads
me to believe that the alternate-universe
EC was bumming during these sessions.
An extra treat, if you can find it, is the
non-album "cover" of William Butler
Yeats's "A Drunken Man's Praise of Sobriety," found on the "13 Steps Lead Down"
single. From EC's mouth, Billy Butler's
opening line—"Come swish around my
pretty punk"—takes on adelicious spin,
and it's all downhill from there It's ahighschool English teacher's fondest dream (or
worst nightmare).
Ithink afair amount of the credit for the
good feeling on Brutal Youth has to go to
Mitchell Froom, who lately has been pulling great performance after great performance from artists like Richard Thompson
and Los Lobos. And, surprise surprise, the
sound on Brutal Youth is really good, thanks
to knob-twiddling by Tchad Blake and
mastering by Bob Ludwig. The multimiked soundstage is alittle narrow and
shallow, but the tonal balance is fine, and
you can follow individual instrumental
lines—that's abig improvement over the
rest of the Costello catalog. My only quibble is the lack ola lyric sheet.
If Brutal Youth is Costello's most recent
"transition record," then Get Happy!! and
Trust were his first. After Armed Forces took
New Wave about as far as it would go, El
Costel knew he needed anew sound and
quick if he was to avoid going the way of
the Knack. He found it at the bottom of a
bottle of whiskey and astack of Stax singles. And thanks to the folks at Rykodisc,
who have become the curators of one of
the most important bodies of work in
popular music, you can hear these important albums the way they were meant to be
STEREOPHILE,PNE 1994

DR. JOHN: Television
MCA/GRP MGC-4024 (CD). Dr. John, Hugh
McCracken, prods.; Alec Head, eng. IT 48:05
CRESCENT CITY GOLD: The Ultimate Session
Windham Hill/High Street 70902 10324-2 (CD).
Crescent City Gold, prods.; Roger Branch, Marc
Hewitt, Clarence Toussaint, engs. TT: 58:52

No less than four new Elvis Costello albums this
month: Brutal Youth, with the Attractions; the
GB H. soundtrack; and Rykodisc's muchexpanded, much-improved remasterings of Get
Happy!! and Trust.

heard, complete with outtakes, some never
before released.
The freshly found tracks tacked onto the
end of Trust include covers of "Gloomy
Sunday" and Cole Porter's "Love for Sale,"
ademo version of "Boy with aProblem,"
and alook at EC's working process in
"Twenty Five to Twelve," which evolved
into "Seconds of Pleasure" Get Happy!!
includes aplethora of Taking Liberties cuts,
and adds areggae-tinged version of "So
Young" by Jo Jo Zep and the Falcons.
The remastering job on these two
albums, like the first three albums released
in the 21/2 Wars box, is, well, masterful.
There's just no comparison between these
versions and the CBS CDs. You don't have
to be an audiophile to hear dynamic range
that's doubled, distortion that's halved, and
atonal balance that won't drive the neighborhood dogs under the porch. To make
this kind of improvement by going the
hardware route, you'd have to take out a
second mortgage They're that good. The
album notes, by Costello himself and rife
with self-deprecation—"My solution
involved the purchase of aMarshall stack
and three hundred effects pedals and fuzz
boxes. The debut of 'The Elvis Costello
Experience' was adisaster. ."—are themselves practially worth the price of admission.
Another Rykodisc reissue, the 1991
soundtrack to the BBC series C.B.H. (for
Grevious Bodily Harm), allows Costello
membership in the Moonlighting Scorers
Club with Mark Knopfler, Randy Newman, and Ry Cooder. It's asolid effort,
with many of the instrumental tracks
reminiscent of the more upbeat cuts from
Spike. And while Costello completists will
certainly want this one just because it's
there, for the less committed it proves that
EC is more than just alyricist. But Ifigured
that out the first time Iheard the M uza k®
version of "Veronica" in the frozen-food
aisle at Shop-Rite.
—Allen St. John
DR. JOHN: Mos' Scocious: The Dr.John Anthology
Rhino R.2 71450 (2 CDs). James Austin, reissue
prod.; Bill Ingot, remastering eng. AAD.
2:25:17

No doubt Mac Rebennack enjoyed this
Spring. His autobiography, Under aHoodoo
Moon: The Lgé ofDr.John, The Night Tripper
(St. Martins), came out, and his voice
adorned adiet soda commercial. His talents
also grace three recent releases. Life is good.
All this visibility makes it agood time
to vivisect Dr. John. The book and the
records bring him full circle enough times
to make him look like adog chasing its tail.
Released toward the end of last year, Mos'
Srocious presents Dr. John from his teen
years to the day before yesterday. Except
for five early singles, the material can
generally be found elsewhere, though
compilers Jeff Hannusch and John Breene
have opted for rarer single versions over
the often longer album tracks. They also
include huge hunks of the recently reissued
Right Place, Wrong Time and Gumbo albums
—not that ironic considering Rhino's relationship with Atlantic. And, as can almost
always be said of Rhino records, the
mastering, even of the really old stuff, is
superb.

More new Dr. John albums than even the good
Doctor himself can shake that snake-headed
stick at. Hank Bordowitz drools.

The Night Tripper hooks up with alot
of the seminal people in his career for Crescent City Cold. More asuper session than
aDr. John record, CCG co-stars Allen
Toussaint, Alvin "Red" Tyler, Earl Palmer,
and other New Orleans homeboys playing
what comes natural: funky, jazzy tunes
with Palmer supplying that second-line
rhumba. They're pristinely captured without destroying the music's soul, though
some playing sounds alittle reserved. Still,
Tyler's "Kalema" kicks with Caribbean
cojones, Rebermack's "Kick It Raw" splices
samba with soul, and Toussaint's "Mid
City Bop" is redolent with reggae. Mix
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these with memorable standards of the
City That Care Forgot, like the rocking
instrumental version of Little Richard's
"Lucille Earl King's "Trick Bag," "Junco
Partner," and aretro reading of Huey
Smith's "Don't You Just Know It," and you
get something indefinable—not really jazz
per se, or rock or R&B, but something in
between, or perhaps somewhere beyond
categorization—kinda like New Orleans
itself. As Mos' Scocious sets Rebennack in
his historical context, Crescent City Gold
does the job stylistically, although he
almost totally cedes the piano bench to
Toussaint in favor of the guitar.
His most recent solo album, Television,
brings Dr. John up to date Deeper, darker,
and funkier than the other two albums, it's
also full of little jokes—like a radical
reworking of "Thank You (Falettin Me Be
Mice Elf)," ahorn line right out of Sly, to
open "Space Ship Relationship," and the
pun at the heart of "You Lie Too Much."
All of the elements announce that the Dr.
is on, from Prof. Longhair's heavy influence
on his piano playing to the monster horn
section featuring Ronnie Cuber, Randy
Brecker, Tyler (who plays on all three
albums), and David "Fathead" Newman,
to tunes like "Same Day Service" and
"Witchy Red" that could have been on
Right Place, Wrong Time—save for the modern, crystal-clear, digital sound. Yet reggae
stalwart Crusher Bennett playing all over
the record, Red Hot Chili Pepper Anthony
ICiedis doing arap break on "Shut D. Fonk
Up," and the PC lyrics to "Limbo" and the
title track, all move the music into the '90s.
Yeah, abig Spring for Mac. Maybe it's
the Doc himself in that hotel room in the
diet soda commercial, "Makin' Whoopie."
—Hank Bordowitz
LOREENA McKENNITE The Mask and Minor
Warner Bros. 45420-2 (CD). Loreena McKennitt,
prod.; Jeff Wolpert, eng. DDD? TT 52:47

Iused to be awitch. No, not awarlock:
male witches are witches? So when Iheard
McKennitt's astonishing "All Souls Night"
(from her previous CD, The Visit), agenuine, moving pagan anthem, Iwas hooked.
When Igot to the present release, with its
seamless mixture of themes, styles, and
musical textures, Iwas gaffed and landed.
My ever-patient and forbearing spouse
suggests that Iam in love with McKennitt.
Well, 20 years ago, Iwould have been.
Many labels have been attached to
Loreena McKennitt since she came on the
scene in the mid-'80s; "Celtic" and "New
Age" are two of them, and are more or less
accurate as far as they go ("Pagan" is studiously avoided by the same Warners flacks
who labeled Emmylou Harris's gospel record "public-domain inspiration"). Icall
her aPre-Raphaelite—not only does she
share that 19th-century English brotherhood's passion for the remote past as well
3Most modern witches are practitioners ola neo-pagan
nature religion invented in large part (I have to admit)
by the anthropologist Margaret Murray in the 1920s.
They are not Satanists, and do not do strange things with
goats.
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blending their world view (everything
being completely out of whack with reality) with psychedelic images (wings on
your fingers, aknife to open up the sky's
vein). The lead-guitar playing is incredibly
sharp and creative, the backbeat is propulsive, and the sound is crisp and clear. This,
the Puppets' second release for London
(and 11th overall), should establish the fan
base that has so far eluded them.
With the production help of Butthole
Surfers guitarist Paul Leary, the Kirkwood
brothers—Curt on guitar and vocals, Cris
on bass—and drummer Derrick Bostrom
have fashioned astrong, driving rock record that utilizes all their strengths. Curt
is an amazingly underrated guitarist, as
anyone who's seen the band live can attest.
Loreena McKennitt's Fifth: The Mask and Mirror.
On Too High to Die he's all over the musical
as their quest for religious understanding,
map, rising raucously above the din on the
but it's the highest compliment this misopening "Violet Eyes:' settling down three
placed Victorian can bestow.
songs later to strum gently through
The Mask and Mirror is aremarkable
"Severed Goddess Hand," and returning
recording in any number of ways. First,
to the musical stratosphere on "Flaming
there's McKennitt's voice, which is both
Heart."
staggeringly pure and intensely expressive
The rhythm section anchors Too High
rather like (dare Isuggest it?) afolk Emma
with drive and menace. Cris and Derrick
Kirkby. Next, there's the wide range of force you to pay attention to what's going
material which the lady manages to interon—they're strong instrumentalists, from
weave into an artistic whole: settings of the marching drums and fluid bass lines
W.B. Yeats ("The Two Trees") and the of "Never to be Found" to the easy, loping
15th-century mystic St. John of the Cross sound of "Why?," in between providing
("The Dark Night of the Soul"), along
propulsive, fill-oriented drumming and a
with Irish traditionals and medieval Spanbass groove that won't quit, as Curt's
ish melodies. Finally, for me, there's the
inventive guitar work floats in and out.
sense of an enormous creative intelligence
The Meat Puppets play it loud and soft.
that appears to animate everything that
"Flaming Heart" takes the music to the
Loreena McKennitt does, along with a extreme, Curt playing his ass off while Cris
similar sense ofthe conviction and integrity
and Derrick hold down the scene. An
with which she expresses herself. On her
abrupt change of pace then takes you for
previous releases, McKennitt sometimes
astroll through "Shine," with its easy
stumbled, allowing her enthusiasm to get
acoustics and strange lyrics: "You got
the better of her, but any such tendency is
brickbats on your beltway /In the middle
gone on The Mask and Mirror, replaced by
is apuzzle /With the pieces that have
deft musical skill and assured poetic craft.
turned to slop /And they shine The
Even the sound is much improved here,
throwaway "Station," by Cris Kirkwood,
with better instrumental timbre and much
is afun-filled ditty with lyrics weirder than
fuller depth and (artificial) soundstaging.
the others—"Pigs are sheep and cats are
Still, there's abit too much processing on
dogs /And thoughts are made of Lincoln
Loreena herself—her live broadcasts on
Logs /To tend to the mice and wood /
WXPN FM demonstrate that she needs no
Where black is blue and bad is good"—but
such thing—and some of the (real) instruthe song doesn't fit the rest of the album's
ments sound too homogenized. Nevertheless playful mood. Cris's other song—the
less, any music-loving audiophile ought
bouncy, rollicking "Evil Love"—fits perto find this more than listenable.
fectly.
Ihave to admit, Igo for literacy in abig
The album's centerpiece is "Roof with
way. When it's combined with passionate
aHole": Curt plays abackdrop of acoustic
belief and prodigious musical skill, my
guitar while creating an electric blues dirge
critical faculties (thank the Lady) get
out front. His hushed, seductive recitation
bypassed, and Ilose it. Ilost it big-time
of the lyrics proves that he's just as good
on this one. Blessed be!
—Les Berkley avocalist as he is an instrumentalist. The
lyrics are the most cryptic of all: "The
MEAT PUPPETS: Too High to Die
colors are flowing from the wall to the
London 828 484-2 (CD). Paul Leary, Meat Puppets,
floor /And only an outline still remains /
prods.; Stewart Sullivan, eng. AAD? TT: 52:13
'Cause the roof's got ahole in it /And
Arizona's favorite sons return with their
everything is ruined by the rain."
first release in nearly three years. This is
This is one of the strongest Meat Pupcountry-inflected guitar rock featuring
pets albums yet. And with the bonus of
loud, searing solos and rockin', stompin',
"Lake of Fire" (reworked from Meat Pupdesert boogie. Too High to Die also con- pets II, 1983), Too High to Die constitutes a
tinues the Meat Puppets' tradition of journey from their beginnings as apunk
country-rock band with bent lyrics,
4One of the few pleasures of being amusic critic is
when you get to stop being one, and just listen.
through their years as Arizona's answer to
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ZZ Top, to the present blending of both
worlds into acrack unit with muscle.
—Geary Kaczorowski
RHYTHM, COUNTRY AND BLUES
Vince Gill 8c Gladys Knight, Al Green & Lyle Lovett,
Aaron Neville & Trisha Yearwood, Little Richard
& Tanya Tucker, Patti Labelle & Travis Tritt, Sam
Moore & Conway Twitty, Clint Black & Pointer
Sisters, Natalie Cole & Reba McEntire, Chet
Atkins & Allen Toussaint, Staple Singers & Marty
Stuart, George Jones & B.B. King
MCA MCAD-10965 (CD only). Don Was, prod.;
Bob Clearmountain, eng. AAD? TT. 48:30

The title of the opening track on Rhythm,
Country and Blues, the Marvin Gaye/Tammi
Terrell hit "Ain't Nothing Like the Real
Thing," may seem to some abit ironic; after
all, how could anyone hope to improve (or
even equal) this and other classic R&B and
country songs with their versions?
Get ready for atreat. Except for acouple
of howlers (literally—the Little Richard/
Tanya Tucker duet on "Somethin' Else"
comes across as nothing more than acontest to see whose vocals can provide the
most distortion), the various R&B and
country artists involved in this project succeed in equaling (and, at times, surpassing)
the musical and emotional feel of the originals. And the songs chosen for this release
demand acertain level of emotional involvement to be convincing. Artists of this
caliber of B.B. King and George Jones
("Patches") and Chet Atkins and Allen
Toussaint ("Southern Nights") guarantee
that the musical goods will be delivered,
and their combined efforts here are no surprise; deliver they do. The surprises are the
respective pairings of country upstarts
Clint Black and Marty Stuart with R&B
legends the Pointer Sisters and the Staple
Singers. Black and Stuart prove they can
more than hold their own; the resulting
tracks are nothing short of impressive.
Travis Tritt's duet with Patti LaBelle on
"When Something's Wrong With My
Baby" should erase any doubt about his
ability as avocalist; hell, this boy can sing.
Aaron Neville and Trisha Yearwood join
on aslow, haunting "I Fall To Pieces," and
divas Natalie Cole and Reba McEntire
combine their unique vocal styles for acaptivating rendition of "Since IFell For You."
Find that you're tiring of whatever it is
that's passing as today's music? Swear
you're gonna die if you hear one more time
that disco's trying to making acomeback?
(I'm serious.) Get acopy of Rhythm, Country and Blues and rediscover what plain old
good music can and should sound like
when it's done by artists who care.
—Steve Stoner
ROB WASSERMAN: Trios
RW with: Brian & Carnie Wilson, Elvis Costello
& Marc Ribot, Bruce Hornsby & Branford Marsalis, Edie Brickell & Jerry Garcia, Willie Dixon
& Al Duncan, Bob Weir & Neil Young, Chris
Whitley & Les Claypool, Matt Haimovitz &Joan
Jeanrenaud
MCA/GRP MCD-4021 (CD only). Rob Wasserman, John Cutler, Don Was, Clare Wasserman,
prods.; various engs. ADD? TE 57:14

Trios, like bassist Rob Wasserman's 1988
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release Duets, is aset of collaborations
between himself and disparate musicians
and singers. But while Duets was mostly
acollection of scat-sung standards over
various bass settings, Trios mostly comprises original songs by each particular trio.
First comes awonderful pairing of Brian
Wilson and his daughter Carnie doing a
Brian Wilson/Sam Phillips collaboration,
"Fantasy is Reality/Bells of Madness." Carnie sings lead in her expressive, delicate
voice, while her father provides his soft,
oh-so-Beach-Boyish voice to the chorus.
The sound harks back to the simpler days
of the '60s, when Beach Boy songs were
all over the radio. There's elementary bass
and keyboards, but the heavenly voices
carry the words in their search for those
innocent times.
The next few songs, while competently
performed, are pretty much throwaways.
Elvis Costello and Marc Ribot on acoustic
guitars do "Put Your Big Toe in the Milk
of Human Kindness:' in which Costello
hoped to emulate his songwriting heroes
from the '30s and '40s—Berlin, Arlen,
Mercer, Porter, et al. But he doesn't have
the rich, sappy sensibilities to pull it off.
The only bright spots on Bruce Hornsby's "White-Wheeled Limousine"—the
wonderful soprano and tenor sax of Branford Marsalis—stand way above the playing of Hornsby and Wasserman. Marsalis's
short bursts of notes create afestive musical
atmosphere.
The first of two great tracks with Edie
Brickell and Jerry Garcia, "Zillionaire," is
acountry-honk tune; Brickell's high, reedy
voice perfectly suits this loping story of a
dog who's lost his master at sea. Garcia's
guitar playing is sharp as ever, and Wasserman walks his upright bass in aslow
gait, providing the ideal bottom. "American Popsicle" is an unstructured improv,
Brickell singing whatever comes to mind
as Garda and Wasserman explore the outer
regions of guitar/bass interplay.
The real treat is "Dustin' Off the Bass:'
with the late Willie Dixon on vocals and
bass, and Al Duncan on drums. This 30year-old Dixon original is awonderful
vehicle for Dixon and Wasserman to trade
bass licks in—which is what the song's all
about. In his last recording, Dixon supplies
an impassioned, incredible vocal, part
mumble, part streetcorner preacher.
Another cool pairing of bass players is
"Home is Where You Get Across." Wasserman and Primus bassist, Les Claypool,
play opposite ends of the bass spectrum,
Wasserman bowing his bass for aguttural
horn part while Claypool funks his up.
Chris Whitley's insistent dobro and very
bluesy vocal cover the top.
"Easy Answers:' with Bob Weir and
Neil Young, sounds like nothing less than
aclassic Grateful Dead track. Maybe it's
the distinctiveness of Weir's voice, or the
fact that he wrote the song with Dead lyricist Robert Hunter. It's agood tune, but
what Young brought to the session
remains amystery; his equally distinct
voice is lost in the mix.
WorldRadioHistory

Wasserman and cellists Joan Jeanrenaud
(from Kronos Quartet) and Matt Haimovitz provide hushed, subtle collaborations on "Gyspy One" and "Gypsy Two."
These instrumentals contribute not so
much contrast as comparison: how two
cellos and abass can work just as emotionally as guitar, voice, and bass.5
The scattering throughout Trios of the
three parts of Wasserman's own overdubbed trio with himself, "Bass Trilogy,"
fails to tie the album together—it's just
filler where none is needed. He should have
included another trio setting, especially
considering his choice of covering "Satisfaction" as part 2. It doesn't work.
Still, Trios functions very well as aset of
collaborations.
—Geary Kaczorowski
5 Had Wasserman never recorded Duets, his Trios
wouldn't sound half as disappointing as it does. There's
alot more overdubbing and processing here, except for
the two "Gypsy" tracks, which are stunningly natural. Wasserman proudly tells us that he "recorded this
with only astereo microphone and no added effects or
reverb, just using the natural room sound in order to
preserve the beautiful tones of the 300-year-old cellos
and my beloved old string bass." Too bad the rest of Trios
didn't get the same loving treatment.
—RL
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NEW LOW PRICE WAYS TO
IMPROVE YOUR AUDIO SYSTEM
We know hundreds of low price ways to dramatically improve your audio-and
video-system. On the following pages you'll find asmall sampling of the many
improvements we offer. Call us at 1-800-942-0220 to discuss low price ways to
improve your system. We're easy to talk to and we know our stuff!
Audio Duster Makes Cleaning Fast & Easy

w.
.
The Audio Duster roer Billy Bags Designs has a100%
sheepskin duster head with a24" long black wood handle.
The natural Lanolin rooting in the wool attracts dust like a
magnet. Great for dossing in close oreas--like inside racks
or behveen components. Reg 519.95, now 16.95 ea

New ProGold Contact
Cleaner & Enhancer

Sheffield Labs/X1.0 Test 8, Burn In CD
Handy syssern set up and burn in tool
Tracks include Channel
Balance, Pierce, Imaging, Clap
Track, Demagnetizing Sweep,
Low Frequency Demagnesizino
Fade for speakers, System
Burn-in Tones, and more.
Sheffield/RAO Test and
Burn-in CD 529.95

Save On Cordes High-Speed Video Cable

Stop Cable Distortion With Digital
Noise Blockers
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Ever since its introduction, TARA Labs Prism 33 has been a
Oct selling cable lar CD player, preamp-toomp.
,and other
vital system links. Highly flexible-and sounds fantastic!
TARA Prism 33 0.6M, reg S50, now 39.95/pair; I
DM,
reg 559, oreo 49.00/pc I.5M. reg 569 now 59.00/pr

New DeoxIT Contact Cleaner From Caig

AudioPrism CD Stoplight Paint Pen

New from she inventors of
Cramoline DeoxIT is the world's
most adnued-and
u
environ.
mentally safe-metal conductor
cleaner. Great for dirty RCAs or
speaker connections. DeoxIT Kit
includes 5.5 oz spray can and
applicators, only 511.95

Improve Sound With Elfix Polarity Tester
Ihe 116 electronically senses correct electronic grounding.
With proper grounding, youA have less noise &cleaner
sound. Etilo tester 529.95
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New high resolulion Cardos High Speed Video cable is
designed for the ultra -vede bandwidth of video signals.
Features premium Condos conductors and RCA connectors.
Card., Video cable: 0.5M reg 558, now 49.95; 1.0M
reg 578, now 69 95 -1
.5M reg 598. now 89.95

The Hunt For A Great Record Brush Is Over

Help Your Turntable Survive Digital
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Monster M Series Silver Video Cable

Hunt El', MI(6 brush from lugions] has two types of
cleaning bristles-long and short-to clean records hUce
with just one pass, The finest record brush we con find!
Hunt FDA Mt, reg 525. now 19.95
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Postman Binding Post Tightening Wrench
New, improved Postman is dual sided, and fits oil standard
1/7 and 7/16" amp and speoker 5-way type binding
posts. Makes speaker connections secure. Postmen 55.95
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Reduce digiiol noise and RF
interference with Stockers
noise absorbers. For audio
inserconnects, digital cables
and power cords. Rieder::
514.95/pr: Three or more .
512.95/pair
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MSeries video cables feature opolished silver-cooted
conductor, advanced insulotors, double loyer shielding,
and premium-mode Monster Turbine RCAs, M1000V
0.5M 29.95; 10M 39.95; I.5M 49.95; 2.0M 65.00

Blu-Tock Speaker
Coupling Compound
Tacky Blu-Tock is ore-usable adhesive compound found to do on excellent job of coupling speakers to stands.
One 275" by 4.5" slab treots one pair
of speakers. Ills-Tack, one slab 59.95

System Enhancer by Audio Purist Design
The vrorld's EON total sysiem
burn-in hemmer's, she System
Enhancer. Originally designed
as acable burn-in tool, then
experts discovered this (D OT
nil hay improves she entire
system. Satisfaction guarameed,
or your money back. System
Enhancer C011 S149.95

Save S10 On Prism 33 CD Interconnect

Improve oll your electronic
connections with advanced
new ProGold control conditioner from Coig Laboratories.
Cleans 8improves metal-sometal conductivity. 5.5 oz
spray w/opplicators, SI 4.95

i
fi
\

READY...AIM...ZAP!
Zap harmful electrostosic
charges from Vs, CDs, etc.
with Discwasher's potentes]
lerostat 3gun Zerostat
releases dust and dirt held
in place by static charges
for clearer sound and
improved cleaning. Discwasher
Zerostat 3, reg 560, now 49.95

1111111111:3==11111111111

Littlite's patented 18 flexible
goosenerk lamp puts light right
where you need it. Ihe dimmerronlrolled halogen bulb gives a
crisp while light.
littlite 13-18 lamp 549.95;
Extro 05 halogen bulb 57.95

Sumika's Analog Survival Kit includes aspecial Imam
damping compound and on ultra-shin turntable Titezface
moo se reduce turntable resonances for better soiimi.
You'll hear the improvement!
Sumiko Analog Survival Kit 549 95

Toshiba Toslink Fiber Optic Cable-Si 9.95!

Finally-a low prise Toslink fiber optic cable. Made by
Toshiba, one of the co-inventors of the Toslink correctors.
Imported Isom Japan by Audio Alchemy. Toslink liber
optic cable, 1.0M length, only 519.95

Closeout-Deema
Record Stabilizer Clamp

Signet SK-302 RCA
Cleaning Tool Kit

This 1.2 fall plasti«lamp locks
firmly onto turntable spindles
while springs in the legs hold the
record firmly in place. Works on
every 'table we've tried
Was 540, closeout price 19.95

Finally, on easy way le
clean mole 8female RCAs!
Includes 6(leaning tools,
swabs, and cleaning hid.
Complese Signet SK-302
kit only 524.95

High Performance Audio Power Power Line Conditioners
Power Wedge Power Line Conditioners
Power Wedges use 3(ornplementory technologies to condition power for high nd audio systems. Industrial grode fillers and isolation transformers combine to reduce AC line
ground noise, reman RF nod EMI distortions, and digital
noised created by lu ers and digital processors. Special
dampers reduce she harmful effects caused by the powersurge demands caused by power amps. We guarantee you
will hear land (eel on obvious improvement with Power
Wedge conditioners, or your money bock!

Power
Wedge
112

Power Wedge 116: Designed to provide cieno power
for (ornate systems with up to 10 components-including 6course-type components, like CD players, reams,
esc, and up to 4amps. Power Wedge 116 only 5569.00'

Power Wedge 114. Designed for audio system with
up to 4course-type components, Model 114 has 2pairs
of isolated source outlets, plus 4high current power amp
outlet, Power Wedge 114 only 5449.00'

Power Wedge 112. Perfect for small systems or
remote amp/speaker installations, 112 has Ipair of isolased source outlets-great for electrostatic speaker power
supplies-8 4amp outlets. Power Wedge 1i
2$319.00"

All Items Covered by our Exclusive 30-Day Money-Back Guarantee. Call for Details.
AUDIO
ADVLSOR
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Audio Advisor

Your Digital Gear Headquarters!
Improve Your Digital System!

•
Audio Alchemy DDS System II CD Transport

The following digital anti-jiver filters come highly recommended by leading
audio experts-and leading audio review magazines-to reduce digital liner,
and the irritating brightness, haze and lack of focus it creates.
Audio Alchemy DAC-in-the-Box D/A Only $1991

Audio Alchemy's DDSII qthe ultimate low price CD transport featuring all
metal chassis, rugged, shock-mounted metal drawer, advanced loser, remote
control, and special low jitter output. Outputs include coax, and optional AT&T.
Audio Alchemy DDS II CD transport, reg 5699, now only 49995''

lellILL11.1111.

Audio Alchemy DTI Digital Filter Only $199.501

New Melos Audio (D-D CD Transport
Critically acclaimed Melos Audio (D-D features aspecially hood-rebuilt
laser/drawer assembly, proprietary digital circuits with low jitter output, extensive programmability, remote, and coaxial digital output. Metes Audio (D-D
(D transport only 51,195.00'
.

Alchemy's new DAC•in-thabox, aka D1TB, has 18-bit ladder -DA( processor
with both coaxial and apical digital inputs, outboard power supply. The perfect
upgrade for video loser dra or even high end audio system, Audio Alchemy
DITE digitol processor 511.00" -ask about cable bonus when ordering.

Alchemy's DTI digital filter reduces digital jitter and redocks the data stream's
muster clock for dramatically improved detail and focus-especially in the
midrange and highs. DTI features both coaxial &Toslink inputs. Audio
Alchemy DTI digital anti-jitter filter, was 5399, now only 199.50"

Remarkable New Audio Alchemy DDEV1.1, Only $399
This extraordinary design features oDTI-type jitter reduction input stage, the
world's first passive DAC/integrator stave, and ounique Class Aopamp/discrele output stage. For the price it's an unbelievable value. ETA: 4/16/94.
Audio Akhemy DDEV 1.1 processor, only 5399.00"

M.111111.1.11.1L,
ikr

Sonic Frontiers Ultra litterBug Digital Fil or

Counterpoint DA-11 CD Transport
Counterpoint DA -II is aremarkable low pier CD iransport built around Philips'
new CDM-I 2loser mechanism plus Counterpoint's own custom-machined metal
drawer. Outputs include 2roux, Toslink and optional AT&T and AID/IBA balanced. Counterpoint DA-11 CO transport 51,495.00'

Save $195 On PS Audio Lambda CD Transport
PS Audio Lambda nthe top rated CD transport any where near it's price with
almost immeosurably low digital liner. Order Lambda now and we'll include
your choice of either o1OM TARA DR•2 coax digital cable or IDM Audio
Alchemy DST digital cable system--a 5195 value, FREE! PS Lambda CD
tronsport I. FREE digital cable, both now only 51,795.00'

Designed in co-operation with UltraAnalog, Sonic Frontiers Ultra lit eaug features an Ultralmolog 01071 receiver drip-and several other ad ,
/nced circuit
innovations-for superior jitter reduction. Three inputs include maxi I, ATS/E8UXLR, &Toslink. Outputs include coaxial &AES/E8U. Sonic Frontie sUltra
littereug, special introductory price, only 5699.00"

SAVE $195 New Alchemy DTI•Pro Digital Anti-Jitter Filter
Get next generation jitter correction with DTI•Pro's incredible 35 pS peak-topeak jitter output, plus on•board DSP designed to output 113-20-bil info from
16-bit dote. Features tome ABS/IBA, Toslink or optional AT&T inputs; and
corm AES/EBU, &AT&T outputs. DTlePro, reg 51,295, now 51,09995"

Counterpoint DA 10 Upgradeable Digital Processor
Counterpoint DA-10 low litter digital processor 'wares special user-installable
plug-in cards or easy upending of the D/A chip. Digital inputs include 5
coaxial, 1Toslink, and opti rol AT&T. Two digital outputs Inc true digital dubbing. Counterpoint DA -10 w/ Analog Devices ADI 862 chip, 51,94990'

New, Improved PS Audio Ultralink Twol
The toptaled PS Audio Melnik hos been surpassed by the new Ultralink
Two. Featuring all new Ultrainalog input receiver and DA( modules, Ultralink
Two sounds more transparent and sonically neutral than anything near the
price! This deluxe D/A offer coaxial, Toslink, ATV, and AES/EBU inputs-all
standard PS Audio UhroLink Iwo w/Free 5185 AT&T cable 52,295.00'

DDEv1.0 Or DITB Processor Upgrade

Upgrade Your Alchemy DTI Digital Filter

New POWERED Digital Cable

Improve the sound of your DDE or DUB digital
processor with Alchemy's P5-1 high current upgrade
power supply. Sam Tellig says "the separate power
supply makes the [DDT) sound more dynamic."
Audio Alchemy PS-I high current upgrade power
supply, regularly 559, now 49.95

Dramatically improve your Alchemy DTI with ahigh
current power supply. Called MITI, this power supply
delivers 30-times the current of the regular peor
supply and has extra Idlers to remove RF, etc.
Alchemy PSDTI high current upgrade power supply, reg 599.00, now only 569.95

Audio Alchemy's new Doto Stream Transceiver
(DST) is powered digital tronsmission-line cable
with 50 MHz bandwidth -greater than AT&T
glass fiber-and zero digital liner! DST adapts to
work with coaxial, Toslink, or AES/TBU connections Audio Alchemy DST digital cable system,
1.0M, regular 519500, new only 516995

-

Save Now On The World's Best Record Cleaning Machines And Supplies
Now-More Than Ever-It's Vital To
Vacuum-Clean Valuable LPs
LPs are getting harder to find-and more valuable. It's
increosingly important to keep retords sofe &clean. Hand
washingeven with the
fanciest solubons &methods-doesn't
remove all the
gunk. Vacuum
powered clearing machines,
with the right
fluid, lift away
dirt, dust &
grime bull be shocked at how smooth and noise-free vat
uum cleaned LPs sound. Record surface noise is reduced by
up to 90%! Clean LPs ore more voluable, toe

Highest Grade LP Sleeves
[Wm 3-ply anti-static rice popes
sleeves. Fits LPs &laser discs. from
Japan. Set of 50: 19.95

VPI MW-16,5 w/bonus fluids, only 5399.95t

SuperCleaner 11: New advanced formula record cleaner
16 32 .1295 32 oz I
6.95 1gal ..24.95 2.5 ga1.49.95
Nitty Gritty Purifier 2: Popular everyday LP cleaner
16oz .14.95 1gal..59.95
Nitfy Gritty First: Extra strength record cleaner
.......
6oz..14.95 16 oz.29.95
Unmet TCAI-10H: Gentle every day record cleaner
.......
16 oz 14.95 1gal..69.95

Save 51 50 With NG 1.5 Cleaning Package
Misty Gritty 1.5 like the expensive machines-with fluid
application &vacuum suction-but tests less because you
turn records by hand. Recommended by leading mags.
Nitty Gritty 1.5 Nit Includes: Model 1.5 vocuum-sue
hen LP (leaning machine, 1gallon of clewing fluid, 6oz
NG First cleaner, fluid applicator brushe, &soft vinyl
cover-in all o5450.00 value-now only 529995'

Recommended Interconnects
TARA Prism 22 audio interconnect, 0.6M reg $29.95, now 24.95; 1.06) reg
534.95, now 29.95; 1.5M reg 539.50, now 34.95; 2.0M reg 544.00, now 39.00
TARA Prism 33 CD interconnect, OeM reg 549.95, now 39.95; IDM reg
559.00, now 49.00; I.5M reg 569.00, now 59.00; 2.0M reg 579.00, now 6900
Cordes Audio 300E Microtwin budget interconneci: with Golden Section roe
dude geometry: D5M 85.00, IDM 115.00, 1.5M 145.00, 2.0M 175.00
TARA Pandora Saudio interconnect-at special closeout prices: 0.6M reg 5275,
now 14995; 1.0M leg 5295.00, now 169.95: I.5M reg S365.00, now 19995
Cordes Audio Ouodlink 5C audio interconnect: with Golden Section conductor
geometry: 0.5M 159.95, 1DM 209.95, 1.5M 25995, 2OM 30995
Monster Coble MI000 MKllts New generation balanced bandwidth inserterneds: D5M 14995, 1DM 19995, 1.516 249.95, 7.061 29995, 20h 979.95
Prices are for stereo pairs with termination.

And Speaker Cables.
40% Off TARA Quantum 111w speaker cable-final closeout prices on
one of the best selling speaker cable in TARA Labs history
Oft pr leg 5136, now 85.00; 8ft pr reg 5167, now 99.95; 10ft pr reg 5199,
now 119.95; 12ft pr reg 5231, now 13995; 1511 pair reg 5279, now 169.95
50% Off TARA Phase It w/TFA Return speaker cable closeout Oft pr
was 5130, mow 4995; Oft pr was 5160, now 5995; 12ft pr was 5225, now
69.95; 1511 pr was 5270, now 99.95; 20ft pr was 5350, now 129.95
'Prices ore for stereo pairs with spade termination, unless pins ore requested.
For bananas odd 520 per pair
Spade

Pin

WorldRadioHistory

Record Cleaning Machine Ports & Solutions

Digital Cable Closeout Sale
Coaxial Digital Cables:
Cordes High Speed Digital, lop rated for low price digital processors like
Audio Alchemy DITO and DIDEv1.0, 1.0M cable regularly 578 00, now 6995
MIT Adjustable Digital Cable, designed by Bruce Brisson, this roble
measures abuilt-in user achistable impedance matching network, to olivo
easy matching with ony processor, 1.0M length, Was 5375, now 99.95
TARA Labs Digital Reference DR-2 Closeout Sale: Featuring highest
quality construction w/ dothle-layer shielding, &bunt-in digital noise blocker.
TARA DR-2 1.0M coaxial digital cable, was 5195, while supplies last 99.95
AT&T Digital Cable Closeout Sale:
Soue BIG while aleading supplier of digitol products closes out their remaining
inventory of high quality 1.014 AT&T-brand fiber optic dato transmission cable.
All cables ore new with AT&T;ST•boyonet end, AT&T-brand IOM fiber optic
cable, regularly 5150, while applies last 49 95

In The US-or Canada-To Order Call 1-800-942-0220

1994

Discwasher V.R.P. 3-ply antistat& rice paper sleeves. Now only
514 95/sel of 20; S39 90/60

Ditty Gritty Brush .......11.95 NG lac Sweep Kit..(4) 11.95
VPI HW-I 65&
17 pick up cleaning rube . 19.95

Our Expert Sales Staff Is Very Knowledgeable and Ready To Answer Any Question.

We ship to all 50
Dates and around
the world by air
parcel post and air
height.

S
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Save $90 On VPI 16.5 Cleaning Machine
Save now on Me world's best selling record cleaning
machine, the API HW-I 6.5. Wits prone 11W-16.5's rugged
build and superb cleaning power. Apowerful motor spins
LPs while the self-leveling suction tube deep-cleans the
record grooves-your records never sounded so sweet!
The API 11W-16.5, reg 5450, but order now and we'll
include 1gallon of record cleaner 0600 of Nitty Gritty
First extra strength cleaner-a $490 value-for 5399.95!
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New/Sale Electronics From Tandberg, Dynaco, &Counterpoint

Tandberg TPT 3031A FM Tuner Sale
Atremendous opportunity lo save on an FM Tuner from one of the world's leading FM tuner manuf assurers, landberg ol Norway. landberg's ¡PI 303IA is a
new generation digital FM tuner with high sensitivity, low noise, and asuperb
capture ratio. Front panel controls allow easy stotion selection, station scanning,
or direct mess lo up to 16 pretuned FM stations in the electronir memory.
Tandberg TPT 303IA was top rated at 5999.95. While supplies lost, only
S49995" Add 599.95 for optional infrared remote

Power Cable Sale

New Dynaco PAT-6 Preamp/Tuner With Remote

Save $295 On Counterpoint SA-100 Hybrid Amp

Dynoro's bock with the exciting new PAT-6 preomp/tuner-and full infrared
remate control. The PAT-6 has asensitive AM/FM tuner with 8programmable
presets and auto sunning. Preamp stage features 4inputs, including phono, CD,
and tape, mono, plus bass and treble controls. Front panel features easy to read
display and headphone lark; rear panel includes gold RCAs and IFC-type power
cord input. All main functions-including volume-can be controlled by the
inf toted remote Dyne«. PAT-6 preomp/tuner with remote only 5499 95'

While supplies last, save on Counterpoint's superb SA-100 hybrid stereo power
amp. The SA-I 00 features Counterpoint's unique hybrid technology with highly
musical-sounding tubes in the input stage and sweet-sounding MISFIT outputs.
An innovative copper.ploled chassis keeps out unwonted elecirome distortions for
increased transporency. Power rating :100 WRMS/8 is, 170 WRMS/4 ir The
oversize power supply lets SAI 00 drive even difficult speaker loads with ease.
Counterpoint SA-100 hybrid stereo amp reg S1,495. now 1,199.95'

in my experience, power cords son make on enormous
difference in sound, land) not just on tubed equipment"
-Jonathon Scull, Stereophile, Vol 16, No 3, Marsh 1994.

TARA Lobs Affinity Power Coble
New, more advanced twin-ruin design with solid core conductors, natural insulation, superior shielding, and highest.
grade Hubble-type AC connectors. AC Affinity Mt power
cable, regularly S195, now only 14995

TARA Labs Quantum AC Pove
oble
TARA's best sellingegret
dDpowerjable just
got better. ruantu
1111lules
grojeigjell core condurlors, naturel fiber in *1
a »oNshtding for
RF rejection. 6 gâ
9.9,
reg 5128, now
75.00; 12fl reg
11,Ao
.00; 15ft mg S188/99.95

Power Link Cables By Audio Power. If you've heard
the benefits of Power Wedge line conditioners, you're ready
for their new power cables. Superb design and superior
parts make Power Link on exceptional value. P1313-6, Alt
5159, 3. 139.95; P1313-8, 8h S179, 3. 15995; 11.31310, 10ft 5199, 3.17995

Solid Support With Solidsteel Audio Rocks
Solidsieel audio sables, imported from Italy, hove I.piece
highly polished block or silver welded steel frame, thick
MDF shelves, and specially machined spiked feel.
Solidsteel 3-Leg Component Rocks
Feature 25"eoll frames, 16mm-lhirk
shelves. Top shell is 1615" y14.5,
lower shelves are I3.25 We Ir D.

Solidsteel 4-Leg Component Racks
Ultra rigid with 21 .WxIA Dtop
shelf, &18.3" Wx15" Dlower
shelves--all shelves on cone points.
Model 48. 4shelves, 33 tall wit'i
6.25" between 3top shelves 89"
above lowest shelf. 5475.00f /block
Model 410. 5shelves, 3r toll w/
6.25" between shelves 55501/bleck

Model 36/3. 3shelves with 114"
between shelves, 5275.00t in block

Solidsteel Amp Platforms
Extra-heavy duty amp tables with dense shelves, multi-layered isolation, and cone point feet Model 8, 7.r toll with
18.3" by 15.6" platform 5250i/blink, 527r/silver

Model 36/pro. 2shelves-lower shelf
is totally isolated. 5349.95$ in block
Target USA Racks As Low As $99.95

Ultra-Rigid TT Racks, As Low As $169.95

Big Savings On Extra Large Target PS Racks

Target TTF1 Amp Floor Stand

Special low priced podia racks
improve oudie gear performance.

Strong, one-piece welded steel
frame for maximum rigidity.

PS mks have extra large 22.8
by 21 -shelves for big equipment.

Target 113: 32 -toll with 12.8'
between the 3shelves, was
5215, now 169.95'
Target TTS: 32" tall with 6.1'
between the 5shelves, was
S300, now 249.95t
Target TTST: 31 1a11 with 8.1"
between the 5shelves, was
S325, now 269.95}

Target PS2sa: 20 tall with IS'
between the 2shelves, was 5240,
now 149.95'
Target PS3sa: 2f7 tall with I
I
['Owen the 3shelves, was 5290,
now 199.951
Target PSSsa: 39 -tall with 8.1 between the 5shelves was 5470,
now 269 95t

Strong 4"
tall steel
frame with
14" by 18 compositeTif IAmp Floor Sland
wood shell
8spiked feet holds amps rigidly. Wes 5100, now 69.95"

"
d111.111. 11118/

Target TT2SA: 20 toll with IS
between the 2shelves, was 5150,
now 9995'
Target TT3SA: 37 toll with
12.8 -between the 3shelves, vas
5190, now 149.95:1
Target TUTU: 39 tall with
8.1 -between the 5shelves, was
S275, now 199.95t

Target IT 5ISA

Bright Star Equipment Isolation Base & Pod

Target PS950

RoomTunes' Racks by
Michael Green Designs

The ultimate in isolation technology from Barry at Bright Stec

JUSTARACK 36-36 -loll with five shelves........399.00t
JUSTARACK 42-42-tall y& six shelves
JUSTARACK 48-41 toll with seven shelves .......499.00t

JUSTARACK Equipment racks.
Sturdy rocks with 3/4' support rods
end infinitely adjustable 23.75 -wide
by 15.75 -deep by 3/4"-thick composite wood shelves. Standard finishes are black, charcoal or Rocky Rood.
Cone pint feet ore supplied. Michael
Green's AudioPoint Feet ore optional.

Big Rock 1:19.5 -by
x4", dark granite finish
5149.00', black granite finish 517500'
New Big Rock It: New smeller design for use inside
target equipment rock shelves; 18.5 -x15 -uP -toll, dark
granite finish 5115.00", black granite finish 5139.00"
Bright Star's Little Rocklsolation "Pod": Put the
'isolation pad" on top of sensitive electronics to damp
vibrations and shield circuits from air-borne RF interferens
New size/weight 14' W, 11 0, 1.5" II; weighs 19 lbs.
Dark grub finish 5129.00'; Block granite S144.00*

Extra-Large Target PSF IAmp Floor Stand
Looks like the TIF.1, but features larger, 21 by 2r7",
composite wood shelf bigger amps. Elevates the amp 4'.
Was 5115, now 99.95'

New Slim-Line Little Rock 11. New wider -17 -by 13'
by 1.5 --thick-iso pod can be used os a"stacking pod"
between components. Dark granite finish 5179 00'

New Deluxe JUSTARACK Equipment rack.
Deluxe festered, is similar to the standard Juslarock, but
the I
.5 --thick shelves provide increosed rigidity and rem.
panent stability. Cone point feet are standard.

JUSTARACK 24-24 tall with three shelves .. S299 00t
JUSTARACK 30-3IT tell with four shelves
399.00t

Deluxe JUSTARACK 14-24" tall wilh 3shelves 5329.00$
Deluxe JUSTARACK 30-31tall with 4shelves _399.001
Deluxe RISTARACK 36-31 tall with 5shelves.A69.001
Deluxe JUSTARACK 41-4r toll wilt 6shelves...539MOt
Deluxe JUSTARACK 48-4rIn8 with 7shelves...599.00t

New Low Price Standesign Speaker Stands

Low Price/High Performance Target Stands

Low Mass Target "T" Stands Only $99.95

Target "HS" Stands Now On Sale

New Stondesign 88 speaker Rends feature rigid, one.piere
steel construction with urethane pods
on top, spikes on bottom.

New low price Target SP stands deliver good sound ot
bargain-basement price SP stands lenture one-piece weld•
ed steel homes with two support tubes, steel top plate, stable-1r wide by 9 deep- "T".
shaped hose and cone point feel

New Target TSeries stands feature 3support legs welded lo
on extra wide and stable 14 3r wide by 12 deep T'
shaped base with ri flot steel op plate 8olh lop spikes and
bottom cone point feet included.

Save ono ciaseis, worldwide best selling design with e4by
steel tube supporting 1medium mass steel plate:.
High quality black more finish. Car be easily sand filled.
Top 8bottom spikes are supplied.

Target T-30: IT toll with 94" x
94' top plate, now only 99.95"

Target HSI 6: 16 -tall with 7.9 -x
7.9 -top plate, now only 129.95"

Target T-40: I
r toll with 7.5' x
71 -top elute, now only 105.00 -

Target 0520: 21 loll with 6.5'
7.5 -top plate, now only 129.95"

Target T-50: 20 -loll with 7.5 -x
7.5 top plate, now only 105.00"

Target I1524: 24 -loll with 6.5" x
7.5: top plate, now only 139.95"

Target T-60: 14 toll with 7.5 -x
75 lop plate, now only 10995'•

Target 0128: 28 .tall with 6.3" x
6.3 -top plate, now only 139.95"

Standesign BBSO: AS by 6.r top plote,
choose 11-,16 -,or 21 heights, 49.95/pr'

Dandelion
8815

Standesign BBIS:
75 by 75 top plate,
choose from 12-,If,
21, or 14 heights,
69.95/pr'

Target SP40 stands: 16 -toll,
7.5 -x7.r top plate, 69.95/pr"
Target IPSO stands: 20 loll,
6.5 -e
6.5 -top elute, 69.95/pr"
Standesign
8850

Target SP60 stands: 24' tar
6" by 6" top pinte, 69.95/pr"
orgel SP.50

Component Isolation And Vibration Accessories
Sims Navcom
Isolation Feet
Isolation feet mode
of patented Hamm
with built-in support collars.
Sims Hasten linero, set of 349.95, _set of 459.95
...two sels of 3, 95.00
Monster Cable Footers
Shoek-absorber feet made of
patented hole( material.
Boar Footers .set of 41995
CD Foolers.....set of 449.95

AudioPrism Iso-Bearing Support Globes

Audio Selection German Cones

New-Michael Green's AudioPoints

New Ise-Borings feature a
round ball mode of super deadening compound supported by
ospecial plastic cup with an
additional damping layer
underneath. Many experts
think the Ise-holing is the best
sounding isolotion.type foot.

Beautiful Germon -mode highly
polished sore isoletors with
adjustable steel tip for easy
leveling. Support discs hold
cone points to protect woad 01
tile from scrotches.

Solid milled brass with aspecial
geometry to maximize energy
transfer characteristics. Points
some with special disc to protect
wood or tile surfaces.

Standard Size Iso-Bearing-holds up la 4.4 lbs each, reg
S49, now 45.00/ set of 3
New large Size Iso.Becring (shown above). Holds up to 15
lbs each, reg S79, now 69.95/set of 3

German Cones (1.25" /1)
Block cones, set of 4, 49.95
Bross cones, set of 4, 49.95

Cone
Isolator
Support
Disc

Support Discs 11.25" .25")
Black or buns, set of 6, 1995
Combination Sets: 4German Cones plus 4Support Discs,
choose black or brass finish. 59 95/set

AudloPoints far Electronics:
549.95/set of 3
Two sets: 590.00
Large AudioPoints for
Loudspeakers:
579.95/set of 4
Two sets: SI 49.90

Established in 1981, Audio Advisor has satisfied over 75,000 customers in over 135 countries!
AUDIO
ADVISOR
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In the US or Canada Call 1-800-942-0220. Overseas Call 616-451-3868.
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RoomTune, ASC, Sonex, égt Computer Acoustic Treatments
Save Now On Low Price RoomTunes
Acoustic Treatments
CornerTunes. Place CornerTunes in ceiling corners to
improves highs 8sounduage.
Reg $79, now S69.95/set of 4
EchoTunes. Put on the side
walls to create omore coherent
soundstoge. Regular $39, now
34.95/pair

Save $30-$60 On ASC Flat Traps

Sonex Acoustic Panels

New Flat imps from AS( are 14" by 36" by 1.5" thick,
quartz-fabric-covered acoustic rid panels designed for
home listening rooms. Flat Traps ore mounted in ahandsome frame-o rear bracket makes installotion as easy
os hanging apicture! Flat Traps improve image clarity,
definition &overall musicality. ASC Flot Traps Reg
$200, now only 5169.95/set of 4; or 5339.90/set of 8

"-r
Sonex "Jrs" ore 24" by
-•
"
24" by 2" thick, easy-toinstall acoustic damping
333foam panels. Choose
''''wee.47-,04,477,
block, blue or beige.
Sanee ira 69.95/box of 4
Save with Sallee
"UNO' Panels
Large size, 24" by 48"
acoustic damping foam
sheets come in 2", 3",
or 4" thicknesses for a
wide variety of gooks,tions. Choose black,
brown or beige.
UNO Sonex 169.95 -

RoomTunes. Acoustic panels
on owood hose designed to
shape sound reflected off
speakers, mois, etc. Improves
imaging, bass, 8more. Regular
$229, now 199.95/pair

Listening Room
Computer Software
Anolyze your listening room
acoustics with your personal
computer. Reveals acoustic
reflections, and the optimum
speaker placement in the room.
DOS version 4.0, only 545.00.
New Macintosh version $47.50

creme..

Satellite/Subw afee System Set-Up
Software. Discover the optimum room
placement for 3-piece sotellite+subwoofer
systems. Eu yto use; works on any
PC. null be surprised by
the improvement. WooferSotelli eOffset Program, DOS
only, S4.95

Hard Or Impossible To Find Analog Accessories At Special P
Monster Cable Cartridges

Grado Phono Cartridges

Sumiko Blue Point Cartridges

These top soled moving coils (0.3m0)
are now available at 50% off their
former list prices.

Loved for their warm, music sound by
audiophiles around the world.

Currently the top rated moving toil
cartridges in the world. Order one
today and hear why.

Monster Alpha Genesis 1000 11
Was $800, now $399.95
Monster Sigma Genesis 2000
Was $1,200, now $499.95

muter 561000

ZTE*I
ZF3E.
PZF3E+
Signature 8161.
Signature TLZ

LAST Record Treatments

Turntable Drive Belts

World's finest record and stylus treatments.

AR ES-I belt
195
VPI HW.19 belt .......19.95

#1 LAST Power Cleaner, new formulo.
29.95
#2 LAST LP Preservative, 2in
29.95
#3 LAST Regular LP cleaner
#4 LAST Stylus cleaning kit
14.95
#5 LAST STWAST stylus preservative
24.95
#10 LAST Magnetic tope head Ireatment..............16.95

21A5
29.95

Sumiko Blue Point. High output
(2.0mV), list $150, now 119.95

169.95
39995

Sumiko Blue Point Special. New,
improved version, now only 5249 95
Headshell Accessories

Rego Planar 28 3. 3100
SOTA Belts19.95

(Indus Flea SC Tonearm Cable:
Superbly shielded, highly flexible, custom mode with
Condos 5( conductors, Cardos DIN, and Condos RCA connectors, 1.20 (4ft) length 149.95; 1.5M 1661 169.95

Sumiko HS-I 2universal type headshell.
29.95
Sumiko HS-29 premium heodshell leads
11.95
Sumiko Rigid cortridge mounting kit
10.00
SME Litz Premium 33mm silver litz headshell leads 29.95
New 50mm-long SME silver litz heodshell leads .......39.95
Record Brush: Hunt [D.A. MK 6dual action .....19.95

Sumiko Blue Point Special

Mino Analog Accessories
Dennison Metal Soundtractor alignment gauge .....149.95
DB Systems Protrac phono cart alignment gauge _29.95
Kristaline Dust cover polish 8scratch remover ........14.95
Shure SFG/ stylus pressure gauge
..............I4.95
SOTA
Reflex clomp, lits most turntables.
149.95
Sumiko Analog Survival Kit
.49.95

Stax Electrostatic Headphones Now On Sale!
Save $150 On Stan Lambda Pro
Classic MX

Sloe Selambrla Pro
Classic w/SRM-Xh sirop

Stan Lombdo Pro Classic is special edition
headphone featuring the ultra-low distortion
Pro diaphrogm mounted in the super comlortable large size Lambda headset, driven by the
new SRM-th high performance, pure (loss A
direct drive headphone amp. SRM-Xh can be
driven by any standard pre- or tope-out and
features independent level control.

Save $700 On Stan SR-Lambda
Signature/SRMT1 System

Some $800 On Stay SR-Sigma Pro

SR-Lombdo Signature headset is mode of
select materials-including 1
pdiaphragm and
high purity copper coils-then hand assembled 8hand tested to meet the Widest stundord. 'The best heodphones mound" says Bill
Sommerwerck. System includes Sou ARM-Il
pure (loss Aomp with vacuum tube output.

Sloe SR-Lamhdo
se/ARM-il amp

tax SR-Lambda Signature/SRM-T1
System, reg $2,000, now S1,299.95*

Shia Lambda Pro Classic MX reg $850,
now only 699.95"

New SR-Sigma Pro headphone has won awards
around the world lar advanced engineering
and remarkable sound. In this extra-comfortable Sigma headset design the ultra-thin Pro
diaphragms ore placed forward ssimulote the
panoramic sound field of live music. System
includes Sod SRM-T1 pure Class Aamp with
vacuum tube output. Astonishingly realistic!
Stan SR-Sigma Pro/ SRM-T1 System,
reg $2,300, now only $1,499.95'

Premium Grade Replacement Vacuum Tubes &Tube Accessories
Save On Golden Dragon Audio Tubes
Golden Dragon Tubes were developed by British audiophiles and
engineers formerly w/lube greats M.0 Valve, Nullard, etc. All
models have special features la make them sound greor. Now
available with gold pins for improved corrosion resistance.
Tube

Standard
/-5 Price
12AX/A 16.00
126010 16.00
120170 16.00
6018
22.00

6+ low Noise
Prise 1.5Rire
12.95 26.00
12.95 26.00
12.95 26.00
18.95 3/.00

6+ low None 6,
Pike w/Gold Pins Pike
11.95 32.00 26.95
21.95 32.00 26.95
21.95 32.00 26.95
29.95 44.00 36.95

Gold Acre Premium Grade Vacuum Tubes

Rugged US- & Russian-Made Power Tubes

Gold Acre offers the finest computer tested tubes and the
strongest guarantee-I 20 days!-in the industry.

Tube Coolers Increase Tube Life!

While supplies last, get these highest grade US GE- and
Russian Sodek-made power amp tubes All tubes one precision tested in the AS. Pairs and quads are closely matched.
Russian tubes are exact matches of early British designs.

Specially treated copper fins remove excess heat to double
or triple tube life Cooler tubes last longer, 8sound better.
Power Amp Tube Coolers:
Specify diameter with order:
IA $11.25 each, 10x 9.95ea
Preamp Tube Coolers:
For 6018, 12AX7, etc. tubes.
1-9 53 50 Kith; 10+ 4.99 each

Tube
Single Matched
Tubes
Pair
Gold Series 6018
29.95 68.00
Gold 12AX7A,12ATIA,12AU1A 25.00 69.90
FlotinumSeries 6218, 6F07
79.95 199.90
Motinum 12AX/0,12017A
79.95 199.90
Platinum 7308, 6922
89.95 219.90
Premium 6550A
65.00 138.00
Coming soon: Russian 8188--call for price.

Matched
Ounals
15500
160.00
399.90
399.90
450.00
21500

Tube
Monuforturer
6550
GE
6550
Sowek
E1.34/6CA7
GE
1881/61.6IVGC Sovtek
5AR4/6134
Sovtek
81.34
Sovtek

Singles Pairs Quads
39.95 99.95 199.95
29.95 59.95 119.90
69.95 139.90
69.95 139.95

Ensemble Tubesox kevlor tube
coolers: 558/pr; 5110/quad

Increase Audio Knowledge With Entertaining &Informative udio Books
Reissue-Mull and Circuits For Amps, 1959

Master Handbook of Acoustics-3rd Edition

Reprint of the classic do-o-yourself guide to building eleven
tube amps and preamps written by Britain's premier tube
monufacturer. Poperback, 136 pages, $16.95

The Audio Glossary by J. Gordon Holt
Stereophile's founder and chief editor, Gordon Holt,
explains more than 1,900 descriptive and technicol audio
terms. Paperback, 152 pages, SI 2A5

Handbook for Sound Engineers, 2nd Edition

Written in non-technicol longuage, this classic source book
on acoustics covers everything from the basics of sound to
he latest in home listening room treatments. Newly,
updated third edition. Paperback, 452 pages, $29.95

Everything you ever wonted to know about audio-and
more. Acomplete encyclopedia on the technology of sound
with hundreds of graphs, diagrams and illustrations. For
the designer, reviewer, engineer, or audiophile who monts
asingle reference. Hardcover, 1,506 pages, $99.95

An easy-to-read, non-technical introduction to high end
audio with valuable information on choosing the right
equipment, set-up and maintenance instructions, and much
more. Paperback, 412 pages, SI 2A5

Good Sound by Laura Dearborn

Call Toll Free To Order:

Audio Advisor: "Not aStore ... More"

1-800-942-0220

Shipping Charges Ground UPS

Charge Cards Accepted-No Extra Charge!

feeâ
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Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design, 2nd Edit
Step by step instructions for building afull-ronge electrostatic speoker with useful instructions for room set-up and
speaker repair. For the audiophile, musician or trainman
who wants to get the most out of his/her speakers.
Paperbock, 244 pages, 519.95

EXPRESS

AUDIO
ADVISOR
WorldRadioHistory

Accessories: 1st hem. .4.95 Extra Items+130
'Turntables/Stands
12.95
"Electronicsemp rocks,
TRocks/Lg stonds/Turntables..........16.9519.95
Flours: Mon-Fri 9:00-6:30 EST, Sat 10.00-3:00
©1994 Audio Advisor, Inc. Prices and specifications are subject to change 'without sotie,

Established in 1981, Audio Advisor Inc. is the
world's largest seller of high end audio components and accessories by direct mail. We sell to
all 50 states, Canada, Mexico, and over 130
foreign countries. Member of the Grand Ropids
Better Business Bureau since 1981.
Street address: 225 Oakes SW, Grand Rapids, MI
49503. Business phone line: 616-451-3868.
International FAX Line: 616-451-0709,
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Our reference system is
LIVE MUSIC
At SOUNDEX, we believe live concerts are the musical references
to which all high-end audio systems should be compared. After all,
it is the emotion of strings, woodwinds and percussions that create
the harmony and rhythm we so desire.
Our dedication to the world of musical arts has provided us with the
essential tools to critically evaluate system components and their
direct relationship to live music. Transferring the artistry of live
performances through high-end audio components is our passion.

SOUNDEX
HIGH-END AUDIO/VIDEO

Established in 1958
1100 Easton Road

driQuality Pre-Owned Equipment
Willow Grove, PA 19090

oiCustom Installation
215.659.8815

•Acoustic Energy •Acurus •ADS •Aerial •Alon •Apogee •Aragon •ASC •Audio
Prism •Audio Quest •Audio Research •Basis •Benz Micro •Cal Audio Labs •Cardas
•Convergent Audio Technology •Crown •Day Sequerra •Dunlavy Audio Labs
•Enlightened Audio Designs •Forsell •German Acoustics •Goldmund •Grado
•Graham Engineering •Hafler •Infinity •Kinergetics Research •Krell •Krell Audio
Standard •Krell Digital •Lexicon •Lyra Cartridges •Magnum Dynalab •Mark
Levinson •Martin Logan •Mirage •NAD •Niles Audio •Nitty Gritty •Onkyo
•Oracle •Pioneer Elite •Power Wedge •ProAc •Proceed •Proton •Quad •RoomTune
•SME •Sonic Frontiers •Sonrise •Sota •Spica •Stax •Straight Wire •Sumiko
•Target •Terk •Tice Audio •Transparent Cable •Van den hul •Vimak •VPI •Wadia
•Well Tempered •Wilson Audio •'MO
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MUSICAL FIDELITY VS.
MUSICAL FIDELITY
Editor:
Please be advised that our company, Musical Fidelity of Culver City, California, has
no affiliation with the British company
advertising under our name in Stereophile.
We hold legal right to the name "Musical
Fidelity" in the United States, and have
been engaged in the manufacture, modification, and servicing of fine audio components for over 14 years. We hope this
precludes any confusion over the use of the
name "Musical I-idelity" in the United
States.
RICHARD M AURER &GARY GARFIELD
Musical Fidelity
GRADO SR150
Editor:
Although I'm tempted to just thank you
for your wonderful review and be satisfied, I
just can't allow myself to do that. As
any manufacturer who has ever prepared
anew product for the CES knows, it is virtually impossible to actually have fullblown production units ready for the
Show. What generally ends up at the Show
are hand-assembled units of production
parts that are as close to the desired finished
product as possible. After the Show, several
preproduction runs are executed so that the
final production quality is achieved. The
SR60 headphones we sent Corey Greenberg were an extra pair we had put together
for the CES. Since we had no idea that he
was going to review them, we had planned
to send aproduction SR60 later for review
purposes.
However, my compliments, Corey—
your conclusions regarding the brightness,
slightly lean bottom, and reduced inner
detail were right on the button. Before
going into production, we found that we
had to eliminate aslight rim resonance on
the driver diaphragm that was causing
these problems. The net result is anoticeable improvement in overall smoothness,
inner detail, bottom bass, richer vocal production, and larger stage image. Please
keep in mind that the SR60 is still not the
equal of the HP 2by any stretch of the
imagination. But, like our $30 phono cartridge, it brings very high quality sound
to people who are counting pennies to survive in this crazy world of ours. Iwill never
be able to forget the personal pain of doing
without, and saving nickels and dimes for
S
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months and months, so that Icould buy
that "more perfect" piece of gear to better hear God's music. (I truly wonder what
equipment reviewers would be listening
to if they had to buy equipment from their
own earnings, the same as the rest of us.)
My sincere compliments to all of you at
Stereophile magazine for remembering that
not all people are wealthy, and that the
desire for quality has absolutely nothing
to do with how much money you have to
spend. If publications continue to push
high-end to the exclusion of low- and
middle-priced products, then the High
End will wither and die. Strong low- and
middle-price markets are imperative to the
growth of the High End; without them,
there are no seeds to grow from.
Hurrah to Robert Harley for his superb
review of the Audio Alchemy DAC-inthe-Box [in March]. While other publications have been pushing high-end to the
exclusion of almost everything else (and
virtually destroying the low- and middleclass markets), Stereophile has not been
afraid to say that alow- or middle-priced
product is as good as, or better than, one
costing many, many times more. Ipersonally am searching out every highquality, low-priced item that Ican find and
making it apoint to tell everyone about it.
Look for superb performance from the
Radio Shack Optimus CD-3400 portable
player that Idiscovered. At $129.99, it's of
almost unbelievable quality.
Maybe one day I'll write an article about
how asmall group of us started the highfidelity industry over 40 years ago and how
Iintend to motivate the creation of anew
and stronger high-fidelity stereo industry.
Once again, congratulations, Stereophile,
for not forgetting us plain folks who dearly
love our music but have to feed our families first.
JOE GRADO
Grado Signature
ENERGY VERITAS V2.8
Editor:
Thanks to TJN for afair and thorough
review of the Veritas v2.8. We share his
excitement about aspeaker that does so
many things so well.
He is right to caution prospective buyers
regarding the loudspeaker/room match and
bass response. As his efforts amply demonstrate, what we hear in the bass frequencies isn't just the speaker, but the speaker
in concert with aspecific room. No loud-
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speaker will sound its best in every room
(but we're working on it!).
We would take TJN's caution astep further: Audiophiles should avoid dealers who
do not allow aloudspeaker to be tried out
at home—particularly one, like the v2.8,
capable of realistic bass extension and
volume.
To music,
JOHN TCHILINGUIRIAN
Audio Products International Corp.
GREEN MOUNTAIN AUDIO
DIAMANTE
Editor:
Iwas very pleased that Steven Stone and
John Atkinson were impressed with the
Diamante_ They heard what our many
owners and retailers report: that this is a
product which does not call attention to
itself. My primary design goal is to be true
to the music—our speakers must be revealing, yet always enjoyable. After several
months of living with our loudspeaker,
Steve reported that the Diamante "allows
the music to come through, with very little
editorializing." Some of the factors that
make this possible are dynamic accuracy,
dispersion, time coherence, and alack of
enclosure resonance. A deficiency in any
one area will color the music in ways that
can make aspeaker less forgiving of recordings, electronics, or even the listener's
position.
Designing an overall "good" sound into
any speaker is difficult because of the complexity of moving energy between the two
worlds of electromagnetism and mechanics.
While the infinity of the hearing process
will prevent acomplete set of tests from
ever being developed, what Ifind curious
is how best to interpret numbers which
give mixed results. The Diamante's highs
in some measurements can appear mellow,
but, as Steve reported, still have good topend extension. Here is where our firstorder circuit, with its phase-coherent behavior, begins to defy conventional, closerange measurements.
Phase error has been around in speakers
for so long that most of us have learned to
tune it out and get on with enjoying the
music. Higher-order crossovers create
phase shift and, depending on the portion
of the sound spectrum they affect, can add
forwardness, brashness, sizzle, or other
unwanted artifacts. They also alter depth,
as an instrument is "stretched" from front
to rear by the effects of phase error.
195

NEEDLE DOCTOR j
RECOMMENDED

CARTRIDGES
audioquest audioquest audioquest

MC-3

$195

With any trade, $140
2.5mV High output MC
15HZ-35KHZ
3x.7 Elliptical

MC-5

$395

With any trade, $335
1.4mV High output MC
10HZ-40KHZ
3x1.6 Elliptical

Benz Micro

Benz Micro

Silver

MC-20E II

$325

With any trade, $200
2OmV High output MC
20HZ-40KHZ
3x 7Elliptical

ortofon

$125

2.5mV High output MC
15HZ-40KHZ
3x.7 Elliptical
17-2,3 Tracking Force

ortofon

MCIO Super II $299

MCPI 00

.2mV Low output MC
20HZ-40KHZ
FG Type 2Stylus
1.6-2.0 Tracking Force

Universal Mount
3mV Low output MC
20HZ-20KHZ
Nude Elliptical Stylus
13-1 8Tracking Force

DENON

DP-7F
$280
(with ADC pee °aikidos')
DP-23F
$375
(with AK series 3cartridge)
DP-47F
$550
with ADC series 4cartridge)
SOTA
COMET
$500
(with ADC series P/ cartridge)
SUMIKO
Pro-Ject 1
$350
(with Surniko Oyster cartridge)

C MI

MODEL 1.0 Manual application of fluid, manual brushing & rotating during vacuuming. Waste fluiddroin plug
on bottom.
VINYL WOODGRAIN
CABINET
$17999
RECORD MASTER,
Cleans 45's, 78's á L.P.'s
manually (similar to
Model 1.0) with built-in
adaptor which allows
cleaning of all size
records. VINYL WOODGRAIN CABINET
$194.99
FIRST (precleaner)
(6oz)
$14.95
(160z)
$29.95
PURIFIER 1 (for 78 RA's)
(16oz)
$14.95
RECORD CLEANING
BRUSH.......
$11 95

$89

CZiirà E: rii)
VAC-SWEEP,'Replacement kit
$1 195
CAPSTAN Replacement
kit
$1 195

ME»

POWER CLEANER for
records (1 /2o1 )
$24
#2 RECORD PRESERVATIVE (2oz )
$24
(16oz.)
$145
#3 ALL PURPOSE record
cleaner (2oz.)
$15
#4 STYWS(1/doz.) $13
#5 STYLAST STYLUS
TREATMENT
$21
ARCHIVIST 78 cleaner
(shellac, acetate, lacquer)
(2oz.)
$24
DISCWASHER

BRUSH
$15
STYLUS CLEANER $7 50
1.250Z. FWID $2 50
60Z. FWID
$7 50
160Z. FWID
$14.50
STYWS FWID
$2.50
D-STAT MAT
$10
ZERO STAT GUN
$60
ACCESSORIES
SIGNET SK301 Stylus
deaner
$6
SHURE SFO -2, Beam
balance guage
$11
EMPIRE RECORD
CLAMP 8.6ca
$35
DEEMA RECORD
CLAMP
$20

404i

$695

With any trade, $5 95
5or 14mV moving coil
10HZ-50KHZ
Line Contact Diamond

audiotechnica.
ART-1
$1300
With any trade, $900
35mV Low output MC
10HZ-50KHZ
Micro Line Diamond

DENON

DL-110

DENON

$100

16mV High output MC
20HZ-45KHZ
Solid Rectangular
Diamond

DL-1 60

1.6mV High output MC
20HZ-50KHZ
Solid Rectangular
Diamond

ortofon

MC3-Turbo

$130

ortofon

$150

X5-MC

3.3mV High output MC
20HZ-25KHZ
Fine Line Nude Stylus
20Tracking Force

$175

Op

audiotechnica.

0C-9

$400

With any trade, $275
4mV Low output MC
15HZ-50KHZ
Special Diamond

ortofon

2mV Low output MC
20HZ-40KHZ
Replicant 80 Stylus
16-2 0Tracking Force

2mV Low output MC
20HZ-40KHZ
FG Type 1Stylus
16-2 0Tracking Force

ortofon

X3-MCP

$99

ACCESSORIES

AudioQuest

SPEAKER CABLES

PIG RECORD GRI P... $9 99
NOVUS, Plastic polish
kit, great for dust covers
$9
PHONO PRE-AMP
$30
HUNT E.D.A. MARK 6,
Aluminum handled brush, Iwo
carbon fiber strips with a1"
felt pad inbetween
$20
MOBILE FIDELITY
GEO DISC
$30
Call fer Mobile Fidelity Vinyl
Shure M64A Phono
Preamplifier
$159
Q.E.D. "Discsaver"
Phono Preamplifier
$89
Q.E.D. MCA 1, Moving
Coil Pre Amp
$149
Doreen, HD11100 Casette
Tape (10 lot)
$35

AG HL-5 .
., silk wrapped
LC-OFC litz headshell leads
(set of 4)
$10
SORBOTHANE BIG
FEET, Four 2-1/2"
high
pucks for up lo 32Ibs. of
isolation
$50
SORBOTHANE CD FEET,
Four 2"x3/4" high pucks
for up lo 16Ibs. of isolation
$30
SORBOTHANE 6"X6"
SELF-STICK SHEET $15

AudioQuest
COBALT 2., Hyperlitz
geometry Spiraled, FPC/
FPC-6 copper, 20cond.
12awg
$17.50/ft.
JADE 2., Hyperlitz
geometry Spiraled, FPC-6
copper, 12cond, 12awg
$30/fr.

RECORD SLEEVES
(priced in quantmes of 50)
12 - Fined poly outer. .$5
12' Fined out reuseoble...$10
12" Paper/poly i
nner.. $15
r White paper outer $4
7" Paper/poly outer. $7
7" Poly outer
$3
VRP Record Sleeves (10147
RICE SLEEVES 1101
$8
AudioQuest
AG RECORD BRUSH, over
1,000,000 carbon hbers
clean and control static. $15
AG SORBOTHANE
RECORD MAP., 1/8"
thick, damps record and
platter
$50

ortolan

MC20 Super II $399

Universal Mount
2OmV Low output MC
20HZ-25KHZ
Fine Line Nude Stylus
125-1 5Tracking Force

AudioQuest
Hyperlitz geometry flat, multiple solid,
O€HCcopper
854/fi
Hyperlitz geometry flat, multiple salid,
OFHC cor...$1.70/h
TYPE 2, Spiraled 2
cond , OFHC
copper
$1.25/h.
4, Hyperlitz go.
ometry Spiraled, OFHC
copper, dcond , 15awg
$2.25/if.
INDIGOT., Hyperlitz
geometry Spiraled,
Oft-IC copper, 10cond.
13awg
$3.50/fi.
CRYSTAL., Hyperlitz geometry Spiraled, OFHC
copper, 12cond., 19awg
$6/n
MIDNIGHT 2T., Hyperlitz
geometry, Spiraled, FPC
copper, 16cond., Ilawg
$10/N

$325

With any trade, $200
.4mV Low output MC
20HZ-40KHZ
.3x.7 Elliptical

MC30 Super Il $499

2OmV High output MC
20HZ-45KHZ
Fitz Gyger II Nude
18-2.2 Tracking Force

SPEAKER CABLES

Benz Micro
Gold

AudioQuest
INTERCONNECTS
(1Meter
pairs)
TURQUOISE 2., Double balanced Hyperlitz,
OFHC copper, UL CL-3
PVC
$30
TOPAZ 2, Double
balanced Hyperlitz,
OFHC copper, Polypropylene
$50
RUBY., Double balanced Hyperlitz, FPC
copper, Polypropylene
$95
QUARTZ., Double
balanced Hyperlitz, FPC6copper Polypropylene
$160
EMERALD., Double
balanced Hyperlitz,FPC-6
copper Teflon
$275

AMMO.
Blue Point Special $250

2.3mV High output MC
10HZ-20KHZ
.3x.7 Elliptical
1.7-2.1 Tracking Force

design•group
TONEARA1 WRAP,
Adds extra dampening,
mass and anti resonance
$20
SPEAKER CABLE
Superior to Monster in every
way at afraction al the price!
12awg 259 Strands 36awg
99.99%OfHC Copper
Time Wound, PVC Jacket
Superior Compound
Temp. Rating 60"C 160F
804/h
INTERCONNECT
RUBY RED, Clear PVC
Jacket, Double Balanced,
99.99% OFHC Copper
Braid, High Molecular
weight polyethylene
insulation,127 strands of
38awg 99.99% OFHC
Copper, 14kt gold plated
RCA
$40/meter pr.
SHIPPING

(Continental U.S.)

U.P.S. ground
$6
3DAY AIR
$9
2DAY AIR
$12
NEXT DAY AIR
$20
Call or fax for International/Alaska & Hawaii
rates.
Coll or wrie lar ohee catalog

JERRY
NEEDLE DOCTOR
Itv T
O= NI: 800 229 •
0644
419

14th Ave. S.E.
Minneapolis, MN 55414

Technical Advice 612 •378•0543
Fcce,c6120378 *9024
HOURS.: Mori-Sot 10-7 Surs 1 2-5 (C.S.T.)
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My first-order design was developed in
the predecessors to our reference loudspeaker, the Imago (favorably reported on
by Peter Mitchell in Stereophilds coverage
of the 1991 WCES in Las Vegas). What is
really unique about this circuit is that Iwas
able to implement it with only ahandful
of parts. Most other designs that attempt
first-order response add many "corrective"
elements and "traps" to compensate for
apoor choice of drivers or cabinet design.
This is hard on an amplifier and obscures
detail. As aresult of our minimalist approach,
the Diamante has earned areputation for
being exceptionally musical when coupled
with relatively low-powered (35-40Wpc)
tube electronics. Yet, as Steve experienced,
the Diamante will respond faithfully to
high-powered demands.
Although at first glance the Diamante
may appear to circumvent the established
norms of loudspeaker measurement, there
is still significant information revealed in
John's tests that correlates well with the
listening experience. For example, the test
at 45" in fig.9 shows exemplary synchronization between woofer, midrange, and
tweeter. All three deliver their energy at
one instant (le, very little phase shift), which
preserves the harmonic structure, or timbre,
and the attack and rhythm of instruments.
But at this close distance, the microphone
is so far off-angle from the tweeter that the
treble appears much too soft, which is not
the case, as indicated by fig.6's reading of
agentle rolloff. This is exactly how an

AUDI

exposed dome tweeter in aslender enclosure will average across awide "window?
Uniting measurements with listening
is difficult, but Iam glad that John and
Steve appreciated the Diamante more for
being an accurate producer of areal musical
experience than aportrayer of technical
norms. Even the low-sensitivity measurement of the Diamante does not depict its
"real-world" performance, as it is always
difficult to show how well the sound continues to carry outward into aroom. The
Diamante is audibly more sensitive than,
say, the B&W Silver Signature (rated at
88dB for 1W at 1m), not only because of
its dynamic response and good phase
behavior, but also because of the first-order
crossover. Its woofer, mid, and tweeter
broadly overlap, creating amodified line
source which then lets drivers "reach" farther into the room: waves decay less rapidly
over distance.
Finally, your comments on the artistic
merits of the cast marble enclosure did not
go unnoticed. Cast marble can be used to
create beautiful structures, good for acoustics as well as aesthetics.
Our thanks to Steve and John for athorough evaluation that unquestionably revealed the most important aspects of avery
different approach to loudspeaker design.
Iappreciate that this was not an easy task.
Keep up the good work.
ROY J
OHNSON
President/Product Designer
Green Mountain Audio

NEXUS

MELDS The smoothness, clarity and sweetness of their preamps,
CD players, and D/A converters make musicality available to all
budgets. Highly praised in TAS and Stereophile.
ROTEL Better sound best buys. Starting with the 965LE CD player they crafted an entire line of superb audio and home theatre
products!
VANDERSTEEN Superb values, outperforming competitors
twice their price. The awesome model 3must be heard to be
believed, as well as the fabulous model 2Ce! Building ahome theatre system? The VCC- 1center channel speaker is the best in the
industry!
APOGEE Frequent "best sound at show" awards. Come hear
the acclaimed Minigrand system! Subwoofers are available for all
Apogee full range planar speakers.
AMC An entire line of groundbreaking tube designs for less than
the cost of solid-state! You simply must hear them!

GEORGE KAYE AUDIO LABS
SMALL SIGNAL TUBE CHECKER
Editor:
We wish to thank Stereophile and Jonathan
Scull for the positive review you've given
our Small Signal Tube Checker.'" Jonathan's
description of its operation couldn't be better or more entertaining. As for me, it took
too many years of banging on tubes in preamps and cobbling headphones to outputs
before the light bulb finally lit!
One thing to note is that Jonathan's experience with RF interference is, Ibelieve,
aresult of his being on the top floor of a
building located right between the Empire
State Building and the World Trade Center.
Users in more reasonable RF environments
should experience no problem with the
Checker.
This machine gives the audiophile a
reference tojudge tubes by; Iintentionally
leave it up to the owners to draw their own
conclusions and correlations between
sound quality and performance under test.
There are many factors that govern the performance of atube in agiven circuit: frequency spectrum of the microphonics,
bandwidth, gain, filament voltage, etc. For
example, in a closed-loop circuit, the
amount of negative feedback is afactor of
the open-loop gain (controlled by the
tube), and will have direct bearing on the
soundstage openness, frequency response,
bass control, and treble extension in sometimes very subtle ways. The user will have
to use his ears. However, you can be sure

STEREO COMPONENTS
THAT HONOR MUSIC

FAD The word is out! The DSP9000 D/A Converter and T-8000
Transport are contenders for best sound at any price! They have
been joined by the lower cost DSP 1000 Converter and T- 1000
Transport with standard AT&T glass interfaces. These have been
artfully combined to produce the bargain CD-1 000 single chassis
CD player.
CARY Beautifully crafted tube amps and preamps from $999
to $12,500 possessing exceptional sonic performance. Come hear
the single ended CAD-805 amplifier and find out what everyone is
raving about!
JM LAB Audiophile performance from small decor conscious
enclosures? Absolutely! Only JM Lab delivers the full sound of
much larger designs.
FRIED Superb loudspeaker values featuring classic transmission
line and tunnel designs. Fried speakers possess clarity and openness
far in excess of their cost!

Altis •AMC •Apogee •Audio Alchemy •Audioquest •Audiostatic •BEL •B& K•Cardas •Cary •Celestion •Counterpoint
Dynaco •EAD •Eminent Technology •Esoteric •Fried •Forte •Grado Headphones •Jamo •Jeff Rowland Design •JM Lab
Kimber Kable •Kinergetics •Magnum-Dynalab •McCormack •Melos •Nakamichi •NEAR •Nitty Gtitly •Power Wedge
PS Audio •PSB •Ratel •SME •Sony ES •Sota •Sfax •Target •Tube Traps •Vandersteen •VPI •Wadia

* Trade-ins Accepted * Consultations *
No dealer near you? Call for sales and expert advice!
33 Union Place, Summit, NJ 0790I—We Ship Anywhere 908-277-0333
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1994
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THE MOST DRAMATIC ADVANCEMENT IN DIGITAL SOUND

1th esuLtun .
1
dim[11[0

Experience 20 bits on astandard Compact Disc, right now, without the need for aspecial
decoder! Our new High Resolution Technology captures the pure tone, effortless dynamic
range, frequency extension, soundstage, depth and inner detail of the finest analog recordings,
on a conventional I6-bit Compact Disc. The Chesky sound keeps on getting better and
better Ask us for afree copy of the Chesky Newsletter which explains our latest techniques.

Experience High Resolution Technology on these stunning new releases.

Cih,

Classics êJazz
`Tee 6)We
-

1

1his special disc
serves two functions.
One is asampling
of many different
musical forms from
many of Chesky's
most popular artists.
The other is a
complex assemblage
of ground-breaking
audiophile tests.
Is it possible to
create aconvincing
artificial audio
environment?
The answer is right
here on this CD.

JDI II

JD115

"Leny Andrade
is Brazil's finest
jazz singer...
jazz singing
doesn't get
better
than this"

,DRADE

I

Lee .
leske
New York Post

"An
extraordinary
scat singer..."
Stephen Holden
New York Times

JD113
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Reflexive, yet
contemporary,
Rebecca's lovely
voice rings
with honest,
unpretentious
confidence and vivid
tenderness. While
her Celtic melodies
set the mood, her
lyrics tell stories, full,
rich, textured, and
openhearted. She
explores varying
subject matter; love,
loss, life, death,
excavating her
imagination and
expressing it with
wit, charm, warmth
and near tangible
vulnerability.

Fresh from
their triumphant
Grammy nominated
Chesky Disc.
Dancing In The Dark,
The Fred Hersch
Trio goes one
step further in
establishing
themselves as
today's ultimate
Jazz Trio.
Here they exploit
their remarkable
talents with a
refreshing new
take on great
compositions by
many of the
most celebrated
Jan Composers
of all time.

JD116

The Fred Hersch Trio
Plays

er
ir*vI ru
with Drew Gresslidai
âni
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Chesky Records CDs are available in Fine Audio and Record Stores, or order direct
with Visa/Mastercard by calling 1-800-331-1437 or 212-586.7537 or send check or money order for
CDs $14.98, Gold Cds $29.98, LPs $19.98 plus $3 postage and handling (add 8.25% sales tax in NY State) to: CHESKY RECORDS Radio City Station, PO Box 1268, New York, NY 10101

to catch the duds before you ruin something in your hi-fi.
One other thing that I, of course, disagree with is Jonathan's comment that it
"isn't cheap, and it's not for everyone."
Given the price of apremium 6DJ8 listing at $60 and amediocre one at $25 or
$30, it pays to know what you're getting.
Finding a defective tube can save the
expense, aggravation, and downtime of
shipping the gear to arepair shop. And
then there is the entertainment value of
plunking your own tubes. Also, my Mom
likes it—so maybe it is for everyone.
"Now, what about the big tubes?," you
say. That's next. Look for the Power Tube
Checker in the Fall of '94.
G EORGE KAYE

President, George Kaye Audio Labs
SONIC FRONTIERS SFM-I450
Editor:
Once again, we would like to thank Stereophile and Dick Olsher for the extremely
positive review of our SFM-160 mono
tube amplifiers.
It has always been our goal to combine
unsurpassed parts quality with innovative
circuit topologies to create products of distinction in the audiophile marketplace. We
are pleased that Dick has found these
amplifiers to combine the best aspects of
current tube-amplifier design: finesse and
power, delicacy with weight and authority.
In every instance, such asonic recipe will
necessitate compromise, as each design

iteration will have particular strengths and
weaknesses. However, for an amplifier to
be truly state-of-the-art, it cannot, in our
estimation, materially lack any important
sonic parameter. For example, SE triode
designs produce asweet, subtle, delicate
sound which is quite enchanting, but
usually at the expense of low-frequency
dynamics, control, weight, or authority
as compared to more traditional P-P
pentode designs. Our intention with the
SFM-160s was to have the latter without
giving up the former. Judging by Dick's
comments, Ibelieve we have essentially
achieved this goal.
Also, it is important to restate two other
points about SFI amplifiers in general:
They are designed to drive all of today's
"hard-to-drive" speakers, not just the simple +96dB horn designs (as demonstrated
to Dick at the WCES on the 80dB-sensitive mbls!). Moreover, we deliver our
product in as economical apackage as possible to ensure that we maintain ahigh level
of value for our customers. With the SFM160s (at US $5495/pair), we are confident
that there are few reference power-amplifier products that can deliver more for the
money!
For the record, Dick's review samples
were built in 1992. For at least the last 12
to 15 months, we have switched our input/
drive tube selection to either the Russian
Sovtek 6922s or the Czech Tesla 6922s
(depending upon the preference of each
market) instead of Chinese or Yugo stock.

We, too, have found these brands to be the
best of the currently manufactured 6DJ8
types. We have had to become experts
about this tube type, since almost all of our
current products (SFD-2, SFL-2, SFD-1,
SFP-1, SFS-40, SFS-80, SFM-160) utilize
it. We have sonically and technically evaluated every conceivable newly manufactured 6DJ8 type, as well as NOS (New Old
Stock) versions (either 6DJ8/ECC88,
6922/E88CC, 7308/E188CC) from companies such as Telefunken, Mullard, Amperex, Philips, and Valvo (many of which
we have sizeable stocks—contact SFI
directly if you are interested in any of these
rare vintage types). Although in many
cases we would choose these rare NOS
types for our personal units, it was necessary to choose the best of the currently
manufactured types to ensure long-term
supply/availability (something we could
not do with the NOS types, even though
our stocks are quite substantial—they are
simply offinite supply).
On the subject of the KT9Os (or KT99s,
as Gold Aero designates them), consumers
need not worry about supply. Prior to the
start of (and in anticipation of) political
unrest/hostilities in the former Yugoslavia,
Sonic Frontiers acquired a"strategic supply" of KT90 tubes to ensure aplentiful
stock for our future production needs. We
have enough to last years!
With regard to the consistent measurement artifact in all current SFI amplifier
products relating to high output imped-

AUDIOPHILE ACCESSORIES
SHEFFIELD LABS

MICROSCANr"
e featuring

the Stereophile Recommended' TM-8
Anti-Resonant System for Loudspeakers S159.95pr.
+S/H, and the TD-12A, Transfer Deck for Audio
Components $149.95 ea. +S/H.

REFERENCE RECORDINGS
featuring the remarkable EBONY CONCERTO
recording, including works by Artie Shaw, Igor
Stravinsky and Leonard Bernstein. This unique
recording is available on CD for $16.98 +S/H and
Pure Analogue Vinyl (2 Lp set) for $21.98 +S/H.

featuring the fantastic NEW XL0 TEST &
BURN IN CD for Home Audio. Helps fine
tune your audio set-up and provides aquick
Sheffec and complete bum-in and demagnetization of
Lob
your entire audio system, $29.95 ea. +S/H.
LAS WI.
®

featuring the LAST Record Preservation Treatment
which significantly improves the sound of both old and
new records and makes them last longer, $29.95 bottle
+S/H. Now available New LAST CD Cleaner/
Treatment, $16.95 bottle +SM.

MOBILE FIDELITY SOUND LAB

artoblie"d en " ' featuring
sound lab
aerrsan of

the astonishing performance from the revolutionary GAIN SYSTEM (Greater Ambient
Information System) providing improved detailing, more stable imaging and better frequency
response. The Gain System will be available on CDs and NEW vinyl recordings. The newest
releases are by Muddy Waters, Emerson, Lake & Palmer, Manhattan Transfer, Pink Floyd.

NEW WORLD AUDIO DIRECT
TO ORDER OR FOR MORE INFO PLEASE CALL:

•Stereophile
Recommended
ComponentsAccessories 10-93
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-

800-423-1122
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TEST DRIVE
THE NEW KRELL
KPS -20i
Bring your most demanding compact disc into
the Listening Room and take the revolutionary
new Krell KPS-20i out for aspin.
The engine of this all-in-one player runs at a
blazing 66 MHZ so it can produce amore
accurate data transfer from your disc.
The suspension is aunique dual barrier
design that keeps vibration and resonance from
corrupting the data stream.
The jitter figure is avery impressive zero from all
compact disc sources.
In anutshell, the Krell KPS-20i CD player is
brilliantly engineered, elegantly simple and
exceptionally musical.
So come in and take one around the
track. Our friendly pit crew will be more
than happy to fire it up for you.

L..

istemng room

High end withounie attitude.

590 Central Park Avenue, Scarsdale, NY 10583. (914) 472-4558
AMC •AR •Adcom •Audio Alchemy • Basis • B.E.L. • Beyer Dynamics • CWD •California Audio Labs • Classé Audio
Conrad-Johnson •Day-Sequerra •Definitive Technology •Draper •Eminent Technology •Forsell •Fosgate •German Acoustics •Grado
Graham Eng. •Immedia •JVC Video •Jadis •Janis •Koetsu •Krell •Krell Digital •Lexicon •Magnum-Dynalab •Maranta •Nakamichi
NEAR •Niles •Nitty Gritty •Original Cable Jacket •PS Audio •Pioneer Elite •Power Wedge •ProAc •ProScan •Proton •Rock Solid
Room-Tunes •Rotel •Sharpvision •Shun Mook •Signet •Snell •Sonance •Sonus Faber •Sota •Spica •Stax •Stewart Filmscreen
Sumiko •Target •Theta •Thiel •Transparent Audio •V.P.I. •Velodyne •Wilson Audio •Wireworld •XLO •and more.
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ance and its effect on the effective frequency
response of agiven speaker (most notably
in the bass region), we must point out one
important factor: Frequency-response variations caused by the loudspeaker/room
interaction are far more prominent than
those caused by the above-noted characteristic of our amplifiers. Response variations of ±10dB (or more) are typical in
the range of20Hz to 200Hz in most audiophile listening rooms. Therefore, our overriding concern is ultimately the believability of the reproduced sonic illusion to
the most sensitive and resolving of all test
instruments, the human ear!
Thanks again, Dick, for your positive
evaluation. We look forward to your comments on some of our future amp designs,
which will once again push the envelope
of reference-caliber sound in tubeamplifier design.
CHRIS JOHNSON
CHRISIENSEN
President
VP, Marketing
JOHN SLOAN
Sonic Frontiers
VP, Product Development
GRYPHON EXORCIST
SYSTEM DEMAGNETIZER
Editor:
We would like to thank Jonathan Scull for
evaluating the sonic improvements possible from the Gryphon Exorcist. He
describes the results as being "easily discernible," with a"quieter, wider presentation coming from a'blacker,' more 'velvety' background."
We are pleased to see acomparison
between the various system-enhancement
products available today. The Exorcist is
different from other similar products in
that it is actually aminiature signal generator producing avery precise and fullbandwidth pulse tone which we feel is
essential for proper system demagnetization. We avoided using the CD medium
as avehicle for demagnetization due to the
inherent problems of signal loss and limitation in bandwidth reproduction.
DOUGLAS SPITLER
Gryphon USA
FANFARE FT-I
Editor:
I'm not quite sure how to respond to this
review. It has me somewhat overwhelmed.
Now that Ihave recovered: If Imay, I
would like to clarify some things mentioned by SS that are potentially misleading. First, the "band" switch on the remote
is for "future development." While there
are afew projects out there that are worthy
of consideration, none have been prototyped yet. However, Iam not aproponent
of "planned obsolescence" either, so Ican
only say to those who purchase an FT-1
that factory upgrades will be offered wherever appropriate.
Second, the mention of being able to
"hear" the tuner even when it is turned
"off": this occurs only when the preamplifier's volume level is turned way up. The
audio is about 70dB down. It was not
mentioned in any literature because Ifelt
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1994

many FM stations who are truly interested
in their actual sound [can have an opportunity to hear it]. Ican think of no better
way to do it than to make ademo FT-1
available to them. All they have to do is pay
the shipping and handling. A sale in this
case is much less important than the net
result of the actual test. Perhaps it's the
altruist surfacing in me, but the station will
now have a reference to go by. Who
knows? Maybe they will adjust their audio
to more pleasant and realistic levels. And
those who are already "optimizing" their
audio will be able to do even better. In any
case, it is the listener who will ultimately
benefit. Based on the success of that program, adedicated "pro" model will be on
the market come January '95.
Finally, Ithink it very important to mention that the FT-1 is aproduct ofUS design
and US manufacturing excellence. And I
have alot of people to thank for helping
me bring the FT-1 to market, especially
those out there in audio land with whom
Ihave had the pleasure of being associated
over these past 10 years.
Thank you, Stereophile. And thank you,
SS.
M ARV SOUTHCOTT
President, Fanfare Electronics

it might spark some experimentation. And,
that is usually the time when agreat big
spike decides to visit the user's audio system. Suffice it to say, it is not bothersome
to low-level audio passages from other
components.
Also, if Imay, Iwould like to mention
acouple of important features that were
not addressed in the review. One is that the
FT-1 is "field serviceable." Either of its four
PC boards are "swappable," including the
RF board, with no further alignment required. Also, the FT-1 carries alimited
three-year, transferrable warranty.
Contrary to SS's comments about having to "beg" for adifferent faceplate finish,
come June (or thereabouts) we will have
faceplates available with graphics that will
match, generally, with the motifs of several
of the major audio electronics manufacturers. More information on this and a
faceplate switch program is available by
contacting Fanfare FM. For now, only
Fanfare's original motif will be available
in 17".
Over the past few years Ihave had the
pleasure of working somewhat as an advocate for the FM listener, and for the FM station. Because of the FT-1's reference quality, it allowed an answer to aquestion
usually asked of FM stations: "How do
you know how good you sound if you
can't tell how good you sound?" The FT-1
is already in broadcast service as arepeater
demodulator, and as ameans to sample true
"off-air" quality. But it is my wish that as

MARTIN-LOGAN CLS HZ
Editor:
Thank you for reviewing our full-range
ESL, the CLS HZ. Throughout the years
the CLS has, in may ways, remained our
favorite. As Jack English described, the

VALUE
Here at Second Sound we
feel that value is as
important to our customers
as performance. VTL
products consistently
outperform competitors that
cost hundreds or thousands
more, and we are proud to
bring this value to Denver.

MB-100 Monoblocks $2990 pr

Visit soon, and you'll be

TL-5 Line Stage $2490

truly impressed.
We are!

SECOND SOUND
1875 South Broadway
Denver, C080210
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(303) 777-4449
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MEETS THE nIMES

10 Listening rooms dedicated to sound and astaff dedicated to you.

Amplifiers:

Krell Audio Standard •Spectral •
Audio Research •McCormack •Aragon

Analog:

Basis •Graham •
SME •Benz •VPI •Sota

Digital:

Krell Digital •
Theta Digital •Spectral •
Audio Research •McCormack

Tuners:

Day Sequerra •
Magnum Dynalab

Cables:

MIT •AudioQuest •0.C.O.S. •Cardas

Speakers:

Wilson Grand SLAMM •
Thiel CS5 •
BEW 800 •Wilson WATT/Puppy WHOW •WorldRadioHistory
Vandersteen •
Apogee Centaurus

1764 N. High Street
Columbus, Ohio 43101

(614) 199-0565

transparency and resolution still make it
aworld-class product.
The CLS's strengths have provided the
greatest design challenges for us as designers. The detail and midbass resolution
revealed by this product have opened our
eyes to the importance of "bass transparency." Indeed, the CLS's midbass accuracy creates amajor challenge of integration with any bass product, because it is
so accurate that the inadequacies of 99%
of bass-reproduction systems are blatantly
revealed when integrating them. This is
why the CLS has found itself in asmall cult
of avid, uncompromising music lovers, but
has not yet found itself in the larger market.
Rest assured, we are aggressively working on solutions to this issue, applying all
of the technologies today to achieve the
same resolution in the lower frequencies
that the CLS has shown in the rest of the
audio spectrum.
Thanks again for clarifying the strengths
of the CLS IIZ.
GAYLE M. SANDERS
President, Martin-Logan

A VIDEO STANDARD
Editor:
Many thanks for the listing in your "Recommended Components" issue [April 1994]
of A Video Standard. The significance of its
being the only Class A item under Home
Theater is not lost on us.
However, the price is wrong. Suggested
list for this item, LD-101, is $69.98. A correction in afuture issue would be much
appreciated.
J. TAMBLYN HENDERSON, JR.
President, Reference Recordings
HOME THX
Editor:
Thank you for your comments regarding
the Home THX Audio Program in your
May issue. We appreciate both the encouragement and the objective criticism
which your magazine has devoted to our
program. One of our tasks is to encourage the evolution of home entertainment
toward multi-channel sound for both
music and film.
Ihave only one remark regarding Larry
Archibald's comment (p.202) that (with
respect to the Home THX Audio program), "music, while important, was secondary to making dialogue intelligible?'
Our performance goals have always been
to elevate dialogue intelligibility to apoint
where it is equal to music in the minds of
speaker designers. (Indeed, all of the subjective listening tests concerning loudspeaker directivity conducted by Tomlinson Homan at the NRC were conducted
with music as the source) So much design
emphasis in recent times has been given to
increasing apparent two-channel soundstage depth and size that the basic element
of communication, the spoken word, has
received short shrift. Home THX loudspeaker design principles are dedicated to
reproducing accurately, and in balance, the
three elements of afilm soundtrack: music,
dialogue, and sound effects.
STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1994

The development of Home THX products has always been apartnership between
audio manufacturers and Lucasfilm. The
manufacturers bring to this partnership
their years of expertise in electronics and
speaker design for music reproduction.
Lucasfilm and THX bring over 17 years
of experience in multi-channel sound creation and reproduction. The open-minded
approach toward multi-channel sound evident in Stereophile will do much to ensure
that the evolution of this format, as well
as the THX approach to film sound in the
home, will benefit from the input of the
audiophile community.
PAUL R. M ATWIY
Home THX Group
HARBETH BBC LS3i5A
Editor:
In my recent "Manufacturer's Comment"
letter [Vol.17 No.1, p.235], Icommented
that the Harbeth BBC LS3/5A is still
manufactured to the original BBC CT4/
11A birch plywood cabinet specification
of 1974. Harbeth did not seek aconcession
to vary the specification, and were consequently not privy to discussions between
other licensees and the BBC. However, we
have now been passed recent correspondence that states that the BBC specification
can now be met using an MDF cabinet,
providing amandatory two layers of bitumen sheet are attached to the underside of
the back panel.
Harbeth intends to continue featuring
aplywood cabinet in our BBC LS3/5As,
as we feel more comfortable with this natural material which has, as one advantage,
lower weight. Itrust this clarifies our position.
ALAN SHAW
Harbeth Acoustics

observation of an "unwanted interaction
between the woofer's motional impedance. ..
and the rather low crossover network frequency" (April, pp.10-11) turned
out to be correct! The fix also turned out
to be aconjugate network for complex
impedance compensation. Because of the
quality parts used, there is no sonic penalty;
in fact, bass was extended by almost an
octave The woofer does have the capability
of moving alot of air—how about alinear
pp X-max of 18mm! Ialso corrected the
slight bump at 2kHz, as noted by John
Atkinson in the January review's measurements section.
Idon't think Ior anyone else has ever
flown aflawless check ride or designed a
perfect speaker; there is always room for
improvement. Your constructive criticisms are not only well taken, but also
appreciated.
MARC MCCALMONT
MACH 1Acoustics

ASM

A/vIPCLAMPS & CLAMPRACKS
Editor:
Ialways enjoy thumbing through the
"Recommended Components" issues of
Stereophile, but Iwas disturbed to see our
best-selling component rack, the RoomTune ClampRack (UltraSystems distributes
the RootnTune and Michael Green Design
products) deleted as "discontinued!' I
understand how the error may have occurred: Ihad advised you that the original AmpClamp was discontinued in favor
of the ClampRack. But the ClampRack is
alive and well. In fact, the line has recently
been expanded with a"Signature" version
of the ClampRack, our last word in mechanical resonance tuning racks. Please let
your readers know.
ROBERT STEIN
UltraSystems

MACH IDM-I0 SIGNATURE
Editor:
My products have been scrutinized by
Peter Aczel, Dick Olsher, John Atkinson,
and now Martin Colloms. This is kind of
like abiannual Flight Review or NATOPS
check ride with the likes of Chuck Yeager,
Pappy Boyington, and The Great Santini.
Ifeel honored! After aclose look, Martin's

ESOTERIC ARTUS
Editor:
Iwould like to take this opportunity to
introduce myself as the new Marketing
Manager for High End Audio Components at Esoteric Audio USA, Inc., and the
Tiffany Electronics Group, now adivision
of Esoteric Audio USA.
Iread Steven Stone's review of the Parasound HCA-2200 ll amplifier in the
March '94 issue with great interest. Ihad
the great pleasure of using this amp, along
with the MD-1500 Line Drive preamplifier and D/AC-1000 DAC, in ademonstration system with our Aliante Model One
loudspeakers at the WCES. Overall listener
response was very favorable. Iparticularly
noted the clarity and control of the amp
with avariety of music.
When Steven dropped by, he noticed the
amp, saying that he had just evaluated it and
that apositive review was forthcoming. We
both agreed that the amp was excellent,
especially for its price. Iagree with all of
Steven's points, especially the ones on the
"neutral. ..
characterless" nature, which
Ifound quite evident with the Aliantes.
By the way, the list of interconnects that

LABS & LASER ILLUSIONS
SPATIAL FILTERS
Editor:
In the April 1994 issue (Vol.17 No.4), we
noted that your "Recommended Components" list mentioned that the Spatial
Filters used in the PS Audio Lambda and
the Theta Data Basic were made by Laser
Illusions. These are actually made by ASM
Labs, Inc. Armando Martinez, the inventor
of the Spatial Filter and formerly of Laser
Illusions, has redesigned the Filters for better tolerance and more accurate tracking.
There are now nine different-size filters,
made of brass with ablack-oxide coating,
and the price is only $45. For more information, contact ASM Labs, Inc. at (800)
214-9677. Thanks for your help in clearing
this up!
DAN WEMMER
Technical Manager, ASM Labs
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Steven mentioned in the review included
the "Esoteric Artist" (sic). I'd like to set the
record straight. This cable is actually our
Esoteric Audio USA'" Altus' Hyper-Balanced'" interconnect. Steven had some very
positive comments on the sound (or lack
thereof) of these cables; we look forward
to his usual insightful and thorough comments in afuture review.
Finally, I'd like to thank Richard Schram,
Paul Brownlee, Laura Hammer, and the
rest of the gang at Parasound for the loan
of their equipment for our WCES system,
as well as all their assistance (and great
good humor!) to help out this "CES virgin."
PHIL RAYMONDO
Marketing Manager, Esoteric Audio USA
High End Audio Components
Tiffany Electronics Group
PS LABS
Editor:
Iwas surprised to see p33 of the April issue
showing a schematic of a completely
revised B&W 801M filter. It looked like a
page out of Audio Amateur. Since certain
readers may wish to attempt to build such
afilter, or modify the existing one, Iwould
like to expand on Doug Rife's statement
that "all the risk of success or failure rests
with the tinkerer."
The very high input impedance of such
acircuit lends itself to not being userfriendly, particularly if extreme care in
printed circuit board layout is not taken.
The probability of hum and noise due to

ground loops, as well as thermal and
induced sources, is high, and the interconnect between your source equipment and
the circuit must be well shielded. In Doug's
case, being experienced with such circuits
made all the difference in the world, and
he has the equipment necessary to test his
circuit before placing it in his system to listen on his new B&Ws. In other words, this
undertaking should only be attempted by
experienced builders; period.
Another consideration is the fact that his
801M acclimation process and system finetuning have just begun. Many of us have
spent much time choosing, and money
purchasing, equipment and cables to match
our tastes. This large input-impedance
change in asystem will (from apurist
standpoint) affect the sound characteristics
of the preceding interconnect and equipment, particularly for listeners not presently using B&W's filter.
Using aproven aftermarket bass-alignment filter designed to be neutral (and
compatible) is the only way to get the best
possible bass response out of apair ofloudspeakers without sacrificing sound quality,
and an audition is highly recommended.
Two possible ways to do this are to build
the described circuit properly, on awelldesigned board, mounted in awell-shielded
case, powered by awell-balanced, filtered,
regulated power supply, testing for any
abnormal DC offset or oscillations prior
to installing in your system containing a
minimum of $10k worth of equipment

Aerial •Audioquest •Ayre
CAL •Cardas •Classé Audio •Denon
Fanfare •Fosgate* •Krell •Krell Digital •Lexicon*
Martin-Logan •Meridian •Monitor Audio •Muse*
NAD* • Paradigm •PS Audio* •Rega •Rotel
Sonic Frontiers •Thiel •Transparent Cable
Vandersteen* •Vidikron* •VPI •Wadia
not available in both locations

($25k if you own 800Ms), and hope it
sounds good. Or, buy apair of Golden
Flutes by JPS Labs for $349, plug them in,
and enjoy.
JOE SKUBINSKI
Owner, JPS Labs
ODD BITS FROM
AUDIO INFLUX
Editor:
Ikeep putting off sending you this information, but I've got to clear my desk of
notes to myself. Recently you printed aletter from someone looking for service on
old Eumig equipment. In my youth I
worked for Eurnig as afield representative
until they shut down. Until afew years ago
service was still available from afellow
named Ed, in Belleville, NJ. Ed was
Eumig's service department head when
they were in operation. I've searched high
and low, called old phone numbers and got
out-of-service messages, without any luck.
I'm still looking, though, and will report
any findings to you.
On another service matter relating to
defunct companies: There are some Stereophilers out there with Garret cartridges
who may be looking for new styli. Fortunately, Arcam's cartridges use asimilar,
if not identical, stylus. We stock two of
these replacements, the EN7 elliptical tip
and the PN7 parabolic tip, at $85 and $125,
respectively. Field reports tell us that these
work just fine on the Garrets.
M ICHAEL ZEUGIN
Audio Influx

If you've got it, flaunt it!
At

Ensemble, we sell the best in high-end audio. But, that's not
all. We believe that you shouldn't have to hit the lottery just
to afford amusic system. That's why we also sell high value
components with near state-of-the-art performance at a
fraction of the cost. Maybe it's our practical New England

heritage —or maybe it's just that we think everyone
should enjoy good music systems as much as we do.

ensemble
extraordinary music +video systems

New Hampshire: 419 Amherst Street •Nashua, NH 03063 •603.886.'4742
Massachusetts: 1060 Massachusetts Ave •Arlington, MA 02174 •617.648.4434
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SOUND STAGE FIVE
Editor:
In your April 1994, Vol.17 No.4 issue, on
p.89, one of our products, The Sound Stage
Five, was mentioned at aprice of $3990.
This price information is very wrong. The
correct price should be $6990.
STEVE CHAPPELL
Designer, Sound Stage Systems
MUSE
Editor:
As Stereophile is recognized as one of the
leading audio publications involved in both
objective and subjective evaluation of audio
equipment, we wish to make some comments regarding the tests used within the
magazine to evaluate digital audio equipment. At the outset, we wish to commend
the editors, and in particular Robert Harley,
for the stimulating and penetrating articles on the evolution ofdigital audio equipment published in recent years.
One of the routinely published results
attempts to evaluate the character of the
product under test by applying aOciB
sequence of digitally produced squarewaves (such as is available on track 16 of
the CBS CD-1 standard test disc). We consider this test flawed in two areas.
First, as this is afull-scale test, the magnitude of the ripple component is masked
by the truncation of any components that
would exceed either positive or negative
full scale. This can easily be seen in any
number of tests published in Stereophile,
where asquarewave is shown with its ripple components clipped at both the top and
bottom. This illustration shows aripple
component of only one half the magnitude
that will be encountered in normal listening (excepting the extremely rare flail-scale,
OdB passages).
Second, aclever digital filter designer
could go about masking this effect so as
to appear in your test to exhibit none of
these characteristics. It would be arelatively
simple matter to place afew extra lines of
code in the software that instructs the ALU
ola digital signal processor that, if it sees
the words representing positive full scale
(7FFF hex) or negative full scale (8001 hex),
to simply output these words unchanged
(coupled with linear interpolation for oversampling purposes, and perhaps padded
with zeros for a20-bit converter). This
would remain true whether the digital filter
was of ageneral-purpose or applicationspecific nature. Such afilter would reproduce the before-mentioned squarewaveperfictly (assuming an analog stage with good
impulse response). This is despite the fact
that any lesser-amplitude squarewave may
be significantly distorted. This is due to the
normally engaged section of the filter
suffering from, say, the commonly observed ripples and overshoots (the so-called
Gibb's phenomenon) produced by conventional low-pass FIR filters. One can see that
the results of this test are, at best, of dubious
value. We suggest that an alternative test,
consisting of alower-amplitude signal of
perhaps 1
/ full scale (sequences of 3FFF
2
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hex alternating with C001 hex), would
provide much improved results. Note that
a reduced-amplitude squarewave test
would be far less corruptible, since any
attempt to force perfect reproduction
would likely interfere with the processing
of music. In fact, this would be an excellent signal to provide on afuture Stereophile
test disc.
While on the subject of time-domain
measurements, we would like to suggest
that Stereophile include an impulse response
test (such as is available on track 17 of the
CBS disc). The use of asimple DSO-captured measurement would do much to
show the true nature of the product under
test. It is worth noting that most digital
processors fare very poorly when performing this task.
A recent trend has been to publish measurements of timing-clock jitter. It is our
opinion that too much emphasis is being
placed in this area. We have observed with
amusement the claims of some who have
asserted the need to reduce jitter to absurdly low levels, even as small as lOps (ten
millionths of amillionth of asecond)!
Proponents of low jitter have amply
demonstrated, in principle, the pernicious
effects of this phenomenon when presented in significant amounts. However,
with the routine levels ofjitter exhibited
by the majority of today's processors and
transports, this should manifest itself as
inconsequentially tiny amounts of noise
or harmonic distortion. We believe that this
is the reason that Stereophile has not demonstrated acorrelation between its jitter measurements and the perceived sound quality
of digital equipment. Indeed, in our experiments, two digital processors—which only
differed in that one unit had been augmented with what could only be described as
truly heroic anti-jitter circuitry—were
found to be indistinguishable when compared under blind listening-test conditions.
We should point out that both units had
moderately low timing-clock jitter even
before the additional circuitry was added
to the one. It appears to us that, while low
jitter cannot be bad, it is most certainly not
apanacea.
A persistent problem with most digital equipment, rarely mentioned in print,
is audio signals contaminated with RFI
(radio frequency interference) generated
inside the chassis. A routine measurement
of this is desirable. One possibility would
be to show an FFT plot of the band from
100kHz to 50MHz (or beyond), measured
at the analog output jacks for aprocessor
being fed digital zero. This has become
routine practice in our testing procedure.
We should mention that, under some circumstances, aggressive attempts to attenuate jitter can significantly raise RFI levels
within the chassis, to the possible detriment of the overall sound.
In addition to the above-stated issues,
we would like to suggest that Stereophile
omit the grossly exaggerated vertical-scale
graph used to show de-emphasis error and
replace it with asimple comment that the
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difference lies in what one expects from a
unit under test either was or was not within
acceptable limits. After some investigation,
speaker or audio system, defined by two
we have found that no mastering facility
simple choices:
1) The audio system acts as aprocessor,
presently uses any pre-emphasis: indeed,
the only CD that we have found with preimparting aparticular sound on everything
going through it by artificially modifying
emphasis is track 12 of the CBS test disc—
included to test this function.
the source. A one-word description of this
In our efforts to develop better digital
approach is "taste!'
audio playback equipment, it has been our
2) The audio system is areproducer,
experience that not every incremental
capable of nothing more than an accurate
re-creation of the original sonic event. This
improvement in the electronics (as viewed
approach can also be summed up with one
from apure engineering standpoint) yields
word: "truth!'
consequent gains in sound quality. During
Before anyone jumps to embrace the secour development phase, we encountered
ond, Velodyne wishes to state emphatically
afamiliar pattern: An earnest modification
that, in our view, there is really no correct
to acircuit was made and the sound would
answer to this dilemma. Unlike many in
seem to improve—sometimes astonishthe audio establishment, we do not preingly so—but the difference between the
tend to be in the sophistry business. We
modified and unmodified units would fail
have had some commercial and critical sucto show up under blind listening tests. Not
cess in the audio-component manufactursurprisingly, we found this to be avery
ing business, however, and it is solely due
frustrating and humbling experience.
to our steadfast adherence to the truth as
Nevertheless, we have consistently taken
defined in number two. Indeed, aVelodyne
the view that, if asubjective improvement
product is, by design, incapable of offering
in sound quality could not be proved using
anything but the signal present in the original
ablind listening test, then the improvement
recording. Call it consistency, vision, or
was not considered significant. We feel that
"designer tunnel vision"—our products
the use of this rigorous proof has resulted
are simply not designed with a"voice,"
in improvements that satisfy both the sub"signature," or "character."
jective and objective evaluations of acircuit
Which brings us to the DF-661. The
under scrutiny. In this context, it is worth
lack of midbass presence noted in the
reminding oneself that listening to music
review is hardly afrequency-response
is an acutely emotional experience; therefore, one's response at any given moment
problem. It is the only way adistortionfree loudspeaker can reproduce music.
depends on one's emotional state. This is
Frankly, we're surprised that John failed
the reason that the same recording played
to recognize this "nobassiness phenomeon the same system might sound extremely
non" (sorry about that; our engineers are
pleasing on one evening and mysteriously
much better at acoustics than semantics)
uninvolving on another. Now, while we
for what it is. No amount of frequencywould never suggest that reviewers cease
response manipulation of atrue distortionsubjective reviews (heaven forbid!), these
free design will re-create the warm, mellow
facts serve to remind us of what one is up
sound byproducts of distortion that Steagainst.
reophik apparently feels belong in aspeaker.
Stereophile's attempts to link subjective
That the DF-661 staunchly resisted your
evaluation to objective measurement are
very worthwhile, but we maintain that a efforts to muddy its sound with an equalizer and by changing room placement simtest protocol containing measurements of
ply proves our point. We could have saved
largely academic parameters naturally
you the trouble.
encourages manufacturers to devote time
John, your review essentially made a
and energy in those areas (ie, those that are
list of the DF -661's shortcomings. We'd
expected to be measured by reviewers).
like to add afew more. It will not overInversely, the omission of important tests
accentuate an orchestral crescendo. It will
directs attention away from some very gernot mute atrumpet's blare. It refuses to
mane issues.
inject warm, bassy overtones back into
We hope that you find these suggestions
helpful. We welcome further discussion of recordings if they do not belong there. It
cannot, and should not, make abad recordthese topics. Keep up the good work.
ing sound good, including Queen's Live
GRAHAM HARDY, PH.D.
at Wembley '86.
KEVIN HALVERSON, VP ENGINEERING
What it will do is reproduce vocals
Muse Electronics
with astonishing clarity, something many
listeners, dealers, and critics have noted,
VELODYNE DF-66I
and something oddly missing from this
Editor:
review. As we patiently explained during
That Velodyne would put such effort into
our visit to your headquarters in March,
developing aDistortion-Free loudspeaker
we engineered for clarity and removed dis—and that John Atkinson would so strenutortion to achieve it. This alone makes the
ously take the finished product to task—
DF -661 capable of doing things no other
illustrates not so much adisagreement
speaker can. There are plenty of products
over aproduct design but adifference in
on the market that sound as if they were
philosophies. After all, John himself concluded that our design does everything we
designed using an acoustical cookie-cutter,
with all the "tonality" one could want. But
claim by reproducing music with acomsuch products are not made by Velodyne
plete lack of harmonic distortion. The
WorldRadioHistory
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and never will be.
M USIC REFERENCE RM-9
Our servo-subwoofers underwent the
MK.II
same process. They, too, earned areputaEditor:
tion by refusing to add any artificial bossThere has been at least one letter questioniness to music. Interestingly, your original
ing our RM-9 Mk.II amplifier's removal
review [1986] of the Velodyne ULD 18
from "Recommended Components!' We
was so negative it ended with the phrase
who invest enough time in our designs
"caveat emptor," and it was withheld from
initially to avoid the necessity of modifipublication.' That same model, essentially
cations are penalized by Stereophik's practice
unchanged, is not on your "Recommended
of removing acurrently produced unit
Components" list. So whatever "musicalfrom the list after three years. Ever heard
ity" is, it's safe to state that there is no
of "oldies but goodies"? That's my two
agreement—even in Stereophile—on how
cents' worth about mods and updates.
to achieve it. One either engineers for the
Dick Olsher [is currently auditioning]
truth or styles for aparticular type of an R/v1-9 Mk.II for aFollow-Up review
sound. The difference between the two is
...The design changes involve raising the
the gap between asonic stimulant and a power output 25%, along with the addisedative. Some people want sedatives—
tion of several user-friendly features and
it's okay to make achoice.
sonic improvements.
Your review was totally correct in
The RM-5 is now Mk.III, and is sonicdescribing the DF-661 as sounding unlike
ally unchanged. The primary change is the
anormal speaker. Of course, the idea ofsetaddition of another input (CD) and dual
tling for a"normal" speaker is sure to be
output jacks. All jacks are still gold, and
rejected by Stereophik readers who aren't
ofimproved design over the Mk.II. Russian
dead from the wallet up. Regardless of the
6922 tubes are now standard.
outcome, our DF-661 is sure to provoke
ROGER A. MODJESKI
controversy and curiosity. In this respect,
Music Reference
we sincerely thank Stereophik for its
contribution to our effort!
MARK CERASUOLO, DAVID HALL

STEREOPHILE'S

AUDIO MART
CLASSIFIED 505/983-9106
The
Audiophiles'
Marketplace
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Velodyne Acoustics, Inc.
1Dick Olsher's planned 1986 review of the Velodyne
ULD-18 never saw the light of day because we could
not determine whether the original review sample was
performing to specification or not. A subsequent sample
was favorably reviewed by Larry Greenhill in Vol.12
No.10.
—JA
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Walden Books
4279 W. Rt 64
Naperville
Quintessence Audio
20 W. Jefferson St
Orland Park
Sound and Vision
14474 LaGrange Rd
Palatine
The Sound Lab
833 N. Quentin Rd
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Peoria
Sound of Peoria
105 E. Arcadia
Saint Charles
Audiophile of St. Charles
411 S. Second St
Springfield
King's Stereo
225 Highland Ave

Looney Tunes Records
1106 Boylstcri St
Brookline
Audio Studio
414 Harvard St
Cambridge
Audio Lab
36 JFK St
Harvard Cooperative Society
Palmer St
Looney Tunes II
1001 Massachusetts Ave
C
I
Audio
95 Vassar St
Framingham
Natural Sound
401 Worcester Rd
Needham
You Do It Electronics
40 Franklin S:
Northampton
Sound and Music
351 Pleasant St
Pittsfield
HBS Stereo Systems
237 First St
Shrewsbury
Goodwin's Aulio
196 Boston Turnpike Rd
Worcester
O'Coin's
239 Mill St

INDIANA
Bloomington
Campus Audio
883 S. College Mall Rd
Fort Wayne
Three Rivers Audio
4003 S. Wayne
Indianapolis
Ye Olde Hi Fi Shoppe
824 E. 64th St
IOWA
Bettendorf
Reference Audio Video
2306-A Spruce Hills Dr
Davenport
Audio Odyssey
1718 E. Kimberly Rd
Des Moines
Audio Logic
5733 Urbandale Ave
Iowa City
Hawkeye Audio
401 S. Gilbert St
KANSAS
Wichita
Custom Sound
830 S. Hillside
KENTUCKY
Lexington
The Music Room
903-D E. Third St
LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys Audio Specialties
711 Jefferson Hwy
New Orleans
Wilson Audio
8001 Maple St
MARYLAND
Baltimore
Soundscape
406 W. Cold Spring Ln
Bethesda
High Tech Services
7700 Old Georgetown Rd
Burtonsville
JS Audio
15454 Old Columbia Pike
Ellicott City
An Die Musik
3300-A Centennial Ln
Gramaphone
9005 Chevrolet
Kensington
Soundworks
10534 Connecticut Ave
Laurel
High Tech Service 8. Exchange
14209 Baltimore Ave
Lutherville
Gramaphone
10801 Tony Dr
Rockville
Needle in aHaystack
785 Rockville Pike
Silverspring
Capitol Classics Newsstand
14446 Layhill Rd
Towson
An Die Musik
One Investment Pr Annex Bldg
MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Audio Vision #2
1060 Massachusetts Ave
Boston
Audio Studio
303 Newbury St

MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor
S.K.R. Classical
539 E. Liberty
Dearborn
Almas Hi-Fi Stereo
15031 Michigan Ave
Ferndale
Imagery
2907 Horton
Iron Mountain
Sound City USA
dba Sound North
1220 S. Steprenson Ave
Rochester
Audio Video Systems
3250 Rochester Rd
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
4128 N. Woodward Ave
Saginaw
Listening Roam #2
1305 Court S:
Traverse City
The Sound Room
1331 S. Airport Rd
Waterville
The Music Gallery
18 1
/ Silver St
2
West Bloomfield
Soundquest Audio
6127 Ledgeway Dr
MINNESOTA
Hopkins
Audio Video Dimensions
1011 E. Excelsior Blvd
Hi End Audio
740 11th Ave S.
Minneapolis
Audio Perfection
7401 Lyndale Ave S.
HiFi Sound Electronics
1226 Harmon PI
Needle Doctor
419 14th Ave SE
Rochester
Amalgamated Audio
40 SE Fourth St
MISSOURI
Columbia
Keith Audio Group
10 W. Nifong Blvd
St. Louis
Best Sound Company
227 N. Lindbergh Bloc
Flip's Stereo Place
9556 Watson Rd
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Great St. Louis Sound Co.
1341 S Lindbergh #1

Ridgewood
Sounding Board
75 Franklin Ave
Denton
Hal's Stereo 8Video
U.S. Rt 1at Texas Ave
Verona
Audio Connection
615 Bloomfield Ave
West Caldwall
Woodbridge Stereo
1103 Bloomfield Ave
Woodbridge
Woodbridge Stereo Center
751 Amboy Ave

MONTANA
Bozeman
Thirsty Ear Hi Fi
9E. Main St
NEBRASKA
Omaha
Stereo West
7425 Dodge St
NEVADA
Las Vegas
Image 8Sound
3021 S Valley View #103

NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Audio Solution
6062 Stauback Ave NW
Hudson's Audio Center
7611 Menaul Blvd NE
Page One Newsstand
11200 Montgomery Blvd NE
Sound Consultant
9517 Avenida del Oso NE
Sound Ideas
1624 Eubank Blvd NE
Santa Fe
Audio Designs
1711-B Llano Rd
The Candyman
851 St. Michaels Dr
Downtown Subscription
376 Garcia St
Galisteo News
201 Galisteo St
Rare Bear
1303 Corrillos Rd

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Camera Shop of Hanover
15 S. Main St
Dartmouth Bookstore
33 S Main St
Milford
Book Ends
185 Elm St
Nashua
Audio Ensemble
419 Amherst St
NEW JERSEY
Cherry Hill
NDS Audio
dba Sassafras Audio
1720 E. Rt 70
Deptford
Hi Fi Connection
136 Rt 41
East Brunswick
Electro Works
545 Hwy 18
Marlton
Hi Fi Connection
RD 1, Rt 73
Middletown
Stereo Dynamics
1670 Hwy 35
Montclair
Cohen's
635 Bloomfield
Morristown
Sight 8Sound
60 Speedwell Ave

NEW YORK
Albany
Altair Audio
1980 Central Ave
Records NSuch
Stuyvesant Plaza
Brooklyn
Ubiquity Distributors
607 Degraw St
Buffalo
Speaker Shop
3604 Main St

Stereo Exchange
627 Broadway
Union Square Magazine Shop
200 Park Ave S.
between 17th 8 18th Sts
Pleasantville
Audio Excellence
343 Manville Rd
Queens
T.D. Electronics
115-36 229th St

Flushing
Lodestar Audio
137-72 Northern Blvd
Great Neck
Discriminating Ear
973 Northern Blvd
Lake Grove
Audio Den, Ltd.
Smith Haven Plaza
2021 Nesconset Hwy
Latham
Clark Music In Albany
1075 Troy Schenectady Rd
Libeity
Harbor Record Export
10 Chestnut St
Liverpool
Audio Excellence NY
4974 Alexis Dr
Signature Sound
8217 Molson Way (by appt.)
Lynbrook
American Audiophile Trading
373 Sunrise Hwy
Merrick
Performance Audio
2064 Sunrise Hwy
Mount Kisco
Fox 8Sutherland
15 S. Moger Ave
The Sound Mill
115 Main St
Nanuet
Stereo Exchange
148 E. Rt 59

Rochester
Fairport Soundworks
3400 Monroe Ave
Rowe Audio
1737 Mt. Hope
Sound Concepts
2314 Monroe Ave
Scarsdale
Listening Room
590 Central Park Ave
Syracuse
Clark Music
2922 Ene Blvd E.
Gordon Brothers
2739 Erie Blvd E.
Mainly Disc
2739 Erie Blvd E.
Walton
Audio Classics
US Post Office Bldg
West Babylon
Audio Visions
1067 Montauk Hwy
NORTH CAROLINA
Boone
Mr Audio
Rt 6, Box 21, Hwy 105 S.
Cary
Advanced Audio
1263 Kildaire Farm Rd
Durham
Audio Visions
4600 Chapel Hill Blvd
Raleigh
Audio Advice
6701-101 Glenwood Ave
Winston-Salem
Platinum Audio
133 Jonestown Rd

New York
Audio Arts
101 Crosby St, 2nd Floor
Dina Magazines
270 Park Ave S.
J8R Music World
23 Park Row
Lyric Hi-Fi
1221 Lexington Ave
The Magazine Store
30 Lincoln Plaza
Park Avenue Audio
425 Park Ave S.
Sound by Singer
18 E. 16th St

OHIO
Cincinnati
Ohio Valley Audio
5330 Glenway Ave
Stereo Lab
4582 Montgomery
Columbus
Needle in aHaystack
2384 Wellesley Ln
Progressive Audio
1764 N. High St
Stereo Lab
2244 Neil Ave
Dayton
Audio Etc..
2616 Col. Glenn Hwy
Dublin
Audio Encounters
4271 W. Dublin Granville Rd
Findlay
House of Hindenach
830 N. Main St
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
12611 Madison Ave
Lyndhurst
Hi-Tech Hi Fi 8Video
5280 Mayfield Rd
Toledo
Jamiesons'
5431 Monroe
Paragon Sound
5450 Monroe St
OKLAHOMA
Arnoldsville
The Sound Station
601 SE Frank Phillips Blvd
Tulsa
K-Labs Audio
4715 E. 41st St
OREGON
Beaverton
Chelsea Audio
7733 SW Citrus Dr
Corvallis
Northwest Audio Labs
1557 NW Monroe
Eugene
Acoustic Sciences Corp.
245 Jackson St

Portland
Chelsea Audio
935 SW Washington St
Fred's Sound of Music
3760 SE Hawthorne Blvd
Sixth 8Washington News
617 SW Washington St
PENNSYLVANIA
Allentown
Take 5Visual Sound Systems
1985 S Fifth St
Ardmore
Danby Radio
15 W. Lancaster Ave
Berwyn
Soundex
747 Berwyn Ave
Camp Hill
Hi Fi House
3300 Simpson Ferry Rd
Carlisle
Sound Solutions
150 M.J. Mall
Doylestown
Trac Records
Doylestown Shopping Center
Erie
Custom Audio
1550 W. 26th St
Harrisburg
Hi Fi House
3350 Paxton St
I.P.D. Distribution Services
2323 Woodlawn St
Jenkintown
The Stereo Trading Outlet
320 Old York Rd
Philadelphia
David Lewis Audio
8010 Bustleton Ave
Pittsburgh
Audio Options
5824 Forbes Ave
Mook's Audio
3047 W. Liberty Ave
Selinsgrove
Village TV 8Stereo Shop
19 N. Market St
State College
Wescott Audio
1909 Norwood Ln

Hear what you've been missing
at Ambrosia Audio
Ambrosia Features:

AMBROSIA

Electronics:MBL•Convergent AudioTechnology•BEL

Audio & Video
The Ultimate in Sound and Value!

•Ca ry Aticlio•Melos•Encore•Crown•Muse•McCormack
•Reference LineAudio Valve•Times One•Ensemble
•Inmedia•Pioneer•Parasound•Rotel•Speakers: MBL
*Rush Sound •Muse #18•PSB•N.E.A.R.•Green Mountain
Audio•PBN•JM Labs•Purist Audio Design•Innovac•Fosgate
•Kinergetics•Interconnects: XL0 & XLO Signature. PAD.
.A.H.T.•Van Den Hut. RAJ•KimberBel Labs•Marigo Audio Labs
•Flatlinelmmedia/ICHOR•Reference Line•Aural Symphonics
•Illuminati•Sonoran Audio Designs•Expressive Tech
•Digital: MSBTech•EAD•Vimak• Monarchy•Audio Alchemy
•Inmedia•Audio Lab•Rotel•Analog: VPI•Forsell•Lyra•Benz
•Dynavector•Blue PointeSumiko•VVheaton. A.H.T.•Expressive
Tech•Nitty Gritty •and most arms, tables, and cartridges.
•Miscellaneous: Cable Jackets, Shun Monk, M.I.T. ZStabilizer.

We Proudly Endorse The Cable Jacket
and Shun Mook Products.

•Video•Fosgate•THX•Hitachi. Pioneer•Grado•Line Rover
*Power Wedge•Absolute Power•Audio Prism•PAC IDOS & DIF

See Reviews, Stereophile Nov. 1993, TAS #89, Summer 1993

•Bright StarCombak Devices•Marigo Audio Labs•Xantech
•Arcici•Standesign•Sofid Steel•Bedini StabilizerCD Absolver
*Room Tunes Tube Traps•Mic,roscamTweeks•Cones•Dynatleet
*Tubes (new and NOS.) Most stands and racks•CD's and records.

Mpingo Discs
Finally a near
invisible room
treatment that
actually works!!!
And mitre.

Ambrosia Audio 8i Video

Backed by Ambrosia's Money Back Guarantee!
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2337 Roscomare Road, Suite 6
Los Angeles, CA 90077
310-440-5522 Fax 310-440-5526
Credit Cards•Shipoino•Trades Welcome
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Tipton
Tipton Audio Video
U.S. At 220
Willow Grove
Soundex
1100 Easton Rd
PUERTO RICO
San Juan
Nova Electronics
Ave De Diego 270 Interior
Puerto Nuevo
RHODE ISLAND
Providence
Ocean State Audio
180 Angell St
SOUTH CAROLINA
Greenville
American Audio
101 Verdae Blvd #800
Rock Hill
Record Cellar
Rock Hill Galeria
2301 Dale Lyle Blvd #192
TENNESSEE
Johnson City
The Soundroom
701 W. Market St
Knoxville
Hi Fi House
8373 Kingston Pike #900
ta Vergne
Ingram Periodicals
1226 Heil-Quaker Blvd #31
Madison
Audio Video Environments
1719 Gallatin Rd
Nashville
Cumberland Audio
4119 Hillsboro Rd
Nicholson's Stereo
115 19th Ave S.
TEXAS
Amarillo
Don's Hi-Fidelity
200 Westgate Pkwy
Sound Systems, Ltd.
2502 Paramount
Austin
Cochran Corp.
2830 Real St

Dallas
Audio Insight
13929 N. Central Expwy #G441
Fine Print Distributors
6448 Hwy 290 E. #13-104
Krystal Clear Audio
4433 McKinney Ave
Preston Trail AudioNideo
3953 Beltline Rd
Shakespeare Beethoven
Galleria #3200
El Paso
Sound guest
6800 Gateway E ID
Houston
Esoteric Ear
15219 Stuebner Airline #32-B
The Groove Audio Video
2624 Westheimer
Lubbock
The Sound Wave
Salem Village
4601 S. Loop 289 #13
UTAH
Centerville
Ovation Audio
625 N. 1250 W. #2
Orem
Crandall Audio
1202 N. State St
Salt Lake City
Audio Design
1500 S. 15th St E.
Audition Audio
2144 Highland Dr
VERMONT
S. Burlington
Audio Den
100 Dorset St
South Burlington
Audio Video Authority
1519 Shelburne Rd
VIRGINIA
Abingdon
Alpine Audio
323 W. Main St
Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio
5720 Pickwick Rd

Falls Church
High Technology Electronic
Services
228 W. Broad St
Richmond
Audio AA
2215 E. Broad St
Stereo Trading Post
8705 W. Broad St
Virginrn Beach
Digital Sound
6477 College Park Sq
WASHINGTON
Bellevue
Digital Discs
Silver Platters
2495 140th Ave NE
Eastside Daily Planet News
15600 NE Eighth #33
The Vikings
15015 Main St
Everett
Audio Waves
607 SE Everett Mall Way
Seattle
Bulldog News
4208 University Way NE
Definitive Audio
6017 Roosevelt Way NE
Hawthorne Stereo
6315 Roosevelt Way NE
University Bookstore
4326 University Way NE
Silverdale
Nuts About Hi Fi
10100 Silverdale Way
WASHINGTON, DC
Tower Video #630
2000 Pennsylvania Ave
WEST VIRGINIA
South Charleston
Absolute Sound
4008 MacCorkle Ave
WISCONSIN
Cudahy
Cudahy News &Hobby
4758 S. Packard Ave
Germantown
Nobis Technologies
N.114 W.18605 Clinton Dr

Glendale
Sound Investments
2500 W. Silver Spring Dr
Green Bay
Hi Fi Heaven
2781 S Oneida St
Madison
Specialized Sound
621 S. Gammon Rd
University Audio
402 S. Park St
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon I
2551 Eighth St S.

Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W. Broadway
1150 Robson St
2388 W. Fourth Ave
674 Granville St, 4th Floor
Elite Electronics
2220 W. Broadway #101
Sikora's Classical Records
432 W. Hastings St
The Soundroom
2803 W. Broadway
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St

CANADA
National Distributors
DeWinton, Alberta
Ruehle Marketing
Box 24. Site One. RR1

NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
5560 Morris St

ALBERTA
Calgary
KM Audio
1424 Fourth St SW
Loyalty Sound, Ltd.
1107 Eighth St SW
Smart Audio Video
4216 12th St NE #1
Sounds of Music
220 Seventh Ave SW
The Boutique of Sound
1333 Eighth St SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
10745 124th St
Audio Plus
9934 82nd Ave

ONTARIO
Concord
Audio One
3200 Steeles Ave W.
Hamilton
Village Audio-West dale
1059 King St W. #2
Kingston
House of Sounds
277 Princess St
Vern Napier's Cameras
333 Phncess St
London
London Audio
716 York St
Multimag
150 Dundas St #3
Oakville
Oakville Audio
210 Lakeshore Rd E.
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave
Euphonics Audio 8. Video
685 Bank St
Stereo Trading Post
242 1
/ Bank St
2
Pembroke
Pembroke Audio Video
69 Pembroke St W.

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Burnaby
Book Warehouse
4820 Kingsway #M163
Coqultlam
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave
Courtenay
Clarion Books 8. Music
480 Sixth St
Richmond
Book Warehouse
6340-9 No.3 Rd

Petawawa
Pacific Sound
2Victoria St
Peterborough
The Audio Room. Ltd.
300 George St N.
Rexdale
Audio Empire
1003 Albion Rd
Richmond Hill
American Sound
9108 Yonge St
Scarborough
Audio Excellence
1600 Brimley Rd #2
Sudbury
Total Sight &Sountl
818 Barrydown Rd
Thornhill
Brack Electronics North
7616 Yonge St
Toronto
Bay Bloor Radio
55 Bloor St W.
Brack Electronics
69 Front St E.
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W.
L'Atelier Grigorian
70 Yorkville Ave
Unionville
Digital Hi-End
Unit 3-5221, Hwy 7
Waterloo
Soundstage
59 Regina St N.

QUEBEC
Anjou
Son-Or
7339 St-Zotique
Montréal
Opus Audio
5154 boul. Décane
Québec
C.O.R.A.
131-18 Rue E
Ste-Foy
ROTAC électronique
2873 Chemin Ste-Foy

Premium tubes developed specifically for audio by British audiophiles and engineers.
'Judging by the quality and sonic superiority of the Golden Dragon 12AX7 and EL34, this venture is the best thing to have happened to tubes since the
heyday of the likes of M-0 Valve and Mullard the Golden Dragon goal of premium tubes rivaling the best ever made appears to have been realized':
-Dick Olsher, Stereophile, Vol. 14, No. 11, November 1991

TWIN TRIODES
•ECC85/6A08
12AT7A
12AU7A
12AX7A
60,18
12AT7A Gold Pin
12AU7A Gold Pin
12AX7A Gold Pin
6DJ8 Gold Pin
•6SL7GT
•6SN7GT
•EF86 Gold

POWER TUBES
EL84/6805
E84L/7189
•6V6GT
EL34
•E34L
6L6GC
5881

Each
14.00
16.00
16.00

Low Noise
24.00
26.00

Match Pair
38.00
42.00

Low Noise
& Matched
62.00
66.00

26.00

42.00

66.00

16.00
22.00
22.00
22.00
22.00
29.00
22.00
20.00
22.00

26.00
37.00
32.00
32.00
32.00
44.00

42.00
66.00
54.00
54.00
54.00
80.00
54.00
50.00
54.00

66.00
96.00
78.00
78.00
78.00
110.00

Pairs

Sextet
80.00
101.00
140.00

Octet
108.00
136.00
188.00

52.00
64.00

Quads
52.00
66.00
92.00
112.00
136.00

228.00
276.00

42.00
54.00

92.00

170.00
206.00
140.00

116.00

176 00

22.00
29.00
42.00

188.00
236.00

6550A
KT66
•KT88
KT88S
•807
'EL509/6KG6A
*50CA10

Pairs
90.00
54.00
120.00
142.00
64.00
42.00
176.00

US exclusively by

Sextet

Octet

284 00
176.00
374.00

380 00
236.00
500.00

440.00
206 00
140.00
542.00

588.00
276.00
188.00
724.00

228.00
228.00
304.00
716.00

344.00
344.00
458.00
1076.00

460.00
460.00

376.00
128.00
376.00

566.00
194.00

POWER TRIODES
2A3
2A3 Octal
211
300B
'805
811A
845

110.00
110.00
148.00
354.00
184.00
60.00
184.00

RECTIFIERS
•5AR4

Each
23 00

•GZ34
•GZ37

23.00
19 00

RO, BOX 48865 •SARASOTA, FL 34230 •813-925-1220 FAX
Distributed in the

Quads
188.00
116.00
24800
292.00
136.00
92.00
360.00

566.00

612.00
1436.00
756.00
260.00
756.00

5U4G

Each
19.00

*85A2

14.00

'NEW

TUBES BY DESIGN
813 925 3483
WorldRadioHistory
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AUSTRALIA

GERMANY

IRAN

National Distributor
Hawthorne, 3122 Victoria
Audio 0Imports
544 Burwood Rd, 1st Floor

National Distributor
Frankfurt
Eclectic Audio
Fichtenweg 7
65366 GeisenheimStephanshausen
6000 Frankfurt-Main 75
Rhein-Main
Audio/Photo Centre
Rhein-Main Air Base

National Distributor
Teheran CF 11316
Gramophone Company
Ave Djomhouri Eslami
Rue Massoud Saad No.21

CIS &BALKAN STATES
Russia
125171 Moscow
Neo Tek
Leningradskoe Shosse 18 #212

GREECE

CROATIA
Split 58000
Media Audio
Trogirskih Zrtava 1

National Distributor
111 42 Athens
N.M. Acoustics
63 Herakliou Ave

DENMARK
National Distributor
Charlottenlund DK-2920
Matrix Aps
Viggo Rothes Vet 23
Copenhagen
Fredgaard Radio
Norrevold 17
Hi -Fi Entusiasten
Tagensvej 162
Rungsted
Hi -Fi Huset
Pennehave 7
Vejle
SK Sound
Vissingsgade 71

FRENCH WEST INDIES
97212 St. Joseph, Martinique
Frequence Audio Conseil
Dauber Salubre, RC 91A3.37

HONG KONG

MALAYSIA

National Distributor
Col. Mixcoac C.P. 03910
Mexico 19, DF
Heaven Sound
Blvd Adolfo Lopez Mateos 1384

INDONESIA

SWITZERLAND

National Distributor
Cluezon City
Ramcar
78 Greenmeadows Ave
Greenmeadows Subdivision

National Distributor
Tokyo 150
AXISS Corporation
2-34-27 Jingumae
Shibuya-ku

ICELAND

Jakarta 11230
MOS Electronics
96 Pasar Pagi

NORWAY

PHILIPPINES

JAPAN

National Distributor
60000 Kuala Lumpur
The Sound Stage Sdn Bhd
10 JIn Tun Mohd Fuad
2Taman Tun Dr Ismael

National Distributor
125 Reykjavik
Steini HF, S. Danielsson
Skulagata 61

SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Sane Audio Elite
Padre Jot re, 22

National Distributor
5082 Eidsvaagneset
Audio Media
Fagerbk. 8

National Distributor
County of Dublin
Cloney Audio
55 Main St Blackrock

YE Audio, Ltd.
Room 203, Man Yee Bldg
60 Des Voeux Rd
YE Audio, Ltd.
248 Ocean Terminal
Kowloon

MEXICO

NETHERLANDS

PORTUGAL
National Distributor
2700 Amadora
Ajasom
Praceta Jose Regio N8-A
Damaia de Baixo

SINGAPORE
National Distributor
Stereophile Audio
1Coleman St
#04-40/45 The Adelphi
Singapore 0617

SOUTH AFRICA

National Distributor
Amsterdam 1079 HR
Rat HiFi/Stereo
Rynstraat 142-150

Alberton 1450
Hi Fi Excellence
P.O. Box 2903

Geneva
Hi -Fi Portier
11 Rue Verdaine

TAIWAN
National Distributor
Taipei
Audio Vertex
4F No.2 141 Ln
Chung Stan N. Road Sec. 7

THAILAND

Audio Technica
AT-ML170

VENEZUELA

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
National Distributor
Dubai
AudioTecb Electronics
P.O. Box 8469

YI

ortobn
Stanton 881 Mklls

• PICKERING

siougE

We still carry 78 rpm
replacement styli
/\

Dynavector

London
Audio T
190 West End Ln
Douglas Brady Hi Fi
18 Monmouth St
Covent Garden
KJ Leisuresound
26 New Cavendish St
Manchester
Music Room
50 Bridge St
Reading Berks
Reading Hi Fi
Harris Arcade, Friar St
Swansea
Audio Excellence
9High St

Caracas
Ardica
321 Prados del Este

CARTRIDGES
Your analog source.

Bang&Olufsen

UNITED KINGDOM
Bristol
Audio Excellence
65 Park St
Cardiff
Audio Excellence
134/6 Cryws Rd
Glasgow G2
Music Room
98 Bath St
Gloucester
Audio Excellence
58 Bristol Rd

Bangkok
Elite Home Entertainment
Amarin Plaza, 3rd Floor
Rajprasong Int. Section
Focal
207 Bangkok Bazaar
Rajadarmi Rd
Future Led
Amen Plaza, 3rd Floor
Pleonchit Rd
Pathumwan, Rumpinee

Since 1972

audio technic.

audioquest

IRELAND

NEW ZEALAND
National Distributor
Petone, Wellington
D.R. Britton
3Sydney St

signet

Shure V15 V-MR

sTaNTon

(liM)0
Sumiko
Blue Point
Special

rOfTSU

Dealer Inquiries
Invited

To place an order or for pricing call
toll-free (U5 or Canada)

1-800-221-0906

KONTAK

NY State: 516-599-1112

FM: 516-599-2027

We accept Visa/Mastercard/AmEx/Discover

LASC
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Phono Alignment
Tool

For aFree Catalog send self-addressed stamped
envelop to: Lyle Cartridges, Dept. SP, Box 158,
Valley Stream, NY 11582

WorldRadioHistory

Discwasher
Zerostat
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STEREOPHILE's ALMOST COMPLETE
INDEX lists every article that has appeared in
Sterrophile from Vol3 No.1 through Vol.17 No.6
(1971 through June 1994), and every component reviewed by Stereophile since Vol.1 No.1.
Currently available only on 51/
4"or 31
/"floppy
2
disks (MS DOS, raw ASCII only). Send $19.95
to Stereophile Almost Complete Index, 208 Delgado
.St., Santa Fe, NM 87501. Indicate disk size.
AUDIO UNLIMITED OFFERS Accuphase
Acoustic Energy, Acrotec, Air Tight, Audiomeca
Audio Note, Basis, Benz-Micro, Bitwise, Chang,
Chario, Coda, dpa, Dynavector, Eminent Technology, Ensemble, Graham, Harbeth, Ikeda, JM Labs,
Kuzma, Magnum Dynalab, Merci, Micromega,
Musical Design, Music Metre, Muse, Onix, Oracle,
Roksan, Sound Anchor, SOTA, Spender, Tice, Unity
Audio, Vimak, Wheaton Triplanar, YBA, and more.
Calllfaxiohn Barnes at (303) 698-0138, 2341 W Yale
Ave., Englewood, CO 80110
THE AUDIOPHILE NETWORK—"To keep you
informed, entertained, and connected with audiophiles nationwide." By modem, (818) 988-0452
featuring: classifieds, databases, forums, on-line
shopping. E-mail, newsroom, library, conferences,
and more. For brochure, write TAN, 14155 Kittridge
Si., Van Nuys, CA 91405. Orfor information, call our
voice/mail/information system, 24 hours, (818) 782-1674
fax (818) 780-6260.
"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH," featuring: Apogee, Audible Illusions, AudioQuest, Cary Audio,
Classé Audio, Encore, Enlightened Audio, Grado,
Kimber Kable, Magnum Dynalab/OCM, Micromega, NEAR, NHT, Parasound, Power Wedge,
ProAc, Straight Wire, Swans, Target, Unity Audio,
Well-Tempered, WireWorld, JF Woodworks. Audio
Excellence, Liverpool, NY (315) 451-2707. Visa/MC/Amer.
DIGITAL ANTIDOTE (patent pending). Passive
design, uses analog out of CD or DIA. Reduces timedomain errors, restoring harmonic overtone integrity. Awarded "Product of Merit" by Boundfor Sound
Stereophile Recommended Component (Vol.16
No.10). Money-back guarantee—send $169.95 to:
Taddeo Loudspeaker Co., 2604 Elmwood Ave., Rochester,
NY 14618, (716) 244-6027.
AUDIOPHILES AND SCHOLARS: SPECIAL
SPICA SC-30, $275; Audio Research, NHT, Vandersteen, KEF, Snell, NEAR, Epos, JM Labs, Paradigm, Totem, B&K, Creek, White Audio Labs, Aragon, McCormack, Symphonic-Line, Melos,
Micromega, Audio Alchemy, EAD, Rega, Oracle,
Roksan, Magnum Dynalab, Stax, Grado, Power
Wedge, AudioQuest, TARA Labs, Kimber, Purist,
Fosgate, Runco, Soundstream. University Audio Shop,
402 S. Park St., Madison, WI 53715, (608) 284-0001.
ATRONIX State-of-the-Art Speaker Designs—only
available factory-direct, 40% savings over retail,
advanced circuit and driver technology, Dynaudio
Esotar 330D tweeter, elegant, innovative enclosure
design, stringent quality control, priced from $3000.
Special no-risk demo program. Call (801) 273-1800
fax (801) 277-1233.
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RATES: Private, $1.00 per word, $20 minimum on phone-in ads; Commercial, $3.05
per word, $120 minimum on all commercial
ads. (A word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either side.)
PAYMENT: All classified ads must be
prepaid with order. Phone-in ads are creditcard only: Master Charge, VISA, American
Express. MAIL TO: Stereophile, Classified
Ad Department, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe,
NM 87502, or CALL: (505) 983-9106.
FAX: (505) 983-6327. DEADLINE: Ads
are due on the first working day of the month,
two months in advance of the issue in which
your ad will appear. No refunds.

TELEFUNKEN, N.O.S. tubes: ECC83/82/81
ECC803S/802S/801S, E88CC/6922, CCa/6922,
EF804S; Amperex 7308 and 6922; Siemens CCa,
6922, 7308. Gold Aero, GE, and Tungsol 6550. Sylvania 7591A. (Quantities subject to availability.)
Hickock 539B and 752, B&K 747B tube testers.
Voire/fax: (801) 224-4809.
ACCUPHASE is back in the USA with anew line
of cost-no-object analog and digital balanceddifferential electronics that sets amusic-replay reference standard no other manufacturer in the world
can equal!!! AudioWorks DataLink," the only digital
and analog cables ever developed that will improve
your system more than upgrading any other component, or $back!!! XLR/RCA/BNC. Durable/flerdble. (Dealer/Distributor/Export inquiries invited.)
If your new or classic tube gear runs 12AX7,
12AX7A, 5751, 7025, ECC83, E83CC, ECC803,
etc. (most do), 40% improvement or $ back on
legendary 12AX7B (third-generation 12AX7), finest
small-signal tube ever made. Available only from
Allegro Sound, 20-year worldwide headquarters
for high-end and classic pre-owned equipment.
MadMaranez tube gear in stock. Trades welcome!!!
(818) 377-5264, fax (818) 505-0149, 24 hours.
ACOUSTICAL WALL PANELS control flutter
echo, reduce reverberation and reflection patterns.
Acoustically tuned, fabric-wrapped with hook and
loop mounting for ease of installation. Standard sizes:
30" by 40" by 1"; 30" by 48" by 1". Custom sizes
available. Visa and MasterCard accepted. Acoustical Panel Systems, Inc., 33 McWhirt Loop #118, Fredericksburg, VA 22406 Tel: (703) 371-3370.
AUDIO BEST L.A., Orange, San Bernardino,
California. Hot components: NEAR M5OME, API
Power Wedge, Celestion 300, TARA, Counterpoint,
Audible Illusions Modulus 3, Hafler 9000, Musical Concepts, Mod Squad, Acoustat, SOFA, Spica,
VMPS, Magnum, Fosgate, Music Reference, SoundLab, Monster, Straight Wire, AudioQuest. (909) 8615413, appt.
KRELL KBL and KPA, $3500; MD2 and SBP-32X
processor with AT&T, $3500; B&W 801 Series 2,
walnut with Arcici stands, $3500. OBO, all mint
with boxes. Will consider trades. Mike, (203) 9285000, CT
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STEREOPHILE's UPDATED RECORDREVIEW INDEX is now available. Indexes
every record review published in Stenrophile, from
Vol.10 No.1 through Vol.16 No.12 (1987
through 1993). Also includes indices to "Building A Library" and musician interviews. (Please
note that an index does not include the review
or article texts.) Available as hard copy or on 51
/"
4
or 3i/2" floppy disks (MS DOS, raw ASCII
only). Send $9.95 to Stereophile Record-Review
Index, 208 Delgado Si., Santa Fe, NM 87501. Indicate hard copy, or disk and disk size.
GUARANTEE 5% MORE than what my competitors quote you on your used ARC, Cello, Krell,
Levinson, Spectral, Threshold, Wadia, etc. Call me
last. Dealer for Alón, Aragon, Acurus, Audio
Alchemy, ATC, Counterpoint, Dynaco, Kimber,
Space & Time, X.LO. Audio Chamber, (510) 549-2176
AMERICAN HYBRID TECHNOLOGY introduces Ultra Resolution' 13 2Twin-Balanced' interconnects, $350/1m. The best at any price. Write or
phone for other Ultra Resolution products, including
custom-made amplifiers and preamplifiers. American
Hybrid Technology, 549 Centennial Ave., Trenton, NI
08629, fax/phone (609) 599-3828.
SME 3012-R: The latest version of this superb
medium-mass archival tonearm. Suitable for all
recorded sources, including LPs, 78s, 16" transcriptions, acetates, and metal. SME owners: Upgrade
through exchange!!! Trade-in older Series II and
Series II Improved toneanns for significantly updated
3012-R and 3009-R. Offer also applies to SME
Series III. SME headshells, SME Fluid Damper kits
for 3012-R, 3009-R, Series II, Series II Improved,
and Series III-S; SME damping fluid, manuals, protractors, templates, and parts. Audio "7.8" Archival
Supplies,. PO Box 387, Pacifica, CA 94044. TeL (415)
359-7431.
APOGEE DIVA SPEAKERS, with beautiful rose
faux marble finish, $6900; Mark Levinson No.23.5
amp, $3900; No.28 preamp, $1900. Mint, shipping,
boxes, unopened manuals. (Broken-hearted; selling home, too.) Dave, (201) 386-3286 daytime, (201)
927-3292 evenings.
FRIENDLY, PERSONAL SERVICE by Alpine
Audio! Avalon, Apogee, ProAc, Mirage, Totem,
Meridian, Conrad-Johnson, Reference Line, Timbre,
a/d/s/, NAD, EAD, C.E.C., PS Audio, Denon, 'Griergetics, more! Cables: Transparent, Apex, Straight
Wire, Kimber, AudioQuest, Marigo, ART. Demo/
used: Response II; Carver AL-III; Haller 945; Classé
6, 25; Counterpoint 3.1, DA-11. (703)628-3177, 323
W Main Si., Abingdon, VA 24210
AIR TIGHT ATM-2 AMPLIFIER; pair Goldmund
Dialogue speakers; pair Entech SW-1 subwoofers;
!Clyne SK-5 preamp. Mint. Factory bores and papers.
Best offer over $10,000. (305) 895-0184.
JADIS DA 60, 8months old, as-new condition,
$8000 list, upgraded volume pot and output connectors, $6500 negotiable; OCM phono stage,
$1200 list, $800 negotiable; (8) new Jadis power
tubes, $600 negotiable. Trades considered. Mark,
(703) 628-3177.
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"EARMAX," the world's smallest tube headphone
amplifier. The Maxline Outstanding tube electronics
plus "Maxine," our new speaker addition. Klimo
tube electronics. La Platine Verdier turntable. The
Mórch tonearms. Our updated LP/CD listing now
available. For more info: Audio Advancements, PG Box
Lincoln Park, NJ 07035, (201) 633-1151.
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IF YOU ARE AN AUDIOPHILE AND
STRANDED IN IOWA—don't despair. Audio
Logic in Des Moines can help! Choose from Audio
Research, Martin-Logan, AudioQuest, Audio Power,
B&K, Celestion, Kinergetics, Definitive Technology,
Eminent Technology, PSB, NUIT, Rotel, JVC
(XLZ1050, $599 while they last), Sanus, and more.
(515) 254-0265.
PROAC RESPONSE Ils, black, with Target RS2
stands, mint, $2000. (919) 540-1389 evenings or leave
message.
NEW ERA OF HIGH-END VALUE from anew
company! EXOR Industries' SPS preamp. Full fune
tions, phono input, Mercedes build quality. Local
dealer said "gives Levinson No.26S ahard run for
its money, with better bass!' Five-year transferable
warranty. Fantastic value and performance at $2450.
Info: call or write (913)491-3034 EXOR, 12801 Sagamore Rd., Leawood, KS 66209. Ask for Paul Bono.

KRELL KST-100, $2095; Krell KSL without phono,
$1650; Counterpoint UA-DAC for DA-10, $795;
Pioneer Elite PD-65, $595; Apogee Caliper, $995.
(617) 277-6891.

Upstate
New York's
Exclusive
Dealer For...

ADCOM GFA-585, 250Wpc amplifier, $799;
GCD-575 CD player, $299; ACE-515 line conditioner, $99; AudioQuest 05m pair Emerald, $99;
8' pair Cobalt, $189. Pete, (401) 934-0256.
B&W 801 SERIES 3, eight months, mint; plus 10'
pair AudioQuest Midnight 2cable, $3999. Pete, (401)
934-0256.
FORSELL IN CANADA. CD transport, $6995;
DAC, $5000; both, $10,995; Air Reference, $12,500;
Blue Oasis cartridge, $2250. Dealer network now
being established. Call Blume Design, the exclusive
Canadian distributor, (905) 886-6728.
MODULUS 1, $225; Heybrook TT2 blank armboard, $275; Hafier 110, $100; Rotel 855, $225; Hsu
subs, $500. (510) 436-6300.
SONIC FRONTIERS SFL-1, $1050. (708) 788-7166
SONIC FRONTIERS SFL-2 LINE STAGE with
separate power supply; Janis subwoofer W3, rosewood, with IA crossover/bass amp; Monitor Audio
MA-700, MA-100. (301) 552-2152 after 6pm EST
FROM ENGLAND, AUDION 30013 mono amps
plus 845 single-ended mono amps. Feature zero
feedback, triode output, superb sound and appearance. (713) 728-4343,fcpc (713)723-1301, Maury Core
APOGEE CENTAUR MINORS, stands, boxes,
$775; TARA Labs Quantum II speaker cable, 6' pair,
$50; Symo LS5SX, (2) 4' pairs, $275. (718) 507-5459.
LINN LP12 TABLE with LVX arm, Linn K5 cartridge, and upgrades. All forjust $800 OBO. (9/9)
933-3239 evenings or weekends.

2314 Monroe Avenue /Rochester, NY/ Monday-Friday: Noon-9 /Saturday: 10-6

A/V MART IN LOS ANGELES and Upland arcas.
Authorized dealer for: ProAc, Kinergetics, Parasound, Rotel, Micromega, Dynaco, TEAC, Esoteric,
Sony ES, Paradigm, Jamo, Infinity, Velodyne, Harbeth, Advent, Design Acoustics, etc. Monthly specials: C.E.C. -11 1transport ($4800, D), $3600; VAC
PA-90 amp ($6600, U), $3800; Entec 12120 pair
($6000, D), $4200; Gryphon DM100 ($13,000, U),
$8200; and more. Sony CDP-X 707 CD; TEAC
VRDS-10; Dynaco PAS-4 new tube preamp; ProAc
Response 1, 2, 3, 4. All in stock. 917 W Valley, Alhambra, CA, call Fred, (818) 282-0520.

SONY 707ESD CD PLAYER, $595; AudioQuest
Diamond, lm pair, new, $375. (203) 729-2164.

THIEL •MARK ¡HOBSON
CLASSÉ • MAGNEPAN
SONOS FABER •APOGEE
THETA •WILSON AUDIO
ACURUS
ADS
ARAGON
AUDIO RESEARCH
AUDIODUEST
GOLDMUND
GRADO
LEXICON
MAGNUM DYNALAB
NAD
NAKAMICHI
PROCEED
PS AUDIO
PSB
RCAUDIO

716* 442* 6050

Buy &Sell Pre-Owned Audio
Equipment Nationwide!
Equipment lists from dealers and individuals are
continuously updated on our computer and mailed
to our subscribers on the 1st and the 15th of each
month. Our alphabetized format makes it easy to
find the equipment you want and our frequency of
publication assures you of current, up-to-date information. Typically you'll find well over 1000 items
in each issue.

Subscription Rates:
6months/12 issues $25
12 months/24 issues $45
Send Ck, MO or call with Visa/MC
Call for foreign rates.

r.

Advertising Rates:
Subscribers: Advertise free, up to 10 items per 6
month subscription period.
Non-Subscribers: For just $2. per item, your ad
will appear in the next 5consecutive issues.

AUDIO TRADING TIMES
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AUDIOPHILE, [PS, CD'S
AND ACCESSORIES
Want the BEST Products
at the BEST Price?
Here Are Just A Few:
CD's
Chesky, Mobile Fidelity, OJC
811 18
Audioquest, Delos, DMP, Dorian,
Reference, Sheffield, Wilson
$12*
DCC & MFSL Ultradisc Il Gold
Ire
CBS/SONY & Chesky Gold
$22 18
LP's

•12*

Gemini, Reference, Wilson
British Pressings
Audioquest, Chesky, Sheffield
King Super Analogue
Half-Speeds & D2D's

817 4.
817°

*27N
CRU.

AQ DM-1000 Cartridge Demag.
Nitty Gritty CD Master

75 m

$36°'

Catalog: s2 U.
S./54Intl. FREE w/order
For More Info Call, Write or Fax:

THE ELUSIVE DISC

1022 Rolling Barrel Rd. •Pendleton, IN 46064
INFO (317) 778-2715 •FAX (317) 778-2669

TO ORDER 1-800-782-3472
VISA

e

•Trade In's

•Consultations
•Installations
•Shipping Worldwide

triZZI
SPEAKERS

1,•••

sr\

C

ProAc

INFINITY IRS Beta, mint, $5990. (310)630-8482,
Steve, days.
VSP/S. .THE WORLD'S MOST SOPHISTICATED JITTER ELIMINATOR. .
Designed by
Bob Katz. It stops jitter cold. Improves low-level
resolution, increases soundstage width/depth, purifies high frequencies, and solidifies bass. Six inputs,
six outputs. $1495. Digital Domain, (800) 344-4361
or (212) 369-2932.
DIAPASON SATELLITES plus dual Double Eagle
subwoofers. Five-way, 16-speaker/channel dynamic
system. $6000 ($8000). (505) 986-0631 evenings.
NITTY GRITTY 25F1 record cleaner, new in sealed
box, retail $539, sell $345 plus shipping, firm. (909)
982-2386, 8am-pm PST
CROWN MACRO REFERENCE EMR, $2000;
Grado HP 2, $280; Theta Gen.III, $2550; PAC
IDOS, $75. All mint. (914)628-6705 evenings or leave
message.
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 150s with KT88s,
$5500; ProAc Signature 3s in silk/lace oak, $6666;
Versa Dynamics Model 1.2 with adjustable azimuth,
dustcover, stand, surge tank, upgraded electronics,
extra headshell, $5500 (will not ship); Octave
Research OR-1 in chrome finish, $999. All plus shipping. (908) 322-4863, NJ.
EAGLE AND ELECTRON KINETICS—your
source is EKSC, manufacturing, servicing, and
updating Eagle models 7, 2, 2a, 2a prime, 2e, 400,
& 2000 to current EKSC specifications. Introducing
the new Eagle 2020 preamplifier and the Eagle 400i
high-current amplifier. Eagle since 1991, (913)
780-4495.

N

•Tubes
•Tube Sox
•Cables

CPsr)

•Accessories

VANDERSTEEN

SONIC FRONTIERS

epos

* Dynaco
* EPOS
* Kimber Kable
* Klimo
* Magnan
* Magnum Dynalab
* Micromega

AMC

micronieG

* Morch
* Music Reference
* OCM Belles
* Parasound
* Power Wedge
* ProAc
* PSE

* PSB Speakers
* Quicksilver
* Rotel
* Signet
* Sonic Frontiers
* Spendor
* Spica

Ut es.s.a

* Sumiko Ocos
* Sumo
* Target
* Unity Audio
* Valve Amp. Co.
* Vandersteen
* VPI and XLO

615 Bloomfield Avenue, Verona, N.J. 07044

(201) 239-1799
216

SYNTHESIS LM300, $1100/pair; TARA Labs Twin
100 tube amp, Triode by VTL, $1600; Audio Note
SE 300B transformers, new, $350/pair. (818)
243-0171.

Audipmtm
Cdrinection

KIM3ER KABLE UnityA udio

* AMC
* Audible Illusions
* Audioquest
* B& KComponents
* Cardas
* Celestion
* Counterpoint
* Creek

LOUD-

DS Pro Generation III, balanced, mint, $3200
($5000); Krell MD-1 transport, $2650 ($5500); EAD
T-7000 transport, $1250 ($2250); PS Audio IJItralink
DIA converter, $1425 ($2300); Wadia 8transport,
new, $2600 ($3500); Audio Research DAC 1-20
converter, black face, $1800 ($3500); Goldmund
Meta transport Series II, $2300 ($4500); XLO Type
5speaker cable, 10' pair, $750 ($1300); XLO Type
1interconnect, lm pair, $160 ($275); XLO Type 7
AT&T digital cable, $100 ($165); Mapleshade interconnect, lm pair, new, $420 ($600); 15m pair, new,
$520 ($770); Mapleshade digital, lm, $210 ($300);
Transparent Audio Ultra speaker cable, 8' pair, $1200
($2000); Target RS-1 speaker stands, $300 ($600);
Gryphon Exorcist, new, $150. (212) 925-9376, fax
(212) 941-8321.

uitickbPe Aeone
• • Cide

OMNIDIRECTIONAL

SPEAKER, rare predecessor to the famed MBL-101,
perfect, $10,500 ($19,000); Cary CAD-5500 preamp
Penny & Giles, outboard power supply, mint, $900
($1650); Goldmund Mcmisis 7preamp with phono,
$2550 ($5500); Tandberg 3031A tuner, $420 ($990);
Magnum Dynalab Etude tuner, mint, $650 ($1350),
Rowland Coherence One Series II, black, $2400
($4600); Rowland Model 7mono amplifiers, Series
III, black, $5800 ($12,000); Conrad-Johnson PV9A
preamp, $1750 ($3000); Goldmund Memisis 9
amplifier, $6900 ($13,000); Forsell Air Reference
Mk.II turntable and arm, $7700 ($12,500); BenzMicro MC-3, $550 ($1800); Wisa pump and surge
tank, $375 ($750); Basis Debut Gold standard with
Airtangent 1B tonearm, $7600 ($12,600); Monster
Sigma Genesis 2000 cartridge, $375 ($1250); WellTempered turntable and arm, latest, $1350 ($2650);
Transfiguration cartridge 0.2mV version, new, $2500
($3200); VPI HW-17 record-cleaning machine, $475
($750); Goldmund Reference turntable with T3F
arm, mint, $21,000 ($40,000); van den Hul Grasshopper Silver cartridge, new, $1650 ($2750); Theta
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EASTERN AUDIO—select perfect-condition,
light-used Krell gear: MD-10 (newest), $4200; SBP64X, $3300; SBP-32X, $1500; Studio, $2500; Studio 2, $1650 ($2850) (all with AT&T); KSP-7B,
$1800; ICBL (latest), $2400; ICRC, $4200; KSA-150,
$2700; KSA-250, $3700; and Adcom preamp/amp,
ProAc, Theta Data (with AT&T). (718) 961-8256,fax
(718) 961-8315, NY.
(6) AURAL SYMPHONICS Missing Link AC
power cables, new, 6', $195 list, 30% off (206)
322-6846
CAL DELTA, SEALED, bought accidentally, $700;
van den Hul First, lm, $175; Counterpoint SA-20,
$900; EAD DSP1000 II, $525; Heybrook P2 amp,
$475; custom tube stage for Aunt Corey preamp,
adds gain and greatly improves the sound, $185.
Randy Fay, (519) 252-0738, evenings/weekends, Canada.
MARK LEVINSON NO.23.5, mint, $4500 firm
including shipping. (708) 433-0039.
MELOS TRIODE 200W tube amplifier, balanced,
recent factory upgrades, $1700. Charlie, (301)
890-5576.
CARDAS HEART CARTRIDGE, new, never used,
sealed in box. Exquisite! $1350. (515) 472-4312, ask
for Steve.
MARK LEVINSON NO.26, balanced input, model
No 25, $3300 or trade 26S plus S; Krell ¡CPA, $1100
($2700); MIT MH750CVT speaker cable, 10', $1200
($2600). Roger, (718) 533-9178, NY.
AR ES-1 TURNTABLE, AudioQuest PT-5
tonearm, Straight Wire LSi Encore cable, Sumiko
Blue Point cartridge, box and manuals, mint condition, $450. (718) 720-1950.
FULLY REMOTE STEREO SYSTEM. 250W Pioneer receiver, Dolby surround-sound, Pioneer CD
player, Criterion 200 3A speakers (15" woofers),
$695 ($1700 new). Call (718) 967-5683.

APOGEE CENTAUR MAJOR, new in sealed box,
$2500; Apogee full-range passive crossover with
K-Max connections, $150. (301) 424-2318.
UNITY PARMS, $9000; various Purist Audio
cables; Primare CD player, $5900; trades. (601) 8724310 CST
CARY SLM 100 MONOBLOCK tube amps, latest
edition with 6550s, $2000/pair. Frank, (305)
935-3932.
MERIDIAN 203 DAC, new condition, $350;
Adcom preamp GFP-565, $350. (708)463-0715 after
6pm CST
THE FIRST JITTER-FREE TRANSPORT is available now! At $649, the Reference One transport represents abreakthrough in technology and price. Isolated stable clock module and new On transport
driver board also available. Turn your CDs into
music. G&D Transforms, (602) 954-0155.
CALL US FOR lui hM ACOUSTIC, PS Audio,
Meridian 500 series, Counterpoint, Mirage M series,
B&K Sonata, McCormack, and Unity. June event:
Magnum Dynalab Etude, $995; Meridian 200 CD/S,
$995; Meridian 263, $595; Mirage M3si, $2200;
B&K EX442/balanced, $750; McCormack CDtransport, $1100; McCormack Prism Il CD player,
$995; KEF Reference 103.4, $995. (601) 362-0474.
HI-FI EXCHANGE—Large selection of quality
used high-end components at huge discounts. We
buy, sell, and trade. Call for inventory list. (718) 4230400, or visit our showrooms at 251-11 Northern Blvd.,
Little Neck, NY 11363.

Now Featuring

11 Private Listening
Rooms
Including 4 Home
Theaters
Presenting the FINEST in
Audio and Video Components
from around the World.
Specializing in
Custom Design and Installation
for over 21 years.
Sales and Service
for Wisconsin and the Nation.
NOW AT:
2014 Main St. (Hwy. 14)

KEF 107/2s, rosewood and walnut pair, $2900 each;
Meridian 601, $2475; 602, $1375; 605s, $1750. All
immaculate. (608) 833-8504.

Cross Plains, WI 53528
(608) 798-3455

At Theta, dedication means
relentless effort and atrue love of
music, in aquest for better sound.
We spend alot of time doing
listening evaluations, comparing
sonic differences so subtle that
some of them don't show up on
conventional test measurements.

Selection.

Atlanta's premiere source
for the finest audio equipment.
Like Apogee. Counterpoint Energy.
Krell. Classé. Mirage. Meridian. Lexicon.
Monitor Audio. Audio Alchemy. Adcom.
Audicxerest. Sound Anchors &
Monster Cable.

We also try very hard to obtain
the best sound we can in the most
cost-efficient way.
Dedication is the magic that
makes Theta consistently able to
offer you, as one reviewer put it,

Theta Data Basic Compact Disc Transport

has MOVED to
NEW LARGER Facilities:

STEREOPHILE Vol.4 Nos.2 8c 3, Vol.6 Nos.4, 5,
& 6, Vol.7 No l-1993; 107 issues total. Lot only, 5300
plus shipping. Don Hanson, (914) 223-5837.

"The Best Sound At Any Price."

Theta DSP Pro Prime II Digital Signal
Processor

AuctiopFILLei s

"the best sound at any price."

Simply the best.
The selection is beyond compare. Sensational.
The best equipment from the world's best names.
And it's all right here. Who could ask for more?
t_•

Theta Digital Corporation
HEAR META AT

HA L's

STEREO & VIDEO
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2540 US Hwy. 1, Lawrenceville, NJ 08648

(609) 883-6338
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In the Buckhead HiFi Buys Store e
3135 Peachtree Road
(404) 261-4434

Une in and listen for yourself

*

TUNE-UP YOUR SYSTEM!!!

*

Due to customer demand, we are offering these
accessories for sale. Many of these products
are used in the manufacturing of our Vitas
pre-amps and cables. Others we have found or
created over the years to enhance our listening pleasure. This is only a sampling of what
we have. Call or write for a complete list.

RCA SHORTING PLUGS
RFI SUPPRESSICN ODRFS
RFI SUPPRESSION PLATES

made to

1.00
5.50 & 7.75
order

121.1J-TACI(
SORBEN'HANE FEET
SORBOTHANE SHEETS
PliCNO ARM WRAP

2.25
6.00
made to order
15.00

STYLUS CLEANER(sirnilar to Linn)
1.00
DAMPING RINGS) for caps & RCA plugs). pennies!
BRASS CONES(set of four)
30.00
TUBE SHIELDS
CONTACT-CONDITIONER & CLEANER

5.00
7.50

DAMPING DC715(set of eight)
DAMPING STRIPS) set of eight)

20.00
40.00

GOLD RCA PLAJGS
GOLD RCA JACKS
rARTF JACKEINby the foot)

AND,

3.50
4.50
.50

REMEMBER OUR PRE-AMP!

In bypass tests, at matched levels, you will
hear no difference when going direct from any
source into your amplifier, or going thru the
VERITASI
Guaranteed. Still available at $1,000 for a
limited tine. [This price represents a 1 :2
parts-cost/selling price ratio!)

V tUAL
ICU

1 Old Coram Road,
Voice

°DE

MN win d

or

Fax

)(pea/.

Shelton,
(203)

CT

06484

929-0876

B&W, KEF, THIEL, AND LEGACY ownersWould you like to improve on the great sound you
already have? Try apair of "Golden Flutes" by JPS
Labs, anecessity for proper bass extension. Please
call or fax (716) 822-0159 anytime to drastically
improve your listening pleasure.
SAN FRANCISCO PENINSULA AUDIO/VIDEO
CLUB is beginning. For info on joining, call John
at (415) 366-1644 orfax (415) 367-9630.
MICROPHONES: VINTAGE TUBE STEREO
and ribbon by Neumann, AKG, Schoeps, RCA, and
Telefimken for sale Also buying vintage mikes, etc.
(201) 656-3936, fax (201) 963-4764.
CONRAD-JOHNSON PREMIER EIGHTS,
magnificent 270W mono amps, demos. Call (619)
753-7208.
NAKAMICHI 1000MB, $2800; Goldmund Reference turntable, latest, $17,900; Levinson 20.6, $8500;
26S balanced in, $4700; 25 phono-226 supply,
$1700; Final Audio Research 'table, $1400; Goldmund Mi10, $4500; 10P, $5500; Mi9, $5500; Meta
transport, $1900; Wilson WATT 3/Puppy 2, $8500;
Tandberg TA2OSE, $595; Technics EPA-500, with
many armtubes, $795; Audio Research SP15
$3000. (718) 692-3926.

BLACK EAD DSP-9000, unbalanced, purchased
3/94, mint, $3550. Ezra, (803) 327-4849 anytime.
THETA DATA II, $1800; DS Pro Prime, $825;
Adcom GFA-565 amps, $1100. (718)468-0013 evenings, NY
SPECTRAL DMA-180, $5300; Mark Levinson
No38 preamp, $3300; Goldmund Lineal able, $285.
All mint/offer. Call E Khan, MD, (203) 464-7409
evenings.
SUPERPHON REVELATION preamp, $150;
Yamaha DSP1, $275. (404) 394-5122.
APOGEE CENTAUR SPEAKERS, stands, AudioQuest cables, mint, boxes, $900 plus shipping;
Bryston 4B amp, .5 preamp, mint, boxes, warranty,
S1400/pair plus shipping. (612) 473-2472.
CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS ARIA Mk.II, $1100
($2400); Audio Research SPIS, dual-chassis hybrid
preamp, $3800 ($6000); Audio Research Classic 120
monoblocks, $3800 ($8000). Russ, (215) 965-3221

(2) MARK LEVINSON ML11 amplifiers, $865
each; Dennesen JC80 preamp with Vendetta
Research SCP1 moving-coil unit, $1875. All units
mint. (203) 346-0896.
AUDIO RESONANCE DAMPERS-ICAZAMM!
New product effectively damps unwanted vibrations in loudspeaker cabinets, turntables, and electronics ...
at less than half the competition's price!
Set of 10, just $69.95. Money-back guarantee!
Kazamm, Div. ofRCTSpecialists, 4512 Excelsior Blvd.,
Minneapolis, MN 55416, (800) 920-9771. Dealer
Inquiries welcome.

evenings.
McINTOSH MC240 TUBE AMPLIFIER, original
output tubes, tube cage, low serial number, vgc.
Make offer. (704) 846-8974 after dpm weekdays.
NEAR M50, 1year, $730 ($1845). (213) 628-0933.
AUDIO RESEARCH D-150, original, recently activated after 16 years storage, very low hours, pristine Own alegend, $5000 firm. Rick, (703)590-6205
evenings.
DYNAJGSI 70 triode amp, $395; Scott 350B tuner,
$145; Morel CR-7 speakers, $249; Sony WM-D6C
Pro Walkman, $225. (908) 254-8707
PROAC STUDIO MONITORS, rosewood. $5900
new, $3000; (2) Legacy Dual 12 subs, $450 each.
May trade. Ask for 7),
,(502) 685-5551 or (502)
683-9205.

Premium Ilualitti Tubes
Matched Power Tubes
;Ina
EL 34

P/N

EACH PAIRS QUARTETS

2A3
25.00
6AS7G
20.00
6B05-GE
10.00 20.00 40.00
6L6GC/5881-Philips USA
30.00 60.00 120.00
68.00
EL34-SIEMENS 17.00 34.00
EL34-CHINA
12.00 24.00 48.00
68.00
EL34-TESLAICHEZK17.00 34.00
KT88-CHINA
25.00 50 00 100.00

P/N

EACH PAIRS OIJARTLTS

KT90-YUGO
211
300B
807

45.00 90.00 180.00
45.00
90.00 180.00 360.00
16.00 32.00
64.00

845
50.00
6550-CHINA/USSR19.00 38.00
76 00
6550A-GE
40.00 80.00 160.00
7591A
40 00 80.00 160.00

Low Noise Pre-Amp Tubes

z

5AR4
15.00
6AN8A
13.50
6FC17/6CG7
12.50
6DJ8-AMPEREX .... 6.50
LM-60J8-LowNoise 12.00
6X4
9.00

12AX7
6.50
LM-12AX7-LowNoise 12.00
12AX7A
6.50
LM-12AX7A-LowNoise 12.00
12BH7A
14.00
12BY7A
14.00

12AT7
12AU7A

12X4
5691

ARS ELECTRONICS
ELECTRONIC TUBE SPECIALISTS

7110 DeCelis Place •P.O. Box 7323
Van Nuys, California 91406
Fax: (818) 997-6158

(818) 997-6279

6.50
6.50

Shipping Information & Terms
COD Cash Payment:
UPS 2day Air $12.00 /UPS Reg. $10.00
Prepayment:
UPS 2day Air $8.00 /UPS Reg $6 00
8.25% Sales Tax in CA
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12.00
35.00

5692
35.00
5751 GE/SYL
.
8.50
LM-5751-LowNoise 14.00
5965A USA
15.00
6267/EF86
8.50
6922/E88CC ..12.00
LM-6922-Low Noise 18.00
7199
15.00

*WORLD WIDE SHIPPING *
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DYNA MK.Ills, pair, factory-wired, original including tubes, stored past 20 years, $695 the pair, including extra tubes. FOB. Rick, (703) 590-6205 evenings.

HOW TO DESIGN A GREAT SPEAKER: Find
the best drivers you can, add afourth-order crossover, assemble in anon-resonant enclosure Speakers,
$995-$24,995; DACs, $695-$2295. MACH 1
Acoust ics, fax/phone: (603) 654-9826.

AUDIOPHILE MOVING SALE—Power amps:
Krell KMA-100 Il monos, $2500; MFA 200D
monos, $3700; Spectral DMA 180, $5300; AtmaSphere MA2 monos, $6800; Counterpoint SA4
monos, $2700. Preamp: Goldmund Mimesis 2with
phono, $4800. Speakers: Infinity IRS Gamma,
$3500; RS2B, $1700; Goldmund Analogue, $17,500.
D/A converter: Krell 64X, $3300; Wadia 2000 with
latest update, $3750; Accuphase DP8OL and DC81L,
$3000; Mark Levinson No35, $5000. Misc.: Versa
Dynamics 2.0 TT, $4850; The Sequerra Model 1
Broadcast Moditor tuner, $3800. Various cables:
MIT, NBS, Purist, and Transparent; call. All mint
with boxes. Wanted: Jadis JP 200 MC, Cello Audio
Suite, WE tubes and amps, EV Patrician 800, ML6B.
David, (413) 549-6525.

ADCOM, B&K, HAFLER, AND CD MODIFICATIONS by Musical Concepts rival most exotica!
Now in our 15th year! Some modifications in kit!
Don't be high-end pretenders—be contenders! See
our new lower prices! Musical Concepts, 1832 Borman
Court, Suite One, St. Louis, MO 63146, (314) 275-4925.
MUSICAL CONCEPTS CD—ENIGMA 7and
Epoch 7with separate digital and audio sections,
CDT-4 transport with liquid-smooth sound. These
have "Elite" center-mount Stable Platter mechanism!
Affordable, deliciously musical Entre and CUT-5
(transport), each $495. We modify Rotel, Magnavox,
Philips, Pioneer CDs, and Audio Alchemy DDE/
DITB! Musical Concepts, 1832 Borman Court, Suite One,
St. Louis, MO 63146, (314) 275-4925.

VAC PA90-C1 amplifiers. New Gold Lion KT77s
and PM-1 meter. Mint condition. New, $6000+
$800+$285. $4500. (508) 264-4787 evenings.

WADIA X-32 DIA CONVERTER, like new, factory upgrade with AT&T output, $1000; Magnum
Dynalab FT-101 tuner, rarely used, like new, $575.
(2) MIT PC-18 speaker cables, make offer; Cary
SLP-90 preamp with Penny & Giles outboard power
supply, mint, $1800. (718) 739-9172, leave message.

KRELL KSA-100S amp. New, factory-sealed in box,
$4600. (214) 717-5215.
MARANTZ TUBE MODEL 7, 8b, 10b, $4500 set;
Mac 275, new in box, $3500. (810) 852-3296 weekdays
after 7pm.

MBC AUDIO: Authorized dealer for Jadis, C.E.C.,
Parasound, Siltech, and Combak. Denver, CO (303)
377-9286 MST

PROCEED PDP 2DAC with XL0 Type 4cable,
$525 ($1745). Mint, box, manual. (717) 761-5066
evenings EST

or classical?!, or jazz?!, or a movie
soundtrack?!...at
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STEREO/VIDEO.
Pass Laboratories Aleph 0 Amplifier
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HYPE! HYPE! HYPE! You've had enough of that!
For over 14 years, we've delivered something
different—natural, musical results! Hype is easy,
results are hard! Musical Concepts, the most
respected and recommended modifiers for Adcom,
B&K, Hailer, and Philips-based/Pioneer CD, plus
Audio Alchemy DDE/DITB! Musical Concepts, 1832
Borman Court, Suite One, St. Louis, MO 63146, (314)
275-4925.

HONEST, RELIABLE AUDIOPHILES WANTED!
If you are willing to have speakers and DACs auditioned in your house, be aMACH 1Acoustics Field
Rep. You've read the reviews, now own the best. Call
for information, investment required. Speakers,
$995-$24,995; DACs, $1795-$2295. Fax/phone:
(603) 654-9826, MACH 1Acoustics.
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see
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ADCOM • AERIAL • AUDIO RESEARCH • AUDIOQUEST
BRYSTON • CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS • CONRAD-JOHNSON
DEFINITIVE TECHNOLOGY • ESOTERIC • FORTE • INFINITY
LEXICON •LYRA •MAGNEPAN •MARIGO •M.I.T. •MIRAGE
MONSTER • PASS LABS • PIONEER ELITE • SHUN MOOK
SNELL • SONUS FABER • SOTA • TARGET • VPI • THETA
TICE •THRESHOLD •VELODYNE •WILSON

751 Amboy Ave •Woodbridge, NJ 908-636-7777 •1103 Bloomfield Ave •West Caldwell, NJ 201-575-8264
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STEREO DESIGN
IS PLEASED TO INTRODUCE THE AMAZING NEW

DODSON AUDIO
DIGITAL PROCESSOR
MODEL DAC-263
TURNS NUMBERS INTO MUSIC
WITH INCREDIBLE PRECISION
AN
AUDITION. PLEASE CONTACT:

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR

STEREO
DESIGN
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA'S
SOURCE FOR AMERICAN
AND EUROPEAN HIGH END
AUDIO AND VIDEO
AN AUDIO AND VIDEO
SPECIALTY STORE
SINCE 1982
9240 CLAIREMONT MESA BLVD.
SAN DIEGO, CA 92123
619/573-0060
FAX 619/573-0092

MOD SQUAD (McCOR/v1ACK) Deluxe linedrive passive preamp, $625; Paradigm Control monitors, 8" two-way, oak, $475. All perfect. (303) 5866139 evenings.
LOUDSPEAKER KITS: Our pre-engineered loudspeaker systems feature Scan-Speak drivers, exceptional cabinetry, and the world's most advanced
crossover components. Please call or write for our
complimentary catalog. North Creek Music Systems,
PO Wm 1120-K, Old Foie NY 1344 (315) 369-2500
voice/fax.
YAKOV ARONOV, MUSE, PAC, Creek, Audiolab, Epos, JPW, Artemis, Acoustic Energy, Spendor,
Paragon, Nestorovic, Chord, Ftega, J.A. Michell
Revolver, Thorens, Lyra, Dynavector, Grado,
Ortofon, Cardas, Prisma. (305) 891-9540.
FINALLY—VALUE REDEFINED. You don't have
to sell the farm for real Class A performance. N.E.W.
designer Nelson Pass proved it first with the legendary Classic Pass A40 amplifier. Now, anew sonic
threshold achieved—the more musically amazing
NEW. A20 high-bias class-A amplifier. Only $698!
Highly recommended reviews available. Also, the
ultimate Home Theater amplifier. 30-day home
demo. NEW, Box 1148, Rancho Santa Fe, CA 9206Z
(619) 756-9561.
B&W 801 AND 802 OWNERS: Our complete passive crossover replacements are the ultimate performance upgrades. Please call or write for our complimentary literature. North Creele Music Systems, PO
Box 1120-B, Old Forge, NY 13420, (315) 369-2500
voice/fax.
OHM SPEAKERS REPAIRED AND UPGRADED.
Factory-direct service on Ohm-brand speakers up
to 23 years old, with many upgrades for older models
available. Phone (718) 783-1111,fax (718) 857-2472,
Ohm Acoustics Corp., 241 Taaffe Place, Brooklyn, NY
11205.

USED AND DEMO SALE: Avalon, Krell, Levinson, Proceed, B&W, Audio Research, Adcom,
Bryston. New products from MBL, Valve Amplification, Cary, Micromega, Isis. Call Ovation Audio,
(801) 298-8322, 12-6pm MST
LP12s. ..
LOOKING FOR A LINGO? UK reviewers prefer the Pink Triangle Pinkfink which costs
considerably less! LP12 with (new) Pinldink, $1575;
Efios, $1250-$1500; Wok LV2, $275; Arkiv, $1250;
Kairn, $1800; LK100, $695; Forté F-41), $500. 30day return policy. Accepting trades: Linn/other. Pink
Triangle accoutrements in stock; for information/demo in New England/New York, The Kiosk,
(802) 763-2810, Visa.
ATTENTION QUAD OWNERS! Factoryauthorized sales and service for Quad, Gradient,
Music Reference, Entec, and RAM tubes. New and
used Quad equipment bought/sold. ESL/ESL-63
updates and stands. Custom subwoofer systems for
ESL/ESL-63s available. For further details, contact
Mike or Randy: QS&D, Inc., 33 McWhirt Loop #108,
Fredericksburg, VA 22406, (703) 372-3711, fax (703)
372-3713.
(2) ADCOM POWER AMPS GFA-555, $425 each;
Adcom preamp GFP-555 II, $300. Fred, (512) 9932551 days, (512) 852-6276 evenings.
PREMIUM-GRADE PARTS for audio projects!
Silver-contact rotary switches/attenuators, MIT
MultiCaps and other capacitors, Vishay, Caddock,
Holco resistors, all types audio connectors, chassis wires, copper-foil inductors, tubes, vibration
damping, custom cables and terminations, MIT Zproducts, hospital-grade AC connectors, tools, accessories, request catalog! Michael Perry, Box 526, Inverness, CA 94937, (415) 669-7181, fax (415)669-7558.
MAGNEPLANAR SPEAKERS, mod. MG2C,
excellent condition, $600; Adcom CD player, mod.
GCD-575, $390. (501) 729-4169.

dreektrioam
the very finest in high-end audio
Analog:

Blue Oasis, Benz, Forsell, Klyne, Koets
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11124 Sunshine Terrace Studio City, California 91604
phone 818-762-1501
fax 818-752-9709
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AUDIO RESEARCH SP14 PREAMP, mint, box,
papers, $1800 OBO. (202) 267-7872.
GIANT CLEARANCE SALE—BLOWOUT
PRICES! Audio Alchemy system, suggested retail
over $1700, $850 (N); Audire Crescendo, $350 (D):
Focus .7s, $500 (D); Focus HDM Towers, $900 (N);
Superphon SP100, $250 (D); and more. We represent
best-buy products from B&K, Parasound, OCM/
Magnum Dynalab, Musical Concepts/Design, Fried,
Linaeum, NEAR, Audio Alchemy, Melos, many
more! Stereo Consultants, Lafayette, IN, (317) 474-9004,
11-7pm EST
HALES TWO SIGNATURES, $4500; VTL 225W
monoblocks, $3000. Mint. (610) 525-6516
SOUND SENSATIONS AUDIO. New in Southern California, now carrying: Sound-Lab, Green
Mountain, Win Research, Totem, Newform, Monitor Audio, Anodyne, Timbre, Resolution, White
Audio, AudioPrism, Cary, PSE, Carver, Densen,
Sonoran, Purist, Nordost, VPI, Surniko, ET, Fanfare
FM, Bright Star, and more. For more information,
phone/fax (714) 496-6522.
AUDITION THE SCT CORMORANT interconnect risk-free for 30 days and rediscover the music.
This cable provides amazing accuracy through
innovative design. Review reprints available. $129/1m
pair, air-shipped free! (Price will increase by September.) Deduct $5 for your audition fee. Dealer
inquiries welcome. Solid Core Technology, 3808 Westview Ave, West Palm Beach, FL 33407, (407) 842-7316
SPICA ANGELUS SPEAKERS, must sell, no
room, $750/offer; Cary Audio Design CAD-50
class-A tube monoblocks, switchable triode mode,
$1250 firm; $1800 for all. (713) 868-3839, leave
message.
ANODYNE TURBO BASS FILTER for B&W
Matrix loudspeakers. Balanced, original owner, perfect, $700 OBO. (908) 232-2585, Steve.

1M CARDAS HEXLINK 5C, $285M; (2) 10' pair
Highwire, $459N/pair; 0.5m XLO Signature,
$285M; TEAC 2300, $250; Meridian 206, $799N;
7.5" paralleled-run OCOS/adaptors, $129. (610)
779-8643.
FREE COMPLIMENTARY NEWSLE1 lER, The
Audio Reference Times. Introducing anew journal for
serious audiophiles featuring discussions on today's
high-end world, its products, trends, and issues. Call
toll-free today for your complimentary issue. (800)
599-7673.
SOTA STAR TURNTABLE with Sutniko Blue
Point Special needle, perfect condition, $980; Yamaha
preamp •CX1000, $565; Yamaha power amp,
MX1000, $600; both like new. Fred, (512) 993-2551
days, (512) 852-6276 evenings.
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Our component rack systems are
detail and pride in the art of design
and craftsmanship.
"We will even design apiece to your
exact specifications!"

Audio

WE CAN HELP YOU choose excellent-sounding,
dependable audio equipment (plus video). We offer
friendly, knowledgeable advice, hands-on experience, free delivery. We carry: Mirage, NAD, Nakamichi, Acurus, Kimber, Cary, KEF, Parasound,
Philips, Kinergetics, Quad, PS, Fried, Spica, many
more. Free catalog! Read Brothers Stereo, 591 King St.,
Charleston, SC 29403, (803) 723-7276.

SAVE THOSE SPEAKERS!! Finest quality reconing, refoaming, restorations, and parts for all
speakers. Prompt, personal service 200-page catalog
of home, auto, and pro speakers. $10, Visa/MC $12.
Tri-State Loudspeaker, 650 Franklin, Aliquippa, PA
15001, (412) 375-9203. Dealers welcome.

PI

the result of serious attention to

UPGRADE FOR LESS. Offering best prices on
used audio components. Buying and selling all types.
(509) 966-4431.

SUMO PREAMP, ATHENA, $419; Nakamichi
cassette deck, RX505, like pew, $620; Kenwood
power amp Basic M2A, $399. Fred, (512) 993-2551
days, (512) 852-6276 evenings.

I.. F.

Racks
#5000
#2300

The
1-Beam
Component
Center

4•14

AUDIO
ADVISORS
OF THE PALM BEACHES
AUDITION THE "STEREOPHILE RECOMMENDED"
AWN IV WITH QUICKSILVER ELECTRONICS
ACARIAN
ADCOM
APOGEE
ARAGON
CELESTION
MEITNER
MICRO-MEGA
NHT
QUICKSILVER
PARADIGM
ROTEL
SIGNET
SHARPVISION
STRAIGHTWIRE

"When good
just isn't
good enough."
•ARCAM •AUDIOPRISM •CARDAS
•CHANG LIGHT SPEED •ESOTERIC
• FIRST SOUND •GERMAN ACOUSTICS

TRADE-INS WELCOME
(407) 478-3100
2273 PALM BEACH LAKES BLVD.
WEST PALM BEACH FL, 33409
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Audio
Center
(3 Bays)
70" Tall

Media-Rax x „
75" Tall

•MEDIA.LINAEUM •LYRA
•MAPLESHAPE OMEGA MICRO
•MFA •NSM •PRESENCE AUDIO
•40ED •ROOM TUNE •ROKSAN
•SOLID STEEL •SONORAN
•SOUNDLAB •SOUNDSTREAM
•SYSTEMS AUDIO •SYMPHONIC
LINE •TARGET •TEAC •TIMBRE
TECHNOLOGY •TOTEM •WHITE
AUDIO LABS •XL0 •ZOETHECUS

We only sell products
that bring music to life!

TOTEM
VIDIKRON

The

2:
231-

ARTHUR'S
AUDIO

The Eye-So
Stack Rack
System

Call us today for your local dealer and
acopy of our detailed Newsletter with
product photos and specifications...
BMIP/ BILLY BAGS

(810) 682-4686

4147 TRAN SPORT ST •VENTURA, CA 93003

Orchard Lake, MI

(805) 644-2185 • FAX 644-0434
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Audio Imageq
Audio Research
%,..?..
Threshold
Classé Audio
Nairn Audio
Melos
PS Audio
Sony ES
Eastern Pa's Premier High End
Denon
Audio specialists
Thiel
......„) Vandersteen
ProAc
*
Martin-Logan
Velodyne
Esoteric
Theta Digital
Purist Audio
Day Sequerra
Magnum Dynalab
California Audio Labs
VPI •PSE• XLO• Straightwire
Cardas• Sumiko •M & K...& more!
Fuse Quality,

Affordability
and Expertise With A Personal Tbueft

215-391-1200
5980 Hamilton Blvd.
Allentown, PA 18106

* Authorized Dealers for *
•ACOUSTICENERGY
•ACROTEC
•ACHE
•AWN
•AMC
•APOGEE
•ARAGON
•AUDIO um
•Hi K
•CAL
•CAR OAS
•CELESIION
•CODA

•OEM
•ENS
•ESOTERIC
•GRADO
•JMIABS
•Off
•MELDS
•MERIDIAN
•M81K
•NAMMICHI
•OHM
•UR WEDGE
•PREMIER
•PSU

•QUAD
•HO
•HOCKSOLIO
•ROGERS
•SME
•SONIC
FRONTIERS
•SOTA
•SUMIKO
•TANNOY
•THODENS
•VAC
•API.

and much more...

DEALER INVENTORY CLEARANCE! Everything 25%-50% off! All demos and overstock must
go at exceptional pricing. All units sold as new with
full warranty. Call 24 hours for automated model
and pricing information via phone or mailer. Products include: Tice, EAD, Counterpoint, Eminent
Technology, Acurus, Aragon, Audio Alchemy,
Clearfield, Genesis, B&K, van den Hul, Straight
Wire. Call (602) 224-9400, Box 28.

SELL FOR CASH/TRADE, audio and video.
Authorized: Acurus, Arcam, Audio Alchemy, Ftotel,
Sumo, Denon, Harman/Kardon, Marantz, Celestion,
Energy, Rogers, Signet, AudioQuest, Grado, Monster, Niles, Surniko, Target, et al. Ship anywhere Stereo
Classics, 75 Church St., New Brunswick, NJ 08901, (908)
220-1144, fax (908) 220-1284.
GRADO HP 2HEADPHONES, mint, $325. (513)
439-9493.
TEAC 7" OPEN-REEL tape deck, X-300, three
motors and heads, mint, $250. Also, TU-615 Harman/Kardon digital tuner, $75. (909) 679-0173.

SOUNDQUEST AUDIO—Michigan's cuttingedge dealer: Anodyne, Arcam, ASC, Atma-Sphere,
Audible Illusions, Audio Logic, Bel Canto Design,
BEL. tool Mk.II, Bright Star, C.E.C./Parasound,
Encore, Illuminati, Joule Electra, Mango Audio,
Micromega, MSB Technology, Music Reference,
Musical Design, NRG Control, PASS Laboratories,
Purist Audio Design, Reference Line, Resolution
Audio, Soundwave, Unity Audio. Vintage tubes and
accessories. MC/Visa. (810) 737-0005.
SPEAKERS ORIGINAL CELESTION SL6, factory checked 3/94, $395 ($1000). Top-of-the-line
tuners: Sansui TUX701, 91dB stereo S/N, $235
($550). Marantz ST-54 black, Stereophile Class D.
Vol.14 No.4, never out of the box, $195 ($430).
DBX-3BX FM/tape, etc. expander, $129 ($299).
George, (612) 941-2351, MN.

and you will hear
asmall voice. It
is not a loud
voice, but it
speaks with knowledge and conviction. The
voice conveys honesty and genuine concern.
your needs remembered.
If you are tired of the shouting and
cacophony often found in today's world of mega
high-end audio-merchants, give me acall. I
think you'll appreciate my way of doing business. Summon the small voice today.
-Galen Carol

Classe Audio, Wilson WATT, Convergent Audio, Hales,
VAC, Basis, Acarian/Alon, Wadia, VPI, Eminent Technology, Quad, Jadis, Sound Lab, Graham, Genesis, Enlightened Audio, Spica, SOTA, CAL, Quicksilver,
Celestion, Meridian, Magnum/Dynalab, SME, Lyra,
Berning, McCormick, Arcam, Totem, Reference Line,
Bright Star, CEC, PS Audio, Creek, Day-Sequerra, Audible Illusions...and many more! We carry virtually all
cable, cartridge, and accessory lines.

Tel: (718)321-1500 • Fax: (718)321-1078
MC •VISA •AMEX •DISCOVER Accepted
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EAGLE 7A AMPLIFIER, 300Wpc, mint, one
owner, updated, ($3000) $1595/B0 or trade toward
Theta DS Pre 11/11I only. (212) 932-7531.
PURIST AUDIO DESIGNS SYSTEM ENHANCER CD. Complete system break-in and dramatic
re-tune in 24 hours. Performance guaranteed! Sound
Sensations Audio Marketing: Dealer and authorized
US distributor for the Purist Audio Designs System Enhancer CD. For more information, phone/fax
(714) 496-9471.
CAL ARIA MK.I11, $1200; Counterpoint SA-12,
$550. (405) 751-4925.

KRELL KSA-300S, $6450; MD 10, $3140; Reference 64, $8120; Wilson WATT 3, $3450; Puppies
2, $2850. Don, (504) 885-698&
FORT WAYNE, INDIANA— QUALITY HI -FI:
B&K components; Rotel; Onkyo; McCormack;
Chicago Speaker Stands; 1Cimber Kable; PS Audio;
Scientific Fidelity loudspeakers; Sonographe; AudioQuest; Acurus Electronics; Power Wedge line conditioner, Audio Alchemy; Linn turntables, cartridges,
and loudspeakers; Arcici; Sound Organisation; PSE
Electronics; Conrad-Johnson; VPI; Vandersteen;
B&W; Enlightened Audio Designs. Three Rivers
Audio, (219) 745-5460.
INFINITY RS1B SPEAKERS. Late production.
Major mods: Cardas cable, MIT caps, Seetoo electronic crossover/servo and external power supply,
$3600. (212) 878-8492 days, (212) 879-2335 evenings
and weekends.
GENESIS TECHNOLOGIES GENESIS III
speakers, latest version, gloss-black, 3months old,
$3950 ($6150). Call Cary, (314) 569-3111 days, (314)
727-3922 evenings.

AUDIO CABLE
MORE
DON'T PAY
EXORBITANT PRICES
!FOR TOP QUALITY!
We have equaled the high
priced brands. High priced
equivalents as low as $.74/ft.
We demystify wire technology.
Send for explanation literature and catalog of all our
audio/video products, or call
1-800-321-2108 24 hrs/day.
FAX 609-428-1832

Free informative Newsletter. Monthly specials on
new, used and demo equipment.

— the luxury of high quality

P.O. Box 17562 •San Antonio, TX 78217
Voice: 210 /
805-9927 FAX: 210 /805-9928

LA TINTERNATIONAL

4 Sound Rooms

137-72 Northern Blvd., Flushing, N.Y. 11354

APOGEE DUETTA SIGNATURE loudspeakers,
barely broken-in, immaculate condition, $2795.
(404) 436-8251, message.

Galen Carol Audio

...at an affordable price —
317 Provincetown Road
Cherry Hill NJ 08034

Audio One To One
WorldRadioHistory
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UNDERGROUND SOUND. Owned by George
Merrill (designer of the Merrill turntable, stable table,
and AR modification), offering fine audio since 1974.
Call us for advice on analog and digital front ends.
Spectral, VAC, AMC, Hafler, Nestorovic, Dunlavy
Labs, Magnepan, Theta, Meridian, NAD, KEF. 2125
Central Ave., Memphis, TN 38104, (901) 272-1275.
SINGING LESSONS FOR CD PLAYERS. The
best upgrade is still less. Most Japanese brands plus
Philips, Magnavox, and Rotel. Just $259. Stan Warren,
(503) 344-3696, 10am-6pm PST
SILVER PHILHARMONIC INTERCONNECTS,
silver-plated copper/Teflon, excellent, $125/1m pair
($245). (504) 753-7771 CST
SINGLE-ENDED AMPLIFIERS, Straight Wire,
hand-crafted, ultimate components, hand-wound
MagneQuest output transformers, awesome! Cardinal 300B 7.5W, Twin parallel 300B 15W, individually produced. Wavelength Audio, 4539 Plainville Rd.,
Cincinnati, OH 45227, phone/fax (513) 271-4186.
Dealer inquiries welcome!
250-PAGE DESIGN MANUAL AND CATALOG
—check out our kits: Mosfet power and 300B triode
amplifiers; passive, buffered, and class-A linestages;
phono and active crossovers. Largest selection of
parts and supplies, including: Kimber ICap, MIT
MultiCap, WIMA, Wonder Caps, RAM Labs, Kimber !Cable, Vampire, Cardas, WBT, Neutrik, Caddock, and MagneQuest' output transformers. Send
$10 (US/Canada) or $14 (International). Or call (303)
470-6585, fax (303)791-5783. Visa/MC accepted. Welborne Labs, P.O Box 26019g Littleton, CO 80126-0198
THRESHOLD STASIS II, $700; PS Audio 200CX,
$600. Central Florida residents—Acoustat 2+2,
$800. (407) 676-2848 before 3pm.
FORSELL AIR REFERENCE TURNTABLE, mint
condition, used 12 hours, original owner (set up by
Dr. Forsell), best offer. (201) 746-2794.

Profflu/Ica
AUDIO /PECIALI/71

WE SELL MUSIC:
AUDIO EQUIPMENT IS SIMPLY
A MEANS TO THAT END.
•Adcom
•AKG
•Aragon
•ArCOM
•Audio Alchemy
•Audio Research
•Audio Static
•Beyer
•B&K
•Cardos
•Celestion
•Creek
•CWD
•Dunloyy
•Dynoco
•Energy
•Grado
•I-1/K
•Janis
•Meridian

•Nairn
•J. Rowland
•Paradigm
•Spendor
•ProAc
•Spica
•Reference 3A •Sumiko
•Rego
•Target
•Rokson
•Theta
•RoomTune
•VTL
•Ratel
•Vanclersteen

EXPERT ASSISTANCE •
INSTALLATIONS •SERVICE
2236 NCLARK •CHICAGO. IL 60614 •312 683-9500
1,701 W DEMPSTER •MORTON GROVE •708 561-1900 JP
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CLASSE SIX PREAMP WITH REMOTE, Altis
li'l-bit DAC, Tandberg 3001A tuner. All excellent
condition. Bob, (408) 287-1906
AUDIO RESEARCH DAC1-20, black, $1500;
Wadia WT-2000 CD transport, $2700; (2) sets Starburst Walnut Janis W3 plus interphase crossover/amp,
$800 each set. All mint. (215) 941-1122.

LPs/CDsn'ApEs
LPs SOUND GREAT when treated with GruvGlide. Enhance fidelity, reduce wear and static,
improve tracking, excellent cleaning. See Stereophik
review, August 1986, p.41. $21.95/kit. Check/MO
to Rozoil Lubricant Co., Box 19003, Las Vegas, NV
89132.

HIGH END AUDIO
IN CENTRAL PA

CLASSICAL COLLECTORS—LPs gathering dust
since switching to CDs? For fair value for your quality records, contact Randall Goldman, Box 2806, Rancho
Mirage, CA 92270, tel/fax (619) 323-2000.
WANTED: RCA/Mercury half-track open-reel
tapes. Randall Goldman, Box 3, Rancho Mirage, CA
92270, (619) 323-2000.
AUDIOPHILE LPs, CDs, and accessories! Mobile
Fidelity, Nautilus, Chesky, Wilson, AudioQuest,
Linn, Nitty Gritty, Japanese and British LPs, Reference. ..
many more, in and out of print! Catalog, $2
in US, $4 elsewhere Refundable on first order! Info:
(317) 778-2715. Fax: (317) 778-2669. Orders: (800)
782-3472. Elusive Disc, 1022 Rolling Barrel Rd., Pendleton, IN 46064.

VANDERSTEEN (rE)
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SONIC FRONTIERS
Theta Digital WELL TEMPERED _
PIA PS Al_111110

audioquest nueeme eek •audio research

s
ear
9}CPPE
THE

VINYL REPRODUCTION like you've never heard.
With atotally different approach, it is now possible to discover what is truly hidden in your LPs and
shellacs. Provides performance never thought possible. For further information: FM Acoustics, Dd., Seestrasse 5a, CH-8810 Horgen/Switzerland. Tel: 41-1-725
77 77; Fax: 41-1-725 77 90.

-

21 N. Market St.. Selinsgrove, PA •717.374-0150

Tony Dagradi Trio

"LIVE AT
THE
COLUMNS"
is an exhilarating
and satisfying
jazz journey!

The

Analog Shop
"our name says it all..."

•VAC

SPENDOR sWIREWORLD

•FRIED •AUDIBLE ELUSIONS
•VPI •SME

•MICRO-MEGA •SOFA
•MUSICAL DESIGN

•RPM •KLMBER

•EMINENT

•LYRA •GRAHAM

TECHNOLOGY

•AQ •0C9/ART-1

•BENZ.

•BLUE POINT SPECIAL

MICRO

•CHANG LIGHT SPEED
•ONLK •CLASSIC RECORDS
•SOUND ANCHOR •TADDEO
•SUMIKO •TARGET •EPOS

,
-ÇAYRNIPSF,Et,

•OCM (BELLES) •ROKSAN
•MICHAEL YEE AUDIO

MUSIC

(many more...)

Mastered Direct to CD, Adefinitive
reference jazz CD for your system
checks -$16.95 payable to: Au& Resource
send to:
AUDIO RESOURCE/TURNIPSEED MUSIC
3133 Edenborn Ave.. Metairie, LA 70002,
504-885-69138
Distribution: ACOUSTIC SOUNDS,
Salina, KS 1-800-525-1630
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used equipment/trades welcome
2 W. MAIN ST. •

3"" nooR •14564

V
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PHONE
FAX

T

NY

716.74202860
716.742•2859
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To make the most
of your projects, start
with the right tool.

CLASSIC RECORDS RCA "LIVING STEREO"
limited-edition reissue series: Hume Record Works
will stock all titles when issued, including LSC 1817,
2201, 2222, 2436, 2446. Call and reserve your copies
now! Hume Record Works, 1214 E. Yucca St., Phoenix,
AZ 85020, USA; Phone/fax: (602) 331-0756.
MUSIC LOVER OR "AUDIOPHILE"? Why not
be both—with Better Records! Our latest catalog
contains over adozen great jazz LPs guaranteed to
amaze you, sound and music, or your money back
including the shipping! Popular imports, too. We
guarantee these records because we know just how
good they are...we played 'em! Free catalog! (800)
487-8611, (818) 980-3313.
REEL-REELS, set sale, Mercury. RCA, more, 4tracks. Box 5183, Waco, TX 76708.

To receive The Parts Connection 1994 Catalog
and a$10 discount coupon good on your first
order over $100, send $5 along with your mailing
address or call with credit card information.

e
e

THE PARTS
CONNECTION'
A PVIMIONI

ete
7/2

IMICIIVIC •0•12.1/1•“.

2790 Brighton Rd, Oakville, Ontario, Canada, L6H 5T4
Toll Free Order Line 1
800-769 -0747 (U.S. &Canada)
Telephone (905) 829-5858 Facsimile (905) 829-5388
mrr MultiCap •Wonder Cap •Kimber Kap •Solo •Solen
Siemens •Hovland MusiCap •Wima •Holco •Rel-Cap
Draloric •Vishay •Caddock •Mills •Matsushita •TKD
Noble •Cardas •Kimber Kahle •Discovery •Audioquest
NIIT •ClearAudio •Alps •Boums •Shallco Attenuators
Elma •Electroswitch •Nichicon •Gold Aero •RAM
Mallory •Ruby Tubes •Edison Price •Linear Technology
Motorola •Analog Devices/PM' •International Rectifier
MagneQuest •Sonic Frontiers •Pearl •Tube Sockets
WBT •Neutrik •Curcio Audio Engineering •Kits

CLASSICAL RECORD SALE. Our latest classical
catalog is available. Many audiophile collectibles and
import LPs. Large selection of mono, stereo, and digital. Write or call for catalog. First Chair Records, P.O.
Box 629, Walkersville, MD 21793. (301) 845-8997.
JAZZ ON VINYL LIVES! Personally selected
factory-sealed LPs, bebop-present. Free informative
catalog ($3 overseas). LG 's Jazz, 53 Bellentaine,
Framingham, MA 01701.
RCA LSC SHADED DOGS, Mercury 90,000,
London FFSS Bluebacks, Lyrita, Argo, EMI ASD,
British Decca, rare monos. Call (212) 496-1681, fax
(212)496-0733; Harvey Gilman, 243 W 76th St., Apt.
1B, New York, NY 10023.
IBUY SEALED AUDIOPHILE LPs (Mobile
Fidelity, Nautilus, etc.). William Hesler, 8765 Radbum
Dr., Baldwinsville, NY 1302Z (315)635-2506 after 6pm
EST
THE TREMENDOUS SOUND RECORDS catalog—including classical, jazz, rock LPs—is available.
Write: Suite 184,835 Defrona Blvd., Dehona, FL 32725,
or call (407) 668-5706.
48,000 LPS. PRIVATE COLLECTION, HARDTO-FIND, out-of-print. 1955-1990. Classical,
opera, soundtracks, original casts, rock, soul, jazz,
big band, greatest hits, standard-pop vocal, country,
folk, guitar, religious, ethnic, documentary. Available
individually or in lots. (203) 227-8326.
RCA AND MERC set sale. Write: Records, 104 Barrington Dr., Oak Ridge, TN 37830.
A RECORD CONVENTION—BUY/SELL LPs
Where: New Hope, PA (Philadelphia/NYC area).
When: October 8, 1994. Info: Classical Plus, Box 68,
Doylestown, PA 18901; (215) 348-4830
HIGHEST PRICES PAID for classical LPs, mono
and stereo. Will travel for large collections. Call
Lawrence O'Toole, 52 E. 13th St., Suite 4C, New York,
NY 10003, tel./fax (212) 674-1407.

America's best
disc, tape, and component
storage system is made
by aDanish designer

The RACKIT'system
Stackable, portable oak units
hold all recording formats
and audio/video components
Direct from the source
Free mail order brochure
(please mention Stereophile)

Per Madsen Design
P.
O.
Box 330101, San Francisco, CA 94133
Phone: (415) 928-4509 Fax: (415) 922-1459
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TOP DOLLAR PAID for LPs and CDs. No collection too large. Classical, jazz, rock, audiophiles
(SR/LSC/EMI-ASD), more. 100,000 LPs and 30,000
CDs in stock. Call or write for information/directions. Open 7 days, MC/Visa. Princeton Record
Exchange, 20 Tulane St., Princeton, NJ 08542, (609)
921-0881.

FAN WANTS RECORDS or tape copies, please,
of Shaw Chorale. Torn Alden, 2660 Balaclava St., Vancouver, BC V6K 4E2, Canada, (604) 822-3674.
ESOTERIC AUDIO USA, afast-growing highend audio company, has openings for knowledgeable
professionals in areas including sales, marketing,
advertising, engineering, and manufacturing. Send
résumé to 44 Pearl Pentecost Rd., Winder, GA 30680.
All inquiries kept strictly confidential.
WANTED: TUBE HI-FI and commercial amplifiers
and speakers. Altec, Jensen, Western Electric. McIntosh, Marantz, Heath, Scott, Fisher, Eico, RCA,
Dynaco, Brook, etc. Power tubes: KT66, KT77,
KT88, 6550, 6CA7, 807, 811A, 300A, 300B. Sonny
Goldson, 1413 Magnolia Lane, Midwest City, OK 73110,
(405) 737-3312.
CUT11NG-EDGE LOUDSPEAKER DESIGNER
seeks active partner to share in start-up costs/management of an absolutely state-of-the-art loudspeaker company. (718) 694-0844.
WANTED: Speakers by Apogee, Martin-Logan,
Thiel. Krell amplifiers. (908) 297-1856.
INSTRUCTION MANUAL, Marantz 1152 DC
amplifier. (904) 777-5354.
COLLECTOR BUYING (working or not,
mono/stereo) old tube Marantz, McIntosh, Tannoy
speakers, Sequerra tuners, Krell, Levinson, ARC,
Goldmund, Apogee. Also, used wristwatches: Rolex,
Audemars, Omega, Rado, etc. For trade: B&W 801
Matrix II, $2200; C-J Premier 5monos. Traveling
often, NY-FL. (718) 387-7316 or (718)384-466Z NY.
FOSGATE 101A TATE II; Sansui QSDVQRX9001/
QRX7001. James, (713) 444-9215.
WANTED: SPECTRAL DMA-50 power amp,
excellent condition. (614) 268-6915, Don Porter.
UPGRADE FOR LESS. Offering best prices on
used audio components Buying and selling al types.
(509) 966-4431.
'70s-'80s TRANSISTORIZED preamps with separate power supply—ie, Leach, Hoffman, etc., others;
also, Nakarnichi 620 power amp. Hank, (212) 4104928 anytime.
WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! Don't let go of your
ARC, Aragon, Cello, C-J, Krell, Levinson, Proceed,
MIT, or Threshold without calling us. Ship in
UPS/COD. Call Superex Products, CA, (209) 2987931, fax (209) 297-0359, Sennie.
CASH PAID FOR ALL TYPES used audio/video
equipment. Buy and sell by phone. Dealer for: AR,
B&K, Carver, NEAR, Paradigm, Rotel, TARA Labs
Stereo Trading Outlet (since 1984), 320 Old York Rd.,
Jenkintown, PA 19046 Call us for the best prices! (215)
886-1650.
WANTED: NAKAMICHI TX1000 computing
turntable, good-to-excellent condition. For sale:
McIntosh 275 amplifier, reissue, new, factory-sealed,
$3995. Marty, (818) 349-1083 after 6pni PST

SELLING PRIVATE COLLECTION. Mercury,
RCA SD, London FFSS, Lyrita, more. LSASE to:
Don Pardoe, 1442-A Walnut St., Berkeley, CA 94709.
MORE LPS TO DIE FOR! Hard-to-find new,
sealed vinyl. Blues, R&B, folk, jazz, more. Major
labels, indies, imports, cutouts, rarities CDs too. Free
review-packed catalog. Roundup Records, Dept. STP,
1Camp St., Cambridge, MA 02140, (617)661-6308.

WANTED
WANTED: OLD, NEW, TUBE, McIntosh,
Marantz, Dyna, ARC, Conrad-Johnson, JBL, EV,
Jensen, Klyne, Levinson, Cello, Wilson, Quad,
Sequerra, Thiel, Fulton, Linn, Thorens, Western
Electric, EMT, 33LP, etc. (713) 728-4343, fax (713)
723-1301, Maury Corb.
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THE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS
Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as offered arc accurately described, and are available
to customers at the advertised price. Advertising that does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading, is never knowingly
accepted. If any Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards, please write Nelson 8t Associates, Inc., 62 Wendover Rd.,
Yonkers, NY 10705.
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Ill 1YEAR, $35 L 2YEARS, $60
($2.92/issue)
($2.50/issue)

Address
City

State

OVERSEAS $75 /year

Zip

Call toll-free to order

El Check/money order enclosed

hy credit card

Bill me
El VISA
Card No.

STEREOPHILE, JUNE 1994

MasterCard

L 3YEARS, $75
($2.08/issue)

D American Express

Exp.

(800) 334-8152
Or send check, money order (US dollars only),
or credit-card number to:
Stereophile, P.O. Box 469027, Escondido, CA 92046-9027
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his is Larry Archibald, coming to you from aremote location in the Caribbean.. ."
Wait aminute—the plane touched down
in Miami. That's still where Iam, but there's
no doubt about the tropical nature of this
Latin paradise. This is the eve of Stereophik's
eighth and biggest Hi-Fi Show, and
already we've had beautiful weather, torrential downpours, incredible humidity,
and more downpours. But all the exhibitors are snuggled down in their Hi-Fi '94
beds (most of them happily so), waiting
for what Santa will bring tomorrow in the
way of South Florida attendees.
It's going to be—will have been, by the
time you read this—a great Show. Exhibitors have put together fantastic quantities
of equipment—"Hey, Joe; where do Iput
34 boxes from Krell [weighing 200 lbs
each] with no room labels on 'em?"—
comprising our best exhibits ever, with
even more Home Theater than we had last
year in San Francisco. Do Idetect atrend?
Ilied in my opening paragraph. My
plane actually touched down in Fort
Myers, on the other side of Florida, where
Iwas attending the annual conference of
PARA (the Professional Audiovideo Retailers Association), one of the organizations Stereophile has joined to promote the
quality of retail establishments and the
general business of the High End.
Elsewhere in this issue Peter Mitchell
discusses the transformation of the Summer CES into an "interactive media" show,
accompanied by achange of venue from
Chicago to Philadelphia. (The EIA, or
Electronic Industries Association, also
announced that their Latin American CES
in Brazil, scheduled for August, would be
postponed to 1995.) The EIA has not
announced that there will be no high-end
audio/video component to this interactive
media trade show, but I'm betting there
won't be. (EIA/CEG is polling high-end
exhibitors right now to figure out what
they want.)
Both high-end and mid-fi exhibitors
have been begging CES for just one show
for several years now, and the trade marketplace has voted with its feet and dollars
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to make that show the Winter CES in Las
Vegas. Stereophile has always advocated two
trade shows ayear because of our belief that
small high-end companies need all the
communication they can get with retailers,
distributors, and journalists, and there is
agroup of high-end companies who continue to strongly advocate a summer
show—but my guess is that this group is
just too small.
PARA's related to all this because, for
manufacturers large and small, it provides
80-150% of the trade effectiveness of a
CES in an atmosphere that's relaxed yet
business-efficient, at much lower cost than
aCES. The secret is focus. At aCES you
spend two days traveling, three days setting
up and tearing down, and four days meeting with the trade—but many of those
meetings are rushed and noisy, and some
of them are with people you'll never actually do business with. At PARA you spend
two days traveling, no days setting up or
tearing down, and three days in intense
meetings, almost all of them with people
you do business with. Attendance this year
was up 67%.
Part of the shift from aSummer CES to
aSpring PARA Confeience reflects achange
in the marketplace. The old CESes consisted of zillions of eager young companies putting forth their wares to bunches
of eager buyers from retailers. Retailers
were keen on hearing the latest and
greatest, frequently taking stuff back to
hordes of eager consumers who were
equally keen on hearing it.
The massive retailer killoffs of the late
'70s and '80s took care of those urges.
Many eager young companies went bust;
many hobbyist-retailers did the same. The
high-end "establishment" companies mostly
grew out of this maelstrom, but they are
now older and wiser. They are the companies whose products incorporate solid
engineering, who support their retailers,
market effectively, and are run like businesses. The dealers of today are much more
cautious: they know that avendor going
bust means not only direct financial loss
(their inventory instantly drops in value),
but indirect loss—their customers have

been misled, and may frequently blame the
dealer.
In such an atmosphere, established
manufacturers meeting with established
retailers who already sell their products
makes sense. PARA makes sense.
There's an acute sense of nostalgia in
PWM's writings on the demise of SCES. I,
too, feel it strongly—those times were exciting. It's more like real business now, and the
real person who benefits—as long as creativity doesn't leave the High End—is you.
One related note on PARA, and one on
the Miami Stereophile Show:
At PARA, Dolby was once again
demonstrating their AC-3 data-reduction
system, delivering "5.1" channels of audio
at 384kbs, over aTHX system provided
by M&K. I'd heard this demonstration a
year ago, at Dolby's facilities in San Francisco—the sound quality was wretched.
It was wretched once again at PARA. The
supposedly THX-certified loudness level
was much too high, and the surrounds
were turned up much too loud—supposedly
ambient details sounded like yourear was
right next to them. The film soundtracks
had horribly exaggerated presence, brightness, and detail, and the music used to
demonstrate the benefits of surroundsound-for-music had all the natural ambience of ping-pong stereo. The only element shared by this demonstration and last
year's was the AC-3-encoded demo disc.
The purpose of ademonstation is to show
how well—not how badly—a system can
perform. Until Dolby changes their demo,
they shouldn't complain when suspicions
are raised about AC-3's sound quality.
On the Stereophik Show: Special thanks
go to South Florida retailers Advanced
Home Cinema, Architectural Audio, Front
Row Center, Inner Ear Audio, Peter
McGrath's Sound Components, Sound
Advice, and Sound Performance for participating in our Show. Though listed in
the "Exhibitor Guide" portion of our Show
Guide, their names were inadvertently
omitted from the "Show Directory" and
"Who's Where" sections. I'm very sorry
—we won't do it again.
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FEEL ACUTE NOSTALGIA AT THE DEMISE OF SCES.
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STANDING ALONE
"A rich and eloquent sound leads the listener into the

WADIA

world of music and now define anew high point in the

9

replay of Compact discs."
...Keizo Yamanaka, Stereo Sound, Japan
"The richness of tone the precise clarity, the authenticity of the stereo presentation, and so on -- in all of
these areas the Wadias set the sonic standard."
...Joachim. Pfeisser, HIFi Exclusiv, Germany
"Wadia has recreated the natural sound of live music,
in away that continues to elude other
manufacturers of digital audio equipment."
...Yoshihero Asanuma, Stereo Sound, Japan
"The very pinnacle of the digital component world,
destined to remain there for avery long time."
...Tony De Marchi, AudioREVIEW, Italy
"Even for ahardened critic, the transparency when
direct-coupled to the power amplifiers was breathtaking, instantly recognizable as acloser approach to the
real thing."
...Martin Colloms,
HIFI News & Record Review, England
"The quintessence of digital audio, the dream which
has become reality, the absolute reference point."
...Roberto Lucchesi, AudioREVIEW, Italy
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